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ABSTRACT 
The main objective of this study is to develop an accurate design method for com-
puting inlet hydrographs of surface runoff, with average recurrence intervals of 10, 25, 
and 50 years, from typical urban highway by flood routing technique. 
The most comprehensive mathematical model based on the method of character-
istics was developed for computing the runoff inlet hydrograph. All flood routing meth-
ods were extensively reviewed and the most efficient and accurate technique was adopted 
for the formulation of a numerical (computer) model including all the rainfall-runoff pro-
cesses on a highway watershed. Accuracy of the computer model was then examined by 
comparing the computed inlet hydrographs with field data obtained both from the Corps 
of Engineers airfield experiments and from typical highway cross-sections in the Salt Lake 
City area. A few exploratory computer experiments indicate that the development of a 
unified dimensionless inlet hydrograph or a family of such hydrographs for typical high-
way cross-sections seems possible. 
Chen, Cheng-lung, "Urban Storm Runoff Inlet Hydrograph Study, Vol. 1. Com-
puter Analysis of Runoff from Urban Highway Watersheds Under Time- and Space-
Varying Rainstorms," Utah Water Research Laboratory Report PRWG 1 06-1, Utah State 
University, Logan, Utah, May 1975. 
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PREFACE 
The work described in this report was performed under contract DOT-FH-II-7806, 
entitled "Urban Storm Runoff Inlet Hydrograph Study" between the Federal Highway 
Administration and Utah State University. This research contract aimed at the 
development of an accurate desig..n method for computing inlet hydrographs of surface 
runoff under intense rainstorms on urban highways. One of the major tasks in this 
research project was the development of the most accurate mathematical model for 
computing the runoff inlet hydrograph. All flood routing methods were extensively 
reviewed and the most efficient and accurate technique was adopted for the formulation 
of a computer model including all the rainfall-runoff processes on a highway watershed. 
Accuracy of the computer model was then checked by comparing the computed inlet 
hydrographs with field data obtained in the field phase of the research. The work 
reported herein is part of the analytical phase of the project. 
The research was conducted under the general direction and supervision of Dr. 
Cheng-lung Chen, Professor of Civil and Environmental Engineering at Utah State 
University. During this study, Min-shoung Chu, Graduate Research Assistant, and Dr. 
George B. Shih, Research Engineer, at the Utah Water Research Laboratory, helped 
formulate the surface runoff computer model. The original computer program was 
written by Mr. Chu as part of his dissertation entitled "Hydrodynamics of Runoff from 
Road Surfaces under Moving Rainstorms," submitted in 1973 in partial fulfillment of the 
requirements for the degree of Doctor of Philosophy in Civil and Environmental 
Engineering, Utah State University, Logan, Utah. Subsequent modifications were made 
by Dr. Shih and mainly by the author in an attempt to correct inaccuracies found in the 
original program. The computer program was greatly expanded by the author to include 
the computation of the inlet hydrographs resulting from heavy storms under various 
drainage conditions in highway watersheds. Gratitude is due Dr. Shih for his assistance in 
the formulation of the drainage-area correction factor (Eq. 67) used in the computation 
of surface runoff on the curved roadway. 
The contract was monitored by Dr. D. C. Woo, Contract Manager, Environmental 
Design and Control Division, Federal HIghway Administration. The author is indebted to 
him for his idea to initiate this study and overall research plan, detailed discussions of 
research conduct of all phases, and critical reviews and comments of the results during the 
course of the work. 
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INTRODUCTION 
Because of the difficulty in accurately predict-
ing the inflow at the highway drainage inlet under a 
given design rainstorm pattern, urban storm drainage 
systems today are still largely designed on the basis of 
the empirical rational formula using rainfall intensity 
modified by a coefficient of runoff. Despite the 
efficiency in the engineering application of the 
rational method to the urban highway hydrologic 
design, the method permits only the calculation of 
peak discharge for a uniform rainfall of chosen 
intensity. Furthermore, the determination of values 
of the coefficient in the rational formula is very 
difficult because this coefficient must represent many 
variables including hydrometeorological and physio-
graphical factors of an urban highway watershed 
under investigation. Therefore, a more accurate 
method based on a physically sound concept is 
needed. 
Many attempts have been made by previous 
investigators to improve the rational method. For 
instance, Gregory and Arnold (1932) developed a 
modification of the rational formula to recognize 
such factors as watershed shape and slope, stream 
pattern, and the elements of channel flow. Bernard 
(1938) developed similar modifications more clearly 
representing the many variables of runoff, with charts 
and nomographs to facilitate use of the more com-
plex formulas. Application of these modifications, 
however, generally has been limited to areas larger 
than those encountered in most urban highway 
drainage projects. 
Development of Urban Runoff Models 
Among the first to consider applying hydro-
graph techniques to the design of storm sewers were 
Horner and Flynt (1936), who measured the 
temporal variation in rainfall and runoff on three very 
small (less than 5 acres) heavily urbanized areas in St. 
Louis, Mo., and Horner and Jens (1942), who applied 
modern hydrologic concepts to the determination of 
runoff from a single city residential block and 
suggested application of their techniques to larger 
areas. Hicks (1944) was the first to suggest the 
possibility of synthesizing urban runoff hydrographs. 
He developed a method of computing urban runoffs 
for the Los Angeles area based on experimental work 
for the determination of the principal abstractions 
1 
from rainfall and actual gagings of local drainage areas 
in the metropolitan region. The Hicks methodology 
has been in use for more than 25 years in the city of 
Los Angeles and its satellite communities, but has not 
found wide use among designers in other cities. 
Extensive studies of a hydrograph method have been 
made by the city of Chicago. A detailed explanation 
of the hydrograph type of analysis used there is 
presented by Tholin and Keifer (1960), and of the 
synthetic storm pattern by Keifer and Chu (1957). 
Both a summary of the method and a comparison of 
measured and computed runoffs are given by Jens 
and McPherson (1964). 
An inlet method which is essentially the same 
as the hydrograph method was studied at the Johns 
Hopkins University (1955 to 1963; Viessman and 
Geyer, 1962; Schaake, Geyer, and Knapp, 1964; 
Schaake, 1965) and New Mexico State University 
(Viessman and Abdel-Razaq, 1964; Viessman, 1966 
and 1968). Based on rainfall measurements and inlet 
and sewer gagings in urban areas at Baltimore, Md. 
(Knapp, Schaake, and Viessman, 1963), and other 
municipalities (McPherson, 1958), the inlet method 
determines the flow to each inlet; attenuates the peak 
flow from each subarea (group of inlets) as it moves 
down the storm drain; and sums the attenuated peaks 
to determine the total peak at the design point. The 
inlet method is summarized by J ens and McPherson 
(1964) and also by Kaltenbach (1963). 
Another approach, the unit hydrograph method 
(Eagleson, 1962), depends on the correlation of 
characteristics of measured sewer outflow hydro-
graphs from urban areas of varying types, to permit 
construction of synthetic unit hydrographs for areas 
under design. Outflow hydrographs developed by the 
unit hydrograph method have particular application 
to the sizing of impounding basins and drainage 
pumping stations, for which the rational method 
provides no sound basis for design. 
In recent years there has been increasing re-
search activity in the field of urban hydrology. 
Several mathematical models yielding various degrees 
of accuracy in the prediction of the runoff hydro-
graph have been developed by many investigators. A 
qualitative review of several of these models is given 
by tinsley (1971). Worth further investigation are 
some of such urban models developed by the British 
Road Research Laboratory (Watkins, 1962; Terstriep 
and Stall, 1969), the Environmental Protection 
Agency (EPA) (Metcalf and Eddy, Inc. et aI., 1969 
and 1971; Chen and Shubinski, 1971), and the 
University of Cincinnati (Papadakis and Preul, 1972; 
Preul and Papadakis, 1970 and 1972). Papadakis and 
Preul (1973) compared the computer results obtained 
from the University of Cincinnati (UC) model, EPA 
Storm Water Management (SWM) model, Chicago 
hydrograph method (Tholin and Keifer, 1960), and 
Road Research Laboratory (RRL) model. Heeps and 
Mein (1974) also applied the RRL model, SWM 
model, and UC model to several storms on two urban 
watersheds in Australia, but their results did not 
support the Papadakis and Preul's finding that the UC 
model performed better than the RRL model and 
SWM model. Singh (1973) suggested more exact and 
complex methods of process simulation than the 
preceding three models after making his criticism and 
comparison of model simulation procedures used in 
the three models. A brief description of the dif-
ferences in the three simulation procedures before 
storm water enters the inlet will be helpful to the 
present study in which a more detailed and com-
prehensive mathematical model will be developed to 
simulate the rainfall-runoff process on an urban 
highway watershed. 
The most unusual and controversial features of 
the RRL model are that the areas contributing to 
storm runoff are taken to be only the impervious 
areas directly connected to the sewer system, and 
that these impervious areas have a runoff coefficient 
of 100 percent. Overland flow on these contributing 
areas is simulated by combining the rainfall hyeto-
graph and an assumed linear time versus contributing 
area diagram (time-area routing) for each inlet. The 
assumed constant time of entry at an inlet is the time 
required for all the directly connected impervious 
area tributary to the inlet to contribute to runoff. No 
allowance is made for surface storage. 
Overland flow in the SWM model is simulated 
by storage routing using Manning's equation and the 
equation of continuity, assuming that the hydraulic 
radius is equal to the depth of flow. The depth of 
flow is assumed constant along the length of the 
overland flow plane during any given time interval. 
Depression storage is treated in such a way that 
overland flow does not begin until the depression 
storage is full. However, 25 percent (arbitrary) of the 
impervious area is assigned zero depression storage to 
simulate immediate runoff. Infiltration on the pervi-
ous areas is represented by Horton's equation and 
may be satisfied by the rainfall during a time step, the 
depth of detention storage from the previous time 
step, or the water in depression storage. 
2 
The UC model in general considers the same 
catchment processes as the SWM model, but differs in 
simulation techniques. The UC model accepts only 
catchments which are wholly pervious or wholly 
impervious. In other words, any sub catchment has to 
be represented by two equivalent sub catchments-one 
pervious, the other impervious. Overland flow is 
considered by an analytical method based on an 
empirical relationship between outflow depth, deten-
tion storage, and detention storage at eqUilibrium. 
This empirical relation, together with Manning's 
equation and the equation of continuity, provide a 
solu tion for overland flow. Depression storage is 
simulated by an exponential relationship which 
assumes that the rate of filling is proportional to the 
unfilled volume. InfIltration on the pervious sub-
catchments is simulated by subtracting Horton's 
infiltration capacity curve from the rainfall time 
distribution, the infiltration curve being time-offset if 
the initial rainfall intensity is less than the initial 
potential infIltration rate. 
In another approach similar to the aforemen-
tioned, more-frequently-referred, three models, 
Offner (1973) divided the runoff surface into a grid 
of square coordinates with size appropriate to the 
degree of surface irregularity and then on each square 
element assigned four parameter values describing the 
mass balance of outflow and inflow to the element. 
Overland flow is simulated by using Izzard's equation 
(1944, 1946) in the case of laminar flow, and if his 
limit for laminar flow is exceeded, using the equation 
for turbulent flow (Horton, 1935). 
Another type of urban runoff model proposed' 
by Anderson (1970) and Chien and Saigal (1974) is 
also similar to the above three models, but in a much 
simplified (practical) fashion. Anderson (1970) 
assumed a triangular. shape for a basic hydro graph so 
that the total hydrograph for a given location was 
obtained by adding together several triangular hydro-
graphs. Chien and Saigal (1974) on the other hand 
proposed the linearized subhydrographs method in 
which runoff coefficient is used to compute the peak 
rates of runoff; linear variation of the rising limb and 
the receding limb of the subhydrograph for a small 
basin is assumed and superimposed; and kinematic 
wave time to equilibrium is used as a factor for the 
determination of subhydrographs. 
There are equivalent simplifications (or ,com-
plexities) in the simulation of gutter flow among the 
existing urban runoff models, but most of them were 
developed based on uniform flow storage routing 
using Manning's formula. Most sewer flow was also 
simulated in the same way as gutter flow through 
storage routing using the equation of continuity and 
Manning's equation. It is noted that a sound 
procedure to route storm water through a storm 
sewer by using a digital computer was already 
developed elsewhere (Yevjevich and Barnes, 1970; 
Pinkayan, 1972). Since in the present study only 
storm water before its entry to the drainage inlet is 
considered, further analysis of sewer flow is beyond 
the scope of the present study. The most comprehen-
sive mathematical model including all physical 
processes of runoff is thus developed herein for 
routing storm water through the drainage inlet. 
Formulation of a new method to accurately simulate 
urban highway runoff will be useful to attack storm 
drainage and associated problems in urban highway 
areas. 
Objectives and Scope of the Present Study 
The main objective of this study is to develop, 
by using a flood routing technique, a general com-
puter model which can predict runoff from an urban 
highway watershed under time- and space-varying 
rainstorms. The three specific objectives are: (1) to 
formulate a rigorous one-dimensional surface flow 
model in the curvilinear orthogonal coordinate sys-
tem, or a simiplified form thereof, which simulates 
the flow on the curved crown around a curved path 
on the straight or curved road surface; (2) to examine 
the validity and accuracy of the computer model 
using available existing data and field data collected 
from two typical urban highway watersheds in the 
Salt Lake City area; and (3) to study the effects of 
rainstorm and watershed parameters, such as the 
direction and magnitUde of movement of the storm, 
the roughness, slope, curvature, length, and width of 
the roadway and shoulder, the gutter slope, infiltra-
tion characteristics of sideslope with various soils and 
plant covers, etc., on the inlet hydrograph. 
Highways are built with crown or cross slopes 
to provide lateral or oblique drainage flow to the 
sides of the pavement, and in the case of curves, 
lateral or oblique flow due to superelevation of the 
pavement and shoulders. In urban areas, the recom-
mended practice, if erosion is not a problem, is to 
allow the drain water to flow from the pavement, 
across the shoulder, and down the sideslopes to side 
ditches. However, in places of limited space, it is 
necessary to provide a curb along the outer edge of 
the pavement to conduct the flow to catch basins or 
other collecting devices, from which it is removed 
through a storm sewer system. In a broad sense, a 
highway watershed includes those areas within two 
adjacent highway drainage inlets (spaced from 400 to 
1,000 ft) and the right-of-way (spaced from 200 to 
400 ft) made from paved road surface (roadway), 
paved shoulder, sideslope or back slope (paved or 
grassed), median, gutter (paved or grassed), side ditch, 
and natural drainage area. To study the runoff 
process from such a small urban highway watershed 
requires a knowledge of flow lines and watershed 
divides, because within the right-of-way there are few 
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such sub-watersheds on which storm water is routed 
independently of each other. For example, one of the 
highway sub-watersheds is made of a roadway and a 
curb-type gutter only. This sub-watershed is bounded 
by a fixed highway watershed divide which is a line 
connecting the vertices of the cross profiles of the 
roadway, two flow lines which pass two adjacent 
highway drainage inlets, and the curb. 
Physically, runoff from a roadway under a 
moving or stationary rainstorm is a special case of the 
general watershed flow (Chen and Chow, 1968 and 
1971). The runoff process on a roadway conceptually 
consists of two parts: (1) overland flow on the crown 
of the road surface; and (2) channel (or gutter) flow 
in the gutter. The water moving as overland flow 
meets with that in the gutter, most of which flows 
into the highway drainage inlet with part of it to be 
carried over. In the mathematical simulation of such 
flows, theoretically speaking, three-dimensional flow 
equations may be formulated (Chen and Chow, 1968 
and 1971), but for simplicity overland flow and 
gutter flow each may be treated as the one-
dimensional flow in space with time taken as another 
independent variable. 
A mathematical model which consists of a set 
of one-dimensional flow equations, initial conditions, 
and boundary conditions, can be formulated for 
combined overland flow and gutter flow. The one-
dimensional, spatially varied unsteady flow equations, 
commonly used in open channel, can be developed 
for such flow and then solved numerically on a digital 
computer, subject to specified initial and boundary 
conditions. 
One of the hardest boundary conditions to 
cope with is at the junction or interface between the 
downstream end of the overland flow and any point 
of the gutter flow. This interface between overland 
flow and gutter flow may be referred to as an 
"internal" boundary which may move with space and 
time. Conditions at this internal boundary (Chen and 
Chow, 1968 and 1971) must satisfy the flow variables 
of both types of flow at that point. 
The boundary at the crown of the roadway is a 
fixed watershed divide where it may be assumed to 
have a zero flow velocity. The condition at the 
drainage inlet is an overfall condition which mayor 
may not be utilized for solution, depending on 
whether the flow at the inlet is sub critical or 
supercritical. Both boundary conditions at the high-
way watershed divide and the drainage inlet may be 
referred to as "external" boundary conditions, in 
contrast with the movable internal boundary condi-
tions prescribed at the interface between overland 
flow and gutter flow. 
Different types of drainage inlets, such as grate 
inlets and curb-opening inlets, with or without gutter 
depression, have been proposed to withdraw storm-
water from the gutter. Because none of the the 
existing inlets can function with 100 percent 
efficiency, part of the stormwater in the gutter which 
cannot enter an inlet will automatically become an 
input (Le. carry-over) to the subsequent gutter flow 
at the upstream end of the gutter. The rate of 
carry -over flow depends on the approaching depth 
and velocity at the inlet as well as the type of the 
inlet installed. The inlet characteristic curves or 
relationships developed by Horner (1919), Tapley 
(1943), Larson (1948 and 1949), Izzard (1950), Li et 
al. (1951 and 1954), and Knapp et al. (1963) may be 
used as downstream boundary conditions at the inlet. 
However, none of these relationships developed has 
been proved to be satisfactory in application. There-
fore, for simplicity, efficiency at the inlet will be 
assumed 100 percent and no carry-over flow will be 
imposed at the inlet. 
The initial conditions on a dry surface of zero 
depth and velocity are of a singularity type requiring 
judicious assumptions of small depth and velocity in 
order to be able to start the computation numer-
ically. 
The flow equations (Le., the Saint-Venant 
equations) will be expressed in the form of a set of 
quasi-linear partial differential equations. As will be 
reviewed in the following section, many numerical 
techniques have been developed to solve such a set of 
hyperbolic partial differential equations. Because the 
problem under study is only concerned with a 
relatively small basin area and a short-duration 
thunderstorm, use of an explicit finite-difference 
scheme with specified rectangular grid intervals based 
on the method of characteristics is believed to be 
more suitable than other methods in the numerical 
solution. 
Although it has long been recognized that the 
flow equations for spatially varied unsteady flow in 
open channel can have discontinuous solutions 
(Dressler, 1949), a special technique by use of a pair 
of shock equations (Le., rapidly varied flow equa-
tions) coupled with characteristic equations must be 
developed for tracing a bore or a train of such bores 
for which the method of characteristics fails to hold 
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because characteristic in the same class cross each 
other. A useful application of this technique is in the 
computation of the wavefront which outraces the 
front of a moving rainstorm. 
The advancing wavefront of the surface flow 
may outrace, or move at least with the same velocity, 
as the front of a rainstorm. In case the front of the 
flow outraces that of the rainstorm, the flow problem 
under study is similar to the dam-breaking problem 
(Stoker, 1957) and the method used in analyzing 
such a problem may be applied. However, a simplify-
ing assumption must be introduced to overcome the 
singularity problem that is inherent at the leading 
edge of a wavefront moving on a dry surface. If the 
front of the flow advances with that of the rainstorm, 
the front of the flow may be assumed as a point in 
the continuous flow so that it can readily be 
computed by simply using the characteristic equa-
tions without resorting to the shock equations. 
Following the review of literature on the flood 
routing techniques and associated numerical schemes, 
the mathematical model of surface runoff from an 
urban highway watershed under a moving or sta-
tionary rainstorm will be formulated and then solved 
on a digital computer. Computer solutions will be 
obtained for a variety of actual or design storms and 
drainage conditions commonly encountered on the 
urban highway. Significant dimensionless parameters 
which control the runoff process on the highway 
watershed will be identified and evaluated through 
sensitivity analysis. Comparison of computed inlet 
hydro graphs with field data will also be performed 
for verification of the computer model. 
Because of the difficulty in arranging what 
needed to be reported in one volume, some of the 
results will be presented without elaborating their 
detailed derivations and implications as far as no 
confusion and misunderstanding will arise. Those 
portions skipped from detailed analysis and presented 
in other volumes of the final report under separate 
subtitles are: Vol. 2. Laboratory studies of the 
resistance coefficient for sheet flows over natural turf 
surfaces; Vol. 3 Hydrologic data for two urban 
highway watersheds in the Salt Lake City area, Utah; 
Vol. 4. Synthetic storms for design of urban highway 
drainage facilities; Vol. 5. Soil-cover-moisture com-
plex: Analysis of parametric infiltration models for 
sideslopes. 
LITERATURE REVIEW OF RUNOFF MODELING AND 
ROUTING TECHNIQUES 
The surface runoff from a watershed due to a 
rainstorm varies with the hydrometeorologic 
characteristics of the rainstorm and physiographic 
properties of the watershed. In literature many 
studies deal with the effects of the physiographic 
properties of watersheds on the runoff hydrograph, 
but only few studies are concerned with the in-
fluences of the movement of rainstorms on rainfall-
runoff relationship (Amorocho and Orlob, 1961; 
Maskimov, 1964; Marcus, 1968; Yen and Chow, 1968 
and 1969; Hill, 1969; Wei and Larson, 1971). A study 
of the combined effects of such hydrometeorologic 
factors of moving rainstorms and physiographic 
factors on the runoff process is even more meager 
(Iwagaki and Takasao, 1956). It is the intrinsic 
complexity of flow phenomenon under such com-
bined effects that has prevented us from analyzing it 
in a more fundamentally sound fashion. Nevertheless, 
advent of an electronic computer and its ability to 
implement existing numerical methods have 
stimulated great interest in seeking the solution of 
such a complicated problem. 
Surface Runoff Models 
The flow on a runoff surface under a moving 
rainstorm is not difficult to describe mathematically 
by using the concepts of fluid mechanics. Rigorously 
speaking, the mathematical model of the surface flow 
to be developed consists of a set of three-dimensional 
instantaneous unsteady flow equations (Le., the 
three-dimensional instantaneous equations of con-
tinuity and motion-the Navier-Stokes equations-for 
unsteady free-surface flow) with adequately 
prescribed three-dimensional instantaneous initial and 
boundary conditions. However, to obtain a solution 
by using a modern high-speed electronic computer 
from such a three-dimensional instantaneous model, a 
numerical method, if it ever exists, could result in an 
extremely lengthy computer program that is likely to 
be either uneconomical or beyond the capacity of the 
computer presently available, or both. A three-
dimensional model may be simplified to a two-
dimensional plane-flow model, application of which 
however is limited to a laboratory watershed flow 
(Chow and Ben-Zvi, 1973). In practice, the best way 
to circumvent this difficulty is to treat the surface 
flow in a watershed as a combined system of 
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"hydraulic" (or one-dimensional) flows (Chen and 
Chow, 1968 and 1971) which are hydrodynamically 
distinguishable from each other. For example, the 
water on the crown of the roadway moves as overland 
flow, while the water in the gutter moves as channel 
flow. Both can be treated as one-dimensional flows. A 
combination of overland flow and channel flow with 
internally coupling boundary conditions between 
them can adequately describe the shallow water 
movement on the roadway with curb. When one-
dimensional flow is nonuniform and unsteady, as is 
always the case in the runoff process, it may be called 
spatially varied unsteady flow. 
Spatially varied unsteady flow consists of both 
gradually varied unsteady flow and rapidly varied 
unsteady flow. The equations of one-dimensional 
gradually varied unsteady flow can be derived from 
the three-dimensional flow equations by means of the 
time and space averaging process (Chen and Chow, 
1968 and 1971; Strelkoff, 1969; and Yen, 1972 and 
1973). The equations of one-dimensional rapidly 
varied unsteady flow, can be formulated from 
volume-integrated one-dimensional equations of 
continuity and momentum or energy (Stoker, 1957; 
Chen and Chow, 1968; Terzidis and Strelkoff, 1970; 
Yen, 1973). The relationships between dependent 
variables (Le., the depth and velocity of flow) for 
gradually varied unsteady flow can be expressed in 
the form of a set of quasi-linear partial differential 
equations while those for rapidly varied unsteady 
flow, if isolated, may be formulated in the form of 
algebraic relationships between conjugate depths and 
velocities at the point of discontinuity and propaga-
tion velocity of discontinuity. Both relationships are 
needed in the computation of surface How on the 
roadway as well as in the gutter, specifically at the 
points of discontinuity, such as the places where 
overland flow meets gutter flow, moving hydraulic 
jumps and rolling waves occur, and the leading edge 
of the wavefront moves on the dry surface. 
Numerical Techniques 
Many techniques have been developed to solve 
numerically the gradually varied unsteady flowequa-
tions with appropriately prescribed initial and 
boundary conditions. Among those techniques re-
ported (e.g., Richtmyer, 1962; Yevjevich, 1964; 
Dronkers, 1964 and 1969; Liggett and Woolhiser, 
1967; Strelkoff, ] 970; Gunaratnam and Perkins, 
1970), the method of characteristics (Courant and 
Friedricks, 1948; Stoker, 1957; Courant and Hilbert, 
1962; Garabedian, 1964), because of its advantages 
such as suitability, accuracy, and efficiency in com-
putation over other methods (Liggett and Woolhiser, 
1967), has been used widely for computing the 
propagation of floods, tides, wind waves, etc., in 
rivers and homogeneous estuaries and on beaches. 
Studies conducted by Isaacson, Stoker, and Troesch 
(1958), Whitham (1958), Freeman and Le Melulute' 
(1964), Lai (1965), Amorocho and Strelkoff (1965), 
Strelkoff and Amorocho (1965), Amien (1966), 
Fletcher and Hamilton (1967), Baltzer and Lai 
(1968), Liggett (1968), Chen and Chow (1968), 
Mozayeny and Song (1969), Ellis (1970), Wylie 
(1970), and Yevjevich and Barnes (I970), Pinkayan 
(1972), among many others are good examples of its 
application. 
The major disadvantage of the characteristic 
model results from the necessity to store those 
computed for later interpolation and tedious com-
puter programming to obtain the water surface and 
velocity profiles at a desired time level from the 
calculated coordinates and the corresponding depths 
and velocities of flow at such coordinates. This 
drawback, nevertheless, can be overcome by adoption 
of a rectangular grid network in the x, t-plane , 
incorporated with the characteristic equations 
(Stoker, 1957; Amorocho and Strelkoff, 1965; 
Strelkoff and Amorocho, 1965) or both the 
characteristic curves and the characteristic equations 
(Lai, 1965; Streeter and Wylie, 1967; Baltzer and Lai, 
1968; Chen and Chow, 1968; Wylie, 1970). The latter 
is an alternative technique which combines the 
accuracy of the method of characteristics with the 
convenience of a rectangular net. 
Both explicit and implicit schemes can be used 
in the formulation of characteristic difference equa-
tions. However, there are some advantages in the 
computation by using an explicit scheme. For 
example, solving the characteristic difference equa-
tions formulated in an implicit scheme requires the 
simultaneous solu tion of a set of the nonlinear 
equations, but not for those equations in an explicit 
scheme. Even though expressed in an explicit scheme, 
the characteristic difference equations formulated at 
the point of intersection of the forward (C"1 and 
backward (C -) characteristics originating from the 
known time level can be nonlinear in unknowns at 
that point. The simultaneous solutions of such a pair 
of nonlinear equations are difficult, but can be 
obtained by using an iterative procedure suggested by 
Liggett and Woolhiser (1967). If the forward and 
backward characteristic equations are linear in un-
knowns, such as formulated by Stoker (1957), Lai 
(1965), Amorocho and Strelkoff (1965), Strelkoff 
and Amorocho (1965), Streeter and Wylie (1967), 
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Baltzer and Lai (1968), Chen and Chow (1968), and 
Wylie (1970), they can readily be solved for one grid 
point at a time. A computation procedure for solving 
such linear characteristic difference equations may be 
classified into the explicit scheme based on 
characteristic equations (Strelkoff, 1970). 
Stoker's (1957) explicit scheme is only valid for 
flows at Froude numbers less than unity (Le., 
sub critical flow), because the x-partial derivatives 
associated with the forward characteristic equation 
involve space increment to the upstream of the 
section in question while those associated with the 
backward characteristic equation involve the one to 
the downstream. The preceding expression of the 
x-partial derivatives associated with the backward 
characteristic equation is obviously invalid for super-
critical flow, in which the backward characteristic 
curve lies to the upstream of the section in question 
instead. The explicit scheme based on characteristic 
equations can be made to be applied to both 
sub critical and supercritical flows if the orientation of 
the backward characteristic curve is also taken into 
account. The scheme used by Streeter and Wylie 
(1967), Chen and Chow (1968), and Wylie (1970) 
belongs to this category. The latter scheme is adopted 
in the present study. 
Explicit schemes are stable only if the time 
interval used in the computation is sufficiently small. 
The criterion which sets the maximum size of this 
interval is referred to as the Courant criterion or 
condition (Courant and Friedricks, 1948; Courant 
and Hilbert, 1962). For stability of explicit schemes, 
the Courant criterion must be satisfied; however, the 
explicit scheme would probably give the most 
accurate results if the time interval used is close to its 
limiting value (Strelkoff, 1970). 
One of the most difficult computations of 
unsteady free-surface flow is the one with a moving 
hydraulic jump (Le., sometimes called a shock, surge, 
or discontinuity), or a train thereof. Various tech-
niques (see, e.g., Terzidis and Strelkoff, 1970) have 
been developed for computing gradually varied un-
steady flow with a bore or a train of such bores. 
There are the method of characteristics (Faure and 
Nahas, 1961; Freeman and Le Mehiute, 1964; Chen 
and Chow, 1968), von Neumann-Richtmyer method 
(1950), Lax method (Lax, 1954; Keller, Levine, and 
Whitham, 1960), Lax-Wendroff method (1960), and 
Lax-Wendroff-Richtmyer method (Terzidis and 
Strelkoff, 1970). Of all, the method of characteristics 
combining a pair of the algebraic shock relationships 
with the characteristic difference equations along 
characteristic curves appears the most suitable to the 
explicit scheme based on the characteristic equations. 
All the methods listed above, with the exception of 
Chen and Chow (1968), seemingly assume that the 
initial state contain a bore and in their present forms 
of computation procedures are not capable of treat-
ing problems in which bores develop. 
MATHEMATICAL FORMULATION OF SURFACE RUNOFF 
The basic laws governing the movement of 
water on the runoff surface are the principles of 
conservation of mass and momentum. Based on these 
laws, the flow equations (Le., the equations of 
continuity and momentum) can be formulated. In the 
derivation of the flow equations, the flow on the 
runoff surface is considered as a single stream-tube 
bounded by two stream surfaces: the free water 
surface and the ground surface. For convenience, the 
flow on the roadway may be divided into two 
regions: overland (or road surface) flow and channel 
(or gutter) flow. The outflow from the downstream 
end of the overland-flow part is considered as the 
lateral inflow to the channel flow. The location of the 
internal boundary between the overland flow and 
channel flow depends on the depths and velocities of 
both flows at the point of intersection which must 
satisfy the internal boundary conditions. 
Although the roadway is usually constructed 
with a parabolic transverse profile, the formulation of 
the flow equations for overland flow and channel 
flow will be generalized so that the flow equations 
developed can be applied to both overland and 
channel flows. The coupling of channel flow to 
overland flow is accomplished by specifying internal 
boundary conditions along a line which separates the 
two types of flow. 
In the formulation of the flow equations, 
raindrops falling on the road surface will be treated as 
a continuous medium of water. The flow equations 
will be derived first for nonprismatic channels and 
later simplified to those for prismatic channels. 
Flow Equations 
The equation of continuity 
For one-dimensional free-surface flow with 
lateral inflow, the equation of continuity may be 
derived by considering an elementary control volume 
of water bounded by two cross-sections of average 
top width T which are an infinitesimal distance, ds, 
apart (Figure 1), the water surface, and the boundary 
of the channel. The water flowing out of minus the 
water flowing into the control volume in ds during 
infinitesimal time, dt, is (aQ/as) ds dt and this must 
equal the change in channel storage (aA/at) ds dt plus 
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the volume due to rainfall and infiltration (r -n T ds 
dt cosO and due to lateral inflow q L ds dt. Hence,for 
incompressible fluid, the principle of conservation of 
mass requires that 
or 
~ da dt + :: cla dt 
• (r - 1) T ds dt cos 9 + q): ds dt .... (1) 
~ + aA • (r - i) T cos a + q). . . . . . (2) a. at 
in which A is the cross-sectional area of the channel 
normal to the direction of flow; rand r are the 
average rainfall intensity and infiltration rate, respec-
tively, measured in the direction of gravity over the 
elementary volume in dt; 0 is the average angle of 
inclination that channel bed makes with the hori-
zontal plane; and q L is the rate of the lateral inflow 
from the downstream end of the overland flow to 
channel flow per unit length of channel flow. 
Equation 2 is the general continuity equation for 
one-dimensional free-surface flow with lateral inflows 
in a channel. 
8 A 
A sin (8 +-1») 
s 
Figure 1. Definition sketch for flow profile. 
The equation of momentum 
According to the principle of conservation of 
momentum, the total rate of momentum change in an 
elementary volume of water equals the net force 
acting on it. The forces acting on the elementary 
volume include the pressures on the two flow 
cross-sections, the weight of water, the friction and 
the forces due to raindrop impact. By assuming that 
the pressure distribution is hydrostatic, the total 
pressure on a flow cross-sectional area, A, is equal to 
wAh_cos 2e, where wis the specific weight of water, 
and h is the distance from water surface to the 
centroid of A measured in the direction of gravity. 
Considering all forces acting on the control volume in 
the direction of s axis, the total resultant pressure 
force, Fp ' is 
, _ .(MAS coa2e) de 
p as . . (3) 
The force due to the weight of water, F g , is 
'. - _ aine ds 
The friction force, Ff , is 
',- wA s~ 
.. (4) 
. . . (5) 
in which Sf is the friction slope. An additional 
pressure caused by the raindrop impact may be 
distributed uniformly over the flow cross-sectional 
area (Chen and Chow, 1968). This additional pressure 
may be referred to as overpressure. The total over-
pressure can be expressed by wA h *, where h * is the 
overpressure head and is expressed by Chen and 
Chow (1968) as: 
1.Sr dt 
c • 60 x 600 .... (7b) 
which is expressed in terms of r, ° , and dt. In-
corporating the overpressure head with the total 
resultant pressure force, F p' yields 
2 * r _ a(wA(fi cos 0 + h ») ds 
p as ..... (8) 
The momentum, Mt , of the elementary volume 
of water at time, t, is 
............ (9) 
where p is the mass density of water, and V is the 
velocity of flow. The momentum Mt+dt at time (t 
+ dt) is 
Mt+dt - peA + dA)ey + dV)(ds + dds) •.. (10) 
where dA is the change in area, A, in time interval, dt; 
dV is the change in velocity, V, in time interval, dt; 
and dds is the change in length, ds, in time interval, 
dt. Since 
dA - ~s + f1A dt = (V ()A + C>A)dt 
as at 6S at . (11) 
flY - ~8 + av dt .. (V av + aV)dt .(12) 
aa at as at 
eWa • av da dt a. .......... (13) 
in which ds/dt is taken as V. Substituting Eqs. 11, 12, 
and 13 into Eq. 10 and neglecting differentials of 
higher order gives 
h * - -Bc r It. coso cos(9-f-4\) ....... (6) II 
-"t+dt 
in which g is the acceleration of gravity, r is rainfall 
intensity, A is the mean terminal velocity of rain-
drops, and <I> is the angle of inclination that the mean 
terminal velocity of raindrops makes with the vertical 
line (Figure 1), and c is the concentration of 
raindrops and is defined as 
1 n 1 2 
c·- t -1H5 
6B 1-1 4 i 
.......... (7a) 
The concentration of raindrops is the percent of the 
area for "n" number of raindrops of size,oh for i=l, 
2, ... , n, occupying a unit area, ~, in unit time, dt, 
assuming that no point within ~ is hit by more than 
one raindrop during dt. Furthermore, if the average 
diameter of raindrops, 0, is assumed and the number 
of raindrops, n, is computed by dividing the total 
volume of raindrops occupying ~ during dt 
(seconds), (r/60 x 60) dB dt, by the volume of a 
raindrop, 'lTD 3/6, then Eq. 7a reduces to 
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• [I1V + (A.....!!. + v aA + y2 ·aA + 2AV av ) dtJ ds p A at at ~s as 
. . . . . . . . . (14a) 
or 
. (14b) 
During the time interval, dt, there is also a 
momentum influx, dM r , from rainfall in the s-
direction, which can be expressed as 
~ - prTcA ain (0 + .) ds ..... (15) 
There is also a momentum influx, dM L ' due to 
lateral inflow, which has a velocity component in the 
s-direction equal to ii sin 1/1, where ii is the approach-
ing average velocity of overland flow, and I/J is the 
angle between the direction of overland flow and that 
which is perpendicular to the channel flow, as shown 
in Figure 2. This momentum influx can be expressed 
as 
. . . . . . . . . (16) 
Thus, applying the principle of conservation of 
momentum to the control volume by using Eqs. 4, 5, 
8, 9, 14b, 15, and 16 and assuming that the 
momentum efflux due to infiltration is negligible 
yields 
or 
~VJ_ + a<AV2) • - ~-at as rTcA sin (0 + C!» - U('I. sinl/! 
- sA sine - gAS! - g;s [A(h coa20 + h*)] . (17b) 
The left-hand side of Eq. 17b represents the rate of 
the change in the momentum across the surface of 
the elementary volume. Since the velocity distribu-
tion of the channel flow and lateral inflow are not 
uniform, a momentum correction factor must be 
introduced to each of these two terms. Thus, Eq. 17b 
becomes 
a (AV) + 3 (BAV2) - --
at 3s - ITcA sin (0 + t) - BL uqL 8i11$ 
a - 2 * ( ) 
... gA sinS - gAS! - gas [A(h cos e + h )]. 17c 
in which {3 is the momentum correction factor for the 
velocity distribution of the channel flow, and has a 
theoretical value of 1.2 for laminar flow and 1 + 
0.7812[ for turbulent flow, where [ is the friction 
u sin tV 
Channel flow 
~ 
,Gutter curb 
'11l111///////////lJ/lJ/JTml/J/J/IlJ//////J/J, 
Figure 2. Plan view of internal boundary between 
overland flow and channel flow. 
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coefficient [see Iwasa (1954) and also Appendix 1 for 
the derivation of the theoretical {3 value] ; and {3L is 
the momentum correction factor for the velocity 
distribution of lateral inflow. Thus, Eq. 17c is the 
general form of the equation of momentum for 
channel flow . 
From computer results obtained for several 
different rainstorm conditions, it was found that 
within the range of input data the effect of the {3 
value on the outflow hydrograph was insignificant. 
Therefore, for simplicity the {3 value was assumed to 
be unity in the present study. Despite this assumption 
regarding the {3 value, the {3 and {3L will be retained in 
the following equation of motion, as expressed in Eq. 
17c, throughout this investigation unless stated other-
wise. 
The general equations of continuity and 
motion, Eqs. 2 and 17c developed for channel flow 
can be applied to overland flow because overland 
flow is actually a wide open-channel flow, in which 
gL = 0 and flow variables such as Q and A must be 
expressed per unit width. 
As far as the derivation of Eqs. 2 and 17c is 
concerned, no assumption regarding the cross-
sectional shape, curvature, and alignment of the 
channel has been imposed. Both equations are 
applicable to flow in nonprismatic channels as well as 
on the cross profile of the roadway which in the case 
of concrete is a parabola with its vertex at the crown. 
Evaluation of the friction slope 
In one-dimensional flow, the friction slope Sf 
can be expressed by the Darcy-Weisbach formula, 
-t"v2 
S - "-=--! 3gR ............. (18) 
in which [ is the Darcy-Weisbach friction coefficient, 
and R is the hydraulic radius. To compute Sf by 
using Eq. 18 requires a knowledge of the value of [, 
which has yet to be determined for overland flow 
with shallow depth in the order of the roughness size. 
No theoretical formula has been developed for sheet 
flow except for the following special cases, which can 
be found elsewhere (e.g., Rouse, 1965; Chow, 1959): 
For turbulent flow on the rough surface, 
1 2R If -21og10k +1.14 .(19) 
in which k is the roughness size of texture of the 
runoff surface. 
For turbulent flow on the smooth surface, 
_1_. 2 log10 R If + O.4M 
If ...... (20) 
in which R = VR/v is the Reynolds number. 
For laminar flow, 
.. C 1--R 
. . . . . . . . . . . (21) 
in which C is a constant that depends on the 
cross-sectional shape of the channel (Chow, 1959) 
and in the case of sheet flow on the rainfall intensity 
and channel slope (Wenzel, 1970; Yoon, 1970; Yoon 
and Wenzel, 1971; Woo and Brater, 1961 and 1962). 
The value of C for sheet flows over natural turf 
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~ ~ • 04 
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• 02 
surfaces was experimentally determined and reported 
in the laboratory phase of this study (Chen, 1975a). 
For flow in the transition region, an empirical 
formula for the computation of f is available, but is 
not reliable enough to be used in this study because 
of the technical difficulty in adaptation to complete 
description of f by Eqs. 19, 20, and 21. Equations 
19, 20, and 21, as shown in Figure 3, are computed 
with the Reynolds number, R, as a controlling 
parameter for the selection of the equations and 
hence the determination of the f value. 
2R 
2 loglO k + 1. 74 
R/k = 2 
R/k = 4 
R /k = 10 
R/k = 20 
R/k = 40 
R/k= 100 
R/k = 200 
R/k = 400 
I rr = 2 loglO R~ + 0.404 
5 5 5 5 
R, Reynolds number 
Figure 3. Selection of friction coefficient, f. 
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then 
Initial Conditions 
If the ground surface is initially (t = 0) dry, 
v ;: 0 
h .. 0 
. (22) 
. (23) 
in which h is the depth of flow. As h = 0, the 
cross-sectional area of flow, A, top width, T, 
hydraulic depth, D, and hydraulic radius, R, all 
become zero. The initial conditions specified by Eqs. 
22 and 23 are singularity conditions, which would 
result in an immediate problem to obtain the solu-
tions to the flow equations. Some judicious assump-
tions have to be made to overcome this singularity 
problem. Details of the assumptions will be discussed 
later. 
Boundary Conditions 
As mentioned previously, the boundary con-
dition at the inlet changes as the flow changes from 
subcritical to supercritical and vice versa. The Froude 
number can be used to describe such changes in the 
state of flow. It will be shown later in this study that 
the Froude number, F, under the effect of raindrop 
impact must be defined somewhat differently from a 
conventional way (Chow, 1959); that is, with the 
overpressure head, h *, (Chen and Chow, 1968 and . 
1971) 
V 
IF = -;::=:====:::;:===~;:;:­{g(D coso + h*)/a ....... (24) 
This definition also includes the correction factors for 
channel slope, () and momentum correction factor, (3. 
If the Froude number defined in Eq. 24 is less than, 
equal to, or greater than unity, the flow is referred to 
as subcritical, critical, or supercritical. 
The external and internal boundary conditions 
will be described separately as follows. 
External boundary conditions 
Upstream boundary condition. The upstream 
boundary condition is 
Q - AV 
u 
... (25) 
in which Qu is the discharge at the upstream end. For 
overland flow, Q u can be assumed equal to zero, 
whereas for gutter flow, it is equal to the carryover 
flow rate from the upstream adjacent gutter. If the 
inlet is assumed to be operated at 100 percent effi-
ciency, Qu is again set equal to zero. 
Downstream boundary condition. The 
boundary condition at the inlet of a highway water-
11 
shed is an overfall condition which depends on the 
flow characteristics. The flow before reaching the 
outlet can be either sub critical or supercritical. If it is 
sub critical , the overfall condition prescribed at the 
outlet is 
F ... -;::::;:::===~v==::::::r.~ 
Ig(D case + h')/~ - 1 ...... (26) 
which states that the outlet is the critical section 
where the Froude number is unity. No condition 
exists for supercritical flow. 
Internal boundary conditions 
The internal boundary conditions can be 
derived by using the continuity and momentum 
equations formulated around the neighborhood of a 
discontinuity in flow variables (Stoker, 1957). Let ~ 
be the propagation velocity of the discontinuity along 
the direction of flow. Then ignoring the length of the 
discontinuity the law of conservation of mass yields 
. . . . . . (27a) 
or 
......... (27b) 
in which A and V are the cross-sectional area and 
velocity of flow, respectively, with subscripts "L" 
and "R" referring to the left-hand (upstream) side 
and right-hand (downstream) side of the dis-
continuity, respectively. By taking into account the 
effect of the raindrop impact (Chen and Chow, 1968) 
and applying the law of conservation of momentum 
to the same neighborhood of the discontinuity and 
then incorporated with Eq. 27, the following ex-
pression for VL is obtained: 
- -
in which h Land hR are the depths of the centroids 
of the cross-sectional areas of flow, AL and A R, 
respectively. Note that in Eq. 28, the difference 
between AL and AR is expressed in absolute value so 
that the equation is applicable to both cases of 
AL < AR and AL> AR . Equations 27 and 28 con-
stitute the internal boundary conditions that must be 
satisfied at the moving hydraulic jump, the bore, the 
wavefront, and the intersection between overland 
flow and channel flow. There are five flow variables: 
~, VL, VR , AL , and AR in Eqs. 27 and 28. If three 
of them are known or solvable from other conditions 
or equations, the rest of the five variables can be 
obtained from Eqs. 27 and 28. 
It is noted that AL and AR are the conjugate 
cross-sectional areas at a bore and the one on the 
front side of the bore is always smaller than that on 
the back side of the bore (Stoker, 1957). Two general 
cases of the dynamic behaviors of a bore result as a 
consequence of such definition regarding the front 
and back sides of the bore. Several inequalities among 
the five flow variables can be established for both 
cases (Chen and Chu, 1973), which are useful in the 
computation of the generation and propagation of 
the bore. Thus, from Eqs. 27 and 28 or alternative 
forms thereof, the following inequalities at the bore 
can be developed: 
.(29) 
IVIl - cl < {s<Da cooe + h*)J~ . (30) 
Equations 29 and 30 express mathematically the 
physical statement that the velocity of flow relative 
to the bore is supercritical on the front side (AL) of 
the bore and sub critical on the back side (AR) of the bore (Stoker, 1957). Furthermore, from Eqs. 29 and 
30, it can be readily shown (Chen and Chu, 1973) 
that 
> t > vR - 19(DR coso + h*)/S . . . (31) 
This inequality reveals that there are two 
characteristics, ct and Ci, on the front side and 
only one characteristic, C R ' on the back side of the 
bore meeting at the point of discontinuity. 
.(32) 
IVa - tl > {g(DR coso + hW)/a . (33) 
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whence 
> vR + Ig(DR coso + h*) /C3 
...... (34) 
In this case, obviously the front side of the bore is in 
a flow region associated with AR and the back side 
associated with AL . The inequality, Eq. 34, again 
holds the same property that the front side has two 
characteristics, Ci and CF,' while the back side has 
only one characteristic, C+ , meeting at the point of 
discontinuity. L 
The inequalities, Eqs. 29 through 34, can be 
used for the selection of three characteristic dif-
ference equations in the numerical computation of a 
bore. Details of computational procedures by using 
such inequalities, the corresponding characteristic 
difference equations, and the shock equations, Eqs. 
27 and 28, especially for solving a moving wavefront 
due to a rainstorm on a dry bed, will be given later. 
The mathematical model of runoff from a dry 
surface under a moving rainstorm thus consists of the 
flow equations, Eqs. 2 and 17c, the initial conditions, 
Eqs. 22 and 23, and the boundary conditions, Eqs. 25 
through 28. Equations 2 and 17c form a set of 
quasi-linear partial differential equations, which 
cannot be solved analytically with the present know-
ledge in mathematics, except for a few special cases. 
It is imperative that the analytical model so 
formulated be transformed into a numerical form so 
that it can be solved by using a digital computer. As 
mentioned previously, an explicit scheme based on 
characteristic equations was adopted in this study to 
formulate the numerical model. For convenience in 
analysis and computation, the mathematical model 
will be first normalized so that the significant 
dimensionless parameters that control the runoff 
process from the runoff surface are also defined. 
NUMERICAL MODEL USING THE METHOD' 
OF CHARACTERISTICS 
The flow equations, Eqs. 2 and 17c expressed 
in terms of A and Q (or V) are valid for nonprismatic 
channels as well as for flow with moving channel 
boundaries. However, if these flow equations are 
transformed into those expressed in terms of the flow 
depth, h, and Q (or V), a term representing departure 
of cross-sectional area from a prismatic channel 
(Liggett, 1968; Strelkoff, 1969; Wylie, 1970) in the 
flow equations complicates the numerical solution 
considerably. To solve the flow equations for moving 
channel boundaries is evidently more difficult than 
that for fixed boundary of nonprismatic channels 
because the spatial and temporal variations of cross-
sectional area for flow with moving boundaries are 
unknown a priori. The flow on the roadway is very 
shallow in comparison with that in the gutter, thus a 
term representing the change in cross-sectional area of 
gutter flow due to the movement of the internal 
boundary is believed to be of small order of mag-
nitude and thus ignored. 
Let A = DT, where D is the hydraulic depth, 
and assume that dA = T dy, where y is the depth of 
flow section perpendicular to the channel bed, y = h 
cos (), d (All) = A dh, h * = constant along the s-axis, 
and S = sin(}. Then Eqs. 2 and 17c can be transformed 
into the ones expressed in terms of hand Q (or V), as 
stated. For convenience, the flow equations so 
transformed are further normalized by using the 
following dimensionless quantities: 
8. -sILo' 
h** ~ h*/D cosO ,R. = R/R , 
000 
l' = TIT 
* 0 
.. (35) 
in which variables with asterisk subscripts are dimen-
sionless quantities and those with "0" subscripts are 
reference quantities. Specifically, Lo is defined as the 
reference length which may be either overland-flow 
length or channel-flow length, or a combination 
thereof. After several manipulations, Eq. 2 becomes 
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L [- I r ' 
'" __ 0__ (r _ i ) : .5>_ 'I cos 2 0 
D coso * * \ V 0 
o 0 \. Cl.l 
... (36) 
If Eq. 36 is multiplied by (3 V * and then 
subtracted from the normalized form of Eq. 17c, the 
normalized momentum equation in terms of h* and 
V* becomes 
cosO 
coso 
o 
efl. sin(O + <1') - av ~ cos 0 +--( 0) 2 aV.i. * eosl1o • cosOo 0 D. 
......... (37) 
in which F 0 = V 0 /JgD 0 cos () 01 (3 , may be referred to 
as the normal flow Froude number. 
For brevity, the subscript asterisk used to 
denote the dimensionless nature of the variables will 
be dropped hereafter in dimensionless expressions 
unless otherwise specified. 
The normalized equations of continuity and 
momentum, Eqs. 36 and 37, form a set of hyperbolic 
partial differential equations, which are in suitable 
form to be solved by the method of characteristics. 
Let Eqs. 36 and 37 be identified by Ml and M2, 
respectively; or 
, coso 
cosle + -_£. 
cose (TDOo) qL -] T .(38) 
M .. (1 _ ~) cosO Y... ah + ~ cosO (~~E- + 11*) 
2 cosOo D at F2 . cosOo cosoo D 
o 
()h ltV I3VdV _ L [ ~ (S 0 - Sf"') '58 + at + as D coso F2 a 0 J 
0 
+!. (::) ( ch Si~~Q: ~) I3V cos.il_ ) D coso 0 
cos20 + BV! (ro) COI:IO cos2e 
o D V coso 0 
o 0 
+ (1\ u sin~ - I3V) :~ (~:) ] ••.. (39) 
Then Eqs. 38 and 39 can be combined linearly by 
using an unknown mUltiplier, A, to form 
.(40) 
whence the following two ordinary differential equa-
tions in terms of Aare formulated: 
[ 0 V J dh dV . Lo 1 + (1 • 8) ::0 D dt + dt - D cose 
00 
[ ; (8· 8r> + ii G:) ( AD + cA 8~!:B: °l 
o 
_ BV cosEl ) cos20 +~(~:)(~ AD . cosO 0 0 
+ W ... 6 ) cos2 e qL ("0) ( rosB + TD To A __ o 0 cose 0 cosO 
0 
....... (41) 
AV +.~ cos~ (coso + h*~ 
1"2 cosO 0 cosG D cosO 
ds 0 0 
... ----;:---:-:~-- .. AO __ 0 + av 
dt --A-~ (1 _ 13) cose y... cosO 
cosO D 
o 
...... (42) 
From Eq. 42, the following two particular values of A 
are obtained. 
). - ±! coso ~_ 1) v2 + ~ (D cosO + h*) 
D cosO
o 
I P\P . p2 cosO 
o 0 
.. (43) 
By substituting these two values of A back into Eqs. 
41 and 42, a set of ordinary differential equations is 
formulated as follows. From Eq. 42 with the help of 
Eq. 43, two sets of curves, C+ and C- curves, which 
are often called characteristic curves, are obtained: 
.. (44) 
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... (45) 
The characteristic differential equations which apply 
along these characteristic curves are obtained from 
Eq. 41 upon substitution of the A expressions from 
Eq.43. 
c+: !cosO [(1 -13) v 
D cose 
o 
.+ 113( 6 - 1) v2 + J!. (D cosO + 1/) J ~ + dV 
F2 cosO
o 
dt dt 
o 
D cosO 
o 0 
( c/\ sin (0 + ci» - BV cosO 
+ I B(B - 1) V2 + 1 (D cosEl + h*) 
F2 coso 
o 0 
coso coso 0 + ~:) ( 6V 
-I B( 6 - 1) V2 + ~ (D cosO + h*) £2 cosOo 0 
cos6 cos60 + ~C:)( ~u .in~ • ~V 
+ 16(13 - 1) V2 + -.f.. (D cosO + h*) 
1"2 cO'sO 
o 0 
c-: 1. coso [(1 - 6) v D coso 
o 
) 
) 
)J .(46) 
- 113(6 - 1) v2 + ..1.. (D cosO + h*) 
F 2 cosO o 0 
] 
dh + dV 
dt cJt 
Do ~:.60 [F~ (S - Sr> + ~(::) 
( ch sin(O + 4» - av cosO 
-. /13(13 - 1) V2 + ..J!. (0 cosO + h*) ) 
F2 cosG 
o 0 
cosO cosOo + ~ (~) ( 6V 
+ ,/13(6 - 1) V2 + ~ (n cosO + h*)- ) 
F2 cosO '0 0 
cosO cosO + _ . ..? I qL (I> \ ( 
o TO 'fa! 
- I:;, (f, - 1) V2 + ~ (0 cos 0 + h *) ) ] F~ cosuo • (47) 
L 
cosO + __ 0_ -T CQs9 qL 
o 
... (84) 
in which asterisk subscript used to represent 
normalization was already dropped from all the 
variables for brevity and Cos 0 is the average value of 
cosO between two grid points under consideration. 
Consider two uppermost grid points as shown in 
Figure 12a. The partial derivatives in Eq. 84 can be 
expressed by the following finite-differences 
~ _ 1 (\J]~:I_t£3-QU + Au2VU2-~lV~) 
as - "2 As As • • (85) 
'dA 1 (i~-;\Jl \J3-'\2) -;.-~- = -- -.---- -r -
dt 2 At At ..... (86) 
in which all subscripts refer to the grid points defined 
in Figure 12a. The upstream boundary condition is 
. . . . . . . . . . . (87) 
in which Qu is the carry-over discharge, if any, from 
the upstream end. Specifically, for overland flow, Qu 
= 0. Replacing the partial derivatives in Eq. 84 by the 
corresponding finite-differences, Eqs. 85 and 86, 
yields 
t ~ 
P U3 
b.s 
Ul U2 
a. Upstream end 
~ 
+ __ 0_ -L ] 
T cosE! qL .......... (88) 
o () 
in which 
r = (rU1 + r U2 + rU3 + rp )/4 .(89) 
I = (iU1 + iU2 + iU3 + i p)/4 .(90) 
T ... (TU1 + TU2 + TU3)/3 . (91) 
. (93) 
Specifically, for overland flow, where Qu = 0, 
Yp = 0, CIL = 0, and T = Tv 1 = Tv 2 = Tv 3 = T, Eq . 
88 reduces to 
[ 
L T r ] 000 - - ----+ 2At ~ (r - 1) 'l' cosO ••• (94) 
a 0 
D3 P 
b.t ~ b.s .. 
D2 Dl 
s 
b. Downstream end 
Figure 12. Grid points at upstream end and downstream end. 
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then the depth of flow, hp, can be computed from 
(
AOCOSO O) 
D coso 
o 
. (95) 
In the gutter, the flow depth, hp, must be 
computed simultaneously with the corresponding 
overland-flow profile. The procedure of this computa-
tion will be discussed in detail in the section on 
"Internal boundary conditions." 
Downstream boundary conditions. The down-
stream boundary conditions at inlet depend on the 
flow conditions, viz., whether the flow is supercritical 
or sub critical. 
In the case of supercritical flow, both points D 
and E I of C+ - and C - -characteristic curves fall inside 
the flow region, as shown in Figure 4b (i.e., to the 
left of the downstream end of gutter flow). There-
fore, no boundary condition is needed to be specified 
and the velocity and depth of flow at the downstream 
end point P (Figure 12b), V p and hp , can be obtained 
by treating point P as an interior grid point. 
For sub critical flow, because point E of C-
-characteristic curve, falls outside the flow region, as 
shown in Figure 4a, finite-difference equations along 
C - -characteristic curve, Eqs. 51 and 52, cannot be 
used. Water flowing into the inlet may be regarded as 
that of free overfall flow and the boundary condition 
there is assumed as a critical flow condition, Eq. 26, 
or in terms of dimensionless V p and hp as 
F • 
o 
...... (96) 
This is the boundary condition at the inlet for 
sub critical flow. Equation 96 has two unknowns, V p 
and hp (or Dp) which can only be solved for by using 
another equation, either the C+ -characteristic dif-
ference equation, Eq. 50, or the finite-difference 
equation of continuity. Because of the intrinsic 
difficulty in evaluating the friction slope included in 
Eq. 50, as mentioned previously, it was decided to 
use the finite-difference equation of continuity which 
is formulated, in reference to Figure 12b, as follows: 
L 
+ __ 0_ 
T coso .......... (97) 
o 0 
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in which all subscripts refer to the grid points defined 
in Figure 12b; and r, T, T, cosO, and qL are computed 
by equations similar to Eqs. 89, 90, 91, 92, and 93, 
respectively, except that subscripts "VI," "V2," and 
"V3" for all variables in Eqs. 89 through 94 must be 
changed to subscripts "D 1 ," "D2," and "D3," respec-
tively. Solving Eqs. 96 and 97 simultaneously for Vp 
and Dp requires the internal boundary condition 
between overland flow and channel flow at the inlet 
because the cross-sectional area of flow, Ap, varies 
with the location of the internal boundary and can be 
computed by the Newton-Raphson Second Method. 
The calculation of the carry-over flow. There 
are two types of storm inlet on the highway: one is 
called grate inlet and the other, curb-opening (or 
side-opening). Each type can be with or without 
gutter depression. 
For the grate inlet, the carry-over flow may 
occur in three ways: 
1. Flow past the inlet between the curb and 
the first slot, ql . 
2. Flow outside the last slot, q2. 
3. Carry-over across the grate itself. 
Although from the model studies in the labora-
tory, U, Geyer, and Benton (1951) derived the 
minimum length of grate inlet required to trap the 
central portion of the flow, the minimum length of 
grate inlet required to trap the outside portion of 
flow with or without gutter depression, and carry-
over flow rates, q 1 and q2' it has been found that the 
derived equations are not valid outside of their 
experimental conditions. The complicated flow 
conditions at the inlet area has so far prevented the 
development of a sound analytical method to com-
pute inlet efficiencies. For simplicity, the inlet will be 
assumed herein to be operated at 100 percent 
efficiency without further determining the carry-over 
flow rates. 
The calculation of the carry-over flow for the 
curb-opening type inlet is not available at present (U, 
Sortegerg, and Geyer, 1951). 
Internal boundary conditions. Equations 27 
and 28 can be written in a dimensionless form by 
using the normalized variables defined in Eq. 35 and 
After dropping asterisk subscript, normalized Eqs. 27 
and 28 become 
........ (99) 
2 ) - 1/2 
cos /-- -I- h* J 
cos (j 
o 
..... (100) 
Equations 99 and 100 are the internal boundary 
conditions which will be incorporated with three 
other equations for. solutions of five unknowns, AL ' 
V L ' A R' V R ' and ~. 
For convenience, the computation for obtain-
ing the discontinuity solution by using Eqs. 99 and 
100 can proceed in two steps (Chen and Chu, 1973): 
One is at the inception of a discontinuity and the 
other is during its propagation. The computation 
procedures for the two steps are somewhat different 
and the former is more difficult than the latter. 
1. Generation of a discontinuity. Consider that 
previously (Le., at a time level t) there is no 
discontinuity and a discontinuity suddenly occurs at 
time level (t + M) between two grid points A and B, 
as shown in Figure 13. 
Whether or not a discontinuity occurs between 
two grid points, A and B, at any time level requires a 
test of Eq. 100 at each grid point with the help of 
extrapolation formulas extended from the adjacent 
grid points of both sides. In addition to Eqs. 99 and 
100, four linear extrapolation formulas such as 
formulated by Chen and Chow (1968) are needed in 
the case of occurrence of a discontinuity for solution 
of six unknowns: AL , VL , AR, VR , t, and sJ' where 
s J is the location of the discontinuity. In order to 
satisfy Eq. 100, VL must be greater than VR . This 
condition for Eq. 100 in turn leads to the inequality 
that 
s 
. . . . ........ (101) 
which should be satisfied if there is a discontinuity 
between two grid points, A and B. 
With Eq. 100 and four extrapolation formulas, 
an iteration procedure such as the Newton-Raphson 
Second Method can be developed to locate the 
discontinuity, sJ, between points A and B. After s J ' 
AL (or h L), V L, AR (or h R), an~ VR are 
determined, the propagation velocity, ~, can be 
computed by means of Eq. 99. Other variables such 
as 11 Land hR are evaluated from channel geometric 
relationships. As a final check, the solutions so 
obtained should satisfy another set of inequalities, 
Eqs. 29 a.nd 30 in a dimensionless form (for 
VL> V R>~ and AL <AR) or Eqs. 32 and 33 in a 
dimensionless form (for ~>VL> VR and AL>AR); 
otherwise, there would be no discontinuity between 
grid points A and B. 
2. Propagation of a discontinuity. To find the 
new location of the discontinuity, s;, as shown in 
Figure 14, the conjugate depths, hL and hR' and 
velocities, VL and VR , of the discontinuity, and the 
propagation velocity of the discontinuity, L at time 
level (t + ~t) from the previous ones at time level t 
seems relatively easy. The new location, sJ' is related 
to the previous one, sJ by 
. . . . . . . . . . (102) 
in which ~t is the time increment adopted in the 
computation at interior points and cannot be taken 
to be greater than the Courant criterion. Once the 
new location of the discontinuity is determined, the 
new values of t VL ' VR ,hL and hR are computed 
by using the two discontinuity equations, Eqs. 99 and 
100, and three appropriate characteristic difference 
--region ilL" 
---J ... F..-.-- region II R II 
v 
L h~lR 
VA----VLI 
I 
I 
Figure 13. Generation of the discontinuous water surface. 
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J 
B VR --.-VB 
equations formulated along the corresponding 
characteristic curves for each of the two adjacent 
gradually varied flow regions from the point of 
discontinuity. Because there are only five unknowns 
to be determined, two characteristic difference equa-
tions from one flow region and only one 
characteristic difference equation from the other flow 
region are sufficient for unique solution. The flow 
region that has only one characteristic difference 
equation can be determined from inequalities, Eqs. 
31 and 34, for two different cases. 
In the case of AL < AR and VL> VR> ~, Eqs. 
29, 30, and 31 in a dimensionless form are: 
v -
• 1 t >-L F 
0 
v -
• 1 t <-R F 
0 
and 
t 
/ D .coso + h;: (103) L coso 
0 
In coso_ +~ (104) R coso 
0 
___ ---~s 
A 
region "LII 
EI 
L 
D coso --:-;:-~ > 
L coso L 
o 
v _..l. 
L F 
o 
~.-~ose ~- > t L coso L > v _...1.. R «' o o 
. . . . (105) 
respectively. From the expressions for C + - and C-
-characteristic curves (for (3 = 1) in the flow regions 
"L" and "R," and the inequality, Eq. 105, it can 
readily be seen that there are two characteristic 
curves, ct and C i ' in flow region "L," but only one 
characteristic curve, CR, in flow region "R," as 
shown in Figure 14a. Therefore, the characteristic 
difference equation along C~ in flow region "R" is 
not needed for the computation of the discontinuity 
in this case (Figure 14a). 
In the case of AL> AR and ~> VL> VR ' Eqs. 
32,33, and 34 in a dimensionless form are: 
"R" 
c 
s 
a. For A <A and V L > VR L R 
t ___ ---~ s -------. 
region 
~t 
A c 
s 
Figure 14. Propagation of a discontinuity. 
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• 1 NCOS6_--+ hi ~-VL<O;;--~o L cosO
o 
L · ... (106) 
/D cos~.,. h* 
R coso R 
o 
· . . . (107) 
and 
v + 1 /D cosO _ + ~ L ~ L cosO -~ 
o 0 
> f; > 
/ D cosO + h* > R cosO R 
o 
D cosO + h* 
R coso R 
o 
· . . . (108) 
respectively. Again, from the expressions for C+ - and 
C - -characteristic curves and the inequality, Eq. 108, 
it can be shown that the characteristic difference 
equation along Ci in flow region "L" is not required 
in this case (Figure 14b). 
The preceding criteria for the selection of three 
characteristic difference equations for use in the 
computation of a discontinuity are believed to be 
unique because they do not depend on the direction 
of the velocities, V L and V R , as well as the states of 
flow in regions "L" and "R." In other words, a 
discontinuity may occur and propagate (or dis-
appear), regardless of sub critical or supercritical flow 
in regions "L" and "R," or a combination thereof, as 
long as the required conditions for different cases, as 
stated above, are satisfied. 
A good example of the method for computing 
the discontinuity, as described above, is an advancing 
wave on the dry surface due to a moving rainstorm. 
When a moving rainstorm enters the upstream end 
with relatively small velocity, the water falling on the 
ground forms an advancing wave moving down the 
slope on the dry surface. In order for the preceding 
method to be valid, the singularity in the dis-
continuity equation, Eq. 100, where AR is equal to 
zero because of the dry surface, has led to the 
assumption that the right-hand side of the dis-
continuity (Le., on the dry surface) has a very small 
depth with the order of magnitude of the roughness 
size, k, or less. Regardless of how small AR is 
assumed, Eq. 102 used to locate the advancing 
wavefront should remain valid if the previous loca-
tion, sJ , is correct. Unfortunately, because the initial 
conditions of flow and hence the initial location of 
the wavefront were assumed, as mentioned previ-
ously, use of Eq. 102 right after the assumed initial 
conditions becomes questionable. In order to avoid 
an inaccuracy in the computation of the wavefront 
resulting from the use of Eq. 102, the following 
lumped equation of continuity is used to locate the 
wavefront: 
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........ (109) 
in which Vol I and Vol2 are the volumes of water 
retained on the ground surface at time levels 1 and 2, 
respectively, and Volin is the total volume of water 
flowing into Vol l during Llt(Le., from time level 1 to 
time level 2). Expressions of the volumes can be 
normalized by using Aa times La' In Eq. 109, Vol I 
and VO~n are supposedly known or can be computed 
directly from input data at time levell, while Vol2 
can be obtained from the results just computed at 
time level 2. An iteration procedure such as the 
Newton-Raphson Second Method can be set up to 
find s; as follows: (1) assume s~, (2) solve Eqs. SO 
and 100 sJmultaneously for AL (or hL ) and VL ,(3) 
compute ~ by use of Eq. 99, (4) check if Eq. 109 is 
satisfied, and (5) if Eq. 109 is not satisfied, repeat 
steps (1) through (4). 
Another good example of the application of the 
discontinuity equations, Eqs. 99 and 100, is the 
calculation of the internal boundary between over-
land flow and channel flow, where the water surface 
in the gutter flow is assumed to be horizontal, such as 
shown by line AA I in Figure 15, but may become 
continuous (Figure 1 Sa) or discontinuous (Figure 
1 sb) with the water surface of overland flow depend-
ing upon the flow conditions at the internal 
boundary. The generation and propagation of the 
discontinuous internal boundary can proceed in the 
same way as described above. In this case, the depth 
on the right-hand side of the discontinuity, hR , is the 
depth of gutter flow, hG, which can be calculated 
from the geometric relationship of the gutter cross-
section in relation with the overland flow profIle and 
the location of the internal boundary. The velocity 
and depth on the left-hand side of the discontinuity, 
VL and hL, can be extrapolated from the two 
adjacent upstream grid points, KN-l and KN-2, (see 
Figure 1 sb) in the overland flow part. 
If there is no discontinuity at the internal 
boundary, i.e., inequalities 107 and 108 are not 
satisfied, the location of the internal boundary is the 
intersection of the water surface between overland 
flow and gutter flow (see Figure Isa). 
If the gutter flow is of fixed channel type, as 
shown in Figure 16, as along as the depth of flow, 
hG, in the gutter is less than the allowable maximum 
channel depth, hCh' the internal boundary between 
the overland flow and channel flow is fixed. There-
fore, the boundary condition at the downstream end 
(i.e., grid point KN) of overland flow is an over fall 
condition, Eq. 96, and the method described in the 
section of downstream boundary condition can be 
applied to the computation of the depth and velocity 
of overland flow at grid point, KN. 
Geometric elements of gutter flow section 
T he computer model so developed consists of a 
number of equations expressed in terms of basic 
geometric elements of the flow section such as the 
flow cross-sectional area, A, the flow depth, h, the 
hydraulic radius, R, the hydraulic depth, D, the depth 
of the centroid of the flow cross-sectional area, h, and 
the top width, T. Given or specified one of the 
geometric elements for a channel with fixed flow 
boundary such as fixed channel-type gutter flow 
(Figure 16), the rest of the geometric elements can 
readily be determined from the relationships 
characterizing the geometry of the flow section. This 
is not the case, however, for a channel with moving 
boundary, such as curb-type gutter flow as shown in 
Figure 15, in which in addition to one of the 
geometric elements as indicated above, the top width, 
T, that moves independently with time must be 
specified by extrapolation from the geometry of 
gutter for known gutter and overland flow depths. 
Because the correct expressions of the geometric 
elements are essential to the computation of gutter 
flow, especially for cub type gutter, they are 
formulated and appended to this report (Appendix 
2). 
Location of critical section 
The location of the critical section (i.e., the 
section at which the flow changes from sub critical to 
supercritical) has no direct bearing on the determina-
tion of hp and Vp at each grid point in the various 
flow regimes. Nevertheless, it was computed wherever 
such a change in the flow regime took place because 
it can be used to check the assumptions made in the 
evaluation of the flow resistance for sheet flow over a 
rough or smooth surface. Let there be a critical 
section in a channel between two grid points A and B 
and Xs denote the position of the critical section. 
Then the following relationship must exist at Xs 
[Chen and Chow (1968)]: 
Overland flow 
----r gutter flow 
I" TC 
/curb 
inte rnal boundary 
A 
KN-2 ~ ·d . grl pOInt 
a. Continuous inte rnal boundary 
gutter flow 
overland flow ~ 
internal boundary A ri-T-____ 
T
_
G
_--:=?-----1 
hK_2 
VK-2 
KN-2~ 
gridpoints 
~ 
b. Discontinuous internal boundary 
Figure 15. Internal boundary between overland flow and gutter flow. 
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curb 
v =...L /D cosO_ + h S F S cosO S 
o 0 
. . . . . (110) 
in which the velocity and hydraulic depth of flow at 
the critical section, V sand D s, can be linearly 
interpolated from the known values of V and D at 
points A and B; or 
.... (111) 
. . . . (112) 
Substituting Eqs. 111 and 112 into Eq. 110 yields a 
quadratic equation in Xs or ~s, in which .1xs = Xs -
x A ' as follows: 
z Al (flxS ) + ill (flxs) + Cl = 0 ..... (113) 
in which 
. . . . . . . (114) 
Downstream. grid 
point of ave r land flow 
Figure 16. Fixed channel type gutter flow. 
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( 
D - D ) 
_B_-----.! cos e 
fix cose 
o 
(lIS) 
C _~_...L 
1 A 1!,2 
o 
( D cose_ + h*) A cose S 
o 
(116) 
The solution of the quadratic equation, Eq. 113, is 
well known; namely 
. . . . . (117) 
Because dXS must be positive and C 1 is always 
negative, only a positive sign in front of the square 
root sign in Eq. 117 is used. 
The foregoing procedures of computation are 
programmed in FORTRAN language and executed on 
the UNIVAC 1108 computer. Detail of the whole 
program is appended to this report. 
r Channel flow 

PARAMETRIC INFILTRATION MODEL FOR SIDESLOPE 
The highway sideslope is either paved or 
grassed. If it is paved, the ground surface is imper-
vious (i = 0) and the analysis made previously for the 
computation of runoff from the roadway can directly 
apply. However, if the sideslope is grassed, the ground 
surface is pervious [i=f(t)] and the infiltration rate, 
i(t), that varies with time will have to be evaluated at 
any desired time level along with the numerical 
computation of the surface runoff. Rigorously speak-
ing, the infIltration rate can be computed by solving 
the boundary-value problem of rain infiltration 
(Chen, 1975c) in which the flow equation used may 
be the Richards equation. However, it is simpler and 
more useful in the engineering practice to compute 
the inHltration rate by means of a small number of 
parameters combined in certain forms of algebraic 
equation than by use of the Richards equation. 
Although many algebraic infiltration equations have 
been published in the literature, the major obstacle 
that has prevented more effective use of them lies in 
the difficulty in the evaluation of their parameter 
values. In order to have them widely accepted as 
predictive models in the subsurface runoff computa-
tion, reappraisal of the methods determining their 
parameter values as well as theoretical concepts 
behind their developments is necessary. This task was 
accomplished in another phase of the research project 
(Chen, 1975c). 
All the algebraic inHltration equations were 
developed for computing under a special condition 
the maximum possible rate of inmtration (hereafter 
referred to as inHltration capacity). If the rainfall 
intensity is greater than the final constant infiltration 
rate (or the hydraulic conductivity at saturation), the 
rain infiltration process in general can be divided into 
two stages: One is before ponding and another after 
ponding. Therefore, a parametric infiltration model, 
if valid, must consist of both stages. Before ponding 
the inHltration rate is equal to the rainfall intensity 
and after ponding it is greater than or equal to the 
inflltration capacity, depending upon whether or not 
there is a non-zero water depth on the soil surface. 
Mathematically the parametric inflltration model can 
be expressed as 
i = ret) (118) 
i OIl f(t) (119) 
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in which tp is the time of ponding. Note that the 
rainfall intensity, ret), mayor may not vary with 
time, and that the infiltration capacity function,f(t), 
can be in any form of the algebraic inflltration 
equations except for the Green-Ampt equation that is 
expressed implicitly as a function of f and t. 
Evidently, in addition to the parameters in f( t) 
needed to be evaluated, the time of ponding, !p' must 
be determined before the parametric infIltration 
model, Eqs. 118 and 119, can apply. Each of the 
available algebraic infIltration equations to be used in 
Eq. 119 such as the Green-Ampt equation, the 
Kostiakov equation, the Philip equation, the Horton 
equation, and the Holtan equation was already 
analyzed by the writer in another report (Chen, 
197 Sc). However, for simplicity, only the generalized 
Kostiakov equation that is believed to be the most 
suitable form in fitting different inflltration capacity 
curves for various soil-cover-moisture complexes is 
presented herein. 
The Kostiakov equation with three parameters 
A, to' and a may be expressed as 
f(t) - f + A(t - t )-a 
... 0 . . . . . . (120) 
in which foo is the final inmtration rate equal to the 
hydraulic conductivity of soil at saturation, Kg. 
Factors that affect the inHltration capacity are 
numerous. Combined effects of a specific soil, a 
specific cover, and a specific antecedent moisture 
condition on the inflltration capacity must be re-
flected on the parameter values of A, to' and a . 
According to the recent study conducted by the 
writer (Chen, 1975c), the original three-parameter 
inHltration model, Eq. 120, can be shown to be in a 
typical form of the two-parameter model because the 
parameter to can be expressed in terms of the other 
parameters, A and a, aside from r, the rainfall 
intensity. The respective expressions of tR and to in 
terms of A, a, and r, are recapitulated from Chen 
(197Sc) for use in the present study as follows: 
...... (121) 
( A) 1/0 t - -1 0 -_ -- or t .. at . (122) o -a r-K 0 P 
8 
in which r is the mean rainfall intensity that also 
varies with time and is defined as 
. . . . . . (123) 
Because of the definition of r(t), Eq. 123, the 
determination of the tp value by using Eq. 121 can 
only be accomplished by trial and error as follows: 
(l) Assume t and then compute r from Eq. 123; (2) 
substitute the r value into Eq. 121 for the computa-
tion of the tp value; and (3) if the value of tp just 
computed is larger than the time, t, at which f( t) was 
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determined, the computation of rand tp will con-
tinue until t = tp. 
The values of A and a for each combination of 
various soil-cover-moisture complexes corresponding 
to distinctly different field conditions of rainwater 
intake on the highway sideslope may be first 
estimated according to the four major hydrologic soil 
groups and then modified in accordance with plant 
covers and antecedent soil moisture conditions. This 
and other aspects of soil-cover-moisture complex 
analysis of the parametric infiltration model were 
discussed in detail in the other phase of the research 
project (Chen, 1975c). 
DESIGN STORM PATTERNS 
Knowledge of the time distribution of rainfall 
in heavy storms constitutes a basis for design of an 
urban storm drainage system. Several methods have 
been developed to formulate a synthetic (design) 
storm pattern for the urban watershed runoff study. 
An extensive review of literature on the various 
formulations of design storms conducted by the 
writer (Chen, 1975b) has led to the development of 
the following general approach in which design storm 
patterns using the rainfall intensity-duration-
frequency relationships were developed for all 
localities in the United States. 
The rainfall intensity-duration-frequency rela-
tionship that can be used to derive the design 
hyetograph equation may be expressed as 
r = _" __ a_ 
av c (t, ± b) 
. . . . . . . . . (124) 
in which r av is the average rainfall intensity in inches 
per hour; td is the time duration of rainfall in 
minutes; and a, b, and c are parameters depending 
upon the location and frequency of the storm under 
study. It was found from the U.S. Weather Bureau 
Technical Paper Nos. 25 and 40 that a positive sign in 
Eq. 124 mainly applied to a large section of the 
country-perhaps to the portion east of the Rocky 
Mountains-while a negative sign generally applies to 
the west of the Rocky Mountains (Chen, 1975b). 
However, in the case of the negative b, Eq. 124 is not 
valid for td<b. 
Consider that the area under a curve represent-
ing the time distribution of the rainfall intensity, r, 
from the beginning of rainfall to any time, t, is equal 
to that having ray for the same time period, namely 
. . . . . . . . . (125) 
in which T is the integration variable for time and r is 
the rainfall intensity in inches per hour at any time in 
the synthetic storm. Substituting the expression of 
r av (from Eq. 124 after changing its td to t) into Eq. 
125 and then differentiating the result with respect to 
t yields the design hyetograph equation. 
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Hyetograph Equations 
The design hyetographs so formulated are 
somewhat different between the case of the positive 
b and that of the negative b. Furthermore, the design 
storms in each case can be classified into a complete-
ly advanced type storm pattern, a completely delayed 
type storm pattern, and an intermediate type storm 
pattern. The three types of storm patterns are de-
fined according to the skewness of the pattern, "I, 
(Le., the ratio of the time before the peak to the total 
time duration). 
Case (1): For positive b 
For a completely advanced type storm pattern 
(-y = 0) 
. . . . . . . (126) 
For a completely delayed type storm pattern 
(y = 1) 
a[(l - c)(td - t) + h1 
r • [(td - t) + b1
1+c 
..... (127) 
For an intermediate type storm pattern (0 < 
"I < 1) 
a[(l - c)(td - t/y) + b1 
r • [(t4 - t/y) + b1
1+c 
.. (128) 
a[(l - c)(t - ytd)/(l - y) + b1 
r D l+c [(t - ytd)/(l - y) + b] 
(129) 
Case (2): For negative b (c < 1) 
For a completely advanced type storm pattern 
("I = 0) 
{~)c 
\' + c 
for t :s -.J'?_ 
1 - c .. (130) 
for t ~ ~- . (131) 1 - c 
For a completely delayed type storm pattern 
(y = 1) 
a[(l - c)(t d - t) - b] 
r = ------------
[(t - t) - b]1+c 
d 
for O~ t:': t - ~--- '" (132) d 1 - (' 
( 
\ c r=b~ f-~~) £01- t d 2b 1 - c :;; t:;; td 
. . . . . . (133) 
For an intermediate type storm pattern (0 < 
'Y < 1) 
r = 
a[(l - c)(td - tty) - b] 
[(t - tty) - b]l~~ 
d 
for 0 :;; t :;; yt -~ (134) d 1 - c .,. 
( l-=-~) c 1 + c 
for yt - 2hy_:;; t < yt + ~_(~L (135) 
d 1 - c - d 1 - c 
a[(l - c)(t - yt d)/(l - y) - b] 
r = l+c 
[ (t - yt d) / (1 - y) - b] 
for yt + lli~J:L < t < d 1 - c - - td .. (136) 
The methods of determining the parameter 
values of a, b, c, and 'Y were described in detail in the 
other phase of this research project (Chen, 1975b). 
Mean Rainfall Intensity 
The mean rainfall intensity, f, needed in the 
calculation of the time of ponding, tp , by means of 
Eq. 121 can be expressed specifically for the design 
storm equations, Eqs. 126 through 136. Each of the 
expressions of r in Eq. 126 through 136 can be 
integrated with respect to time and then divided by 
the elapsed time of rainfall, t, as shown in Eq. 123. 
The following results for different cases and types of 
storms are obtained. 
Case (1): For positive b 
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- a 
r = -----
(t + b) c 
. . . . . . . . . . (137) 
2. 'Y = 1 
- 1 l atd a(t d - t) I r = - --- - -------
t (t
d 
+ b)c (t
d 
- t + b)c 
. . (138) 
. (139) 
. . . . . . (140) 
Case (2): For negative b (c< 1) 
- a (1 -c ) c r"'- -
hC 1 -I- c 
2h 
t < ---
-- 1 - c 
- a 
r = 
- 1 r co -
t 
t>~ 
- 1 - c 
O < t < t - -~~ 
- - d 1 - c 
t - ~-:;; 
d 1 - C 
. . . (141) 
· ... (142) 
. (143) 
· ... (144) 
· ... (145) 
-
1 [aytd a (~y (t - Ytd)] _ 1 [ aytd a(t - ytd) 
- b]C] r = - .-(t
d 
- b)c + h C 
r-- + t 1 + C t (td - b)C [(t - ytd)/(1 - y) 
ytd - ..1..h_Y_ 5 t 5 yt 1 - C d 
+ 2b (1 - y) 
1 - C . (146) t + 2b(1 - y) Y d 1 - c s t s td . (147) 
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ACCURACY OF THE MATHEMATICAL MODEL 
An urban highway watershed consists of several 
sub-basins, as described previously. Runoff from each 
of these sub-basins jointly or independently con-
tributes to the total flow of storm water at the 
drainage inlet. For example, storm water on roadway 
and shoulder first moves as overland flow, then at the 
far downstream end of the overland flow enters as 
gutter flow which may or may not collect an 
additional amount of water coming from the side-
slopes, depending upon a highway drainage condition, 
and finally all the storm water so collected enters the 
inlet, if the inlet is operated with 100 percent 
efficiency. Whether the computer model so 
formulated can accurately simulate all the parts of 
the rainfall-runoff processes in a highway watershed 
must be examined. In other words, the physically-
determined values of the friction parameters such as 
C, €, k, a, and b embedded in the friction slope 
expressions (e.g., Eqs. 81 and 82) have yet to be 
validated before their general use in practice. For 
convenience, the validation of the computer mode] 
was carried out in two stages: First, it was made on 
the overland flow only and next, on the combined 
overland and gutter flow. 
The accuracy of the computer model developed 
for overland flow was checked by using basic 
hydrograph field data obtained from the Los Angeles 
District Corps of Engineers (l949-51) airfield 
drainage investigation at Santa Monica, California, 
and that for combined overland and channel flow, by 
using field data collected from two urban highway 
watersheds in the Salt Lake City area, Utah (Fletcher 
and Chen, 1975). 
Examination of Overland Flow 
Computer Sub-model 
Six different sets of input data were chosen 
from the Corps of Engineers (l949-51) airfield 
drainage hydrographs for examining the overland 
flow computations on a paved surface. Table 1 lists 
for 6 runs the values of the rainfall intensity and 
duration, channel length, and bed slope for a paved 
surface tested. 
Included in the Corps of Engineers (l949-51) 
airfield drainage investigations are the measured 
hydrographs for simulated turf surfaces which were 
made either of expanded metal or of combined 
chickenwire and expanded metal. No attempt was 
made, however, to examine the hydro graphs for 
simulated turf surfaces because the values of the 
parameters, a and b in Eq. 82 and k in Eq. 19, for 
such surfaces are unknown. Note that the determina-
tion of the friction parameters for unknown surfaces 
requires an evaluation (identification) process using 
either a physical model (Chen, 1975a) or a mathe-
matical model (including the governing equations 
with appropriate initial and boundary conditions) as 
well as a set of concurrent input (rainfall) and output 
(hydrograph) measurements. The latter approach 
Table 1. List of input data for Los Angeles District Corps of Engineers (LADCE) airfield experimental runs on 
a paved surface. 
LADCE LADCE "Rainfall" "Rainfall" 
Present Test Test Application Application Channel Bed 
Study Code Date rate Duration Length Slope 
Run No. No. M/D/Y r(in./hr) td{min.) L{ft) S{%) 
1 A6 10/27/49 8.128 8 84 0.5 
2 A7 12/ 3/49 0.860 16 84 0.5 
3 A45 10/25/49 8.306 14 336 0.5 
4 B6 9/22/50 7.350 9 84 1.0 
5 B6 9/22/50 7.230 1.15,1.50,1.75 84 1.0 
6 CI0 3/24/51 7.460 6 168 2.0 
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using a mathematical model is an inverse problem 
which has been solved by trial and error (Burman, 
1969; Schreiber and Bender, 1972) and more 
systematically and efficiently by an influence 
coefficient algorithm developed by Becker and Yeh 
(1972a, 1972b, and 1973) and Yeh (1973). Although 
the influence coefficient algorithm has been shown to 
be very powerful in the evaluation of the friction 
parameters embedded in a hyperbolic partial dif-
ferential equation describing the hydrodynamics of 
unsteady open channel flow, it is at present limited to 
the sub critical flow range that detracts us from its 
general application. From the practical point of view, 
however, it would be much Simpler to determine the 
friction parameters experimentally for flow at the 
equilibrium state than the application of an optimiza-
tion technique to an unsteady, nonlinear flow system 
by minimizing the maximum of the absolute values of 
the errors ( differences) between the observations and 
the solutions of the system equations. For particular 
use in the present study, the friction parameters for 
natural turf surfaces have been experimentally 
determined (Chen, 1975a), as already summarized in 
the previous section. Since it is not the objective of 
this study to develop a new method to identify the 
friction parameters, the parameter identification 
problems in unsteady open channel flows are not 
discussed further herein. 
The roughness size of a paved surface used in 
the Corps of Engineers (1949-51) airfield drainage 
investigation happened to be approximately equal to 
that of the glued-sand surface used in Woo and 
Brater's (1961) experiments. It is thus necessary to 
examine the validity of Eq. 82 with a = 235 and b = 
0.296 using the field data. Note that in a similar 
study involving the comparisons of measured and 
computed hydrographs, Chu (1973) has used Eq. 81 
instead of Eq. 82. 
Rainfall duration for each field run selected, 
except for run No.5, was long enough so that the 
outflowing discharge had actually attained the 
eqUilibrium state before rain stopped. All the runs 
were performed on a 3-ft wide impervious paved 
surface which has roughness equivalent to Manning's 
n = 0.012. 
The roughness size, k, for turbulent flow in the 
mathematical model (Eq. 19) must be specified 
before executing it on the computer. The Strickler 
formula can be used to convert the value of Man-
ning's n to that of the hydraulically "equivalent" 
roughness size, k. However, conSidering the wide 
range of the relative roughness, R/k, that overland 
flow covers, one may prefer the following formula to 
the Strickler formula. 
-~ = 0.0309 
k 1 / 6 
......... (148) 
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This equation was derived by Chen and Chow (1968) 
using the relationship between Eq. 19 and the 
Manning formula. Therefore, for given n = 0.012, k 
equals 0.0034 ft. 
The distance interval, ~s, for the channel is 
obtained by dividing the channel length equally into 
7 sections (arbitrary, Le., the size sufficient in the 
computer operation within practical accuracy, but 
not too excessive) with each section having a length 
& = L/7, where L is the total length of the channel. 
Thus, & = 12 ft for all runs except for runs 3 and 6. 
The values of ~s for runs 3 and 6 were equal to 48 ft 
and 24 ft, respectively. Because the computation is 
conducted on a dimensionless basis, the dimension of 
the distance or distance interval is no longer im-
portant. The accuracy of the computation may 
change with the number of grid points selected, but it 
should not vary drastically unless the number of grid 
points considered is too small. 
The time interval, ~ t, can be determined by 
solving the Courant limit in Eq. 48. However, when 
the ground surface is initially dry, the flow starts with 
very small hydraulic depth, D, and velocity, V, which 
in turn give a large ~t for a fixed ~s from Eq. 48. 
Unfortunately, use of a large Llt at the initial state 
may produce computational instability which is often 
beyond control at subsequent time levels. To avoid 
such computation instability a much smaller Llt is 
required which, however, in terms of the increased 
computer time, cannot be considered as a practical 
improvement. Chu (1973) showed that the following 
empirical formula was suitable for use in the selection 
of Llt with this type of initial boundary-value pro-
blem. 
6t .. t\t • Time • Factor 
eq ..... (149) 
in which Llteq is the time interval at the equilibrium 
stage and is set to a value a little bit less than the 
Courant limit; "Time" is the normalized time from 
the beginning of rainfall; and "Factor" is a coefficient 
equal to 0.1 divided by the normalized initial time 
when the normalized initial time is greater than 0.1. 
If the normalized initial time is less than 0.1, 
"Factor" must be set to a value of 1. Note that use of 
Eq. 149 enables the numerical computation to be 
started with the time interval, O.lLlteq or less. It was 
programmed in such a way that by the time the flow 
approaches the eqUilibrium state, the time interval is 
automatically controlled by the Courant criterion, 
Eq. 48, or Meq . 
The computed and measured hydrographs for 
run 1 through run 6 are depicted in Figures 17 
through 22, respectively. It can readily be seen from 
these figures that the agreement between the com-
puted and measured hydrographs in general seems to 
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Figure 17. Comparison of measured and computed hydrographs for run 1 of Los Angeles District Corps of Engineers Airfield Experiment. 
be good for most large flows under high intensities, 
but rather poor for small flows under low intensities 
or no rainfall. The poor results were anticipated for 
lack of a better expression of flow resistance than use 
of an empirical formula, Eq. 82, for shallow flows 
with flow rate per unit width, q, as low as 0.002 
cfs/ft or less. It appears that there must exist some 
intrinsic natures of the low flow regime which the 
present theory failed to describe, but would account 
for large errors in the computed hydrographs. This 
and other peculiar features of the computed hydro-
graphs, different from the measured ones, require 
justification prior to the general use of the overland 
flow submodel. The following comments with regard 
to the accuracy of the computed hydro graphs merit 
attention. 
hydrograph for most runs examined. This consistent 
lag in time in the rising stage can be attributed to the 
initial detention of the rainfall by the surface material 
and depression storage, if any, before the surface 
runoff starts. It is well known that the initial 
detention refers to the storage effect due to overland 
flow in transit at the beginning of rainfall and varies 
with the degree of dryness of the surface material. 
Horton (1935) stated that this initial detention 
"commonly ranges from 1/8 to 3/4 inches for flat 
areas and 1/2 to 1.5 inches for cultivated fields and 
for natural grass lands or forests." 
The specific magnitude of depression storage 
has never been measured in the field because of 
obvious difficulties in obtaining meaningful data. For 
practical purposes, however, an average value may be 
assumed. On moderate or gentle slopes, for example, 
Horton (1935) estimated that pervious surface de-
1. At the beginning of rainfall, the computed 
hydrograph seems to rise ahead of the measured 
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Figure 18. Comparison of measured and computed hydrographs for run 2 of Los Angeles District Corps of 
Engineers Airfield Experiment. 
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pression "can commonly hold the equivalent of 1/4 
to 1/2 inch depth of water and even more on natural 
meadow and forest land." On the other hand, based 
on analysis of periods of high rates of rainfall and 
runoff, Hicks (1944) has estimated depression storage 
losses of 0.20, 0.15, and 0.10 inch for sand, loam, 
and clay, respectively. For a series of analyses, Tholin 
and Keifer (1960) assumed an overall total depression 
storage of 1/4 inch on pervious areas with a range of 
depths of specific depression up to 1/2 inch and 1/16 
inch, on paved areas with a range of depths up to 1/8 
inch; for another series these depths were doubled. 
The small depth assumed at the initial state in 
the present numerical scheme, as described in the 
preceding section, is tantamount to assuming the 
initial detention, though it appears much smaller than 
what should be in terms of Horton's (1935) suggested 
values. The hardest to determine is, of course, the 
magnitude of depression storage which is unknown a 
priori and may vary from case to case although one 
can easily estimate it using a least squares procedure 
by best fitting the computed hydrograph to the 
measured one or by trial and error. For simplicity, 
however, the adequate magnitude of depression stor-
age is not imposed in the model at this stage, partly 
because of the necessity in evaluating the difference 
between the measured and computed hydrographs 
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resulting from this unknown, but important, variable 
and partly because of its relatively insignificant effect 
on the hydrograph, magnitudewise and timewise, 
under a uniformly prolonged storm except by a time 
lag (or shift in time coordinate) corresponding to the 
length of time required to fill it up. In general, the 
more nonuniform in space and time a given storm, 
the more sensitive is the peak and shape of the 
computed hydro graph to the difference in the 
amount of depression storage assumed. This and 
other possible improvements of the computer model 
will be considered in the later computation, especially 
when field data on storm and runoff from the two 
urban highway watersheds in the Salt Lake City area 
are analyzed. 
2. In all of the measured hydrographs, it is 
observed that the discharge suddenly increases by a 
small amount immediately after rain stops. This is 
probably due to the spontaneous disappearance in the 
resistance force produced by the raindrops on the 
water surface. This phenomenon is prominent for 
runs 1 and 3 under heavy rain on small slopes such as 
shown in Figures 17 and 19 respectively. Apparently, 
the additional resistance to the flow resulting from 
the raindrop impact was not accurately accounted for 
by the overpressure head alone, as expressed by Eq. 
6. It is believed that raindrops not only increase the 
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Figure 19. Comparison of measured and computed hydrographs for run 3 of Los Angeles District Corps of 
Engineers Airfield Experiment. 
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pressure of the flow, but also affect its velocity 
distribution which has not been considered in this 
study. 
3. Whether or not the computed runoff rate 
per unit width, q, is stable and convergent at the 
equilibrium state depends in some degree upon the 
states or regimes of flow predominating over the bed. 
Basing on the computer outputs obtained from the 
six runs, it is discovered that the effect of gravity 
relative to inertia, as represented by the Froude 
number, upon the computational stability and con-
vergency of flow is much greater than that of 
viscosity relative to inertia, as represented by the 
Reynolds number. For example, the computed 
hydrograph for run 1 (Figure 17) under a uniform 
application rate is quite stable and converges to the 
theoretical value at the equilibrium state where the 
flow so computed is in the regime being all the way 
sub critical , partially laminar upstream, and partially 
turbulent downstream. Although the flow for run 3 is 
also subcritical all the way from the upstream end to 
the downstream end, the computer model apparently 
underestimated the runoff rate at the equilibrium 
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state (Figure 19). A comparison of the computed 
flow regimes for run 1 and run 3 reveals that there is 
a significant difference percentagewise in the Froude 
number along the channel, but not very much in the 
Reynolds number. The flow in run 1 is sub critical , 
but not so nearly critical (F = 1) as found in run 3. It 
appears that the adverse effect of gravity on the 
computational stability and convergency worsens 
with the increase in the Froude number. This is 
exemplified by the computed hydrographs for runs 4 
and 6, as shown in Figures 20 and 22, respectively. 
The oscillation of the computed runoff rate, q, 
at the quasi-equilibrium state for run 4 (Figure 20) 
seems to be a typical flow phenomenon resulting 
from the time-varying state of flow. In this case, the 
flow produced under a given input and a certain 
combination of channel conditions is computed 
sometimes as subcritical all the way and sometimes as 
partially supercritical downstream, resulting in the 
oscillation of the computed q corresponding to the 
periodic change in the state of flow. In other words, 
when the flow is found all the way subcritical, the 
computed q is just about the theoretical value at the 
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Figure 21. Comparison of measured and computed hydrographs for run 5 of Los Angeles District Corps of 
Engineers Airfield Experiment. 
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equilibrium state, whereas it rises more than the 
theoretical value when the flow is partially super-
critical downstream. The overestimation of q as a 
result of a high Froude number in flow can be more 
clearly demonstrated in Figure 22 for run 6 in which 
the flow over a large portion of the channel length is 
found supercritical. 
4. The computed peak discharge, as measured 
in terms of its magnitude and time of occurrence, in 
response to each of the various nonequilibrium 
durations of the "rainfall" time (e.g., td = 1.15, 1.50, 
and 1.75 minutes in Figure 21) confirms quite well to 
the measured value. It appears that the longer the 
duration of the application time, the higher is the 
accuracy of the computed peak discharge, both 
magnitudewise and timewise. 
5. The accuracy of the computed runoff rate, 
q, worsens noticeably with the lower flow, as 
indicated previously. A typical example of this poor 
computation using the present technique is depicted 
in Figure 18 for run 2 under an application rate less 
than 1 in./hr. The computer model underestimated 
-
-
" II) 
-o 
0.05 
0.04 
quite badly the theoretical value for run 2 at the 
equilibrium state. The underestimation of the q for 
very low flows under small application rates is also 
evidenced in the lower part of the computed 
hydrograph in the receding stage of all runs. Despite 
this technical problem in the computation of such 
low flows, no attempt could be made to improve the 
present approach for lack of a better method 
presently available in the computation. Of course, in 
future studies, any new method which is found to 
improve the numerical computation of low flows can 
be incorporated into the computer model without 
impairing the validity of the present approach. 
6. Errors involved in the computer results 
would more likely increase with the incorrect evalua-
tion of the Darcy-Weisbach friction coefficient, f, 
than with the reduction in the number of grid points 
adopted in the computation. Because the present 
numerical scheme has been developed on a dimen-
sionless basis, accuracy in the computation does not 
seem to be greatly affected by the distance interval, 
&, unless the number of grid points selected becomes 
excessively too small to carry the normal operation of 
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the expected computation. With the present 
approach, as described previously, dividing the 
channel length into a number of sections less than 4 is 
not recommended. For illustrating the sensitivity of 
accuracy of the computation to the distance interval 
(or the number of grid points), the hydrographs for 
run 1 were again computed by using ~ = 6 and 21 ft 
and are plotted in Figure 23 for comparison with the 
one using LlS = 12 ft (Figure 17). It can be readily 
seen from Figure 23 that the computation by using 5 
grid points (Le., equivalent to 4 sections plus 1 for 
the end point) yields as good accuracy as the ones 
produced by using the larger numbers of grid points. 
Since one of the major concerns regarding the use of 
the explicit numerical scheme is the comparatively 
large amount of the computer time required in the 
solution over a prolonged time span of rainfall, the 
reduction in the number of grid points down to as 
minimum as 5 for a channel of any length without 
impairing the accuracy of computation may be 
considered as a practical improvement. Henceforth, 
the minimum number of grid points, namely 5, will 
be taken in the computation if the situation permits. 
Examination of Combined Flow 
Computations 
Rainfall-runoff data on major storms during the 
1972-73 rainy season (April to November) from two 
typical urban highway cross-sections in the Salt Lake 
City area were collected for examining the validity of 
the combined flow computer model. Because details 
of hydrologic data collected both at Layton site and 
at Parleys site No.1 and No.2 were already given in 
another report (Fletcher and Chen, 1975) under the 
field phase of the present research project, they are 
not recapitulated herein except for those which were 
used as input data in the computer model. 
Input data 
Layton site. The highway watershed at Layton 
site is a 3-lane roadway with shoulders of different 
widths paved on both sides and connected along a 
steep sideslope on one side, as shown in Figure 24{a). 
The drainage area under investigation is not exactly 
rectangular in shape, but on the average may be 
considered as a rectangle, 574 ft long and 106 ft wide 
(on the horizontal plane), including the top width of 
a fixed channel-type gutter (Figure 16) lying in 
between the roadway and the sideslope. The 
transverse proflle of the roadway plus the paved 
shoulders measured in the field is not a parabolic 
curve (Figure 6), but rather a straight line with cross 
slope varying from 1.96 percent at the upstream end 
of the channel to 1.24 percent at the inlet side. For 
simplicity, the average cross slope of the roadway and 
the paved shoulders may be taken as 1.6 percent. The 
slope of the sideslope also varies from 64.4 percent to 
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60.5 percent at the upstream and downstream ends of 
the channel, respectively. Again, for simplicity, the 
average value, 62.5 percent, was used in the computa-
tion. The gutter slope was measured at 0.296 percent. 
The roughness size of the road surface including 
the roadway and paved shoulders was assumed that of 
glued sand (Woo and Brater, 1961) or Los Angeles 
District Corps of Engineers' (I949-51) paved surface 
which possesses approximately k = 0.0034 ft. The 
sideslope and the drainage channel are covered with 
Crested Wheat grass which does not look so dense as 
the ones tested in the laboratory environment (Chen, 
1975a). Despite this discrepancy in appearance be-
tween the grasses tested and simulated, the C value in 
Eq. 21 for laminar flow was computed by means of 
Eq. 82 with the experimentally-determined values of 
a and b for good solid natural turf having been 
assumed throughout the present computation for lack 
of a better expression. 
The inflltration rate was computed by using the 
Kostiakov equation (Eq. 120) in which /00 = 0.05 
in./hr, a = 0.5, and the value of A was determined, 
for practical purposes, in terms of the potential 
infiltration, S, in inches as (Chen, 1975c) 
a - l-u A = [0.2 5(1 - a)] (r - J,,) . . (ISO) 
in which S = 0.05 in. corresponding to the runoff 
curve number (CN) equal to 99.5 was evaluated from 
the estimated infiltration capacity curve (Fletcher 
and Chen, 1975). 
Two storms were selected from the major 
storms analyzed and tabulated by Chen (I975b). An 
inspection of field data for major storms (Fletcher 
and Chen, 1975) reveals that there are not too many 
storms which are large and long enough to be 
meaningful for validation tests. The two storms 
selected at Layton site are those which occurred on 
September 5,1972 and May 25-26,1973. The former 
storm at rain gage L-2 can be best fitted by using Eqs. 
128 and 129 with a = 28.19, b = 11.21, c = 0.980, 
td = 345 min., and 'Y = 0.177 while the latter storm at 
rain gage L-5, if expressed in the parametric equation 
(Eqs. 128 and 129), has the parameter values a = 
54.62, b = 40.55, c = 1.156, td = 60 min., and 'Y = 
0.323. For simplicity, the time-varying rainfall inten-
sity for each storm was thus determined from the 
idealized hyetograph, Eqs. 128 and 129, rather than 
from the actual hyetograph, as characterized by a 
number of step pulses in unequal magnitude and time 
length or a series of such pulses. 
Parleys site. The highway watershed at Parleys 
site is composed of two independent ones. As shown 
in Figure 24{b) and (c), one which drains storm water 
from a steep sideslope to a fixed channel-type gutter 
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is referred to as Parleys site No. 1 and the other 
which drains storm water from a paved shoulder and 
a 4-lane roadway to a curb-type gutter (Figure 15), 
Parleys site No.2. The drainage areas at both sites 
which are adjacent to each other are again not exactly 
rectangular in shape, but for convenience were 
considered as rectangles having the areas equal to 352 
ft x 71 ft (including the top width of gutter) and 339 
ft x 70 ft at sites No.1 and No.2, respectively. 
Because the alignment of the roadway under 
investigation is curved, construction of "super eleva-
tion" apparently changes the transverse profile of the 
road surface throughout the whole length of the 
roadway. Since the present computer model did not 
take more than one transverse proftle of the road 
surface into account, as mentioned previously, the 
average cross slope of the roadway including the 
paved shoulder was estimated from 4.28 percent at 
the upstream end of the gutter to 2.99 percent at the 
inlet side. The average of both values is 3.64 percent, 
which was used in the computation. The slope of the 
sideslope also varies from 42.5 percent at the up-
stream end of the gutter to 32.6 percent at the inlet 
side. The average slope of the sideslope is thus 37.5 
percent which was again given as an input data for 
solution. The gutter slopes at the two sites were 
assumed to be both 2.52 percent. 
Regarding the roughness sizes of the paved and 
grass surfaces, the magnitudes cited at Layton site 
were also assumed to be equally applicable here. 
Therefore, the value of the Darcy-Weisbach friction 
coefficient was estimated by using the same equations 
as used at Layton site. 
The inftltration capacity was also simulated by 
means of the Kostiakov equation (Eq. 120) that has t. 
= 0.05 in./hr, a = 0.5, and S = 0.10 in. (Eq. 150) 
corresponding to CN = 99 of a soil-moisture-cover 
complex. 
. Three major storms were selected from the field 
data (Fletcher and Chen, 1975; Chen, 1975b) at 
Parleys site as rainfall input. Those selected are 
storms which occurred on October 4, 1972, July 19, 
1973, and August 16,1973. None of them appears to 
be large and long enough for the present method to 
solve the routed storm flow within tolerable 
accuracy. The actual hyetographs of all the storms 
were best fitted by using Eqs. 128 and 129 with the 
values of the storm parameters a, b, c, and'Y having 
been determined from a least squares procedure 
(Chen, 1975b). It was found that for October 4,1972 
storm at rain gage P-6, a = 16.43, b = 2.15, c = 0.938, 
td = 286 min., and 'Y = 0.052; for July 19, 1973 
storm at rain gage P-3, a = 62.39, b = 19.10, c = 
1.027, td = 145 min., and 'Y = 0.216; and for August 
16,1973 storm at rain gage P-5, a = 27.57, b = 3.01, c 
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= 1.019, td = 73 min., and 'Y = 0.096. The 
time-varying rainfall intensity for each storm was thus 
directly determined from Eqs. 128 and 129 with each 
of the preceding set of storm parameter values. 
Computed hydrographs 
Because the pattern in which a storm actually 
occurs and the field conditions under which storm 
water moves from the watershed divide to the 
drainage inlet are somehow different from what can 
be described by using a set of the mathematical 
equations, it is expected that there are some disagree-
ments between the computed and measured hydro-
graphs. It is generally understood that the more 
complicated the system under study (including both a 
rainfall event, or a series of such events, and an 
elementary watershed, or a combination of such 
elementary watersheds), the larger would be the 
disagreement between the computed and measured 
values. Although both highway cross-sections under 
investigation are small watersheds with drainage area 
less than 0.1 square mile, the complicacy of the storm 
patterns and field conditions such as strong local 
disturbance and car splash caused by passing vehicles 
(Fletcher and Chen, 1975) may greatly reduce the 
reliability of field data so collected and thus 
eventually destroy the "mean-value" approach on 
which the mathematical model is based. Con-
sequently, if there are any disagreements between the 
measured and computed hydrographs, they may be 
attributed to one or a combination of the following: 
(1) Accuracy and representativeness of the 
measured input and output data are questionable. As 
indicated above, traffic disturbance might significant-
ly alter the measured values at various rain gages and 
discharge-measuring flumes. For example, an inspec-
tion of the field data (Fletcher and Chen, 1975) 
reveals that none of the six recording rain gages 
installed on each site has measured exactly the same 
intensity as the rest of the gages even under the same 
storm. It is not clear whether this is caused by the 
nature of a thunder storm which is moving or the 
adverse aerodynamic effects of highway vehicles. The 
variety of the rainfall intensity, magnitudewise and 
timewise, makes it extremely difficult to select the 
one that represents the storm under study. Criterion 
of selection for those which were used as input is 
rather arbitrary. In general they were selected as 
closely as possible to the ones which might hopefully 
produce the corresponding measured hydrographs. 
Since the patterns of the measured hyetographs at the 
six rain gages are nearly identical [Le., about equal 'Y 
values (Chen, 1975b)] for each major storm 
analyzed, simply the largest one among the six was 
chosen in order to maintain the better accuracy of 
computation. However, the more representative 
hyetograph can be obtained by first plotting 
isopluvial maps at different time intervals and then 
averaging the accumulated amount of rain over the 
area and time interval considered. Of course, the 
latter method of improvement on input data is only 
possible if a network of more than six point 
measurements is available. 
An amount of water lost or "diverted" in splash 
and spray caused by moving traffic during a storm, 
especially at Parleys site No.2, was substantial 
(Fletcher and Chen, 1975). This would in effect 
change significantly the shape of the measured 
hydrograph, magnitudewise and timewise, from the 
one which would have been otherwise. Because the 
present computer model does not take this effect into 
account, a large discrepancy between the measured 
and computed hydrographs from the roadway 
(Parleys site No.2) alone is expected. Unfortunately 
there is no way to separate this effect from others 
and determine the significance (or insignificance) of 
its effect. 
This inaccuracy in the measured hydrograph at 
Parleys site No.2 was further aggravated by inherent 
instrumentation problems (Fletcher and Chen, 1975) 
which cannot be corrected without resorting to a new 
instrumentation system. Bad output is evidently 
reflected in the measured hydrograph, for example, 
of the August 16, 1973 storm, which, due to some 
unknown causes, could not be simulated by using the 
present model. Therefo"re, the comparison of the 
measured and computed hydrographs for storms from 
the roadway cannot be made herein. 
(2) The smaller the rainfall intensity of a storm 
under study, the worse is the accuracy of the 
computer results. As shown in Figure 18, the present 
model underestimates very badly the computed dis-
charge of the low flow. It is noted that most of the 
major storms under investigation, except for one, 
merely amount to the highest of 3 inches per hour or 
less for a period of 2 to 3 minutes. Such small storms 
cannot produce the surface flow which is large and 
deep enough to be computed reliably with the 
method of characteristics due mainly to the difficulty 
in the expression of the Darcy-Weisbach friction 
coefficient,! . 
Another possible source of large computational 
errors might result from the computation of the 
moving internal boundary where overland flow meets 
with gutter flow, aside from the shock-wave computa-
tion that might occasionally give trouble, too. Since 
small errors induced in the numerical computation 
may travel upstream and downstream depending 
upon the state of flow and grow unboundedly with 
hydrodynamic instability, the computation of the 
shock waves, except at the wavefront of a moving 
storm, was not performed in the present study by 
using a few control statements although it is included 
S3 
in the computer program. Details of such control 
statements are given in the appendix. 
For simplicity, the actual hyetograph was best 
fitted by using a least squares procedure to Eqs. 128 
and 129 (Chen, 1975b) with storm parameters a, b, c, 
td, and 'Y. This is a good approximation which may be 
valid for practical purposes in view of varieties in 
measurements at different gages, but may not be 
accurate enough for some storms which have more 
than one peak. Because most of the thunder storms 
which we are interested in studying are likely 
single-peaked, this type of the simplification of the 
storm pattern is justified and maintained throughout 
this study. 
Another simplification in the mathematical 
modeling is related with the evaluation of infiltration 
capacity at both sites. The values of the infiltration 
parameters such as fao, a, and S in Eqs. 120 and 150 
were determined on the basis of the October 4, 1972 
storm (Fletcher and Chen, 1975). It is possible that 
the parameter values for other storms are quite 
different from those determined from the October 4, 
1972 storm because of the differences in antecedent 
moisture condition (Chen, 1975c). This judgment in 
accounting for the differences is seemingly confirmed 
by comparing the measured and computed hydro-
graphs for the selected storms, each of which is 
briefly discussed below. 
The October 4, 1972 storm at Parleys site No. 
1. A comparison of the measured rainfall intensity 
and runoff rate, as shown in Figure 25, reveals that a 
large amount of precipitation was apparently lost in 
the initial abstraction, Ia. The initial abstraction that 
'consists of interception and subsurface and surface 
storage (including initial detention and depreSSion 
storage) before runoff begins cannot be theoretically 
determined with the present knowledge in hydrology. 
The present computer model does not contain the 
computation of la' but assumes its value as an input 
data. Various values of Ia were thus input under the 
"simulated" storm (broken line in Figure 25) and the 
corresponding hydrographs computed for the purpose 
of comparison, as shown in Figure 26. The agreement 
between the measured and computed hydrographs, 
despite apparent differences in the assumed Ia value, 
is strikingly good for the following major reasons. (1) 
The storm pattern is single-peaked and Eqs. 128 and 
129 are quite accurate for the representation of the 
actual hyetograph. (2) The input inftltration capacity 
was determined based on this storm. 
In connection with the development of the 
parametric inftltration models (Chen, 1975c) using 
the Soil Conservation Service (SCS) approach, the 
writer has formulated a theoretical relationship be-
tween the initial abstraction, la, and the soil potential 
infiltration, S, (Appendix 3) as 
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I = 0.25 S 
a 
........... (151) 
which has the ratio of la to S equal to 0.25 instead of 
0.20 assumed by SCS. Equation 151 was then used to 
correct any possible errors that might be induced by 
the inaccuracy in the assumed expression of infiltra-
tion capacity. Because the parametric models of the 
infiltration capacity at both sites were developed 
based on the October 4, 1972 storm, no further 
improvement on the computed hydrograph thanks to 
Eq. 151 (Figure 26) was appreciated, however. It is 
hoped that use of Eq. 151 will improve the computed 
hydrographs for the other storms. 
For an assumed la value, it is necessary to 
determine the time when runoff starts. Thus, rainfall 
mass curve, which can be constructed by integrating 
Eqs. 128 and 129 over time (Le., equivalent to 
multiplying the right-hand side of Eqs. 139 and 140 
by time, t), may be used to compute the time 
required for rain to accumulate the assumed la value. 
The Newton-Raphson method may be used for this 
computation; however, the method failed sometimes 
because of the peculiar nature of Eqs. 128 and 129, 
or integrated forms thereof, Eqs. 139 and 140 at the 
peak. Instead, the Interval Halving or Bisection 
Method (Fenves, 1967) was used. 
The July 19, 1973 sto;'m at Parleys site No.1. 
The role that the initial ,abstraction, I a' plays in the 
computation of the inlet hydro graph is very im-
portant. The sensitivity of the computed hydrograph 
4 
to the assumed magnitude of I a is reflected not only 
on the time when runoff starts, but also on the shape 
of the hydrograph which responds subsequently to 
the storm input as depicted in Figure 27. The various 
values of la were tested and the corresponding 
hydrographs computed, as shown in Figure 28, for 
comparison. It can readily be seen from the compari-
son of the computed hydrographs that the one with 
la = 3/8 in. and S = 1.50 in. (from Eq. 151) best fit 
the measured hydrograph, timewise and magnitude-
wise, except for a small span of time around the peak 
of the hydro graph where the runoff discharge is 
overestimated. In view of the fact that a small 
increase in the assumed value of la, say by 1/8 in., to 
a total of 1/2 in. (See Figure 28) has resulted in a 
substantial reduction in the peak as well as a time 
shift or delay in response without changing the shape 
of the hydrograph, a further improvement on the' 
computed hydrograph due to la seems still possible. 
The results from these computer experiments 
indicate that the quantity la appears to be the most 
important, single factor to be considered in the 
successful modeling of the surface runoff from the 
practical point of view. Unfortunately it happens to 
be the most difficult, unknown quantity to determine 
from the theoretical point of view. Since the 
proposed parametric infIltration model (Eqs. 120 and 
150) can be expressed in terms of the soil potential 
infIltration, S (Chen, 1975c), the value of la can be 
determined either from Eq. 151 by using the known 
S value or from 
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I = 0.25 (1000 -10) 
a eN . . . .... (152) 
in terms of the known runoff curve number, CN, for 
a soil-cover-moisture complex in question. For con-
venience in engineering application, the initial ab-
straction values in inches for highway soil-cover-
moisture complexes are computed from Eq. 152 for 
CN values given by the writer in the other report 
(Table 8 of Chen, 1975c) and tabulated in Table 2. 
Should the rating table based on the catena concept 
(Chiang, 1971) be used as the refined SCS classifica-
tion for hydrologic soil groups, I a values for groups 
+ B, + C, and + D qm be interpolated accordingly 
from Table 2. Since the la value so determined at 
Parleys site No. 1 varies from almost zero (for the 
October 4, 1972 storm) to a little bit more than 
0.375 in. (for the July 19, 1973 storm) in the 
hydrologic soil group D (Chen, 1975c), the cor-
responding antecedent moisture conditions (AMC) 
for both storms are evidently different, viz., from 
Table 2 varying from AMC III for the former storm 
to AMC I for the latter storm on the highway 
sideslope with the same soil and plant cover at Parleys 
site. The variation of the I a value demonstrates in 
part the applicability and usefulness of Table 2 for 
engineering practice. 
The September 5, 1972 storm at Layton site. 
The hydro graph at Layton site can be thought of as a 
combination of one from the sideslope at Parleys site 
No.1 and the other from the roadway at Parleys site 
No.2. Unfortunately for those storms examined, 
none of the measured hydro graphs at Parleys site No. 
2 appears to be reliable enough to be used in the 
validation of the computer model. However, the 
Table 2. Estimated initial abstraction (Ia) in inches 
for highway soil-cover-moisture complexes. 
Antecedent 
Moisture 
Condition 
(AMC) 
AMCI 
AMCII 
AMC III 
A 
1.288 
0.549 
0.217 
Hydrologic Soil Group 
BCD 
0.925 
0.374 
0.132 
0.625 
0.247 
0.077 
0.441 
0.160 
0.051 
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validation of the computer model including both 
parts (i.e., one from the sideslope and the other from 
the roadway) may be inferred to imply that if either 
part of the two is valid, the other part must also be 
true. Therefore, the hydrographs in response to the 
September 5, 1972 storm, as shown in Figure 2:, 
were computed for various values of la and plotted In 
Figure 30 for comparison. 
An inspection of Figure 30 reveals that the 
computed hydrograph for la = 5/16 in. (0.3125 in.) 
appears to best fit the measured hydro graph time-
wise. The peak of the computed hydrograph is much 
larger than that of the measured hydrograph, but i~ is 
reasoned more likely in the light of the relatIve 
magnitude of the measured rainfall intensity and 
runoff rate as depicted in Figure 29. In other words, 
the measured runoff rate for this storm appears to be 
too small at Layton site in comparison with those 
obtained from Parleys site No.1 (see Figures 25 and 
27), despite the fact that approximately half of the 
inlet discharge at Layton site is contributed by runoff 
coming from the roadway. However, the opposite 
tendency in the measured hydrograph is found on the 
other storm investigated. This seemingly indicates a 
data-collection problem at flume LW-l. 
The May 26, 1973 storm at Layton site. For 
the storm, as shown in Figure 31, the me~sured 
runoff rate at flume LW-l looks larger than that for 
the September 5, 1972 storm. Two la values were 
assumed and the corresponding hydrographs 
computed, as shown in Figure 32, for comparison. 
None of them fits well the measured hydrograph. 
Disagreements between the measured and computed 
hydro graphs may be attributed to one or a comb.ina-
tion of the sources of errors which were already gIVen 
earlier. 
The computer model so developed is of course 
not perfect as many difficulties are yet to be solved, 
but it has been demonstrated that it is accurate 
enough for practical purposes. In the following 
section, the model will thus be used to study runoff 
from typical urban highway cross-sections under 
idealized stationary and moving storms, and thereby 
to explore the feasiblity of developing standardized 
dimensionless inlet hydrographs for design storms 
having any desired recurrence intervals. 
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COMPUTATION OF RUNOFF FROM TYPICAL 
URBAN HIGHWAY CROSS-SECTIONS 
Accuracy of the computer model has only been 
tested for the limited cases in which field data are 
available. From the results obtained from such 
limited tests, it has been shown that the model can 
simulate, within practical tolerance limits, the actual 
hydrograph, should appropriate or average 
hydrometeorologic and physiographic data for the 
subject watershed be given. There seems no way to 
know, however, whether the model can also 
accurately compute the inlet hydrograph for other 
cases in which field data are not avai1able, without 
resorting to some kind of computer experiments. 
Time did not permit computer experiments to be 
performed on all possible cases. Those which were 
tested in this study are some idealized, hypothetical 
cases which are nevertheless believed to be essential 
to the subsequent development of non-computerized, 
dimensionless inlet hydrographs for highway 
engineers. Suffice it to say that whi1e continuing 
efforts will be made on the collection of valid field 
data as well as the modifications and improvements 
of the present computer model, the appraisal of the 
results obtained from the exploratory computer 
experiments must also be in order. It is hoped that 
sensitivity analysis made by varying some significant 
parameters through the computer model will lead to 
the ultimate generation of design parameters for 
computing desired inlet hydrographs. 
Four typical highway cross-sections provided 
by the Federal Highway Administration, as shown in 
Figure 33, approximately represent those found in 
the major urban and suburban interstate highway 
system. Among them, type la (Figure 33a) is similar 
to the one at Layton site (Figure 24a) which was 
already examined. Also examined extensively is the 
one at Parleys site No.1 (Figure 24b) which is only a 
"sideslope" part of type 1 a or type 2b (Figure 33c). 
Parleys site No. 2 (Figure 24c) consisting of a 
curb-type gutter could not be examined due partly to 
invalid field data and partly to difficulty in making 
the computer model operational under such small 
storms, as mentioned previously. It appears that the 
latter site corresponds to a "roadway" part of type 
1 b (Figure 33b) without paved shoulder or type 2 
(Figure 33c). Since this part of the highway ctbss-
section is the most common in urban highway traffic 
that requires more due attention as far as the inlet 
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design is concerned, runoff from the roadway with or 
without paved shoulder under hypothetical heavy 
storms must be thoroUghly investigated. Note that 
the present approach of computing runoff from the 
roadway with paved shoulder is technically treated 
the same as that from the roadway without paved 
shoulder. Therefore, for simplicity, only runoff from 
the roadway without paved shoulder is studied 
herein. 
Runoff from Roadway with Curb-Type Gutter 
The computer model was used to study the 
effects of the different parameters on the inlet 
hydrograph. The parameters studied are: gutter slope, 
gutter length, cross slope of the roadway, roadway 
width, rainfall intensity, and direction of the moving 
rainstorm. Ten different computer runs (Table 3), 
were conducted and the effects of the aforemen-
tioned parameters on the inlet hydro graph were 
determined. The common hydrometeorologic and 
physiographic data input in the computer model are: 
v = 1.21 x 10-5 ft 2/sec, <P = 0, A= 28.5 fps,o = 
0.1575 in., k = 0.0034 ft for paved surface, To = 1 ft, 
and i = 0 in ./hr. 
The gutter flow is divided into 4 sections with 
distance interval ils taken as large as 100 ft for all 
runs except run 4 which has ils = 250 ft. The 
horizontal width of each lane, 12 ft, (Figure 6) is 
divided into three sections with the horizontal dis-
tance interval,ilx, for overland flow equal to 4 ft so 
that all the runs except for run 5 have eight grid 
points on the roadway. 
The selection of the time interval, il t, is 
programmed in the same way as mentioned previ-
ously. In other words, ilt is chosen between the values 
obtained from Eqs. 48 and 149, whichever is smaller. 
In Table 3, the values of input parameters for 
run 1 are arbitrarily selected as "standard" ones and 
subsequently changed to other possible values, one at 
a time, for each of the other runs. For example, the 
gutter slope in run 1 is changed from 5 percent to 0.5 
percent (Le., underlined in Table 3) for run 2 while 
the remaining parameters in run 2 are all kept the 
same values as those used in run 1, and so forth. 
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Because there are too many factors which may affect 
the inlet hydrograph including those which are 
currently under consideration, the sensitivity of its 
response (Le., hydrograph) to the variation of any 
input parameter value can only be studied in such a 
tedious way. All the computer runs were executed on 
UNIVAC 1108 and analyzed. There is a tremendous 
amount of computer output at different time levels 
for each run, including velocity and discharge 
distributions, flow profiles, Reynolds and Froude 
number distributions, friction coefficient and slope 
distributions, and so forth (see, e.g., sample output in 
Appendix 4). These output data are helpful to the 
study of the mechanism of water movement on the 
roadway under a stationary or moving rainstorm. One 
may be interested in plotting the building-up or 
receding flow profiles on the roadway at various 
sections and in the gutter at different time levels. 
Some of these were already conducted by Chu (1973) 
using the same computer model, but in a rather 
limited version of capability, developed in the early 
stage of this research. Since our main thrust of this 
research is to develop the inlet hydrograph, analysis 
of many flow characteristics other than hydrograph, 
are not further pursued herein. 
The dimensionless inlet hydrograph, Q * (= 
Q/AoVo) versus t*(= tVo/Lo) for all runs except for 
run 9 (which failed for unknown causes) are plotted 
in Figure 34 for comparison. For convenience, 
rainfall for run 1 through run 6 was made to stop 
arbitrarily at t* = 5, which thus gives all runs various 
time durations of rainfall, td, in minutes because of 
the differences in the normalizing quantities Ao ' V 0' 
and Lo used in each run (see Table 4). Obviously, 
even by td, some runs have not reached the 
theoretical equilibrium state yet, aside from the 
possible numerical errors involved in the computa-
tion. 
Accuracy of the computed hydrograph 
To examine the accuracy of the computation 
without resorting to field data, the theoretical point 
in the hydrograph has always been checked. This is 
the theoretical equilibrium state at which runoff rate 
in a dimensionless form, Q*, must be equal to unity 
under a stationary, prolonged uniform rain. Any 
deviation from this theoretical value for the rain 
lasting more than the time of concentration may be 
attributed either to the flow characteristics of runoff 
in question or to computational errors, or both. An 
inspection of run 1 through run 6 in Figure 34 reveals 
that only run 3 which has the minimum cross slope of 
the roadway (Table 3) has reached the theoretical 
equilibrium point. A further examination of the 
computer output for all runs reveals that run 3 is the 
only run with the major portion of the runoff on the 
roadway fallen in the sub critical flow range. This 
finding confirms our earlier statement in connection 
with the accuracy of the overland-flow sub model that 
the adverse effect of gravity on the computational 
stability and convergency worsens with the increase 
in the Froude number. 
The time durations of rainfall for run Sa and 
run 1 which have only one-lane and two-lane traffic, 
respectively, should be long enough for runoff to 
reach the theoretical equilibrium, should there be no 
computational errors. Apparently there are numerical 
errors, about 3 to 4 percent, in the computation of 
run 1 and run Sa. Other runs such as run 2 which has 
Table 3. List of values of different parameters used in computer experiments. 
Gutter Cross slope Gutter Roadway Rainfall Storm front Moving storm 
Run Slope of roadway length width intensity velocity * * direction 
(%) (max. or min.)* (ft) (no. of lanes) (in./hr) (mi/hr) (in parallel with) 
1 5 max. 400 2 20 
2 0.5 max. 400 2 20 
3 5 min. 400 2 20 
4 5 max. 1,000 2 20 
5a 5 max. 400 1 20 
5b 5 max. 400 3" 20 
5c 5 max. 400 4 20 
6 5 max. 400 "2 5 
7 5 max. 400 2 20 + 0.136 overland flow 
8 5 max. 400 2 20 - 0.136 overland flow 
9 5 max. 400 2 20 + 0.682 gutter flow 
10 5 max. 400 2 20 - 0.682 gutter flow 
---
*The values of the coordinates used in the maximum and minimum cross slopes of the roadway are shown in Figure 6. 
**Infinity sign "00" means a stationary rainfall, positive sign means in the direction of flow, and negative sign means in the 
opposite direction of flow. 
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a smaller gutter slope, run 4 which has a longer gutter 
reach to the inlet, and run 5b and run 5c which have 
more traffic lanes, all in comparison with run 1, do 
not quite seemingly reach the theoretical equilibrium 
discharge by the time rain stops (Le., t* = 5 or 
dimensional time thereof for each run as listed in 
Table 4). From the errors involved in the computa-
tion of run 1 and run Sa, it is estimated that the 
computational errors in those runs should not exceed 
more than 3 to 4 percent. 
The difficulty in computing runoff resulting 
from a light storm with the rainfall intensity as small 
as 5 in./hr or less manifests itself in an unstable 
hydrograph such as computed for run 6, as shown in 
Figure 34. One of the most difficult parts in the 
runoff computation using the present model is the 
computation of the internal boundary where overland 
flow meets with gutter flow. Since the internal 
boundary moves from time to time, a slight error in 
the computation of the location of the internal 
boundary would also propagate upstream and down-
stream in the gutter, resulting in the subsequent 
computations with unrealistically too high or too low 
gutter flow depth and velocity. The small intensity is 
probably one among many reasons, runoff at Parleys 
site No. 2 could not be computed, as mentioned 
1.1 
previously. No attempt was made in this study to 
refine or improve the computation of the internal 
boundary under a light rain, but it must be made in 
the future if the capability and applicability of the 
present model will be broadened. 
The computed hydrograph for run 7 represents 
the response of the roadway to a uniform storm with 
a storm front moving at velocity W = 0.136 miles per 
hour in the direction of overland flow. Theoretically 
speaking, when the equilibrium state for run 7 is 
reached, it must have the same theoretical 
equilibrium discharge as run 1 because both runs have 
the identical physiographical and hydro-
meteorological inputs at the equilibrium state. There-
fore, run 7 has approximately the same accuracy of 
computation as run 1, as shown in Figure 34. The 
computed hydrograph for run 8, which has a storm 
front moving in the opposite direction of overland 
flow, starts earlier, but has a less steep slope than that 
for run 7. Finally, at the equilibrium state, run 8 also 
has approximately the same accuracy of computation 
as run 1 and run 7, as shown in Figure 34. 
For run 9, the writer has failed to get the de-
sired solution, as mentioned previously, so that it 
cannot be shown in Figure 34 for comparison. While 
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Figure 34. Computed dimensionless inlet hydrographs for runoff from roadway with curb-type gutter under 
stationary and moving rainstorms. 
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a continuing effort is still made to solve it at the time 
of writing this report, it is worth pointing out here 
that the failure may be caused either by a large 
distance interval (i.e., 100 ft) adopted in the com-
putation or by a similar problem encountered in the 
computation of the internal boundary at the wave 
front, or both. A large distance interval causing 
trouble in the computation is also reflected in the 
computed hydrograph for run 10. Each of the 
hydrograph humps shown in Figure 34 for run 10 
represents an addition of a grid point in the computa-
tion in response to the current position of the storm 
front. There is a total of five humps corresponding to 
the five grid points taken in the computation. The 
humps can be eliminated or smoothed out either by 
adopting more grid points or by refining the 
numerical scheme at the wave front. The latter 
method of improvement seems to be more practical 
than the former in terms of the less computer time 
required in the computation. At the equilibrium 
state, run 10 also reaches the same runoff discharge as 
run 1. 
Development of dimensionless inlet hydrograph 
For run 1 through run 6, despite the significant 
difference in the values of the parameters tested, their 
normalized inlet hydrographs look very similar to 
each other except for apparent time lag among some 
of them. If the normalizing (or reference) quantities 
can be chosen in such a way that they can represent 
more the overall flow characteristics, then these 
normalized inlet hydrographs can be collapsed much 
closer than what is shown in Figure 34. For instance, 
the reference length can be chosen to be equal to the 
summation of the gutter flow length and overland 
flow length. Although Chu (1973) has replotted the 
normalized hydrographs for run 1 through run 6 
using the latter reference length, small spreads among 
the runs do not seem to warrant much improvement 
of the newly-plotted hydro graphs over those shown 
in Figure 34. In the future, if more data on the 
computed hydrographs generated from a variety of 
ranges of the values of the input parameters such as 
those related to design storms (Chen, 1975b), soil 
infiltration capacity (Chen, 1975c), and initial ab-
straction (Eq. 151) are available, the construction of 
dimensionless design hydro graphs, similar to Figure 
34, for the four typical urban highway cross-sections 
(Figure 33) seems possible. 
Regarding the inlet hydro graph due to a moving 
rainstorm, the construction of such a dimensionless 
hydrograph would be more complicated than that 
presented herein. It is conceivable that if the storm 
front in overland flow direction outraces the wave 
front, the inlet hydrograph for run 7 must differ with 
that for run 1 by merely a time lag which accounts 
for the time needed for the storm front to move from 
the upstream end of overland flow to the downstream 
end of overland flow. On the other hand, if the wave 
front outraces the storm front, the situation will be 
somewhat different from what was just described 
above, of course, depending upon the speed of the 
storm front. As shown in Figure 34, the effect of 
both direction and magnitude of the moving storm on 
the inlet hydrograph is quite significant. As a matter 
of fact, the inlet hydrograph for run 1 actually 
represents the one for the storm front velocity, W, 
approaching infinity (Table 3) and the abscissa of the 
hydrograph, where Q * = 0, represents the inlet 
hydrograph for W = O. Hence, the area enclosed by 
the abscissa and the inlet hydrograph for run 1 is the 
domain of the inlet hydro graph in which the moving 
rainstorm has a storm front velocity varying from 
zero to infinity. Therefore, in addition to the 
normalized quantities, unless some kind of a moving 
and deforming time coordinate system is adopted to 
adjust for such a wide variety of Q * versus t* ar\eas, 
the development of a unified dimensionless hydro-
graph for a moving storm seems unlikely. 
Table 4. Normalizing quantities Ao, Yo, and Lo and time duration of rainfall, td, used in the computation and 
construction of dimensionless hydrographs for all runs shown in Figure 34. 
Run 
2 3 4 Sa 5b 5c 6 7 8 9 10 
Ao 0.362 0.734 0.362 0.634 0.253 0.453 0.534 0.155 0.362 0.362 0.362 (ft2) 
Vo 13.81 6.82 13.81 19.68 10.98 15.92 17.66 8.02 13.81 13.81 13.81 (ft/sec) 
Lo 400 400 400 1000 400 400 400 400 400 400 400 (ft) 
td 2.42 4.89 2.42 4.24 3.04 2.09 1.89 4.16 (min.) 
6S 

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
The mathematical model which consists of a set 
of flow equations, initial conditions, and boundary 
conditions, is developed for a combined overland and 
gutter flow. Based on the laws of the conservation of 
mass and momentum, the one-dimensional spatially-
varied unsteady flow equations are formulated to 
simulate such flow and then solved numerically on a 
digital computer subject to prescribed initial and 
boundary conditions. Several assumptions and 
approximations were made in the formulation of the 
mathematical model. The major ones made are as 
follows: 
1. In the derivation of the momentum 
equation, Eq. 17c, two momentum correction 
factors, (3 and (3L , are introduced to account for the 
velocity distributions of the main flow and the lateral 
inflow, respectively. The actual values of (3 and (3L 
cannot be determined. In wide open channels, the 
momentum correction factor (3 has a theoretical value 
of 1.2 for laminar flow and 1 + 0.78125f for 
turbulent flow, where f is the Darcy-Weisbach 
friction coefficient. For simplicity, the values of the 
momentum correction factors used in the present 
study are assumed to be unity. The computer 
solutions for several different rainstorms indicate that 
within the range of different parameter values used, 
no significant differences occur for (3's ranging from 
1.0 to 1.2 (for laminar flow) or to 1 + 0.78125f (for 
turbulent flow). 
2. The value of the Darcy-Weisbach friction 
coefficient, f , is difficult to determine, but can be 
approximated by using Eqs. 19, 20, and 21. For 
turbulent flow on the rough surface, Eq. 19 can be 
used to evaluate the f value. However, if the depth of 
flow is almost of the same order of magnitude as the 
roughness size or less, Eq. 19 in terms of the 
logarithm of the relative roughness (R/k) may not be 
valid. Whether or not Eq. 19 is valid under such small 
flow depth must be checked by experiment. 
For laminar flow, Eq. 21 is used to evaluate the 
f value. To avoid difficulty in the computation, the 
flow is treated as laminar when the hydraulic radius, 
R, is less than a certain value, denoted by €k. The 
value of € is unknown, but presently assumed as 
unity. The value of C in Eq. 21 is evaluated in terms 
of channel slope, S, as expressed by Eq. 82. The 
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coefficient and exponent in Eq. 82 were experi-
mentally determined for natural turf surfaces. 
The results obtained from the computer ex-
periments indicate that the flow often falls in the 
transition region (Le., partially laminar and partially 
turbulent), a region in which none of Eqs. 19,20, and 
21 should apply. This failure in the accurate evalua-
tion of the friction coefficient may sometimes result 
in computational instability, as mentioned previously. 
Although Eqs. 19,20, and 21 were used throughout 
the present analysis, a more accurate formula should 
be formulated to evaluate the friction coefficient in 
the transition region. 
The flow equations so formulated are expressed 
in the form of a set of quasi-linear partial differential 
equations. This set of the equations was solved 
numerically by using an explicit finite-difference 
scheme with specified rectangular grid intervals based 
on the method of characterstics. A special technique 
by use of a pair of shock equations and characteristic 
equations was developed for tracing a bore or a train 
of such bores. 
For solving the conjugate depths and velocities 
at the discontinuity, the internal boundary condition, 
Eq. 100, must be solved simultaneously with both C+ 
- and C - - characteristic equations on the front side of 
the discontinuity and only one, either C+ - or C - -
characteristic equation, on the back side of the 
discontinuity. With the help of Eq. 109, this 
numerical technique was applied in tracing the 
wavefront moving on a dry surface due to a moving 
rainstorm. 
The mathematical model developed in this 
study was programmed in FORTRAN language and 
executed on the UNIVAC 1108 computer. The 
computer model, including a main program, 38 
subroutine subprograms, and 2 function subprograms, 
has been verified to be accurate enough for simulating 
overland flow as well as a combined overland and 
gutter flow under a stationary or moving rainstorm. 
Although there are several limitations in the 
computer model, the model is generalized so that it 
can be applied to any runoff routing problem on the 
highway cross-section including roadway, shoulder, 
sideslope, gutter, etc. The limitations such as the 
uniform cross slope of the roadway and the direction 
of a moving rainstorm restricted in parallel to or 
perpendicular to the direction of the gutter flow, can 
be removed, if desired, in a future study. 
The proposed model computes not only the 
flow profIles, velocity distributions, discharge 
distributions, top width distributions, Froude number 
distributions, Reynolds number distributions, and 
friction slope (or coefficient) distributions, but also 
the locations of moving critical sections and bores, if 
any. 
In the initial stage of the hydrograph when the 
velocity and hydraulic depth are small, the value of 
the time interval, ~t, is chosen from Eq. 48 or 149, 
whichever is smaller. Equation 149 was formulated 
by experience and is believed to be suitable for this 
type of the initial-value problem within the range of 
data input. Nevertheless, the time interval selected for 
circumven ting the computational instability, 
especially in the initial stage of the hydrograph, needs 
further investigation. 
The accuracy of the mathematical model was 
tested by comparing the computed hydrographs with 
field data under various physiographical and hydro-
meteorological conditions. For lack of available field 
data on runoff from the roadway with curb-type 
gutter, the model was also tested under some hypo-
thetical storm and drainage conditions. It was found 
that the initial abstraction played an important role 
in the simulation of actual inlet hydrographs. The 
accuracy of the model is believed to be good enough 
for most practical purposes. 
For improving the accuracy of the present 
mathematical model, the assumptions and approxima-
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tions made in the evaluation of the friction co-
efficient, in the formulations of the initial conditions 
and internal boundary conditions, and in the arrange-
ment of the numerical computational procedures 
must be refined or removed. Of course, some assump-
tions and approximations used require an experi-
mental verification. 
The computer solutions indicate that under the 
condition of uniform stationary rainfall, the effects 
of the parameters, such as the gutter slope, gutter 
length, cross slope of the roadway, roadway width, 
and rainfall intensity m the normalized inlet hydro-
graph are not significant, as shown in Figure 34. 
Therefore, if the reference quantities used to 
normalize the discharge and time are adequate, a 
unified dimensionless inlet hydrograph under a uni-
form stationary rainfall condition looks very promis-
ing. By the same token, if more data on the 
computed hydrographs generated from a variety of 
ranges of the values of the input parameters such as 
those related to design storms, soil infiltration 
capacity, initial abstraction are available in the future, 
the development of dimensionless design hydro-
graphs, similar to Figure 34, for typical urban 
highway cross-sections seems possible. 
The effects of the velocity of a moving rain-
storm on the normalized inlet hydrograph are 
significant. The development of a unified dimension-
less hydrograph for a moving storm does not look 
promising. However, because the range of influence 
of the velocity of the moving storm on the 
normalized hydrograph is clear, one may be able to 
obtain the desired hydrograph by interpolation or 
extrapolation. 
RECOMMENDATIONS 
The principal future work recommended for 
the further investigations of computer modeling and 
analysis of runoff from typical urban highway cross-
sections is as follows: 
1. The computation of low flows under light 
storms is very difficult using the present method of 
solution. It sometimes failed due partly to inaccuracy 
in the evaluation of the friction coefficient and partly 
to computational instability induced by the internal 
boundary computation. For lack of a better method 
available in the computation of such low flows, it has 
been simply assumed that the Hows are laminar and 
the uniform flow equation (Eq. 83) applied. How-
ever, it has been found during the model validation 
tests that such an assumption may cause large errors 
in the computation. An effort must be made on the 
improvement of the computation for such low flows. 
2. The unstable results shown in the computa-
tion of runoff under a storm moving in the opposite 
direction of gutter flow can be overcome by refining 
the current numerical scheme in use at the storm 
front. This refinement may also help solve the 
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difficulty experienced in the computation of runoff 
under a storm moving in the same direction as gutter 
flow. 
3. It has been shown from the model validation 
tests that the initial abstraction is probably the most 
important, single factor which may greatly affect the 
computation of the entire inlet hydrograph. Un-
fortunately it happens to be the most difficult, 
unknown quantity to deal with in the mathematical 
modeling. For the future modeling of the surface 
runoff, more attention should be paid on the evalua-
tion of the initial abstraction. 
4. Efforts must be made on the development 
of a unified dimensionless inlet hydro graph or a 
family of such hydrographs for typical urban highway 
cross-sections. This can be readily done by analyzing 
the computed hydrographs generated from the 
present or modified computer model by inputing a 
variety of ranges of the values of the parameters such 
as those related to design storms, soil infIltration 
capacity, initial abstraction, etc. 
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Appendix 1 
Evaluation of the Momentum and Energy Coefficients 
Laminar flow 
The modified velocity distribution over the 
flow section for wide open-channel flow is given by, 
u· zd--z 24g8 ( 1 2)' C\I 2 . . . . . . (153) 
in which u is the velocity of flow in s-direction, S is 
the channel slope, v is the kinematic viscosity, and d 
is the depth of flow. The mean velocity of flow, ii, 
can be calculated from Eq, 153 as 
1 ~ 1 S d 24 8 ( 1 2) U • d J u dz '" d ~ \zd - 2" z dz 
o 0 
. . . . . . . (l54a) 
or 
u = ~i C\I . . . . . . . . . .(154b) 
Therefore, the momentum coefficient, (3, can be given 
by 
r d r. 2 
a • ~ J 0 \ ~j dz 
or 
a - 1.2 . . . . . . . . . . .(l55b) 
Similarly, the energy coefficient, a, can be given by 
1 Cd [248S (d 1 2) ] 3 d . (I 56a) 
= (8 S)3 7 J C\I Z - 2" z I Z ~ d 0 C\I 
or 
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(l .. 1.543 . . . . . . . . . .(l56b) 
Turbulent flow 
The velocity distribution for turbulent flow on 
smooth surfaces is given by the Karma'n-Prandtl 
logarithmic equation, 
ha/p Z 
_u_= 2.51n---+5.5 
holp '" 
(157) 
in which p is the mass density of fluid and 70 is the 
boundary shearing stress, which may be given by 
f -2 1 = - ~ 
042 . . . . . . .... (158) 
in which f is the Darcy-Weisbach friction coefficient. 
The mean velocity of flow is 
1 S d ( lr /p- Z ) 
= d h/p, 2.5 In _0_",_ + 5.5, dz 
o \ 
. (I 59a) 
or 
( lr Ip d \ 
u = IT/P ,2.5 In ~-- + 3) . . .(1 59b) 
The velocity distribution for turbulent flow on 
rough surfaces is also given by the Karma'n-Prandtl 
logarithmic equation, 
u 
-,-= 
z 2.5 In k + 8.5 . . .... (160) 
in which k is the roughness size. The mean velocity is 
1 S d U .. d u, dz 
o 
=t SC1 h / p (2.51n~+8.5) dz ., .(161a) 
o 
or 
...... (161b) 
Subtracting Eq. 161b from Eq. 160, or Eq. 159b 
from Eq. 157, yields 
2.5 In ~ + 2.5 . . . . . . (162) 
Eq. 158 can be rewritten as 
......... (163) 
Substituting Eq. 163 into Eg. 162 gives 
u jf f z 
- = 1 + 2.5 - + 2.5 / - In-~- ,,8 /',j 8 d .. (164) 
Therefore, the momentum coefficient, (3, for turbu-
lent flow on both smooth and rough surfaces can be 
expressed by 
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1 Cdr. \"1. 
a :a d J 0 \ ~) dz 
or 
f3 = 1 + 0.7.8125 f ........ (165b) 
Similarly the energy coefficient, a, for turbulent flow 
on both smooth and rough surfaces can be expressed 
by 
a Q t S d ( ; )3 dz 
o 
· t S: (, + 2.')[ + 2.,ji In ~r dz (\66,) 
or 
a z 1 + 2.344 f - 1.381 .fJ/2 .... (166b) 
Appendix 2 
Expressions of Geometric Elements for Curb-Type 
Gutter Flow Section 
An inspection of a typical urban highway 
cross-section reveals that only 3-ft horizontal width is 
provided for each curb-type gutter flow section which 
is built adjacent to the roadway or paved shoulder 
with various horizontal widths. During a heavy 
thunderstorm, however, the downstream reach of the 
3-ft wide gutter does not appear wide enough to 
accommodate the suddenly rising level of overflowing 
storm water and a portion of the paved shoulder 
and/or roadway tends to be subjected to the en-
croachment of flooding gutter flow. Thus, for com-
pleteness in the description of gutter flow, every 
point on the roadway crown and across paved 
shoulder will be regarded as a potential boundary 
point of the gutter flow and the corresponding 
geometric elements expressed according to the posi-
tion of the internal boundary. Three different cases 
of the internal boundary position are treated herein. 
The gutter flow boundary is assumed to be 
composed of three parts, as schematically shown in 
Figure 35. The left part is the crown of the roadway 
(Figure 6) with the horizontal width, L rs ' the middle 
portion is the surface of the paved shoulder with the 
horizontal width, Lps , and the ri~t side is the 
boundary surface of gutter with the horizontal width, 
Lgu. The hydraulic depth, D, will be used as a 
reference quantity in the definitions of the other 
geometric elements so that it must be expressed in 
terms of the given or specified geometric element in 
addition to the top width, T. For example, if the 
cross-sectional area, A, is given, D will be expressed in 
terms of A and T. 
Case (1): T ~ Lgu 
1. Given A, the cross-sectional area, find D . 
. . . . . . . . . . . . (167) 
2. Given hch' the gutter flow depth, find D. 
D = h - 1 T tan e 
ch 2 2 (168) 
3. Given R, the hydraulic radius, find D. 
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. . . (169) 
4. Given hch' find h, the depth of the centroid 
of A, in terms ofhch and T. 
. . . . . . (170) 
Case (2): Lgu ~ T ~ Lps + Lgu 
1. Given A, find D. 
D =~ T 
2. Given hCh' find D. 
. . . . . . .. (167) 
L (T - L ) 
D - -f.l- (2hch - Lgu tan 6.2) + 2T gu [2hch 
(171) 
3. Given R, find D. 
(
T - L ) 
Lgu tan 92 + ---r. 
(T - L ) tan 61 + L sec e + (T - L ) gu gu 2 gu 
sec 0ll . . . . .... (172) 
4. Given hch' find h. 
(h
ch - ~L tan 0 ) + (T - L ) [hch - Lgu 3 gu 2 gu 
2 2 
tan 02 - (T - L ) tan °1 ] + (T - L ) tan 01 gu gu 
t 0 L tan e ) + As (T - Lps - Lg) 
an 2 - ps 1 T + T 
- 2L tan 82 - (T - L ) tan 91 ]} • • (173) gu gU 
Case (3): T ~ Lps + Lgu 
1. Given A, find D. 
in which As is the hatched area, as shown in Figure 
35, defined by using Eq. 60 as 
D=~ 
T 
2. Given hCh' find D. 
........ (167) r 
1 3 
_ 3" c1x 
L L 
D .. ....R!. (2h - L tan 02) + ~ (2h -2L 2T eh gu 2T eh gu 
1 2 ] Lrs + 2" C2x + C3x L . (175) 
+L +L -T 
rs ps gu 
Case (1) I---- T 
Case (2) ~14~-------- T 
Case (3) I~~~------------- T 
Roadway Paved Shoulder 
Lrs -----1· .. lj-oII .. ~-- Lps ~ I ~ 
Case 
Case 
Case 
hch = 
T 
L 
rs 
L ps 
L = gu 
h = ps 
h gu 
(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
~vater surface 
h [_8 
gutter flow depth 
top width of gutter flow 
horizontal width of roadway 
horizontal width of paved shoulder 
horizontal width of gutter 
L tan 61 ps 
L tan 82 gu 
T=5 L gu 
L =5T=5 L +L gu ps gu 
T2:. L +L ps gu 
Figure 35. Schematic diagram of gutter flow with various locations of internal boundary. 
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The quantity, hrs , is the summation of the drops in 
height, a, b, and c in Figure 6 for each lane of traffic 
according to the parabolic equation, Eq. 60, and de-
fined as 
hrs - - [c1x2 + c2x + c3 J:rs . . . . (I 76) 
3. Given R, find D. 
D __ R_ 2 gu 
[ 
(T - 1- L ) 
T - R T 
(T - 1- L - Lgu) 2 ps _ 
+ Lps sec '1 + sJ . . . . . . . . . (l77) 
in which s is the actual width of roadway, as shown 
in Figure 35 and defined in Eq. 61. 
4. Given hCh' find h. 
- [1 2 1 2 . h = -2 L (h h - L tan O2) + -2 L tan 92 (n 1 gu c gu gu C 1 
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o ) 2 + J_ L 2 'fJ - ! L tan 8 tan 2 2 ps tan (J 1 \ \:il 3 ps 1 
- Lgu tan 13 2) + 1- (T - L - L ) (h - L 2 ps gu ell ps 
tan '1 - Lgu tan '2 - brs + h.'] • [f (2hch 
L 
- Lgu tan 02) + T (2hch - 2Lgu tan 82 - Lps 
- L tan 0 - h )] ps 1 rs . . . . . . . . (178) 
in which 11s is the depth of the centroid of As from 
the top edge of As and defined by 
- [12 5 1 4 1 2 3 hs - sSx +2 C1C2x +3"(C2 +2C1C3)x 
L 
rs 
L +L +L -T 
rs ps gu 
f A 
s 
(l79) 

Appendix 3 
Theoretical Evaluation of Initial Abstraction 
by Using the SCS Rainfall-Runoff Relation 
It seems reasonable to assume that the ses 
rainfall-runoff relation may have the following 
general form: 
Q = cP . . . . . . . . . . . . (180) 
in which Q = actual direct runoff in inches, P = total 
storm rainfall in inches, and c = "runoff' coefficient. 
The way in which Eq. 180 is constructed is similar to 
that of the rational formula in which instead the 
rainfall intensity is related to the peak runoff rate 
through the runoff coefficient. 
One of the primary assumptions in the ses 
method is 
............ (181) 
in which F = actual infiltration excluding the initial 
abstraction, la, in inches, S = potential infiltration in 
inches, and Pe = potential runoff or effective storm 
rainfall in inches, i.e., 
. . . . . . . . . . (182) 
and 
P = Ia + ~ + Q . . . . . . . . . . (183) 
Substituting Eq. 182 and the expression of F from 
Eq. 184 into Eq. 181 yields 
(P _ I )2 
a 
Q - p • .1 + S 
a 
. . . . (184) 
Note that the limitation, P~Ia ,is imposed because Q 
in the form of Eq. "184 is not valid outside the 
limitation. 
If an assumption on Ia is made, Eq. 184 can 
reduce to the well-known rainfall-runoff equation 
that is related to eN by the definition 
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CN=~ 
S + 10 . . . . . . . . . . (185) 
The initial abstraction, la, consists of intercep-
tion and surface and subsurface storage, all of which 
occur before runoff begins. To remove the necessity 
for estimating these variables, the relation between Ia 
and S (which includes Ia) was roughly assumed by 
the ses through rainfall-runoff data for experimental 
small watersheds less than 10 acres in size as 
Ia = 0.2 S . (186) 
Although Eq. 186 has a large standard error of 
estimate, it was assumed valid in the ses method for 
lack of any better relationship. In a more generalized 
treatment, it may be assumed herein that 
. . (187) I =).S 
., 
in which A = ratio of Ia to S with its value ranging 
between 0 and 1. For brevity, A may be referred to as 
the initial abstraction index. Substituting Eq. 187 
into Eq. 184 yields 
Q is 
_ {P _ ),S)2 
Q - p + (1 - )')S for P ~)'S •••• (188) 
The, solution of Eq. 188 for S in terms of P and 
s '" ~ [2 AP + (1 - ).) Q - .; 4 ).PQ + (1 - A 2) Q2 ] 
2), 
. . . . . . . (189) 
Note that the expression of S for A = 0.2 was already 
developed by Hawkins (1973). Substitution of the Q 
expression from Eq. 180 into Eq. 189 gives 
S = t f()'. c)P . (190) 
in which 
f(A.c) .. ~[2A+ (1 - A)c -I 4AC + (1 - ).)2c2] 2). 
....... (191) 
Hence the expression of la in terms of a fraction of P 
is obtained by incorporating Eq. 190 with Eq. 187 as 
Ia = f(>-, c)P . . . . . ..... (192) 
Upon substitution of the expressions of Q and I a 
from Eqs. 180 and 192, Eq. 183 yields the expression 
of F in terms of P as 
F = g(A. c)P . . . . . . . . . . (193) 
in which 
. . . . .. (194) 
Again, for brevity, f(A, c) and g(A, c) may be called 
the "initial abstraction" coefficient and "infIltration' , 
coefficient, respectively. For given A and c values, the 
values of f(A, c) and g(A, c) (henceforth abbreviated 
as f and g, respectively) can be determined from Eqs. 
192 and 194, respectively. 
From Eq. 191, 
cf 
>.. = (1 - f) (1 - c - f) . . . . . . (195) 
Note that not any values of A, c, and f ranging from 0 
to 1 satisfy Eq. 195. Certainly there are restrictions 
on the A, c, and f values outside of which Eq. 195 is 
not valid. 
From the way in which Eq. 187 is constructed, 
the theoretical maximum value of A is unity. There-
fore, from Eq. 191 or 195, one can readily derive a 
relationship between c and f under this limiting value 
for i\(=I): 
. . . . . . . . . . (196) 
or 
e "" (1 - f) 2 .......... (197) 
Equation 196 or 197 is plotted, as shown in Figure 
36. For illustration, the c versus f relationships for 
other A values are also shown in Figure 36. It is 
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obvious from Figure 36 that any point (c, f) within 
the area enclosed by the three lines (Le., Eq. 196, 
abscissa, and ordinate) is a possible combination of 
the c and f values which individual storms passing a 
watershed will produce. In view of an infinite number 
of combinations of the c and f values within the 
enclosed area, the A value computed from Eq. 195 
cannot be grossly assumed constant, even for the first 
approximation. It is more logical to assume that for a 
given watershed, there may be a statistical law under 
which certain combinations of the c and f values 
occur more often than the other and vice versa. In 
other words, a statistical dimension (or the 
probability of occurrence) for each combination of 
the c and f values should be evaluated so as to 
determine the statistical mean (or average) value of A, 
which is essential to the SCS method. 
The distribution of the number of occurrence 
in the enclosed c, f space can be represented by a 
density function, 1> (c, f), in this space, having the 
property that 1>(c, f) dc df represents the number of 
occurrence in the infinitesimal element dc df. To find 
the density function 1> (c, f) usually requires a 
statistical analysis of a large amount of field data on 
P, Q, and la which is unfortunately not available on 
non-recorded basins. For convenience, however, if it 
is assumed uniformly distributed with constant 
density (i.e., equal probability of occurrence), the 
average A value, A, can now be estimated by using 
Eqs. 195 and 196 as follows: 
s: fl - Ie cf de df - - e - f) 1 
). -
~O (1 - f) (1 
=4" 
,1 s: -Ie de df 
... 0 
.... (198) 
It is interesting to see that the statistical average 
value of A so obtained (~ = 0.25) does not differ 
greatly from the assumed 0.2 in the SCS method. 
Both curves for A = 0.2 and 0.25 are plotted in Figure 
36 for comparison. Without knowledge on the exact 
expression of the density function in the real situa-
tion, one can only conclude that for the average value 
of A being less than 0.25 (e.g., the assumed 0.20 in 
the SCS method) the probability of occurrence in the 
lower part of the enclosed c, f domain from the line 
representing A = 0.25 must be higher than that in the 
upper part of the same domain. 
Card Variable Format Card Description 
No. Columns 
8 SP1 F10.0 1 to 10 defined in COMMON /B6/ 
XPG1 F10.0 11 to 20 defined in COMMON /B6/ 
SP2 F10.0 21 to 30 defined in COMMON /B6/ 
XPG2 F10.0 31 to 40 defined in COMMON /B6/ 
9 AM F10.0 1 to 10 defined in COMMON /B16/ 
BBB 1"10.0 11 to 20 defined in COMl10N /B16/ 
CCC F10.0 21 to 30 defined in COMMON /B16/ 
TD F10.0 31 to 40 defined in COlVlMON /B16/ 
RTO F10.0 41 to 50 defined in COMMON /B16/ 
10 F1NF F10.0 1 to 10 defined in COMMON /B17/ 
BETTA F10.0 11 to 20 defined in COMMON /B17/ 
ALPHA F10.0 21 to 30 defined in COMMON /B17/ 
TO F10.0 31 to 40 defined in COMMON /B17/ 
11 NRSOUT 8011 1 to 80 any of the 80 columns punched 
with any digit except zero represents 
the corresponding flow sections need-
ed to be output 
4. Program Flowchart 
The hand-drawn flowchart of the computer program is shown in 
Figure 37. 
101 
Prepare data for 
next time 
interval computation 
computed results 
Evaluate 
computational errors 
compute shock 
waves, if any 
Compute gutter 
flow at downstream 
and upstream ends 
Compute overland 
flow and gutter 
flow on internal 
boundary 
Compute overland 
flow at 
interior points 
Compute overland 
flow at 
upstream end 
Figure 37. Flow chart of the computer program. 
Evaluate design 
variables for 
roadway and parameters 
for rain and 
infiltration 
Compute 
reference variables 
and dimensionless 
parameters 
Assume 
initial conditions 
Compute next 
time interval, DT 
TIME TIME + DT 
102 
Compute overland 
flow at 
interior points 
5. Description of Variables Used as 
Counters and Accumulators 
Program 
Name 
HAD~ 
MAIN 
MAIN 
ADW 
CRISEC 
CROSS 
CS 
Variable 
Name 
lOUT 
NOCT 
NCT 
NCTT 
NCT 
NCT 
NCT 
Initial 
Value 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
Reset 
(Yes or No) 
no 
no 
no 
yes 
yes 
yes 
yes 
103 
Description 
Search for which of the over-
land flow sections needed to 
be output. 
Count the number of itera-
tions in the computation of 
time required for filling 
depression. 
Count the number of time 
levels in the computation. 
Count the number of itera-
tions in the computation of 
wavefront location. Reset 
at new time level. 
Count the number of itera-
tions in the computation of 
critical section. Reset 
whenever there is a new 
critical section in the flow. 
Count the number of itera-
tions in the computation of 
V and h at a point on the 
path of the discontinuity 
in the x, t-plane when the 
discontinuity crosses the 
grid point. Reset whenever 
such computation is needed. 
Count the number of itera-
tions in the computation of 
D, V, and the location of 
C+- or C--characteristic 
curve. Reset for every 
computation at a grid point. 
Program 
Name 
DPT 
FRIC 
INBDY 
INFLT 
INPT 
INTAL 
Variable 
Name 
NCT 
NCT 
NCT 
NCT 
NCT 
NCT 
Initial 
Value 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
Reset 
(Yes or No) 
yes 
yes 
yes 
no 
yes 
no 
104 
Description 
Count the number of itera-
tions in the computation of 
V and h for subcritical flow 
at the downstream end of 
flow. Reset whenever such 
computation is needed. 
Count the number of itera-
tions in the computation of 
the Darcy-Weisbach coeffi-
cien~ f, using Eq. 20. Re-
set whenever such computation 
is needed. 
Count the number of itera-
tions in the computation of 
new discontinuous water sur-
face on the internal bound-
ary. Reset for every com-
putation at the internal 
boundary. 
Count the number of itera-
tions in the computation of 
tp and to from rainstorm 
and soil infiltration param-
eters. 
Count the number of itera-
tions in the computation of 
V in the overland flow part 
for an ITYPE 2 or 5 storm. 
Reset whenever such computa-
tion is needed. 
Count the nllluber of itera-
tions in the computation of 
time required to reach the 
initial detention assumed. 
Program 
Name 
INTAL 
JL1 
JR1 
NEWJ 
REF 
REF 
TYPE4 
Variable 
Name 
NCT 
NCT 
NeT 
NCT 
NeT 
NeT 
NeT 
Initial 
Value 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
Reset 
(Yes or No) 
no 
yes 
yes 
yes 
no 
no 
no 
105 
Description 
Count the number of itera-
tions in the computation of 
initial V on the ground sur-
face corresponding to the 
assumed initial detention. 
Count the number of itera-
tions in the computation of 
VL and hL on region "L" of 
the discontinuity. Reset 
whenever such computation 
is needed. 
Count the number of itera-
tions in the computation of 
VR and hR on region "R" of 
the discontinuity. Reset 
whenever such computation 
is needed. 
Count the number of itera-
tions in search for a new 
discontinuity between two 
grid points. Reset for 
every such computation be-
fore computing V and H at 
a grid point. 
Count the number of itera-
tions in the computation of 
reference (normalizing) quan-
tities such as the flow 
depth, ho' using Eq. 72. 
Count the number of itera-
tions in the computation of 
the Darcy-Weisbach friction 
coefficient, f, for reference 
flow. 
Count the number of itera-
tions in the computation of 
V for gutter when the advan-
cing wavefront reaches the 
road curb under TYPE 3 storm. 
6. Program Listing 
6.1. The Job Control Language (JCL) 
In preparing and executing computer programs on the ill~IVAC 110B, 
the following EXEC-B system control cards are needed. Note the symbol 
@ which is used in column 1 of all control cards us a 7-8 punch. To 
punch this symbol, hold the MULT PCR and NUM keys, and punch a 7 and B. 
@RUN 
@RDG 
(1) The Run card is the first card of each job deck. This card 
contains the project number, estimated time, and estimated pages. 
(2) The HDG card is used to place a heading at the top of each page 
of both the program listing and any output. 
(3) A FOR card must precede each FORTRAl~ deck included in the job. 
It is used to inform the system that a FORTRAN deck follows. 
(4) The XQT card must follow all the FORTRAN decks. It is used to 
indicate that execution is desired. If one wants to compile only, 
simply delete this card. The data cards should immediately follow 
the XQT card. 
(5) The FIN card indicates the end of the job deck. 
(6) The remote control card is simply a card with a 7-B punch in 
columns 1 and 2. This card followed immediately by two blank cards 
is needed on a remote terminal UNIVAC 9200. 
An example of a complete FORTRAJ~ job deck is as follows: 
@FOR, IS MAIN,MAIN 
@FOR, IS ADW,ADW 
@FOR, IS WRITJ,WRITJ 
@XQT 
data cards, if any 
106 
@FIN 
@@remote control card 
blank card 
blank card 
There are a wide variety of options in preparing and executing the 
control cards. For example, the @ASG statement is used to name magnetic 
tape or Fastrand drum files, to assign temporary or catalogued files to 
the requesting run, to specify files to be catalogued, and to specify 
storage methods and requirements for these files. Other executive con-
trol statements, too many to be cited herein, can be found in the UNIVAC 
1108 user's guide. 
6.2. Source listing 
The main program is listed first ffild then followed by the subpro-
grarq,s in t~le alphabetic order. For convenience in reference, the state-
ment numbers in each of the main program and subprograms are given. 
107 
III 
11 
12 
13 
1'1 
15 
16 
17 
13 
1:1 
20 
21 
22 
23 
2 .. 
25 
26 
~ 27 
28 
2~ 
30 
31 
32 
33 
3'1 
35 
36 
37 
38 
39 
'IU 
'11 
'12 
.. 3 
.... 
45 
'16 
.. 7 
.. 8 
'19 
50 
51 
52 
53 
5'1 
55 
56 
DYNAMIC BEHAVIOR OF RUNOFF FROM HIGHWAY WATERSHEDS 
UNDER TIM[- AM) SP~CE-VAPYTNG PAINSTORI"S 
MAIN PROGRAM 
COMMON 1811 BI'IOI,CI4IJl,ZllOl,TIME,OPH,NN,N,NC'H,RSL,CURV" 
COMMON 1921 HI27.27.21 ,VI27.27,21.HLl27,10,21oHRI27,10,2I, 
$ VR 127,10 ,2" VL 12 7, 10,2 1 , VJ 127.10,2 I, XJ 127,10,21 ,J I12 7, 27,2 J , K N. N JJ 
COM 1'1 0 NIB 3 INK 1 2 7 I , N J 1 27 J, D X , D T , DIS T , H 1'1 IN , V 1'1 IN, IT YP E , 10 , 0 C 1 27 , 10 I , 
'S,DS 
COMMON/8 51 AA1, BB I, CC I, SNK. IDG, SP1, XP G1 ,SP 2, xP ("2 
COMMON/B8/ACCU,ACCUX,ACCUY ,HDRY.CC 
COMMON IB101 DXCH,DXFS.DOXCH,OOXRS 
COMMON 191'11 IWET(27) 
COMMON/~15/AAA.S8B,CCC,TD,RTO,RMN,RAV 
COMMON /B 17 IFI NF, BE" TT A, AL ~ A, TO ,TP , VS F, SPI 
DIMENSION NRSCUTI27I,NSTI?71 
DIMENSION STARll el 
D A TAN CT 10 /. S TA R /l 8 *' * * *' / 
READ IS ,100 I ITYPE, NOUT ,NN, TEND ,DDXCH .DDXR S,CURVE 
100 FORMAT 1315 ,10FS.OJ 
C NOUT OUTPUT AT EACH N-TH ITERATION 
C NN NU,",BEP. OF SECTION:' OF ROADSURFACE FL OW 
C TEND DIMENSIONLE"SS TIMr OF THIS rROGRAM ENDING 
NCH= NN+1 
N=NCH FOR CHANNEL FLOW 
NS=NCH+1 
NS FOR FLOW ON SICESLOPE 
C CURVE=CURVATURE CF RO,~DWAY, lIRADIUS IFTI. SfT ZERO FOR STRA IGH T 
C POADWA Y 
C 
READ15,1011 IBlIIoI=l,'IO I 
101 FORMAT 18FlO.0 I 
EVALUATE THE EQUATION OF DOAD SURFACE CROWN 
IFINN.GT.11 CALL CROWN 
CALL RAItH1.0.1 
COMPUTATION OF THe: REFERf'NCE QUA"lTITIES 
CALL REF 
CALL INFLTIl.O.I 
COMPUTATION OF THE" PIlRAMFTERS USEr):::N THE PROGRAfo' 
CALL PARA 
"RITEI 6, 20 II I TYP E, NO UT .N N, TEND. DD XCH tDD XR S 
201 FCRMATll t ITYPE=t,J2. t NOUT=t,I3.' NN='tI3.' TEND=t,F6.2. 
" DDXCH = t,F6.2,' FT DDl<PS = ',F6.2,' FTtl 
C SET UP INITIAL CCJ..:DITIONS 
CALL INTAL 
IFINN.EQ.11 GO TO 5 
R~AD IN SECTION l\{)S. OF rOAD SURFACES NEEDED TO 8E OUTPUT 
DEADI5 ,1021 INRSOUTI I I, I=l,NN I 
102 FORMAT (8011) 
10UT=l 
DO 5 1=1 .NN 
57 
58 
5~ 
6U 
51 
62 
G3 
G'I 
65 
66 
67 
58 
5~ 
70 
71 
72 
73 
7'1 
75 
76 
77 
78 
79 
80 
81 
82 
83 
8'1 
85 
86 
87 
88 
89 
90 
91 
92 
93 
94 
95 
96 
97 
98 
99 
10D 
101 
102 
103 
lU .. 
IUS 
1U6 
1U7 
lU8 
109 
110 
111 
112 
113 
1FINRSOUTlII.EQ.(JI GO TO '" 
NSTIIOUTI=I 
IOUT=IOUT+ 1 
5 CONTINUE 
COMPUTE TIME REQUIREP FOR F:':LLING ~[rpESSIONt BI4[]). Tt>,ew::::; 
TRFDS=DI",ENSIONLESS TIME FOR OVERCO~'ING DETENTIO~ AN(, Dfp°E.::;SION 
I FIB 140 I • L E .0. I GO TO <; 3 
NOCT~O 
TPF D S= TO *5 O. * 811 :'1 /8 n II 
CALL RAINI3,TRFDSI 
PTL=RMN. TRFDS.B I 11 II r 112 II 36 OD. 
IFI81401.LT.PTLI GOTO 50 
WRITEI 6,3001 
30D FORMATU' THERE IS NO RUNOFF'I 
STOP 
50 Tl~O. 
T2~TRFC'S 
51 TRFDS=Tl+IT2-Tll12, 
NOCT=NOCT+1 
IFINOCT.GT.301 SS=SQPTI-1.1 
IFIIT2-T11.LT,ACCUI GOTO <;2 
CALL RAINI3,TRFD~1 
PTL=RMN*TRFOS*SI 11111'1 12 II 350[). 
1FIABSIBI4UI-PTLI.LT.ACCUI GO TO 52 
IFIBI'IOI.LT.PTLI GOTO 55 
T1 =TRFDS 
G a TO 51 
55 T7=TRFDS 
GO TO 51 
52 IFITIME.LT.TRFDS) T:ME"=TPFDS 
53 TOIM=TIM[*91111/81121 
WPITEI 6. 202' TIME, TD1M 
202 FORMAT 1/' DIMENS10,.,LESS T1HE FOR DEPRfSSI eN STORAGE - INT[RCEPTIC 
$N = ',E10.'I,' IDIMENSIONAL TIME = ·,FlO.3,' SEC.lt, 
EVALUATION OF TIME INTERV.~L, DT 
6 CALL EVDT 
START TO NEXT Tlf"E INTER VAL COMPUTATION 
TIME~TIME+DT 
IFITIME.GT.TENDI STOP 
10 INDICATES OUTrUT C'lNToOL 
10=0 
o NO OUTPU T 
OUTPUT 
NCT=NCT+ 1 
IFINCT/NOlJT*NCUT.'"Q.NC'TI ~0=1 
11 IFIIO.EQ.O) GC T(; 12 
TOIM=TI~r*81111/BI121 
IJPITEI6,20lH STAH,STAR.STARIlI ,TIME, H1!M. ISTARllltI=1,7',STAP 
2UU FORMATI2111~A5I1AC,' TIM(" =',F9.3.::X,'WIMENSIONAL E"IE ='.F~.3. 
$' SEC.) *t,7A6118A51 
12 100=10 
10=0 
1FIITYPE.EQ.21 0(" TO ~5 
COMPUTE FLOW ON SIDE~LOpr 
114 
115 
116 
117 
118 
11] 
120 
121 
122 
123 
124 
125 
126 
127 
128 
129 
130 
131 
132 
133 
134 
135 
136 
137 
138 
139 
140 
;; 141 
-a 142 
143 
144 
145 
146 
147 
148 
149 
15U 
151 
152 
153 
154 
155 
156 
157 
158 
159 
160 
161 
1&2 
1&3 
16" 
165 
1&6 
167 
168 
169 
170 
N=NS 
IFITIME.LT.TP.60.*S(12)/81111) GOTO 15 
CALL SLOPE 
15 DO 20 N=l, NCH 
CALL PRE!" 
IFIKN.LT.2) GOTO::-u 
IFIITYPE.EG.3) GO TO "1 
CALL INPT 
COMPUTATION OF UP'S TREAM C'OUNDARY 
IFIN.LT.NCHI CALL U8DY 
!FIITYPE.EG.'" GO TO 42 
IFINN.EG.lI CALL DBDY 
TFINN.EG.1) GO TO 21 
20 CONTINUE 
IFC=INDEX FOR COMPUTATION OF NEWLY OCCURRIr-.G SHOCK WAVES 
ASSUME THE" OCCURReNCE OF SHOCK WAVES IIFC=2). OTHERWISE IIFC=l) 
IFC=l 
C TO COMPUTE THE UF'STREAM AND DOWNSTREAM END OF CHANNEL FLOW AND 
C INTERNAL ~OUNDARY 
C 
21 DO 30 N=l,NCH 
CALL PREP 
IFIKN.LT.2) GOTO 30 
IFIN.L f.NN.AND.N.GT.1) CALL INBDYlloDIST,HH,TT,2) 
IFIN.EG.NN.ANO.IDG.EO.2) CALL INBDYI2,DIST,HH.TT.2) 
COHPUTE UPSTREAM AND DOW"lSTRO::AH BOUNDARY OF CHANNfL FLOW 
25 IFIITYPE.NE.5.AND.N.EO.NCH) CALL URDY 
IFIN.EG.NCHI CALL INLET 
IFINJINI.GT.OI CALL F'ACKJ 
C THE FOLLOWING STATEHENT IS OPTIONAL 
IFIIFC.EG.2) CALL NEWJ 
30 CONTINUE 
32 10=100 
OUTPUT RESULTS 
!F 110. EG.O) GO TO 31 
00 40 I=l.IOUT 
N=NSTlI) 
IFII.EO.IOUTI N=NCH 
1FIITYPE.Ea.2.AND.1WtTIN).EG.0) GO TO 40 
IFIITYPE.EO.5.AND.IWETIN I.EO.O) GO TO 40 
ZI 3) =0. 
It"II.EG.IOUT-ll 7(3)=1. 
CALL PREP 
CALL OUPT 
1FINN.EO.11 GO TO 31 
''0 CONTINUf 
N=NS 
CALL PREP 
CALL OUPT 
CALCULATE THE COI"f'UTATIONAL ERROR 
171 
172 
173 
17" 
175 
176 
177 
178 
179 
180 
181 
182 
183 
18" 
185 
186 
187 
18B 
189 
19U 
191 
192 
31 CALL ERRI2} 
GO ON ITERATION 
CALL GOON 
:::0 TO & 
35 N=NCH 
CALL PREP 
CALL ADW 
IFINJINCH}.GT.OI rALL PAC'KJ 
GOT 0 32 
"1 CALL ADW 
1FINJINI.GT.OI CALL PACKJ 
IF I ITY F'E. EG." I G C TO "2 
"3 ZI31=O. 
10=100 
IFl10.EO.OI GO Te 31 
CALL PREP 
CALL OUPT 
GOT 0 31 
"2 CALL TYPE" 
G a TO 32 
END 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
a 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
lIf 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
21 
23 
0 29 
3U 
31 
32 
33 
34 
35 
36 
31 
38 
39 
40 
41 
42 
43 
44 
45 
46 
47 
403 
43 
5U 
51 
52 
53 
54 
55 
56 
SUBROUTINE ADW 
SOLVE THE: ADVANCING WAVEFRONT PROBLEM DUE TO ~ MOVING RAT"ISTORM 
COMMON /B1/ BI401.CI4QI.ZI10ltTI:1E.CPH.NN.N.NCH.RSL.CUP.V[ 
COMMON /82/ HI27.27.21.VI27.27.ZI.HLI27.1Ll.21.HRI27.10.21, 
S VR 127,10 ,2 I. VLI 27, 10 ,2 ), VJ (27.10,2 I. XJ (27.1 U. 2 I ,J I12 7,27. ZI • K N. NJ J 
COHMON /93/ NKI271,NJI271,DX.DT,DIST.HMIN,VMIN,ITVPE.IO.OCI27,101. 
$S.DS 
r:OHMON /84/ 1II27.21.XII27.ZI,HIC27,21.VII21.21.G'I127,21.WII27,Z). 
$CTIZ7.2) .CHIZ7,2),CVI27.2) 
COHMON /85/ NGI27.27).SGP7.21),FGI27.271.NF,SF.FF 
COMMON/BC/AA1.881,CC1,SNK,IDG,SP1,XPG1.SP2,XFG2 
COMMON /87/ NLl27,lL).NRIZ7,lD).SLlZ7.10).SRI27.10),FLlZ7.10). 
SFRI27,10).NFJ.SFJ.FFJ 
COMMON /88/ ACCU.ACCUX,ACCUY,HDRY.CC 
COMMON /89/ TLI10.2).TR(10.Z) 
COMMON /B10/ DXCH.DXRS.ODXCH,DDXRS 
COMMON /811/ HRR,VRR 
COMMON IB1Z/ NDEPTH 
COMMON /814/ IWETI271 
COMMON /1315/ VO.VT,VIN.VWT 
PIMENSION HHIZ) 
DIMENSION rTT(2) ,X.J2TIIZ) 
DATA NCO/O/.NAME/· ADW'/ 
TIM=TIME-DT 
CNK=COSIASINISPZ)I 
DXPG1=XPG1 /81111 
DXPG2=XPG2/61111 
X.J1=X.JIN,N.J.J,lJ 
K.J=X.J1/DX+1.99999 
K1=KJ-1 
IFIITYPE.EG.2.0R.ITYPE.EG.71 GOTO 50 
4 DO 5 K=Z.Kl 
XK=FLOATIK-1J*OX 
CALL STORMIXK.TIMJ 
CALL OPHEAD 
KA=K-1 
K C=K+l 
XA=XK-DX 
XB=XK 
XC=XK+DX 
IF(K.EO.K11 XC=XJ1 
HA=HIN,KA,ll 
H8=HIN,K,lJ 
HC=HIN,KC.1I 
IFIK.EO.K1) HC=HLIN,N.JJ.1) 
VA=VIN,KA,l) 
Ve=VIN,K.1) 
VC=VIN.KC,lJ 
IFIK.EO.K1) VC=VLlN,NJJ,l) 
CALL GEOHI2.AA,HA,RA,TA.DA.l,1.XAI 
CALL GEOHI2.AB,HB.RB.TB,DB.1.1,XBI 
CALL GEOHIZ.AC,HC.RC.TC.DC,1.1,XCI 
FRB=FRTST( VB, DB, GPIi, C 111 ,C I 51, C I 91 ,C IZ 0 J ,1) 
CAlL CSl1.,XA,XB,XD,Xg,DA.D8,DD,VA,VB,VDJ 
IFIFRB.GT.U.) GO TO 1 
1FIXC-XB.LT.ACCU) GO TO 6 
57 
58 
59 
60 
61 
",2 
G3 
64 
65 
66 
67 
68 
69 
70 
71 
72 
73 
74 
75 
76 
77 
78 
7'3 
80 
81 
82 
83 
84 
85 
86 
87 
88 
89 
90 
91 
92 
93 
94 
95 
96 
97 
98 
93 
IOU 
luI 
102 
103 
104 
105 
106 
107 
1ua 
1U 9 
110 
111 
112 
113 
CALL CSI -1. ,XB.XC, XE ,XB, DB, DC. DE ,VE .• VC .V[ 1 
IFINDEPTH.EQ.1J GO TO 6 
1FIX£.GT.XC.AND.K.EG.Kl) GO TO 6 
G I) TO 2 
1 CALL CSI-1.,XA,XB,XE,XB,OA,DB,DE,VA.VP.VEI 
2 CALL C[G';IVO,DD.V::.DE.VI~.K.21.HfN.I".21rJ(D.XE,DT.CT,XBI 
NGIN,K)=NF 
SGIN,KI=SF 
FCIN.K)=FF 
5 CONTINUE 
GO TO 7 
K1=K1-1 
XK=FLOATIKl-11*DX 
IFIK1.LT.2J SS=SORTI-1.1 
7 IFI1TYPE.EO.21 GO TO 52 
CALL USDY 
IFINCO.EG.1J GO TO 3 
NCO=l 
GO TO 8 
3 VO=VT 
8 XR=ITIME-f)T/2.)-CI301 
V 1 N = B 1 32 J I 0 ( 19 I * J( R • D h T B -c I 1 91 * B I 1 01 • B I 11 I I B 11 8 ) + C 1 2 8 ) • P I 1 2 I /0 I 11) 
VT1=0. 
DC 10 K=Z, K1 
XK=FLOATlK-1) -ox 
XK1=XK-DX 
XKA=IXK+XKlI/2. 
CALL STORMIXKA,TIMEJ 
CAL L G E 0 H 1 2, A A , H IN, K -1 • 2 ). R A • T A , 0 A ,1 ,2 , XK 1 ) 
CALL GEOH(2.AB.H(N,K,21,rn,T8,DB,1,2.XKI 
v T 1 = VT 1 + I AA+ A B) -ox 12.1 CIS) 
10 CONTINUE 
24 VT2=VO+VIN-VT1 
1TT=1 
NC1T=0 
X J2=XJ1+ V.J IN, NJJ ,1 hOT 
XJ2T'r( ITT! =XJ2 
9 CALL JLlIX.J2TTlITTJ.NJJ.VLL.HLL,VRR.HRR,$281 
17 NCTT=NCTT+1 
XKJ=IXJ2TTIITT)+XK)/2. 
CALL S10RMIXKJ,TIHEI 
CALL GEOMI2.ALL,HLL,f\..L,TLL,DLL,1,2,XJ2TTIITTlJ 
CALL GEO~12,ARR,H~R,RRR.TRR,DRR'1.2.XJ2TTIITT)) 
DXJ=X.J2TTI1TTI-FLOATIK1-1I*DX 
CT22=IAB+ALL)_DXJ/2./CI9J 
1FIVT2.LT.ACCUI GO TO 26 
FTTI1TTI=VTZ-CT22 
IFIABS(FTTIITTII.LT.AGCUI GO TO 18 
IFI1TT.EG.11 GO TO 27 
1FINCTT.CT.20) SS=SQRT 1-1.) 
XJ2=(FTTIlI*XJ2TTl21-FTTIZI*XJZTT III IIIFTTll)-FTT (21) 
XJ2TTl11=XJ2TT(2) 
XJ2TT(2)=XJ2 
F T 11 11 =F T TI Z I 
GO TO 9 
27 1TT=2 
XJ2=XJ,+0.1*DX 
114 
115 
116 
117 
118 
119 
120 
121 
122 
123 
124 
125 
126 
127 
128 
129 
130 
131 
132 
133 
131t 
135 
136 
137 
138 
139 
litO 
lit 1 
142 
lit 3 
144 
145 
146 
147 
148 
149 
150 
151 
152 
153 
151t 
155 
156 
157 
158 
159 
l&U 
1&1 
1.,2 
1&3 
1& 4 
165 
16G 
1&7 
168 
169 
170 
XJ2TH ZI =XJZ 
GO TO 9 
18 CONTINUE 
26 VT=VT1+1 AB+ALLII2.*DXJ/CI91 
22 IFIITYPE.EQ.3.AND.XJ2.GT.DISTI GO TO 80 
IFIITYPE.EQ.2.AND.XJ2.GT.CI2111 GO TO 57 
IFITIHE*CI301.GT.XJ21 GO TO 20 
25 IFIOXJ.LT.OXI GO TO 21 
K=K1+1 
HIN.K.2)=HIN.K1.21-IHIN.K1.2)-HLL)*OX/OXJ 
VIN.K.2)=VIN.K1.2)-IVIN.K1.Z)-VLL)*OX/OXJ 
NNNN=N 
N=K 
IFIITYPE.EQ.2) CALL INBOYl1.XX.HH.lT,ZI 
N=NNNN 
CALL PREP 
21 CALL FRICIVLL.HLL.FLL.RLL.REL.RECL.IRL.2.XJ21 
SLIN.NJJI=CI4J*FLL*ABSIVLLI*VLL/IBI131*RLLI 
FLIN.NJJI=FLL 
VOUT=O. 
OCIN.NJJI=NAME 
19 HLIN.NJJ.21=HLL 
VLIN.NJJ.21=VLL 
IFIABSIALL-ARR).LE.ACCU) VJ'N.NJJ.21 =0. 
IFIABSIALL-ARR).LE.ACCUJ GOTO 23 
VJI N .NJJ .21 =, ALL*VLL -ARR *VRR III AL L-ARR) 
23 VRIN.NJJ.21=VRR 
HR I N.NJJ .21=HRR 
XJIN.NJJ.2)=XJ2 
IFIITYPE.EQ.2) TLINJJ.2)=lLL 
IFIITYPE.EQ.21 TRINJJ.2I=TRR 
IF I ITYPE. EQ.21 KJ2=XJ2 10 XCH+O. 9999 9 
IFI ITYPE.EQ.21 IWETIKJ2)=1 
RETURN 
20 IFITIHE*C(30).GT.OISTI GO TO 80 
HLI N .NJJ.2 )=HRR 
VLI N.N,JJ.2 J=VRR 
VJIN.NJJ.21=0. 
H R IN. N J,J .2 ) =H RR 
VRIN.N,JJ.21=VRR 
X,JIN.N,JJ.21=TIHE*CI301 
IFI IlYPE.EQ.21 KJ2=TIHE* CI 30 I/OXCH+O .99999 
IFIITYPE.EQ.21 III[TlKJ21=1. 
RETURN 
28 VJ1=VJIN,N,JJ.11 
N,J,J=NJ.J-1 
HRIN.NJ,J.21=HRR 
VRIN.NJJ.21=VRR 
XJIN.NJJ.21=XJ2 
VJIN.NJJ.21=VJ1 
RETURN 
·'10 ITYPE=4 
HLIN,NJJ,21=HLL 
VLIN,NJJ,21=VLL 
HL2=IHLIN,NJJ.11+HLIN,NJJ.211/2. 
VL2=IVLIN.NJ,J,11+VLI~,NJ,J.211/2. 
CALL GEOHI2.ALZ.HL2,RL2,TL2.0L2.1.2,OISTI 
171 
172 
173 
174 
175 
176 
177 
178 
179 
18U 
181 
182 
183 
181t 
185 
186 
187 
188 
189 
190 
191 
192 
193 
194 
195 
196 
197 
198 
199 
ZUU 
2U1 
2U2 
203 
ZU4 
205 
206 
207 
208 
209 
210 
211 
212 
213 
214 
215 
216 
217 
218 
219 
220 
:?21 
222 
223 
224 
225 
226 
"227 
BI291=VLZ*ALZ.BI1ZI*BI181 
NJJ=N,JJ-1 
NJINI=r..J,J 
H CH=CI 26 I*B 1 191*OT *B 1111 .19 1121 + SQR TI I C 126 I. B 1191' DT* B III lIB I 1 21 I •• 
S2+2.*BI291*OT*BI111/BI121*TANIASINISP2111 
HINCH,N,21=HCH.CI51/£1161 
BI291=0. 
RETURN 
50 DO 51 N=lo NN 
CALL PREP 
CALL INPT 
CALL UBOY 
51 CONTINUE 
N=NCH 
CALL PREP 
IFIITYPE.EQ.71 GOTO ~9 
GO TO 4 
52 DO 58 N=Z, K1 
CALL PREP 
CALL INBOYl1,XX.HH,TT,21 
58 CONTINUE 
N=NCH 
CALL PREP 
CALL UBOY 
IFI NCO.EQ.ll GO TO 53 
NCO=l 
VO=O. 
DO 63 N=2,3 
IFIIWETINI.EQ.O.ANO.IWETIN-11.EQ.01 GO TO 63 
KN=ICI221+0XPG1+0XPG21/0XRS+1.99999 
rCT=OOXCH 
XN=FLOATIN-11*OXCH 
XR=TIHE*CI301 
IFIXN.LT.XRI GO TO 67 
XRN=OXCH-IXN-XRI 
FCT=OOXCH*XRN/OXCH 
67 DO 62 K=2,KN 
X=FLOATIK-11.0XRS 
Xl=X-OXRS 
CALL GEOHI2.A1,HIN,K.ll,P.l.,Tlo01,1,1,XI 
CALL GEOHI2.A2,HIN-l.K,11,R2,T2,OZ,1.1,XI 
CALL GEOHI2.A3.HIN.K-1,11oR3.T3.03,1,1,X11 
CALL GEOHI 2,A4,HIH-1.K-1 oIl.R4 ,T4,01l .1.1, Xli 
IFIK.EG.KNI CALL GEOMI2.Al,HIIN,1l,P1,T1.D1,1.1,XXI 
IFIK.EG.KNI CALL GEOMI2.A2.HIIN-1,11.R2.T2,02.1.1.XXI 
OX1=OXRS 
IFIK.EQ.KNI OX1=IXIIN,1I<-XIIN-1.11-2.oFLOATIKN-2Io0XRSI/2. 
XI2=X-OX1/2. 
CALL SlORMIX12,TIMll 
V:J=VC+ IA1+A2+A3+t,4 1/4.*OXl.FCT/CI 9 J 
62 CONTINUE 
63 CONTINUE 
N=NCH 
CALL GEOMI2.Al.HIN.1,ll,F-l.T1,01.1,1.0.1 
C II L L G E 0 HI 2, II 2 , HI N ,2 ,1 I • R2 , T Z, 02 .1 ,1 .0 X CH I 
CALL GEOMI2,A3,HLlN.NJJ. 1I,R3,T3.03,1.1,XJ11 
VO=VO+IA1+A21/2.o0XCH/CI51 
228 
229 
230 
231 
232 
233 
234 
235 
236 
237 
238 
239 
240 
241 
242 
243 
244 
21f5 
246 
247 
248 
2119 
250 
251 
252 
253 
254 
255 
256 
257 
258 
259 
260 
261 
262 
263 
264 
265 
266 
267 
268 
26 'l 
270 
271 
272 
273 
274 
275 
::"76 
277 
278 
279 
280 
281 
::'82 
283 
284 
VO=VO+IA::'+A31'2.*IXJI-0XCHI'CI51 
GO TO 61 
53 VO=VT 
61 XR=ITIHE-OT'2.I*CI301 
VIN=BI 32 "B (19 hXR*OT.C I ~ I. I BI221 +XPG1+XPG2 I. B III "B118 I +C I 2: I *e I 
$12"BI111 
VT1=O. 
DO 56 N=2.NN 
IFIIWETINI.EG.O.ANO.IWETIN-11.EG.OI GO TO 56 
C ALL PREP 
IFINKIN-11.LT.KNI KN=NKltv-lI 
F CT=OOXCH 
XN=FLOAT I N-1 I *OXCH 
XR=TIHE.CI301 
IFIXN.LT.XRJ GO TO 68 
XRN=OXCH-( XN-XR I 
FCT=OOXCH-XRN'OXCH 
68 DO 54 K=2.KN 
X=FLOATIK-11*OXRS 
X1=X-DXRS 
OX1=OXRS 
CALL GEOHI2.A1.HIN.K.21.R1.Tl.01.1.2.XI 
CALL GEOHI2.A2.HIN-1.K.ZI.R2.TZ.OZ.1.Z.XI 
CALL GEOH(2.A3.H(N.K-1.2JoR3.T3.03.1.2.X1I 
CALL GEOHI 2. A4. HIN-1.K-1.2 I .RII .T4. 04.1.2. Xli 
IFIK.LT.KNI GO TO 54 
OX1=IXIIN.21-AINTIXIIN,ZI'OXRS).OXRS+XIIN-1.21-AINT(X!IN,ZI'OXRS I 
$.OXRS)'Z. 
CALL GEOH(Z,Al,HIIN,2I,Rl.Tl,Ol,1,2,XIIN.ZII 
CALL GEOHIZ,A2,HIIN-lt2).R2,T2,02.lt2.XIIN-1,211 
54 X12=X-OXV2. 
CALL STORHIX12,TIME) 
VT1=VT1+IA1+A2+A3+A41.0X1-FCT'4.,CI91 
56 CONTINUE 
N=NCH 
CALL PREP 
DO 64 K=2,K1 
XK=FLOATIK-l)·OXCH 
XK1=X-OXCH 
XKA=IXK+XKU'2. 
CALL STORHIXKA,TIHE) 
CALL GEOHI2,AA.HCN,K-1,21oRA,TA,OA.1,2,XK11 
CALL GEOHI2,A9,HCN,K,2),RB,TB,OB,l,2,XK) 
VT1=VT 1+ I AA+A B I _DXCHn. ,C19 I 
64 CONTINUE 
CALL STORHIXJ1,TIHEI 
GO TO 24 
57 XJINCH.NJJ,2)=XJ2 
NJINCHI=NJINCHI-1 
HINCH, NN ,2 1=2. - H I NCY.N N-lt 2 I -H INCH .f'.lN- 2.2 I 
VINCH,NN.21=2.·VINCH,NN-l,21-VINCH.~N-2,21 
HINCH,NN,11=HHIN 
CTI NN, 11 =ACCU 
CALL INBOYI2,XX,HH,TT.21 
!TYPE=7 
RETURN 
59 CALL INPT 
285 
286 
287 
288 
289 
290 
::"91 
292 
293 
294 
295 
NN1=NN-l 
[\0 60 N=2,NNl 
CALL PREP 
CALL INB~YI1'XX.HH,TT,21 
60 CONTINUE 
N::NCH 
CALL PREP 
CALL UBOY 
CALL INLET 
RETURN 
END 
2 
3 
lU 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
23 
29 
30 
31 
32 
33 
34 
35 
36 
37 
38 
39 
40 
41 
42 
43 
44 
45 
46 
47 
48 
49 
50 
51 
52 
53 
54 
55 
56 
'lJBROUTINE CEQSIVD,DO,VE.oE,VP,HP.XO,XE.DTD.DTE.XPI 57 
<::JLVE TWO CHARACTERISTIC EQUATIONS TO OBTAIN VP AND HP 58 
COHHON IB11 BI40l.CI40l,ZllUI.TIHE,OPH.NN.N.NCH.RSL.CURVE 59 
COMMON 1931 NK(27) .~.JI27 "DX,~T.DIST,HMIN'VMIN.ITYPE.IO.OCI:;:7.101. 60 
$<:;. OS 61 
CO H H 0 N IB 4 I I I 1 2 7 • 2 I , X I I 27 .2 I. H I I 2 7 • 2) ,v I 12 7 • 2 I • Q I I 27 , '2) , W I I 27 , 2 I • 6 '2 
$CTI27.21.CHI21.21.CVI27.21 £:'3 
COHHON IB51 NGI27.211,SGI:"'7.211.F"GI21,271.NF,SF.FF 64 
COMHON/B6/AA1.B31.CC1.SNK.IOG.SP1.XPG1.SP2.XPG2 65 
COMHON 1971 NLI27.lOI.NRI::'7.10l.SLl27.10l.SRI27.101.FLl27.101. 66 
$rRI27.10loNFJ.SFJ.FFJ 61 
COHHON IB81 ACCU.ACCUX.ACCUy.HDRY.CC 68 
COMHON/B16/AAA.9BB.CCC,TD.RTO.RHN.RAV 69 
CALL RAINI3.TIMEI 7U 
KP=XP/DX+1.99999 71 
IFIIDG.EQ.1.AND.N.EQ.NCH I CTHIN=HHIN.B(16)/CI51/TANIASINISP2J I/Bll 72 
$01 73 
CO AND CE ARE ENERGY COEFFICIENTS AT POINTS D AND E 74 
CO=l. 75 
CE=l. 16 
NF=O 77 
!FIDD.LT.HDRY.OR.DE.LT.H[RYI HP=HORY 78 
IFIDD.LT.HDRY.OR.OE.LT.HrnYI GOTO 5 79 
CALL GEOMI5.AO,HO.RD.CTO,OD.1.1,XOI 80 
CALL GEOMI5.AE,HE,RE,CTE.OE,1,I.XEI 81 
TIH=TIHE-OTO 82 
CALL STORHIXD.TIH) 83 
CALL OPHEAD 84 
CALL FRICIVO.HO,FO.RD.REO.REC.IRO.I.XOI 85 
SFO=CI 41 .FO.VO.ABS IVO I II SI 13 J.ROI 86 
IFIABSIXE-XOJ.LT.ACCUXI SFOE=CISI 87 
IFIABSIXE-XOI.LT.ACCUXI GOTO 8 88 
1 SFDE=CI81+IBI161.IHO-HEIIC 151+BI121 •• 2-ICO-VO.VO-CE-VE.VEI/64.41 I 89 
S II XE -X D I • B 1111 h C I 9 I 90 
8 IFIABSISFOI.LT.APSISFOElI GOTO 12 91 
9 SFD=SFOE 92 
NF=l 93 
12 [l S Q= sa RT I C 111. I C f1 1-1. I_\{) .V D+C 11 I .C 120 I. CD D- C I 911C I 51 + OP H I I 94 
A1=111.-Cl1IhVO+DSQI.CI'lI/CI5I1DO 95 
C1=CI71·0TO/DT 96 
SFO=ISFO+SFOEI/2. 97 
C 1 =C 1111 *rn 0* I C I 11 - C 120 I .1 C 1 8 I - SF 01+ C 126 I 10 D' C I 19 1* 1 C7 • C 1251. C 16 I 9 9 
$/C 191- CI 11 -vO +OS Q I *C I ~ I .. CI 5 I +C 1271 .C 1191 I OD. 1 C f 11 .V O-DS G I • 99 
SCI 91 .C 15 J + C I 29 1/ CT D/OD. 1 C 1 31 .C I 21 • C 124 I-C 1110 VO +0 SQ I .8 I 16 I 181 10 I IOU 
SI+HOoA1+VO 101 
TIH=TIME-DTE 102 
CALL STOR"'IXEoTIMI 1U3 
CALL OPHEAD 1U4 
CALL FRICI VE,HE.PO: .RE.REE. REC. IRE. I. XE I 105 
SFE=CI41.FE-VE.ABSIVEI/IBI131.REI 10E; 
IFIABSIXE-XDI.LT.ACCUXI SFOE=CI81 1U1 
IFIABSIXE-XOI.LT.ACCUXI ({lTO 18 108 
17 SFDE=CI8J+IBI161.IHD-HEI/CI51+BI121 •• 2.ICD.VD.VD-CE.VE .VFI/64.411 109 
$((XE-XOI.Bl1111oCI91 11U 
18 IFIABSISFEI.LT.ABSISFDEI) GOTO 22 
19 SFE=SFDE 
NF=l 
22 rSQ=SQRT I CIlI. 1 C 11 1-1.1. Vf 'VE+C I 11.C 12010 IDEoCI 9) IC I 51+CP41) 
A2 = I I 1 .- C I 1 I I • V E -[ S Q I • C I ') I I C I 5 1 IDE 
C7=CI7I·DTE/DT 
SFE=ISFE+SFOE)/2. 
C2 =C 1111 0 OTE. I C I 11 • C I;> 0 I .1 CI 81 -SF E I" C 126 I ID E. C 1191. I C7 * C 1 251. C 16 I 
$IC 19 )- C( 11 0 vE -ES QI 0 C I 'l ) • (I 51 +C 1211 .C 119 I I DE. I C (11 OoV E .. ,s 0 I. 
$ CI 91 .C 15 I +C I 29 1 ICTEI DE. I CI 3 I oC I 21 • C 124 1-( 1110 VE -E SQ I .S 11 £ I I AI 10 I ) 
S+HE.A2+VE 
HP=IC1-C'2)/IA1-A21 
VP=IAl.C2-A20CII/IA1-A21 
~FP=ISFO+SFEI/2. 
IFISFP.GT.LJ •• ANO.VP.lT.O.1 VP=IVD+VEII;>. 
5 CALL STORHIXP.TIMEI 
SFO=CI81 
IFISFO.GT.LJ.I GOTO 37 
CC=O. 
GOTO 38 
37 (C=CI361'SFO*.CI371 
38 IFICC.LT.24.1 CC=24. 
QFlOW= VP 0 B I 1210HP.B 1161/ C( 5) 
QRAIN=RHN/43200. oxp.e I 11 I 
IFIN.NE.NCH.AND.QFlOW.GT.l .1D.QRAI~1 GOTO 30 
IFIIDG.EQ.1.ANO.N.EQ.NCH.AND.HP.LE.HMINI COTO 39 
GOTO 21 
39 HP=HHIN 
CTIKP.21=CTMIN 
CALL GEO'l12.AP.HP.RP.CTP.DP.1.2.XPI 
VP=SFO.257.6*RP.RP*BI171 **2/1CC.BI24 I.B1121 I 
CALL FRICIVP.HP.FP,RP.REP.REC.IRP.Z.XPI 
26 FF=FP 
SF = C I 4 I. F P 0 v P • A B S I VP II I B 11 31 oR P I 
FF J=FF 
SF J=SF 
NFJ=NF 
RETURN 
21 IF IHP. LE. HORYI HP=HDPY 
CALL GEOMI2.AP.HP.RP.CTP.PP.1.2.XPI 
IF I R P. LE. B 121. C I 23 I. AN D. XP. LT. DIS T I VP=SF 0.251.6' RP *PP 0 P 117" 0 21 
$ ICC 0 a I 24 J • B ( 12 I I 
CALL FRIC(VP.HP.FP .RP.REP. REC.IRP.2. XPI 
IFIN.EO.NCH.OR.IPP.NE.61 GOTD 26 
30 IrISFO.LE.O.I GOTO 2R 
HI' AX =1 CC 0 9 I 241 * RMN' XP. B I 11 ) I I 2 51. 6'432 00 •• S FO I '" 11. /3. " CIS J IB I 16 
$1 
GO TO 29 
28 HHAX=RMN/43200.*TIMEoSI11J/BI121.CI5I1BI161 
29 IFIHP.GT.H~AXI HP=HMAX 
VH AX =R HN 143200 •• )lP. 8 I 111 II HP *B I 161 IC 151 I I S( 12 I 
IFIVP.GT.VHAX) VF=VHAX 
CALL GEOMI2.AP.HP.RP.CTP ,DP.102.XPI 
CALL FRICIVP.HP.FP.RP.REP.REC.IRP.2.XPI 
GO TO 26 
END 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 ;: 29 
SUBROUTI NE CONJ I XJ 2, J. VLL. HLL. VRR. HRR. S J 
EVALUATE THE CONJUGATE DEPTHS AND VELOSITIES OF THE DISCONTINUIT : 
COHHON IB11 BI40J,CIlIQI.ZI10ItTIHE.OPH.NN.N.NCH.RSL.CURVr 
COHMON 1821 HI27.21. 21.VI27.27.21 .HlI21,10.21 ,HRI 27.10,2)' 
$ VR 127,10 ,2 I, VL 121.10.2 I. VJ 121.10.2 It XJ 127.10.2 I ,J 1127.27,2 I. K N, NJJ 
COHMON IB31 NKI21I,NJI27lrOX.DT.DIS"T.HHIN.VMIN,ITVPE,IO,OCI27,101, 
SS.OS 
CO H H 0 NIB 1 I NLI 2 1, 10 h NR 12 7 • 10 I • S L( 2 7. 10 I • SRI 27.1 0 I , F Lf 2 7. 10 It 
~FRI27,10),NFJ,SFJ,FFJ 
K= XJ2/0X +1. 99999 
CALL STORHIXJ2.TIMEI 
CALL OPHEAD 
CALL GEOMI2.AL.HLIN.J,11 tRL.Tl.OL,ltltXJIN.J,1)1 
CALL GEOHI2.AR,HRIN.J.11 oRR.TR,OR.lt1,XJI N,J,111 
IFIAL.GT.ARI GO TO 3 
CALL JU XJ2.J.VLloHLL. $13.lJ 
NLIN.JI=NFJ 
SLlN,JI=SFJ 
F"lIN,JI=F"FJ 
CALL JR1rXJ2.J.VU.HtL.Vm.HRR.$131 
RETURN 
CALL JRIXJ2,J.VRR,HRR.$13,lJ 
NRIN,JJ=NFJ 
SRIN,J)=SFJ 
FRIN.JJ=FFJ 
CALL JLIIXJ2.J.VlL,HtL.VRR.HRR,$131 
RETURN 
13 RETURN 7 
END 
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.. 3 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
13 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
21 
28 
29 
30 
31 
32 
33 
34 
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36 
37 
38 
39 
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41 
42 
43 
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53 
54 
55 
SUBROUTINE CRISEC 
LOCATE CRITICAL SECTIONS. IF ANV 
COMHON IB11 BI401.Cllfll,ZI10ItTIHE,OFH,NN,N.NCH.RSL,CURV r 
COMHON IB21 HI27,27.::OJ .VI27.27,21 .HLI27,10.21.HRI 27,10,21. 
$ VR 127. llJ .2 I. VLl2 7, 10 .2 I. VJ 127.10.2 I. XJ I 27 .10.21 .J 112 7.27.2 I. K '; ,NJ: 
COHHON IB31 NKI271,NJI27hDX.DT.DIST.HMIN.VMIN.ITVPE.IO.OCI27.101. 
$S.OS 
COHHON/S 61 AA1. BBl. CC 10 SNK. I OG. SP!. XP G1. SP 2. XP G2 
COHHON IB81 ACCU.ACCUX.ACCUy.HORV.CC 
KNH=KN 
IFIN.LT.NCH.ANO.IOG.EQ.1 I KNH=KN-1 
00 9 K=2.KNH 
IFIJIIN.K.21.GT.0) GO TO 9 
IFIHIN.K,21.lT.HDRY'2.) 00 TO 9 
KA=K-1 
IFIHIN.KA.21.LT.HORY'2.1 GO TO 9 
X=FlOA l( KII hOX 
CALL STORHIX.TIHEI 
CALL OPHEAD 
VB=V I N.K ,2 I 
VA=VIN.KA.21 
CALL GEOHI 2.AB,HIN ,K ,2 I. Rl ,TB.08.1 ,2.X I 
FRB=FRTSTlVB,OB.OPH,Cl11.C(5),CI9) ,CI201,1) 
IFIFRB)9,2.3 
2 XCR=X 
GO TO 4 
3 X1=X-OX 
CALL STORHIX1.TIHEI 
CALL OPHEAO 
CALL GEOHI 2.AA,HIN,KA, 2) rRA.TA.OA.1,2.X1) 
FRA=FRTSTlVA,DA.OPH,CI1I.C(5),CI9I,CI20),1) 
IFIFRA.GT.-ACCUI GO TO 9 
NCT=O 
XCRl=1 X+ Xl 112 • 
CALL STORHIXCR1.TIHEI 
CALL OPHEAO 
A1=IIVB-VA)/OXI'*2 
IFIA1.LT.ACCUI GO TO 9 
B1=2 •• VA.IVB-VAI/DX-I08-DAI.CI20J/OX.CI9J/CI51 
Cl=VA··2-C1201·IOA'CI91/CI51+0PHJ 
DXCR=I -B1+ SGlRTI B1.Bl-4 •• At. C1) 1112 •• AI) 
XCR=OXCR+X-OX 
IFIABSIXCRI-XCRI.LT.ACCUXI GOTO 4 
NCT=NCT+l 
IFINCT.GT.20J WRITEI (,:,100) Xl.X 
100 FORHAT(' NO CRITICAL 5ECT!ON SOLUTION BETWEEN SECTIONS·,F7.4.' II 0 
$' .f7 .41 
IFINCT.GT.ZO) GOTO 
XCR1=XCR 
GOTO 5 
4 WRITE16.2001 XCR 
200 FORHAT.. CRITICAL SE"CTI(}; LOCATES AT X=',F7.41 
9 CONTINUE 
RETURN 
END 
C 
C 
C 
C 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
1 .. 
15 
16 
17 
18 
1::1 
20 
21 
22 
23 
2 .. 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
30 
31 
32 
33 
3 .. 
35 
36 
37 
38 
39 
.. 0 
.. 1 
.. 2 
.. 3 
.... 
.. 5 
.. 6 
.. 7 
.. 8 
.. 9 
50 
SUBROUTINE CROSSIXB.J.ID.VV.OD.DXX.DTT.CSI 
CALCULATE THE VALUE OF V AND H AT A POINT ON THE PATH OF DISCONT!. 
UIlY IN THE X,T-PLANE WHEN A DISCONTINUITY CROSSES THE GRID POINT 
10=1 ON REGION 'R" 0 F THE DISCONTINUITY 
10=2 ON REGION 'l' OF THE DISCONTINUITY 
COHHON 1911 BC40ltCIII()I,ZI10JoTIHE.OPH,NN,N,NCH,RSL.CURVF 
COHHON IB21 HI27,27.2I,VI27.27.21.HlI27.10,21.HRI27.10,21. 
S VR 127.10.2 Jo VL I 2 7.10 .2 .. V..I 12 7.10,2 J. X..I I 27 ,10 ,2 1 • ..1 I12 7.27.2 I, K N, N..l 
COHHON IB3 I NK 127 I ,N..II 27 It OX ,DT. DIST ,HHIN.V HI N, IT YPE, 10 ,0 CI 27.101, 
SS.DS 
CO,..HON 1881 ACCU.ACCUX,ACCUY,HORY.CC 
DIHENSION T121.F121 
IFIID.EQ.21 GO TO 1 
XB2=XB-X..IIN • ..I,21 
XB1= XB-X..I' N • ..1.1 I 
V1=VR' N • ..1.11 
V2=VR'N • ..I.21 
H2=HRIN,..I,21 
H1=HRIN • ..I.U 
GO TO 2 
XB1=XJ'N,J.11-XB 
XB2=XJ'N,J,21-XB 
V1=VLCN,J,lJ 
V2=VLCN,..I.21 
H2=HL'N,..I.2) 
H1=HL C N • ..I,ll 
1=1 
NCT=O 
Tlll =, OX X-XB11/( -XB1+XB2 I 
3 VV=V1+'V2-V11*TCII 
HH=H1+IH2-H11*T'II 
DTT='l.-TIIII*DT 
OXX=XB1+ (xB2-XB1 I.H II 
CALL GEO,..I 2.AA,HH. RR .TT. [D .1.1.XBI 
CALL STORHIXB.TIHEI 
F I II =DXX ICI9 )-OTT. I C II 1* W +CS.SQRTCC 11 J. I CU 1-1. I *W .VV+CI lI*CI 21 
S.IDO·C'91/CC51+0PHlII 
IF'ABSCFCIII.lT.ACCUl RETURN 
IFCI.EQ.2l GO TO .. 
1=2 
T'21=T'11+0.1.DT 
GO TO 3 
4 NCT=NCT+ 1 
IFINCT.GT.20) SS=SQRTI-1.1 
TT=CFC11·T(2)-FI21*TI1ll/(F(11-FC211 
T111=T121 
TC21=TT 
F(11=FI2) 
GO TO 3 
END 
1 
2 
3 
.. 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
1U 
11 
12 
13 C 
1 .. C 
15 C 
16 C 
17 C 
18 C 
19 C 
20 C 
21 
22 C 
23 C 
24 C 
25 C 
26 C 
27 C 
28 
29 
3D 
31 
32 
33 
34 
35 
36 
37 
38 
39 
40 
.. 1 
.. 2 
.. 3 
4 .. 
.. 5 
.. 6 
.. 7 
48 
.. 3 
50 
51 
52 
53 
54 
55 
56 
SUBROUTINE CROWN 
FORMULATE THE EQUATION OF THE TRANSVERSE PROFILE OF A ROAD SURFAC 
COHHON IB11 8 (40 I.CI..a). Z( 10 I. TIHE .OPH. NN.N .NCH.R Sl,CURVE 
C 0 H ~ 0 N I 8 2 I H ( 27 ,2 7. 2 I • V (? 7 • 27 .2 I • H L ( 2 7 • 1 0 .2 ) • H R ( 27, 1 U • 2 1 , 
S VR 127.10 .2) ,VL (27. 10 ,7 I, VJ 127,10.2 I, XJ' 27.10.2 I .J 1127,27,2) ,K N, N .... J 
COMHON/86/AAl.BBl.CCl,SNK,IDG.SP1.XPGl.SP2,XPG2 
COHHON IB81 ACCU.ACCIJX.ACCUY,HDRY.CC 
COMHON IBI01 DXCH.DXRS,DDXCH.DDXRS 
DIHENSION Y(3).G(21 
DATA G/' CURB','CHANL'/ 
READ I 5.100) Nl. lOG. I Y 'I). I= 1.3) • SU PEL ,TRFC T ,SP EED 
100 FORHATI2I5.6FI0.0) 
NL THE NUHBER OF TRAFFIC LANES 
lOG INDICATE THE TYPE OF GUTTER 
1 CURB TYPE 
2 CHANNEL TYP E 
SUPEL=SUPERELEVATION.FT PER FT OF ROADWAY WIDTH 
TRFCT=SIDE FRICTION ICORt>£RING RATIC) BETWEEN TIRES AND ROAD SURF. 
SPEED=DESIGN SPEED FOR R(1I\DWAY, HILES PER HOUR 
RAOIUS=RADIUS OF CURVATUrE OF ROADWAY 
READI5,10ll SPI.XPGI.SP2~PG2 
SP1=CROSS SLOPE OF PAVED SHOULDER 13 TO 5 PERCENT) 
XPGI=HORIZONTAL WIDTH Of PAVED SHOULDER 112 FT ... FT. OR 2FT FOR [ 
ACH LANE I 
SP2=CROSS SLOPE OF GUTTER OR HEDIAN 11/12 OR 10 PERCENT) 
XPG2=HORIZONTAL wIDTH OF GUTTER OR MEDIAN 13 FT OR (12-2.NO. Of 
LANEst FTI 
101 FORHATI8fl0.0) 
IFICURVE.LT.O.IE-S) COTO 
RADIUS=D.067.SPEEO.SPEED/ISUPEL+TRFCTI 
CURVE=l./RADIUS 
WRITEI6,150t SUPEL .TRfCT oRADIUS,CURVE.SPEED 
150 fORHAT'" THIS IS A CURVfD ROADWAY WITH SUPERELEVATION = '.f5.3.' 
SIFT/FTltSIO£ FRICTION = ·,F5.3,' RADIUS OF CURVATURE '.FI0.2,· ( 
SFT .. I' AND CURVATURE = ',E8.3,' IRADIANS) FOR D£SIGN SPEED = '.F5. 
Sl.' IMPH)' l 
2 NKTEMP=NL.12/INTIDDXRS+O.00ll+l 
3 AAI=IYI3)-2.*YC21+Y(III/288. 
B81=I-Yl31+4 •• Y(2)-3 •• YI1I )/24. 
CC1=Y( I) 
lU TAN=-12 •• AAl.FLOAT INKTEM P-1I.DDXRS+BB1) 
SNK=BED SLOPE AT THE END Of OVERLAND FLOW ON ROADWAY 
THETA=ATANITAN) 
SNK=SINI THETA I 
K N=NKT [HP+ INT (I XPG 1+ XP G2 1/ 0 DXR S+O. 99 99 9) 
IFIINTIXPG11.EQ.0) GOTO 3J 
GOTO 31 
30 SP2=SNK 
GOTO 12 
31 IFISPl.lT.SNKI SPl=SNK 
IFIIDG.EQ.I) GOTO 32 
GOTO 12 
32 IF'SP2.LT.SPlI SP2=SPl 
GOTO 12 
12 WRITE(6.200) Nl,GIIDG),cYIII,I=1.3) 
200 FORHATlII2,' TRAFFIC lANfS HIGHWAY wITH ',A6,'TYPE GUTTER FLOW'I 
57 
58 
59 
60 
61 
1'>2 
63 
64 
65 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
0- 18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
30 
31 
32 
33 
34 
35 
36 
37 
38 
39 
40 
41 
42 
43 
44 
45 
$' Yll)=',F5.3,' YIl)=',F5.3,' YI31=',F5,3) 
WRITEI6,2021 SPl.XPGl,SP2,XPG2 
20Z FORHATI' SP1 = • .F6.4.' If'Gl = ',F8.3.' SPZ = ',F6.4,' XF'GZ ',8 
$.3) 
WRITEI6,Z03) AA1,BB1,CCl,<;NK 
Z03 FORHATU' THE COEFFICIENTS OF CROWN CURVE EOUATION APE:'I 
$' 4=',F9.6,' B='.F9.6,' C=',F9.6,' SNK=',F9.61 
RETURN 
END 
SUB R OU TIN [ C 5 ISS. X I, Xl , XC, XP ,0 1 , D 2 .0 C , VI. V 2 • V C ) 
COMPUTE Q,V.ANO LOCATION OF C+ OR C- CHARACTERISTIC CURV[ 
S~=+I. FOR C+ 
55=-1. fOR C-
COMMON I B11 B 140 I, C 140 It Z'f 1U " TIM!: ,OPH ,NN ,N, N CH. P SL • CUR V F 
COM M 0 NIB 3 INK I 2 7 I • N J ( 27 I. D X • QT. 0 1ST ,H M IN ,v MI N. IT YP E , 10 ,0 C I 27 , 10 " 
sS,OS 
COMMON 1881 4 CCU ,ACCUX ,A (CUy, HORY, CC 
COMMON IB1Z1 NOEPTH 
DIMENSION FIZI,XIZI 
Cl=OT/IXl-X11*CI91 
CZ=I X2-XPI /lXZ-Xl) 
NCT=O 
N[)EPTH=D 
1=1 
C xlIl=IXZ-XCI/IXZ-Xl" XC=xz-XIII.IXZ-Xll 
X 11 J =0.4 
1 XX=XIIJ 
VC=V2- XX - I VZ-Vll 
OC=02-XX-IOZ-011 
)(C=X2- XX-I XZ-XlI 
IFIITYPE.EQ.Z.OR.ITYPE.EG.31 GOTO 3 
GOTO 5 
TFIOC.Ll.O.1 NOEPTH=1 
IFIOC.Ll.O.) RETURN 
IFIOC.LT.HORy) OC=HORY 
OS Q=SQ RT I C I 11* I C 11 )- 1. h vr .V C+ C II) *C 120 '" CD C. C 191/ C 151 + OPH I I 
FI I J =Ch I CI1I*VC+SS-DSQI +C 2-XX 
IFIABSIFIIII.LT.ACCUI RETURN 
IFII.EQ.lI GO TO 2 
NCT=NCT+l 
TFINCT.GT.201 GO TO 4 
IFIA8SIFIlI-F(2)).LT.ACCUoACCUI GO TO 4 
X X = I F I 11 - X I Z J - F I 21 • X 11 )) II FIll -F I 2 )) 
XIII =X IZI 
lI'l ZI =X X 
IFIABSIXI1'-XIZII.LT.ACCUI RETURN 
F I 11 =F IZ J 
GO TO 1 
I=Z 
XI21=0.6 
CO TO 1 
4 IFIABSIFIIIl.GT •• 1E-41 WRITEI6,ZOOI F(II 
ZUU FORHATI/' AT CS Fl11=FIZI=',[IZ.71 
END 
2 
3 
6 
7 
8 
'3 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
ZO 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
30 
31 
32 
33 
34 
35 
36 
37 
38 
39 
40 
41 
4Z 
43 
4'+ 
45 
46 
47 
48 
49 
50 
51 
52 
53 
54 
<;IJBROUTINE 09DY 
SET UP DOWMSTREAI" ;:'OUNDARY CONDITION 
rOMMON IA11 B(!IUItCI~DI.ZIIUI,TIMF.(,PH.NN.N,NCH.RSL.CURV' 
COMMON 1'321 HI27.27,21 ,VI:'7.27.21.Hl 127.10,21,HRI27,10,ZI. 
$ VD 127. 10 .? I. Vl I 2 7. Ie .;' I • VJ (;: 7.10.2 I. XJ 127. lU. 21 • J I I 2 7.;, 7. '2 I .K t\. N JJ 
CCHMON la31 NKI27) .NJ(27 I.DX.['T.OIST .HMIN.V"'I~'.IT'fPE.r0.CCI27,10l. 
Ss.os 
!FIIT'fPE.NE.l.ANQ.N.F~.l J GO TO 90 
KN1=KN-1 
IFINJJ.EQ.OI CO TO 5 
DO 1 JJ=I,NJJ 
J=NJJ-JJ+l 
IFIXJIN.J.21.GT.O:!:ST-rx.MJD.XJ(N.J.;'I.LT.DISTI GO TO 
1 CONTINUE 
GO TO 5 
2 JI IN. K N, ZI =1 
5 IFIJIIN.KN.1I.[Q.11 CO TO 20 
IFIJIIN.KN.ZI.EQ.11 GO TO 10 
DXl=OIST-FLOATIKN-21.0X 
CALL OPT(HIN.KN ... I .VIN.KN. 11 .HIN.KN1 .11.VIN.KNl.llrHIN.KN1.21. 
$VIN,KN1.2I,DX11 
RETURN 
10 X=OIST-XJIN.J,21 
HZ =H IN .K N. 11 + I H IN. KN 1. 11 -H ( r.. • KN. 11 '* X/O X 
V2=V IN ,KN, 11 + IVI N.KN1. 1I-V IN .KN. 11 I. X/oX 
15 CALL oPTIHIN.KN.11 .VIN.KN.11 .H2,V2.HR(N.J.2loVR(t\.J.21.XI 
IlETURN 
20 IFlJIIN.KN.ZI.[Q.OI GO Tf 22 
X=OIST-XJIN,J,ZI 
IFIJ.LT.NJJI GO TO 21 
X1=OIST-XJIN.J.1 I 
H2=H IN ,K N, 11 + I HR IN, J ,1 I-HI N. K N ,II I *X IX 1 
V2=VIN,KN,II+ IVRIN .J.l'-VIN.KN,III*X/XI 
to TO 15 
21 X1=OX-iOIST-XJIN.NJJ.ll1 
H1=H IN ,KN1 ,II +1 HLI N, NJJ. II -H I N. KNI .111 .OX/XI 
VI =v IN ,K N1 .11 +1 V LI N, NJJ. 11 -V IN, KN 1.1 II "OX IX 1 
HZ=H I N ,KN1 ,I I +( HLI N, NJJ. 11 -H IN. KN 1 .1 II " CD X- X II X 1 
V2 =v IN ,KNI ,II +1 V LI N. NJJ. 11 -V IN, KN 1.1 II" CD x-X I/X 1 
CALL OPTIH1,V1.H2.V2 .HRI ro,.J. 21 ,VIl IN. J. 21. XI 
RETURN 
2Z IFIVJIN.NJJ.lI.LT.ll.I GO TO 23 
HI =H I N .KN1 .1 I + I H LI N. N JJ. 11 -'i IN. KN 1 .1 II • OX I I DX-O IS T+X JI N • N JJ. 1 I I 
VI =v IN .K N1 .11 +( V LI N. NJJ. 11 -V IN. KN 1 .1 II • OX /I OX- 0 IS T +X J I N .N JJ. 1 I I 
CAL LOP T ( HI. VI. H IN. K t\ 1 • 1 I • V IN. K N 1 • 1 I • H IN. KN 1 • 2 I • V IN, K N 1 • 2 I • ox I 
RETURN 
23 'i2 =H IN .K N. 1) + I HR IN .NJ J. 1 1- H (N. K N. 1 1I *0 XI I DI S T -)' JI r... NJJ. 11 I 
VZ =v I N .K N. 11 + I VR IN .N JJ. 1 )- V IN. K N. 1 I I .0 X I( 01 ST -x JI ~J. NJJ. 11 I 
CALL D PT I fJ IN. K N. II .V IN. K N. 1) • J.j 2. V 2 .'i IN. KN 1.2 I • V 1'1 .K N 1. '2 I • OX I 
RETURN 
90 HIN.KN.21=HIN,KN.11 
VIN,KN.21=VIN.KN.1 I 
PfTURN 
END 
1U 
11 
12 
13 
.. 'I 
~5 
16 
17 
13 
1'3 
20 
21 
22 
23 
2'1 
25 
2'3 
27 
:28 
Z3 
3U 
31 
32 
33 
3'1 
35 
36 
37 
38 
39 
'1G 
'11 
'12 
43 
'1'1 
'15 
46 
'17 
'13 
49 
50 
51 
52 
53 
54 
55 
5" 
'\)RR()U1I~C" DPT! "'110 Vl':~.2'V~ ,H~.V3.XI 
COMPUTE V AI.[; '-I n THF OC.\·.NSTPEA'" Crlf' POUNT 
COM M 0 N I ~ 11 B 1 40 ) • C 1 4 n ) , ;' 1 10 I , T 1M [ , a PH. NN ,~ • N CH ,f.' SL , CU R V ' 
C () M M 0 N 18 2 I '-I 1 27 ,::, 7. ::' I • V 12 7, 2? • 2 I • H L 1 2 7 • 1 0 , 2) • H R 1 27 • 10 , 2 I , 
$ Vi'I 27. 10 .2 I ,v L 12 ""', ill ,2 I • VJ 127.10,2 I, XJ 1 Z7. 1 U, 2) .J II 27.27, Z I .K t\. N .JJ 
C(,MMON 1831 NKIZ71.:.JI271,DX,[lT.DIST,HMIN,VMlt',ITYPE,IO.OCIZ7tlUI, 
57 
53 
S') 
DC 
51 
~2 
$S.DS [,3 
COMM ON 184/1 II 27, ~I , XII 27 ,2 I • HII Z 7,21 .V I IZ 7. Z I • Q I 1 27.2 I , WI 1 27. 2 I • :::. 4 
SCTIZ7.ZI,CYI27.ZltCVI27.Z) cs 
COMMON IP51 t;SI2 7 .271,SGI27,Z71.FG!27,Z71,NF,SF,FF ,Ct; 
COHHON/B6/AA1.BB1. CC1. SNK. IOG.SP1 ,XPG1 .SP 2. xP G2 (; 7 
COHHON IB81 ACCU.ACCUX.ACC:UY,HDRY.CC b8 
DIMENSION HHIZ).FIZI 53 
IF(IDG.EQ.1.AND.N.EQ.~CHI CTMIN=HMPJ.B(lCIICI5)/TANIAS:NISPZI )/BI1 7U 
SuI 71 
TI~=TIHE-nT 7:2 
CALL STORHIOIST.TIMI 73 
CALL OPHEAD 7'1 
CALL GEOH(Z.A1.HltRl,T1,Dl,l,1,DISTI 75 
n=DIST-X 76 
CALL STORHIX1.TI~) 77 
CALL OPHEAO 73 
CALL GEOMIZ,A2.H2.R2.T2.DZ.1,1.XlI 79 
CALL STORMIX1.TIME) 8U 
nLL OPHEAD 81 
nLL GEOMI2.A2.H3.R3.T3.D3.1.Z,XlI 8Z 
FRN3=FRTSTlV3.D3,OPH.CIl).CI51 ,C(9).CIZOI,1I 33 
IF(FRN3.LE.0.I GOTO ~ 8'1 
CALL CSl1.,X1,OI~T,XD,DIST,D2,D1,DD.V2,V1,VD) 85 
C~LL CS(-1.,X1,OIST,XE,DIST,D2,D1,DE,V2,Y1,YEI 86 
FOR SUPEPCRITICAL FLOW 87 
C~LL CEQS(VD,DD,VE.DE.V(t;.KN.ZI,HIN,KN.2J .XD,XE.DT,DT.DIST) 88 
NG(N.KNI=NF &9 
FGIN,KNI=FF 90 
SGIN,KNI=SF 91 
HCH=HIN.KN,2) 92 
IFIN.EQ.NCH.AND.t·K INf'.!I.GT.2.AND.IDG.EG.1l CALL H'9DYI2,::-::ST,HCH,T, 93 
$Z) 94 
CALL STCRMIOIST,T:MEI 9S 
CALL GEO~(2,A.HI~,KN,2),C,T,D,1,2,DIST) 9b 
FRN=FRTSTlVIN,KN,21,D.OPH,CI11,CISI,CI91,CI20l,1) 97 
IF(FPN.CT.O.) RETURN 38 
"OR SUBCRITICAL FLOi, OY""lFALL CONrITION CONTRCL THE H HID V 99 
'J C~lL STOD~IOIST.TIMI lOU 
r~=C(91 101 
C26=CI 26) 1UZ 
CZ7=C1271 103 
C2 9= C 1 2'0 I 1 U 4 
C~LL STOR~IX1,TI~1 lU5 
C~=CI91+C9 106 
C26=C(26)+CZE 
C27=CIZ71+C27 
C7 9=C 129 I+CZ9 
CALL STORMIX1,TI~E) 
CALL SEO~12,A3,H~,F:3,T~.[:o .1,2,Xl) 
r O ::CI';)+C"1 
C?£.=C( 2£) +C25 
C77=C(:7 )+C27 
C? S=C( 2':! )+C:?9 
CALL STORM(clIST.r-M[) 
C'J=IC(9)+C3)/'I. 
C~5=ICI2()+CZ6)/q. 
C27=(CI?71+C271/4. 
C?S=ICI2'J)+C2~1/4. 
1 (J I= 1 
NCT=[] 
HHI1I=Hl 
11 IF 1 N. C~. N CH. A NO. If) G.~· Q.1 .f I';~ ,HH II 1 • LT. H MI to H Y 1 I 1='1 M: N 
!FIHHIII.LT.HDRYI HHliI=H~RY 
HIN,KN,21=HrlII) 
IF 1 N • E Q. N CH • A "J 0 • 'K 1 N 'II ." T, :2 • A ~;D • I Dr, E C • 11 C AL LIt; c- r Y ( 2 , "I -: T • H 41 I I, 
$TTT.ZI 
IFIN.EG.NCH.AND.r:C'.F~.l.~ND,HHII),Lr,HMIf\I CTINN.21=CH·IN 
CALL GEOMI2,A.HHI~ ItR.T.f),l,Z.DIST) 
CALL STOPHIOIST.TIMEI 
T=1T1+T2+T3+T 1/4. 
PI QL =8 111l • 1 T.8 1 10 I. C 'J. (C:' 5- C2 71. C!1 91 I g 1 18 1+ C291 1'1 110 I. r 1 5 I ) I 
VV =S QR TI C 1 2U I ., D.C 1 '3 JlC (5) +0 PH I 1 
F 1 I I =A3- A 2+A-A1+C,T IX- 1 VI -A 1- VZ* A2 +VV oA -V3.A 31.C ~ -2,. DT 00;: QL 
IFIA8SIFIIII.LT.t.CCu) GO TO 13 
1FII.EQ.1I GO TO 1Z 
IFIA[,SIF(1)-FIZ) ).LT.ACCIJ-ACCClIGO TO 13 
NCT=NCT+ 1 
IF(NCT.GT.ZO) GO TO Z[; 
H H H = 1 F (1) "H H 1 2 1- r ( Z I • YH ( 11 ) /I F 1 11 - F 1 21 ) 
HHIlI=HHI21 
HH (Z ).=HHH 
FIlI=FI21 
CO TO 11 
12 I=Z 
HHIZI=H3 
GO TO 11 
20 <;<::S= -1. 
\;RlTE 1 E, 100) N 
IIlIJ FORMATI' NO SOLUT"()" AT TI-i[ rO..JNSTrtA~' END OF S,CTION',T7) 
'!'F IN.[Q.NCH) GO TO 1-: 
IF 1 A 9S 1 F 1 I) I • GT • o. IE -4 1 SS =:.:J'l T 1 <; S5) 
13 H(N.KN,21=HHII) 
V(N.KN,21=VV 
NGIN,KNI=2 
r .\ LL G E 0 "1 ( Z. A ,H 1 r" KN .2 I • r, T, D , 1 • Z • [; 1<. T ) 
CALL F RIC ( v ( N • K N ,:, 1 , H ( N • /. ~J ,2 I • F F , P , p !': • P E C , I R , 2 • D:: ': T I 
FG(N,KN)=FF 
<; r, 1 N, K N) = r 14 I .F I'" .V 1 N • I{N, .) 0 A 9 <; 1 VI N, KI';. 2 I I II 81 1310 r ) 
R[TURN 
r. ND 
1 
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21 
22 
23 
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c 
c 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
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C 
C 
C 
C 
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57 
SUBROUTINE ERRIIOI 58 
COMPUTE THE COHPUTATIONAl ERROR 59 
COMMON IB11 8f40J.Cf401.ZI10JoTIME.OPH.NN.N.NCH.RSl.CURYE 60 
COHMON IB21 H(Z7.Z7.21.Vf27.27.21.HlI27.1D.2hHRI27.1D.21t 61 
SVRI27.10.21.VlIZ7.l0.2J.VJI27.10.21.XJI27.10.21.JTC27.27.21.I'.N.N J 6Z 
COHHON IB31 NKI271.NJ(Z7 IoDX.nT.DIST.HMIN.VMIN.ITVPE.IO.0r,127.101. 63 
SS.DS 64 
COMHON 1941 I I127. 21 .XI I 27 .2IoHIf 27. 21 .VI (27.21.G I127.2 10 WI (27 .21. 65 
SCT(27.21.CHI27.ZltCV!27.21 66 
COHMON ISBI ACCU.ACCUX.ACCUV.HDRV.CC 67 
COMMON IBlOI OXCH.DXRS.DDXCH.DDXRS 68 
ceHMON IB141 IWET(271 69 
CCM,.ON IB151 V01.VTl ,VIN 10 VOUT1 70 
DATA THT/-l.1 71 
(;ATA VIN .VOUT.VO .VT. rn 1/0 • • 0 •• D •• 0 •• 0.1 72 
VO=ACCUMULATED VOLUME OF WATER RETAINING ON THE GROUND AT NT=1 73 
VT=ACCUMULATED VOLUME OF WATER RETAINING ON THE GROUND AT NT=2 74 
VIN=ACCU~ULATED VOLUME OF WATER FLOWING IN FPOM THE UPSTREAM END' 75 
GUTTER PLUS LATERAL INFLCW INCLUDING RAINnLL AND TNFIL TRATION 76 
VOUT=ACCUMULATED VOL UHE OF WATER FLOWING OUT FROM THE DOWNSTREAH 77 
END OF GUTTER 78 
ID=INDEX FOR OPTION OF CO~PUTING ERROR 19 
10 COMPUTE ASSUMED INTIAL VOLUME OF WATER RETAINING ON THE 80 
GROUND ONLY 81 
2. COHPUTE INFLOW. (JJTfLOW. AND FINAL VOLUME Of WATER RETAIN- 82 
ING ON THE GROUND 83 
3. FOR ITYPE 3 ADVANCING WAVE PROBLEM 84 
4. ~OR ITYP[ 2 ADVANCING WAVE PROBLEM 85 
NS=NCH+1 86 
GOTO (41.11.21.311.10 81 
IFIITYPE.EJ.11 GOTO 1 8a 
Ir(ITVPE.EG.31 GO TO 30 89 
IFIITYPE.EQ.51 GO TO 1 90 
RETURN 91 
N=1 92 
CALL PREP 93 
XJZ=XJIN.NJJ.11/2. 94 
CALL STORHIXJ2.TIHEI 95 
CALL GEOHI2.A1.HIN.l.11.Rl.T1.D1.1.1.0.1 96 
CALL GEOHI2.AZ.HlIN.l.11.R2.T2.D2.1.1.XJIN.NJJ.11 I 97 
V 0 = I Al + A ZI * X J ( N • NJ J. 1) * B 12 11 12 • * B I 16 1 I B 118 II C I 9 1 98 
VOl=VO/BIZ11/S(161*B(181 99 
RETURN IOU 
DO 25 N=l.NS 101 
FCT=l. 102 
IfIN.LT.NCHI FCT=ODXCH*B(16I1BI181 103 
IFIN.EG.l.0R.N.EG.NN I FCl=DDXCH/2.*B 11611B1181 104 
It"fN.EG.NSI fCT=8IZ1hBllEl/B(lS1 1u5 
IFINH.EG.11 FCT=l. 106 
CALL PREP 107 
TFIKN.LE.21 GOTO 40 108 
DO 10 K=Z. KN 109 
DXl=DX 110 
HZ=HIN~.II 111 
X=fLOATIK-11*DX 112 
IFIN.EG.NCH.OR.K.L T.KNI ro TO 9 113 
IfINN.EG.II GO TO 9 
IFIN.LT.NCHI H2=HIIN.11 
X=XI (N .11 
DX1=XII N.I I-AINTI X II N. 11 ID X hOX 
9 IFIHIN.K-I.II.LT.HDRY*1.0l..AND.H2.LT.HDRY*1.011 GO TO ID 
Xl=X-OXl 
IFIJIIN.K.11.EG.11 GO TO 4 
XI2=IX+X11/2. 
CALL STORHIXI2.TIMEI 
CALL GEOHI2,A1.HIN.K-l.II.RI.TI.DI.1.1.Xll 
CALL GEOMI2.AZ.H2,RZ.TZ.D2,1.1.XI 
V0=VO+IA1+AZI/Z./CI9J*OXl*rCT 
I? 0 TO 10 
4 J=l 
H1=H I N.K -1.11 
DO 6 JJ=J. NJJ 
IFIXJIN.JJ.II.GT.Xl.ANO.XJIN.JJ.lI.LE.XI GOTO 7 
CONTINUE 
Xz=x 
H2=HIN.K.11 
IfINN.EG.11 GO TO 8 
IfIN.LT.NCH.AND.K.EG.KNI H2=HIIN.II 
GO TO 8 
7 X2=XJIN.JJ.1J 
HZ=HLIN,JJ.l1 
XIZ= I Xl+X2I1Z. 
CALL STORHIX12.TIHEI 
CALL GEOHI 2. AI. HIo RI.T 1. Dl .1.1 ,XII 
CALL GEOHI2.AZ.HZ,RZ.TZ.DZ.l.I.XZI 
YO=VO+ IA1+A21/Z./CI9 h (X ?-oXI hfCT 
IFIX-XZ.LT.ACCUI GO TO 10 
Xl=X2 
Hl=HRI N. JJ.l 1 
J=JJ+1 
GO TO 5 
10 CONTINUE 
40 IFINN.EO.11 RETURN 
25 CONTINUE 
RETURN 
II VT=O. 
VINZ=O. 
IFIITYPE.EG.31 GO TO 35 
N=NCH 
KX=NN 
TFINN.EG.ll N=I 
IFINN.EO.II KX=KN 
CALL GEOHIZ,A1.HIN.KX.1I.R1.Tl,Dlol.loC(21)1 
CAL L G E 0 H I 2, A? • H IN. K X. 21 ,R Z , T2 ,02 • 1. 2. C I 21 I I 
VOUT=VOUT+IVIN.KX.11*A1+VIN.KX.21*AZI*OT/2. 
35 DO 24 N=loNS 
IFIITYPE.EG.2.ANO.IWHIN ).EG.OI GOTO 24 
IFIITYPE.EG.5.AND.IWETIN I.EQ.OI GO TO 24 
F ':T=1. 
IFIN.LT.NCHI FCT=DDXCH*BI161/BI181 
IF IN.EG.l.0R. N.E(,l.NN I FC ~DOXCHI2.*81161 /B1181 
IFIN.EG.NSI rCT=E!CZII*BIIEI/BI1S1 
IrINN.EG.II FCT=1. 
114 
115 
116 
117 
118 
119 
120 
121 
122 
lZ3 
12/f 
125 
126 
127 
128 
129 
130 
131 
132 
133 
134 
135 
136 
137 
138 
139 
HO 
141 
~ l .. Z 
1 .. 3 
1'1" 
1'l5 
1 .. 6 
1 .. 7 
1 .. 8 
1'l9 
150 
151 
15Z 
153 
15 .. 
155 
156 
157 
158 
159 
160 
161 
162 
163 
16,. 
165 
166 
167 
168 
169 
170 
IOO=10 
IO=O 
CALL PREP 
IFI N.EG.NCHI CZ8=C IZ el 
IFINN.EG.11 CZ8=C1281 
10=100 
VIN=VIN+C2S*DT 
IFIKN.LE.ZI GOTO 50 
DO ZO K=2,KN 
X=FLOATI K-l) *DX 
DX1=OX 
H2=HIN.K.21 
IFIN.EQ.NCH.OR.K.LT.KNI 00 TO 18 
IFINN.EQ.11 GO TO 18 
IFIITYPE.EQ.3) GO TO 18 
OX1=XIIN.ZI-AINTIXIIN.ZI/DXI*OX 
IFIN.LT.NCHI HZ=HIIN.21 
X=XIIN,2 J 
18 IFIHtN,K-1.21.LT.HDRY*1.0l..AND.H2.LT.HDRY_1.011 GO TO 20 
X1=X-DXl 
IFI.1IIN,K.ZJ.EQ.11 GO TO 16 
X1Z=IX1+Xl/l. 
CALL STORMIXll.TIHEJ 
CALL GEOHI2,Al.HIN,K-1.2hRl,TltD1,l.l.XIJ 
CALL GEOHll.Al.HZ.Rl.T2.D2.1.2.XI 
VT=VT+IAl+AlJ/2./CI91-0XI-FCT 
GO TO 17 
16 .1=1 
H1=HIN.K-1.lJ 
II DO 13 .1.1=J,NJJ 
IFIXJIN,.1J.lJ.GT.X1.AND.XJIN.J.1.ll.LE.XI GO TO I" 
13 CONTINUE 
X2=X 
HZ=HIN,K,ZI 
IFINN.EQ.11 GO TO 15 
IFIN.LT.NCH.ANO.K.EQ.KNJ H2=HIIN.ll 
GO TO 15 
14 Xl=XJI N. JJ .ll 
HZ=HLI N, JJ .ll 
15 XI2=IXl+XllIl. 
CALL STORHIXIZ.TIHEI 
CALL GEOHll.Al.Hl.R1,T1.m.l.z.XlI 
CALL GEOHI2,AZ.H2,Rl.T2.D2.1,2.Xll 
VT=VT+ I A 1+ AZI/2 .IC 19 1* I X:<'- XII. FCT 
IFIX-X2.LT.ACCUI GO TO 17 
X1=X2 
H1=HRIN,J.1,21 
.1=..1.1+1 
GO TO 12 
17 Xl=X-OXl 
CALL STORMIXl,TIHE) 
CAL L G E 0 M I 2. A • H IN. K- 10 2 I ,R , T ,0 , 1 , Z , X 11 
TT=T 
CZ6=Cll6 J 
C27=CIZ71 
CALL STORHIX,TIHEI 
HZ=HIN,K ,2) 
171 
172 
173 
17 .. 
175 
176 
177 
178 
179 
lSU 
181 
182 
183 
184 
185 
186 
187 
188 
189 
190 
I'll 
192 
193 
19 .. 
195 
196 
197 
198 
199 
200 
ZOl 
202 
Z03 
Z04 
Z05 
206 
207 
Z08 
209 
lID 
211 
Zll 
Z13 
ZlIf 
215 
216 
217 
Z18 
IFINN.Ea.1) GOTO 22 
IFIN.LT.NCH.ANO.K.EQ.KN) H2=HIIN,21 
22 CALL GEOHI2,A.H2,R,T,O,1.2.XI 
TT=TT+T 
C26=C26+CI26 ) 
C27=C27+CI271 
TIH=TIHE-or 
CALL STOR~IX1.TIMI 
CALL GEOMIZ.A,HIN.K-I.1ItR.T.O,l.1,X11 
TT=TT+ T 
C26=C26+CI 26) 
C77=C27+CI 27 J 
CALL srORHlx.TIHI 
H7=HIN,K,11 
IFINN.EQ.11 GO TO 19 
IFIN.LT.NCH.AND.K.EQ.KNI H2=HIIN,ll 
19 CALL GEOHIZ.A.H2.R.T.D.1,1,XI 
TT=I TT+T II ... 
C26=IC2E+CI2611/4. 
C27=IC27+CI27IJ/4. 
VINl=VIN2+ I C2f-C27 I- TT. D T* D X 1* C I 1 'II' 8 I 10 J *B I 111/B 118 "FCT 
20 CONTINUE 
50 IFINN.EQ.11 GOTO 27 
IFlITYPE.EQ.31 GO TO 26 
Z4 CONTINUE 
VIN=VIN+VIN2 
GO TO 27 
26 VOUT1=O. 
VTl=VT/FCT 
VINl=VIN2/Fcr 
21 VT=VTl*BI211*BI161/BI181 
VIN=VIN+VIN1*BI211 
VOUT=VOUT+VOUTl*B (21 ) 
GO TO l7 
31 IFITTTT.LT.O.I VO=VOI 
TTTT=l. 
VT=VTl 
VIN= VIN+ V IN1 
VOUT=VOUT+VOUT1 
27 ER=I VT+YOUT-YIN-VO 1/ IVIN+VOI*lOO. 
CER=ER-£lH 
IFII0.EQ.1J WRITEI6.aJOI fR.CER.VO.VT.VIN.VOUT 
200 FORHAT'" ACC COMP fPR =' .F8.2,'t. CURR COHP ERR =' ,Fe.2,'t, WI lH 
$ VO =',F7.3,' VT =',F7.3,' VIN =',F7.3,' vour =',F7.3) 
IFIIO.EQ.21 ER1=CR 
TTTT=TIHE 
RETURN 
E NO 
N 
o 
4 
5 
6 
1 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
1'3 
211 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
21 
28 
29 
30 
31 
32 
33 
34 
35 
36 
31 
38 
39 
40 
41 
42 
43 
44 
45 
46 
47 
48 
49 
50 
51 
52 
53 
54 
SUEROUTINE EVOT 
EVALUATE THE TIHE INTERV~ 'OT" 
COHHON IB11 BI401,C(40),ZI10).TIME.OPH.NN.N,NCH.RSL.CURVr 
COHHON 1[>,21 HI27.27.21 .V(27.27.2ltHLI27.10.2ltHRI27.10.21. 
$ VR 121.10 .21. VL I 21. 1U .2 It VJ I 27.10.2 I. XJ 121.10.2) .J I12 7. <.1.21. K N .NJ,' 
COHHON 1631 NK(271 .NJ127 hOX.OT.OIST.HHIN.VMIN.ITVPE.IO.OCI21.101. 
'S.OS 
COHHON IESI ACCU,ACCUX.ACCUV.HORV.CC 
COHHON IB101 OXCH.OXRS,OOXCH,OOXRS 
COHHON 16131 STR 
COHHON IB141 IWET(27) 
DATA NCT 101 
IFCNCT .GT .0) GO TO 2 
TFCT=D.l/(TIHE+ACCU) 
1FIITYPE.NE.1) GO TO 1 
1FIC(4).LT.0.Ol.0R.9126) .LT.9.) TFCT=o.5 
1FITFCT.GT.1.) TFCT=l. 
CALL OPHE AD 
OTEQ=DXCY/Il.+SQRTIC(20)*11.+0PH)')/Cf5) 
2 DTHAX=DTEQ.TTHE*TFCT 
OTH1N=1.0E6 
FACTOR=0.9 
1FINCT.GT.1.AND.TIHE.GT.STR) DTHAX=ITIHE-STR+.2'/20. 
NCT=NCT+ 1 
100=10 
10=0 
NS=NCH+l 
DO 10 N=le NS 
1FIITYPE.EQ.2.AND.IWETfN I.EQ.O) GO TO 10 
IFIITYPE.EG.5.AND.1W[TIN).EQ.0) GO TO 10 
CALL PREP 
IFIKN.LE.2) GOTO 8 
DO 5 K=l,KN 
1FIHIN,K,1).LT.1.1*HORYl GO TO 5 
X=FLOATI K-lI* OX 
CALL STORHIX.TIHE) 
CALL OPHEAD 
CALL GEOHI2.A.HfN.K.U.R,T,0.1.1.X) 
TAN=CI 11 .y IN.K .11 +SQ RT I C 11 ) *1 C I 1) -1. )* V IN ,K .11**2 +C f 1) .C I 20). (0* 
SC(9)/CfS)+OPH)) 
1FIA6SITANI.LT.ACCU) GOTO 5 
OTT=OX/TAN/CI9' 
IFIDTT.LT.DTHIN) DTHIN=OTT 
5 CONTINUE 
8 IFINN.[Q.lI GOTO 11 
1FIITVPE.EQ.31 GO TO 11 
10 CONTINUE 
11 OT=OTHIN*FACTOR 
1FIDT.GT.DTHAX) DT=OTHAX 
1FIOT.GT.DTEQ) DT=OTEG 
10=100 
IFIOT.LT.ACCUI SS=SQRTI-lo) 
RETURN 
END 
2 
6 
1 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
11 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
21 
28 
29 
30 
31 
32 
33 
34 
35 
36 
31 
38 
39 
40 
41 
42 
43 
44 
45 
46 
47 
48 
49 
50 
51 
52 
53 
54 
55 
56 
SUBROUTINE FR IC 1 VV .HH. F. P .. RE.R EC.1 R. NT. X I 
EVALUATE THE FRICTIONAL (OEFICIENT 
COHMON IB11 81401.CI40I. ZIIOI.T1ME.OPH.NN .N.NCH.RSL.CURVE 
COMMON 1831 NKI 211 .NJ127 ). OX .DT .DIST .HM1N .VMIN.1T VPE .IO.OCI 27. 10) 
$~,DS 
COMMON IB81 ACCU.ACCUX.ACCUy.HORY.CC 
IR=REGIONS OF FRICTI(lN CC£FFICIENT VS. REVNOLDS NUMBER 
SF=CI81 
CC=CI361·SF*.CI37' 
IFICC.LT.24.1 CC=24. 
FMAX=1./ACCU •• 3 
IFIHH.GT.HDRY*1.011 GOTO 1 
20 1R=O 
F=FHAX 
REC=O. 
RE=CC/FHAX 
RETURN 
RE=ABSIVV.R*B(14)1 
IFIRE.LT.ACCU) GOTO ill 
FB2=1./12.*ALOGI012 •• E(2)I+l.14).*2 
IFIR.LE.B(2).Cf23) I GOTO 15 
C RELS IS THE SOLUTION OF F=C/RE ANO 1/SQRT IFI=2.ALOG10IRE* 
C SQRTIFI)+0.404 
IFICC.LE.24.) RELS=478.22 
TFICC.LE.24.) GOTO 4 
REl=500. 
NCT=O 
F 1=RE1-CC. I ALOGI01 RE 11 +ALO G10 I CC 1+0.40 4' •• 2 
F 2=1.-2 •• SGRT I CC II I ALOG 110. I.SQRT (RE 11 I 
RE2=REl-Fl IF2 
1FIRE2.LT.l.) RE2=I. 
IFIABS(REI-RE21.LT.ACCU' GO TO 3 
NCT=NCT+l 
1FINCT.GT.201 SS=SGRTI-l.1 
REl=RE2 
GO TO 2 
3 RELS=REZ 
4 IFfCI23'.LT.ACCU' GO TO 7 
C RELR IS THE SOLUTION OF f=C/RE AND 1/SQRTIF,=I.ALOG1012.R/KI+1.1 
RELR=CC.IZ •• ALOG1012 •• R/C(Z3)'+1.741.*2 
CHECK THE EXISTENCE OF RElS 
rfIRELS.r-T.RELRI GO TO 6 
C THERE EXIST BOTH RElS ANDRESR 
C RESR IS THE SOLUTION OF lISQRTlFJ=2.ALOG10IRf*SQRTlFII+0.404 AND 
1/SQRT(F'=2*ALOGI0IZ·R/KI+1.74 
RF.SR =2 •• RIC I 231* (Z •• 1It.. OG 10 1 2. * RIC (23 II +1.74'.10 •• *0.668 
IFIRE.LT.RESR' GO TO 7 
f FOR TURBULENT FLOW ON R:lUGH SURFACE 
IP.=3 
REC=RESR 
F=1.112 •• ALOG10f2 •• R/CI2 3) )+1.741**2 
RETURN 
C THERE EXISTS RELR ONLY 
RfC=RELR 
IFIRE.LT.RELRI GO TO 10 
IR=5 
57 
58 
59 
·60 
<'1 
<'2 
63 
1,;4 
65 
66 
67 
68 
69 
70 
71 
72 
73 
74 
75 
76 
77 
78 
79 
80 
81 
82 
83 
84 
85 
86 
87 
88 
89 
1 
2 
3 
1 
8 
10 
11 
12 
GO TO 5 
REC=RELS 
IFIRE.LT.PELSI GO TO 11 
TURBULENT FLOW ON SMOOTH SURFACE 
IR=2 
F=0.IE-3 
NCT=O 
8 Fl=-I./F+2.*ALOGlOIRE*FI+O.404 
F2=1./F •• 2+2.IIF.ALOCII0.11 
FNEW=F-FI/F2 
1FIFNEW.LT.ACCUI FNEW=ACCU 
1FIABSIF-FNEWI.LT.ACCU) CO TO 9 
NCT=NCT+l 
1FINCT.GT.201 SS=SQRTI-l.1 
F=FNEW 
GO TO 8 
9 F=FNEW.FNEW 
RETURN 
LAMINAR FLOW 
10 IR=4 
F=CC/RE 
1FIF.GT.FMAXI F=FMAX 
RETURN 
11 1R=1 
F=CC/RE 
1FIF.GT.FMAX) F=FMAX 
RETURN 
15 1R=6 
REC=CC/FB2 
~=CC/RE 
1FIF.GT.FMAXI F=FMAX 
RETURN 
END 
FUNCTION FRTSTlV.O.OP,Cl.C5.C9,C20.IDI 
THE EQUATION OF FROUOE NUMBER 
10=1 TO TEST FROUOE NUMBER 
10=2 TO FIND FROUOE NUMBER 
T1=Cl*ABSI VI 
T2=SGR TI Cl. ICI-i. I .V.V +C 1* C20* 10. C 9/C5+ OR I I 
GO TO 11.21.10 
FRTST=T1-T2 
RETURN 
2 FRTST=T11T2 
RETURN 
END 
lLJ 
12 
13 
14 
15 
15 
17 
18 
19 
ZU 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
2e 
29 
30 
31 
32 
33 
34 
35 
3;; 
31 
38 
39 
40 
41 
4Z 
43 
44 
45 
46 
41 
48 
49 
5U 
51 
52 
53 
54 
5!> 
56 
c 
c 
C 
SUBROUTINE CEOMIID.A.Y.R.T.O.IOIM.~T.XI 
COMPUTE TH<: MAGNITUOF'; OF CHANNEL CTOl"ETRIES 
If) 
15 GrVEr\ 
I r, G IV EN 
;-; ::;lVfN 
TIS G IV fN 
o 1<:; r IV oN 
Y 1 r:; ;.;. IV r~,j Tv F Jr. 0 C ~ ~ T R 0 I D YO 1 P E TO RN E r: e Y R) 
HI rot 
1 FOR ~IME~SICNLErs VA~IABLES 
2 FOR DIMENSIONAL VARIABLES 
C OH HO N I gIl E 140 I , C 1 40 I , ? I 1 0 I • T 1M E • OP H • NN • t\ • N CH • P SL • CUR V : 
COMMON IP?I HIZ7.27.:?).VI27.27.21,HLI27.10.2).HRI27.10.21. 
'lVQI27.10,Z).VLIZ7.10.Z),VJIZ7,10.Z).XJI27,10.21,JII21,Z7.?I.KN.N.J 
COMHON 1P.31 NK(27),NJI211.0X."T,OTST.HMIN.VMIN,ITYP[,IO.OCI27tlUI. 
$<':.OS 
(" OM MO N I :141 I I I 2 - • 2 I • X I 17.7 • Z I • H I I 27. 2 I • VI 1 Z 7 • ? I ,0 I I Z 7.2 I , WI I Z 7.2 I • 
'lCT( 27.21 .CHI27.21.CVI 27. 71 
COHMON/86/AA1.BB1.CCl.SNK.IDG.SP1.XPCl,SP2.XPC2 
CCHMON 1381 ACCU,ACCUX,ACCUY,~ORY.CC 
CCMMON IB91 TLIIC.21.TRIIO.21 
COMMON I010/0XCH,~XRS,OQXCH.DOXRS 
GAIA1.A2.A3.UI=-IAI.U**3./3.+A2*U*U/Z.+A3*UI 
GYIAl.A2.A3,UI=-IAI*U*U+A2*U+A31 
C S ( AI. A2 , U 1= 12 •• A 1* U + AZ II I 4. * AI) * SOR 11 4. * Al* Al *u * U +4. * Al * f, 2 * U+ A 
$Z*AZ+l.l+l./14.*SQRTIAl*~1)I*ALOGI8.*A1*Al*U+4.*Al*AZ+4 •• SQRTIAl*A 
$11*SQRTIQ •• A1*Al*U*U·+4.*Al*AZ*U+A?*A2+1. II-A2/14.*Al).SOPTIA2*AZ+ 
$1. I -1. /I 4 • *SO RT I A 1. A 11 I * ~L a G I 4 • * A 1. A 2+ 4 •• SO RT I A 1. All • SG RT I A 2. A2 +1 • 
$1 I 
rHIA1.AZ.A3.UI=AI*AI·U·*S./5.+AI.AZ.U.*4./Z.+IAZ.AZ+Z.*Al*A31*U*.3 
$./3.+AZ*A3*U*U+A3*A3.U 
IFlN.EQ.NCHI GO TO ZO 
FOR OVERLAND FLOW IN.LT.NCH.ANO.N=~CH+11 
IFII01M.EO.21 CO TO £ 
GO TOll,2.3.4.5.21,10 
CHANGE DIMENSIONLESS PATAMETERS TO oIMENSIOt\AL HyaRAULIC CEPTH 0 
1 0=A.BI181 
GO TO 11 
0=Y*BI161*CI91/CI51 
r a TO 11 
3 0 =R * 81111 
G a TO 11 
S$=SQRTI-1.1 
0=0*BI161 
G a TO 11 
CHANGE ALL DIMENSIONAL PARAMETERS TO DIME f\SIONAL J-IY::JPAULIr: DEPTH 
5 GO TO 17.8.9.10.11,8).10 
1 0 =A 
("0 TO 11 
8 Q=Y*CI91 
G a TO 11 
9 D=R 
GO TO 11 
10 SS=SQRTI-l.1 
11 A=O 
~ 
57 
Sg 
59 
60 
61 
53 
£.4 
&5 
65 
[,7 
('B 
toJ 
70 
7:.. 
72 
73 
74 
75 
7" 
77 
73 
79 
90 
a1 
82 
83 
84 
85 
86 
87 
aa 
8'3 
']0 
91 
92 
93 
94 
95 
% 
97 
93 
99 
100 
lLl 
1U2 
1U3 
llJ4 
HJ5 
10 G 
107 
1U B 
10'] 
110 
111 
112 
113 
Y=0/C191 
R=O 
T=l. 
IFIIO.EG.61 R=Y/~. 
IFIIOIM.E"~.21 RETuRN 
A=A/gllel 
Y=Y.CI 51 18116 I 
P=R/BI171 
T=T/BI101 
D=0/81161 
:::,1 ID.EG.GI R=Y/2. 
R fTURN 
FOR GUTTER FLOW 
~O IFIIDG.EG.lI GO TO 40 
CHANNEL TYPE GUTTER FLOW CROSS-SECTION OF CHANNEL IS 2FT CF 
POTTEM WITH 1:1 SIDE SLOPE 1FT HIGH 
IFIIOIM.EG.21 GO TO 26 
GO TO 121.22.Z3.24,25.ZZI.IO 
21 Y=ISQRTl1.+A*SI1811-1.I/CI51 
GO TO 31 
22 Y=Y*SI161/CI51 
GO TO 21 
23 R=R_SI171 
GO TO 29 
24 Y=IT*81101/2.-1.)/CI51 
GO TO 31 
25 D=0-SI161 
G C TO 28 
26 GO TO 127.31,29.30,2!',311.IO 
27 Y=ISGRTll.+AI-l.I/Clr.) 
GO TO 31 
28 Y=110-l.)+SQRTIO*0+1.II/CI51 
GO TO 31 
29 Y=11.414*R-l.+SaRTI 11.-1. rH4-Rh-2+Z.-RII/CISI 
GO TO 31 
30 Y=IT/Z.-1.lIC(5) 
31 0 0= Y _ C 1 5 ) 
A=12.+00)-00 
Y=OO/CI51 
R=A/IZ.+2.828*00) 
T=Z.+Z.-OO 
o =A/T 
IFIIO.Ea.6) R=OO*DO.11.+0D/3.I/A 
I~IIDIM.EQ.ZI RETURN 
A=A/8(18) 
Y=Y-C(5)/9116) 
R=R/81 17) 
T=T/81101 
D=D/8(16) 
IFIID.EG.61 R=00.~0_ll.+Dr/3.I/IA_PI1811 
R [TURN 
C CURB TYPE GUTTER FLOW 
40 XJJ=XJIN,NJJ.NT) 
IrINJINCHI.LT.11 80 TO 54 
IFIITYPE.EG.Z.ANO.X.LT.XJJI GO TO 54 
IFIITYPE.EQ.2.AND.X.GE.XJJI GOTO 52 
54 XOX=X/OXCH 
114 
115 
116 
117 
118 
119 
I2l! 
121 
122 
123 
124 
125 
12 " 
.'- . 
12 a 
12 'J 
13u 
131-
1: 2 
133 
134 
135 
136 
137 
130 
139 
14U 
lIfl 
142 
143 
144 
145 
146 
147 
148 
14 '3 
150 
151 
152 
153 
154 
15.5 
lSi) 
157 
158 
15 "] 
160 
1;; 1 
1f, 2 
If, 3 
16 'I 
165 
166 
167 
1E> 8 
1E> '3 
17U 
D DX=XDX- ATNTI XDX-0.OGOl!11 
K=XDX+l.93999 
IFIK.GT.NNI K=NN 
:rIK.EG.!1 SCTO 5'1 
IFINJJ.EJ.UI ::0 TO 58 
1FIJIIt"K.NTI.EQ.OI GO Te 59 
XK=FLOATIK-11.0XCY 
XK1=XK-DYCH 
DO 55 J=1.NJJ 
YJJ=XJIN,J,NTI 
!FIXJJ.GT.XK1.ANr.XJJ.LT.XKI 80 Te 5E 
55 r CN TI NUE 
co 0 TO 58 
5E> I FI XJJ.LE. XI GOTC 57 
IFIIXJJ-XKll.LT.ACCUI G010 31 
T =T LI J , N T I + 1 C TI K -1 .N T 1 - TL 1 J , N TIl - 1 XJJ- X I I I X JJ- X K1 I 
GOTO 61 
81 T=TLIJ,NTI 
SO TO 61 
57 IFIIXK-YJJI.LT.ACCUI COTO 52 
T=TRIJ,NTI+ICTIK.NTI-TRIJ,NTII*IXJJ-XI/IXJJ-XVI 
GOTO 61 
82 T=TRIJ,NT) 
GOT 0 61 
58 K1=K-1 
T=CTIK1.NTI+ICTIK.NTI-CTIK1,NTII-DDX 
COTO 61 
59 T=CTI1,NTI 
E>1 ~XPG1=XPG1/BI111 
DXPG2=XPG2/BI111 
XXl=CI2Z)+OXPG1+0XPG?-T.[1101/81111 
IFIXXI.CC.CI2211 GOTO 62 
xXIO=XXI-81111 
HY=GYIAA1.8S1.CC1.612211 
AS=GAIAA1.8S1.CC1.81~~II-GAIAA1,~31,CC1.XXIDI 
HS=IGHIAA1.BBl.CCl,BI721 I-GHIAAltBEl.CC1, XXIDI )/AS 
SX=RSL-GSIAA1.SBl,XXIOI 
52 T=T*SI101 
TAN1=TANIASINISPII I 
TAN2=TANIASINISP211 
SECl=I./COSIASINISP111 
SEC2=1./COSIASINISP211 
IFI IDIM.EQ.21 GOTO 46 
CHANG. DIMENSIONLESS PARA~ETERS TO Or'M[I'jSIONAL O'IES 
A=A*[31181 
Y=Y*SI 16l1C 151 
R=R-SI171 
0=0.81161 
THE FOLLOWING EXPRESSION!::. ARE ALL DIr-ENS! CNAL 
'IE GO TO 147.48,'19.50,51,'181010 
47 r=A/T 
CO TO 51 
'18 IFIT.LE.XPG21 0=Y*Clr-l-T/:.*TAN2 
IF 1 T. G T • X P G 2. AN D. T • L, • 1 X r'C 1 + XP G 2 I I 0 = I 2 • - Y- C I 5 I - X PC 2 - T A N21 - XP G 21 T I 
$2. + 12. -Y - C 151-2. - XP G ~. T A t-,~ - 1 T-XPG 2 1* T ~N 11 .. I T -XF G2 lIT 12. 
1FIT.GT.IYPG1+XPGZIIC=12.'Y.CISI-XPG2_TAN21.XPG2/T/2.+12.-Y-CISI-7 
$.'XPG2-TAN2-XPG1'TAN11'XPG1/T/2.+A~/T+IY-CI51-XP~2"TAN2-XPGI-TAN1-
171 
172 
:.. 73 
174 
17 S 
175 
177 
17 a 
173 
18U 
1 a 1 
182 
183 
184 
1115 
18 b 
187 
Hl8 
13 'J 
19U 
191 
13Z 
1')3 
194 
1~5 
196 
197 
N 1 '33 
w 1'3'3 
<'00 
2U 1 
2U 2 
2U 3 
Z04 
205 
200 
207 
ZL 3 
::'0'3 
Zl/J 
211 
112 
Zl :; 
:'14 
215 
216 
217 
::' ... g 
Z19 
220 
Z21 
Z2 Z 
:2 ~ 
224 
22 ::; 
$HYI*IT-XPG1-XPG21/T 
G OTO 51 
49 IFIT.U:.XPG21 D::D-ITAN2/:?+srC21/!1.-P/TI 3 
:- FIT. GT • XP GZ. AN D. T • L[ • I X P" 1 + XP G" I I D=- I IT -x PC 2/2. II T* XF G2 - T AN 2+ I T- XP 4 
$ S 2 II ( 2 ... T I * IT - X P (? 2 I * TAN 1 + X P G 2 * SEC 2 + I T - X PG 2 I * S t C II *R I I T - R I 
T!=" IT. GT. I XP C1 +X PG? I I [':: I I T -x PGZ/Z. lIT. Xf' G::' *T M~ 2+ IT - XPG 1/2. -x pr::, I IT * 
$ Y PG 1 * TAN 1 + I T - XP G 1- X P (2 I ITo H Y + ~ SIT + X r Gz * SE C2 +X FC 1* sr C 1 +S X I oR /I T - R I 
( CT 0 51 
3[, SS::SQRTI-1.1 
51 A::ToO 1U 
cFIT.LE.XPG21 Y::IO+T/2.*TANZI/C(51 11 
I FIT. G T. XPG2. AN D. T • L [ • I X PSI +XP GZ I I V:: I 1)+ IT -x PI? 2/2. liT * XP G2 *T AN 2+ IT - 12 
$XPG21/12.*TI*IT-XPG21*TANII/CI51 13 
:r FIT. CT. I XPG1 +X PG2 I 1 V:: I D+ IT - XP GZ/2. I IT. XP G2 _ T AN 2+ 11- X PG 112. -x PGZII 14 
$TooXPG1-TAN1+IT-XPC1-XPGZI/T-HY-AS/TI/CI51 15 
IFIT.LE.XPGZI R=A/IY-CISI+T-SECZI 16 
IFIT.GT.XPGZ. AND.T.LE.IXPG1+XPGZIIP.=AIIY-CISJ+XPGz*srCZ+IT-XrG21 -s 11 
$[ C11 18 
IFIT.CT.IXPGl+XPGZIIR::A/IY-CISI+XPGZ-SECZ+XPG1*S[CI+SXI 19 
IFIID.U.61 GOTO 7U ZO 
G OTO 71 Zl 
10 IFIT.LE.XPGZI R=I /Y*CISJ-hTANZJ**Z.+T*TANZ.IY*CI 5J-2./3 •• T-TANZII 22 
$/IZ •• Y.C/51-T.TANZI 23 
IF/T.GT.XPGZ.AND.T.LE.Ixr~I+XPGZIIR=/XPGZ./Y.CISI-XPGZ.T~N21 •• 2+xr 24 
$GZ.XPGZ-TANZ-IY.CI51-2./3 •• XPGZ*TANZJ+IT-XPGZJ.IY-CISI-XPGZ.TAN2-1 ZS 
$T-XPGZI*TAN11 •• 2.+IT-XPGZI •• Z.*TANl*IY*CI51-XPG2.TANZ-2./3 •• IT-XPG 26 
$ZI*TANIIIIIZ.-Al 21 
I FIT. GT. I XP G1 +XP 2Z 1 1 R= I X pc; Z *1 y. CIS 1- X PGZ* TA NZ I. *z IZ. + XP GZ oX PG Z*T A N Z 8 
$Z*lyoCISI-2./3.oXPGZooTANZI/Z.+XPG1*IYoCISI-XPG1oTAN1-XPGZ*TANZI.-? 29 
$ • IZ • + X P C 1 * X P G 1* TAt, 1 * I Y *' CIS J - 2 • I 3 • 0 X P G 1 • T A N1- X PG 2 - TAN Z II Z. + I T - X P G 1 - 30 
$XPGZ h IY.CISI -XPG1*TAN1-XPGZ*TANZ-HY '* *Z./Z .+AS.C Y*CI5 I-XPC1* TA~l- 31 
$XPGZ-TANZ-HY+HSII/A 32 
HCTD=R 33 
71 IFCIDIM.EQ.21 RETURN 34 
A::A/BI181 35 
Y=Y.CISI/BI161 36 
R=R/BI111 31 
T::T/BI101 38 
D=D/BI161 39 
IFIID.EQ.61 R=HCT~*CISI/BI161 40 
RETURN 41 
52 1FIID.EQ.SI Y=2.*D 4Z 
T=Y*SI16I1CISI*CCSIASINISPZII/SP2/PII01 43 
A::Y*BI161/CISI-T-811~I/Z./BI1~1 44 
D::A.SI181/IToBCI0IJ/BI161 45 
P=Y/SP2+Y 46 
Q::A*BI181/P/BI17J 41 
IFIID.EQ.£1 R::Y/3. 48 
IFIIDIM.~Q.l1 RETURN 49 
T::T*81101 SO 
A::A.SI181 51 
r=D.BI1GJ 5Z 
F::Ro~1171 53 
RETURN 54 
c: ND 55 
56 
<;U8F CUT!', GCON 
SUBSTITUT TH[ VALUES OF ALL VARIABLES ObTAINE"D AT TIME LEVEL Z 
1I\TO THE ORRESPONDING VfJRIABLES AT TIME LEVEL 1 
CCi'>lMOt, 18 I BI40ItCI4[]I.ZI1D"TIME.OPH.N~IIN.NCH.RSL.CURvr 
C~I',t~o.~ 10. I HIZ1.Z7.ZI.VI27,21.21.HLI27,lO.ZI.HPI27.10.2J. 
'b VP I? 7. ::.0. I. VL I Z 7. 1D .2 I • VJ I Z 7.10.2" XJ 127,1 C. 2 I .J I IZ1. 27. Z I .1': ~i. N ,) J 
CC","'OtJ IE I NKI21J .NJI27ltDX.[1T.D!ST.HMIN.VMIN.ITYPt.IC.I'r.IZ1,101. 
$~.DS 
COMMON 1941 IIIZ1.21 .)'II27,ZI.HI!Z1.Z1 ,VIIZ7.21.QI!Z7.ZI.W1IZ7.ZJ. 
$CTI27.2) .CHIZ1,ZI,CVIZ7.21 
CCMMON IB81 ACCU .ACCUX .ACCUY .HDRY. CC 
rflMI"ON 1891 TLlI0.21,TRCW.?1 
NS::NCH+1 
[10 10 N::l.NS 
KN::NKINI 
DO 1 K::1.KN 
HIN.K.ll::HCN.K.21 
VIN.K,ll=VI~.K,ZI 
JIIN,K.11=JIIN,K,ZI 
!!=" I H C N .K .1 I .L T. HOR VI HI N .K • 1 I ::HORY 
1 CONTINUE 
IFIN.EG.NSI GOTO S 
IIIN.ll=IIIN,21 
HIIN,lJ=HIIN.ZI 
QIIN,lJ::QIIN.ZJ 
WIIN.11=WIIN,ZI 
XI/N,ll=XIIN.ZI 
VICN.11=VIIN.ZI 
CT CN.ll=CTIN,21 
CHIN,II::CHCN.21 
rVIN,11=CVIN.21 
I F I C 11 N, 1 1 • LT. A C CU 1 CT I N .1 1 = A C CU. 0 .9 9 
8 0 a Z J=I.1 0 
XJIN.J.ll=XJIN.J,ZI 
VJIN,J,II=VJIN,J.21 
VLIN,J,ll=VLIN.J,ZI 
VRIN,J.ll=VRCN,J.ZJ 
HPCN,J,II::HRIN.J,21 
HLIN,J.IJ=HLCN,J.21 
Z CONTINUE 
IFINN.EQ.11 CO TO S 
10 CONTINUE 
DO 30 J::l.10 
TLIJ,ll=TLCJ,ZI 
TRCJ.ll=TRIJ.21 
30 CONTINUE 
5 DO 20 N=l.NS 
KN=NKINI 
DO 11 K=ltKIIi 
HIN,K,ZI=O. 
VIN,K,7)=0. 
JIIN,K,ZI=O 
11 CONTINUE 
IFCN.EQ.NSJ GOTO 
CVIN,ZI=O. 
CHIN,ZI=O. 
57 CTIN.21=CTIN.1I 
58 XII N.2 )=XII N,1) 
59 WIIN.21=0. 
£0 GIIN,21=0. 
£1 VIIN.21=0. 
62 HIIN,21=0. 
63 IIIN.21=0 7 
6" 9 0 (1 1 2 J= 1 , 10 8 
65 HLIN,J,2)=0. 
66 HRIN.J,21=0. lLJ 
67 VRIN.J.21=0. 11 
68 VLIN,J,21=0. 12 
69 VJIN,J.21=0. 13 
70 XJIN.J.21=0. 1" 
71 12 CONTINUE 15 
72 IFINN.EG.l) RETURN 16 
73 20 CONTINUE 17 
7" DO 21 J=lt 10 18 
75 TLIJ.21=TLIJ.1) 19 
76 TR I J. 2 )= TR I J, 11 2L1 
77 21 CONTINUE 21 
78 RETURN 22 
79 END 23 
2" 
25 
26 
27 
28 
N 29 ... 
30 
31 
32 
33 
34 
35 
30 
37 
33 
39 
4U 
1;1 
42 
43 
44 
"5 
"6 
47 
48 
43 
!)U 
51 
52 
53 
5" 
55 
50 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
~UBROUTINE INBDYIJD.XCH,H~H.TCH.NT) 
SOLVE THE INTERNAL BOUNDARY-VALUf PROBLEM BETWEEN ROAD SURFACE 
FLOW AND GUTTER rLOw 
ID=INDO' FOR COMPUTING INTERNAL BOUNDARY FLOW CONDITIONS 
1 FOR G~ID POINT 
" OOWNSTREAM 
3 UPSTRE AM 
COMMON IB11 eI40ItCI4L).Z!lOl.TIME,OPH,NN.N,NCH.RSL.rURV"-
COMMON 1'321 HI27.27.?I,VI?7.27.2).HLI27.10.2).HRI27.10.21. 
$ VP 127.10,:;> ) • V LI 27.10.2 ) • VJ 127.10,2 I. XJ 127, lU. 2) .J 1127.27.2) • K N, NJ) 
COMMON 1831 NK(27).NJI271.DX,DT.OIST,HHIN.VMIN,ITYPE,IO.OCI27,10), 
5S.DS 
COMMON 1841 11127.2) ,XI I 27 ,2 I .HII2 7.21 ,VI 127.21,01127,21 .WI 127.21. 
$CTl27,21,CHI27,2ltCVI27,21 
COMMON/86/AA1,BB1.CC1.SNK,IDG.SP1,XPG1.SP2,XPG2 
COMMON IB81 ACCU.ACCUX,ACCUy.HORY.CC 
COMMON IB101 DXCH,DXRS.DOXCH.DDXRS 
COMMON IB141 lWET(27) 
DIMENSION FI21.X(2) 
DATA TMIN/0.011 
IFA=INDEX FOR ASSUHPTION OF INTERNAL BOUNDARY 
1. A~SUME CONTINUOUS WATER SURFACE 
2, ASSUME DISCONTINUOUS WATER SURFACE. IF ANY 
IFA=l 
DXPG1=XPG1/BI111 
DXPG2=XPG2/BI111 
IFIITYPE.EG.2.ANC.IO.fG.1.ANO.HINCH.N.21.LT.HORY*1.011 RETURN 
IFIITYPE.N(.~.OR.ID.[Q.21 GO TO 1 
XW=TIME*CI301 
PW=CI2l'-XW 
N1=N 
IFIID.EO.ll N1=1 
XN=FLOATIN1-11*OXCH 
IFI XN.LT .PWI CT INl.2)= ACCU*O.99 
IFIXN.LT.PWI RETURN 
1 IFINN.EG.ll SSS=-l. 
IFINN.EG.11 SSS=S~RTISSSI 
NNN=N 
DIS11=OIST 
"0 TO 17,6.81.10 
8 N=l 
G OTO 7 
G N=NN 
7 IFI IDG.EG.2) GO Te 3D 
K=NKINI-1 
M=K 
XI(=FLOATIK-ZI*OXRS 
CALL 5TOq~'XK,TI~E) 
HKKI'=HI"',K-l.21 
VKKK=VIN.K-1,21 
NKKK=U 
I F I fl I 2 C I • LT. A CC U • AND. H IN. K -1,1 I .L T .1 .1* HD f;y! NK K'< =1 
IFINKKK.'Q.lI !-I11;.K-l.21::!-'IN.K.21 
IFINKKK.[Q.1I VIN.K-l.21=VIN.K.21 
5 XK=FLOATIK-ll*DXRS 
XKl=XK-DXRS 
57 HH=HINCH.N.21 114 
58 Y22=AA1*(CI22hBIl11 h*2.+BB1*CI22hBI111 +CCI 115 
59 IFfIFA.EQ.11 GOTO 10 11£ 
6U IFIIIIN.lI.EG.OI GO TO 15 117 
b1 THERE IS " OI5CONTINUITY ['ETWEEN ROAOSURF ACE" FLOW AND CHANNEL FL"\' 118 
b2 XIIN.21=l(I1N.1I+['T.WIIN.1I 113 
63 YYI=AA10(XI(N.2I o 8111110-2.+BB10XIIN.2).BI11)+CCl 120 
64 YH=YXI-Y22 1;:1 
65 CALL STCRMIXIIN.21.TIME) 122 
G(' IFIXllr..~I.GE".ICI22)+CXPG1)1 HRR=HH-TANIASINISP21 hIC(221+DXPGl+") 123 
07 SFr,Z-XIIN.21)*BI11).CISI/EI161 124 
08 TF(Xllr..21.GE.CI22).AND.XIfN.21.LT.ICI22)+DXPGlI) HRR=HH-TANIASHil 125 
69 SS PlI I * I C 122 I + DX PG1-XI IN. 21 I *B I 11 I * C 1511 Bf 161- T A NI AS IN IS P2 I 1.0 XP G2' 12 G 
7u S[>111hC151/B1161 1;:7 
71 IFIXIfN.21.LT.CI2211 HRR=HH-YH*Cf5I1BI161-TANIASINISP111_0XPG1_BI1 12a 
72 $11-CISIIBI1ol-TAN(ASINISP211*DXPG2·BIl11*C(SIIBI161 129 
73 CALL GEOMI6.ARR.I1RR.HHR, TRR,DRR,l.2.XII N.21 I 130 
74 DXK=XIIN.2)-XK 131 
75 H L L =H f N • K • 2 I + (H IN. K , 2 ) -H IN. K -1 , 2 I I 0 D X K I DX RS 13 2 
76 VLl=VIN.K,21+(VIN,K,21-VfN.K-1,21IoDXK/OXRS 133 
77 CALL GECMI6,All.HlL.HHl.Tll"Dll,1.2.XIf N.ZI I 134 
78 IF! ALloARR.l T .0. I GO TO 10 13 5 
73 VRR=VlL-ABSIAll-ARRloSQRTICllIoCI201IlALLoARRI*IIAlLoHHl-ARRoHHR I 136 
6U S/IALL-ARRI*ICI91/CIS)lo02+0PHII 137 
81 XJT=IAll*VLL-ARRoVRRI/IAll-ARRI 13d 
82 IFIHRR-HlLI 9,10,3 133 
83 FRL=FRTSTIIVll-XJTI.DlL.OPH,CI11.CISI,CI91,CIZOI.11 14U 
84 FRR=FRTSTlIVRR-XJTI,DRR,OPH,CI11,CI51.C(91.CI201,1I 141 
N 85 v. IFIFRl.lT.O •• CR.FRR.GT.O.I GO TO 10 142 
86 4 HIIN.21=HlL 143 
87 VIIN,;:I=VLl 144 
88 WIIN.21=XJT 145 
89 QIIN,21=ALL*VLl 14Q 
90 IIIN.21=1 147 
91 CHIN,21=HRR 143 
92 CVIN,21=VRR 149 
93 GO TO 12 ISO 
94 9 FRl=FRTSTlIXJT-VLll,OlL.OPH.CIlI.CISI,CI91.C(20)o11 151 
95 FRR=FRTSTIIXJT-VRRI.ORR,OPH,CI11.CISI.CI91.CIZOI,11 152 
96 IFIFRl.GT.O •• OR.FRR.lT.O.I GOTO 10 lS3 
97 GOTO 4 lS4 
9i3 FOR CONTINUOUS WATER SUUFACE 155 
33 10 YXK=AA1*IXKoS(111)002.+BB10XK.Bl111+CCl 156 
1UU 
lUI 
YK=YXK-Y22 157 
IFI XK.GE.I C 1221 +DXPG11 I HK=HI N,K.2 I+TAN IA SINISP21 hi C 122 I+OXPG1+[lX 158 
W2 SPG2-XK I*BI11 I *C ISIIBIl61-HH lS:3 
103 IFIXK.GE.CIZ21.ANO.XK.LT.ICI221+0XPG11 I HK=HIN.K.2)+TANIASINI5P111 160 
104 $ 0 I C I 221+ 0 XP GI-XK '08 1111 - CIS liB 116' + TAN I AS IN IS PZII oOXP G2 *S 1111 * C 15' 161 
1U 5 S/BI161-HH 162 
1U6 IFIXK.LT.CI2211 HK=HIN,K.21+YK*CISIIBI161+TANIASINISP11100XPGI.BI1 163 
1U 7 $11.CI51191161+TANIASINISP21Io0XPG20BI11"CI~I/BI161-H4 1(,4 
10 a YXK1=AA1*IXK1.Blllllo.2.+BB1oXK1-BIl1l+CCl 16S 
lL J YKl=YXKl-Y22 100 
~l U IFIXK1.GE.ICI221+DXPC111 '~K1=HIN,K-1.2'+TANIASINISP211*ICI22)+OXPG 1b7 
111 Sl+DXPG2-XK11.811110CI51/~1161-HH 168 
112 I F I X K 1 • G E • C I 2 2 I • ~ NO. X K 1 .l T. I C I 22 I + OX P G 11 I H K 1 = H IN. K - 1 , 2 1+ TAN I A S IN I 10 '3 
113 SS PlI '* I C I 221 + DXPG1 -XK 1 I .. RIll I. C I SI/B 116) + TA NI AS IN ISP2 I I 00 XP G2 oS 111 17 U 
$loCISI/81161-HH 
I r I x K 1 • LT. C (2 2 I I H K 1 = H IN, K - 1 .2 I + Y K 1* CIS II 81 1 6 I + TAN I A S IN I S D 1 I ) .0 x P C 
$1*8 I 11 '0 C 15) I Bl1 C I + T AN I A SIN I SP 2 I ). DXPC 2.8 1111 oC I 5 1I'l116 1- 4H 
IFI HK. LT. o. I K=K-1 
IFIK.LE.OI GOTO 13 
IFIHK.LT.Ool CO TO 5 
19 DXK=HKoDXRS/I HK1-HKI 
YIIN.2)=XK+OXK 
CTMIN=HMIN.SI16)/CISI/TANIASlr.ISP211/81101 
IFIXIIN.ZI.LE.O.I XIIN.21=ACCU 
I F I XI IN. 21 • GE .1 C 122 I +OXP G1 + DXP G2-C P'I No 8 I 1 U 118 111 III X I IN. <' ) = C 12 - I 
S+OXPG1+DXPG2-CTMIN*SI101/QI111 
DXK=XIIN.21-XK 
HIIN,21=HIN,K,21-DXKoIHI~,K-1.21-HIN.K.211/0XRS 
IFIHIIN,21.lT.HIN.K,211 HIIN,21=HIN.K.21 
CALL GEOHIZ,AI.HIIN.:'J .RI.TI,DI,1,2.XII N.21 I 
VI I N,2 1= V IN, K ,2 I -DXK * I V I N. K -1.2 I - V IN. K. 21 II OX RS 
IFIVIIN.21.lT.VIN.K.2l1 V1IN,ZI=VIN.K.21 
11 WII N,21=O. 
QIIN,21=VIIN.21.AJ 
III N.21=O 
12 CTIN.21=ICI221+0XPGl+DXPl'?-XIIN.211*SI111/BIlOI 
121 DIST=XIIN.21 
NKINI=DIST/DXRS+1.993~9 
KN=NKINI 
KNl=KN-1 
DO 13 K=3. KN1 
IFIHIN.K.21.GT.HDDY/2.1 GOTO 13 
D XK=XI IN.2 I-FLOAT( K-?J. 0 XRS 
HI N. K, 21 =HI N. K -1.2' + I HI IN. 2 I -H IN. K-1 .2 I 10 OX RS/O XK 
V IN. K. 21 =v IN. K-1. 2 I +I VI IN. 2 I -V I N. K-l .2 I 10 OX RS/O XK 
13 CONTINUE 
14 IFINKKK.EQ.11 HIN.M-1.21=HKKK 
IFINKKK.E'J.lI VIN.H-1,21=VKKK 
N=NNN 
KN=NKINI 
IFlN.EQ.NCHI OIST=OISTT 
RETURN 
FOR GENERATION OF DISCONTINUITY 
IS 1=1 
NCT=O 
XIlI=XIIN.11-XK 
1 G H LL ='1 IN, K, 2 I -I HI N. K-1. 2 I -H IN. K, 2 I I' X I I I In XR S 
Vll=VIN.K.21-IVIr..K-1,2)-VIN.K.2110XIII/DXRS 
xr=XK+XIII 
YXE=AAl*IXE*SI111'**Z.+B81·XE*Bll11+CCl 
YE=YXE-Y"Z 
IFIXE.GE.ICI221+DXPGl+DXPS21.0R.XE.lE.O.) GOTD 10 
IFIXE.GE.ICI221+Dl(PGlll HRR=HH-TANIASINISP21IoICI221+DXPG1+DXPG2) 
SE loB 1111 - C 15 I IE' 11C I 
I F I X E • G E. C I 22 I • AN [1 • X F • LT. I C I 22 ) + ~ x P G 11 I H RR = H 4 - TAN I A S IN IS PI I I • I C I :; 
$ 2 I + OX r G 1 -X [ I • B I 111 • C I 5 I IS 116 1- T AN I AS I N I SP 2) Jo OX PG 2 _ 8 111 I. CI 5 1/8 11 E 
SI 
I F I X E • LT. C I 22 I I H R R.:: H H - Y F. CIS I 18 I 1 61 - TAN I A S IN I S PI I I • 0 x P G loB 11 1 I 0 C I 
$ 51/8116 I -T AN I AS IN I SP ~ I I" rx P G2. BIll .. CIS II 8116 I 
CALL GEOMIG.All.HLL,HHL,TLL.DlL.1.2.XXI 
CALL GEOMI6.ARR,HRR.HHR.TRR.DRR.1,2.XXI 
171 
172 
173 
17'1 
175 
17~ 
177 
173 
179 
leu 
131 
18~ 
183 
18 'I 
135 
136 
187 
183 
18') 
19U 
191 
192 
193 
19'1 
195 
19G 
197 
193 
N 
a- 19') 
:?UU 
21.J1 
2u2 
203 
2uLj 
2(j 5 
i'lJu 
2(j 7 
208 
209 
21U 
:'11 
212 
:'13 
21'+ 
215 
216 
717 
218 
CAll STOR~(XE,Tr~[1 
CAll OPHEAO 
r""lAll*ARR.LT.O.1 GO TO W 
VRR=VLL- A BS (A LL- A ~R I "S ~R T (C I 11 * C 12 LI I I A LL .ARP I. I ( AL l. HH L-AR P. HHR : 
51 I ALL- ARR I * I C I') I/C 15 I 1*.2+0 PH I ) 
YJT=CALl*VLL-4RR*VhRI!CALL-ARP) 
IFIHRR-HlLI25,10,25 
25 rIII=XIIN,II+0T*XJT/2.-X[ 
IFIAeSIFIIII.LT.ACCUI GO TO 18 
IFII.EG.lI GO TO 17 
NCT=NCT+l 
IFI NCT. GT .2ul GO TO 1(J 
IFIABSIFCll-FI211.LT.ACCU.ACCUI GO TO 20 
XX= I F 11) • x I 21-F 121* X 111111 F I II-FI 2 II 
XI1I=XI21 
XIZI=XX 
FI1I=FI21 
r, 0 TO 16 
17 1=2 
XI21=XI1I*I.1 
GO TO 16 
20 IFIABSIFIIII.GT.lO •• ACCUI WRITEI6.202) FIll 
2U2 FORHATI!' AT INBDY Flll=FIZI='.EI5.81 
18 IFIHLL.GT.HRRI GOTO 26 
FRL=FRTSTIIVlL-XJTI.OLL,OPH.CIII.CI51.CISI,CI201.11 
F R R = F R T S T( I V R R - X J T I • 0 R R • OP H • C I 11 • CIS I • C I 9 I • C 1 20 I • 1 I 
IFIFRL.LT.O •• OR.FRR.GT.O.I GO TO 10 
GOTO 27 
26 FRL=FRTSTIIXJT-VLLI.CLl.CPH.CIII.CI51.CI91,CI201.11 
F RR=FR TS T( I XJT-VRR I • DP R. OP H. C I 11 • CIS I. C 19 I. C 120 1,11 
IFIFRL.GT.O •• OR.FRR.LT.O.I GOTO 10 
27 IFIXE.GE.IC(22)+DXPGI+DXPG21.0R.XE.LE.0.1 GOTO 10 
XIIN.21=XE 
GO TO 'I 
FOR CHANNEL TYPE GUTTER FLOW 
30 CALL PREP 
CALL DBDY 
XI I N.21=XII N,ll 
HIIN.21=HIN.KN.21 
VIIN.21=YIN.KN.21 
CALL GEOHI2.AI.HIIN.21.RI.TI.OI.I.Z.DISTI 
QIIN,21=AI·YIIN,21 
III N.21=D 
N=NNN 
K N=NK I NI 
IFI N. EG.NCHI DIST=OISTT 
R [TURN 
END 
1 
2 
3 
') 
lU 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
2U 
21 
22 
23 
2'+ 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
30 
31 
32 
33 
34 
35 
36 
37 
38 
39 
40 
Lf1 
'12 
'13 
44 
'+5 
46 
'17 
'18 
'19 
5U 
51 
52 
53 
54 
55 
56 
C 
C 
C 
~UBROUTINE INFLTI:O,TMlSI 
COMPUTE INFIlTRATcON PATr 
ceMMON I Fl1 / e I ljo ), C [ L;O I , "' I 10 I, TIM E ,OF H , NN , N , N r:H ," Sl , CUP V r 
COM~ON 1'\8/ ACCU ,ACCU)' ,Ace UY ,H!)RY, CC 
crMMON/CI5/AAA,R~~,crr,T~,RTr,RMN,R'V 
reM M 0 N /P 11 IF 1 NF , , ,. T T A , A l rl-' A , TO, TP , VS F, S PI 
HOEX TO=1, prAo ANC W'HT> THE INPUT DATA FOP SO:!:l INFIlT. PARAMT 
;>, COMPUTE H!STANT INFIlTPATICN RATE 
3, CaMPUTE rUMUL~TIVE INI'IlTRATION 
USE THE GENERAlIZ,O KCSTIAKOV INFILTRATION EQUATION 
FPATE=FINF+BE TTA.' TH1E-T 0 •• I-ALPHA) 
rOR FRATE TO BE ALWAY, ZERO, <;ET FINF=lJ. AND 9ETTA=0., Pr-GAP[,lESS 
CF TO AND ALPHA VAlUES 
FRATE=INFILTRATIC'I RATE, 'l'1./HR 
FINF=FINAL INFIl TRATION !'Iii TE, IN./HR 
~PI=POTENTIAL INF:lTPATION. INCHES 
BrTTA. TO, ALPHA=INFIl TRIITION PARAMETERS 
TP=TIME OF PONDINC, f"TNUTCS 
TF MUST BE GREATER THAN TO, OTHERWISE INVALID 
ALPHA VALUE MUST oE LESS THAN UNITY AND GREATt:R THAN lEPC, EXClUS. 
Tf"LS=DIMENSICNlESS TIME 
RMN::TEMPORAL MEAN RAINFALL INTENSITY, IN./HR 
VSF=CUMULATIVE INFILTRATm~ VeLUME PEP UNIT SURFACE AREA, INCHES 
GOT 0 I 1, 2 , 3 I , IO 
1 PEAD15,1001 FINF,8ETTA,ALf'HA,TO,SPI 
100 FORMATISf1D.OI 
COMPUTE TP AND TO FROM RAINSTORM AND SOIL INFIl TRATION PARAMETERS 
00 T= TO .6 O. *13 I 121 18 1111 /2 (1. 
TFPDL=DDT 
16 CALL RAINI3.TFPDll 
rF({RMN-FINFI.LE.o.J GOTO 15 
IFIO.2.SPI*I1.-ALPHAI.GT.0.J GOTO 25 
BETTA=O. 
TTRY=O. 
GOTO 26 
25 EETTA=IO.Z*SPhI1.-AlPHAI)·.ALPHA.IPMN-FINFI •• 11.-ALPHA) 
TTRY=l./Il.-ALPHA).IBETTA/IRMN-FINFI l •• n./ALPHA) 
26 IF'TTRY.60.*BI12I1BIlll.rr.TFPoLl GOTO 15 
NCT=O 
11 =TFP DL -DOT 
T2=TFPDL 
1'1 TFPOL=T1+IT2-Tl112. 
NCT=NCT+1 
IFINCT.GT.501 SS=SGRTI-1.) 
IF({T2-Tll.LT.lOo .. ACCUI COTO 18 
CALL RAINI3.TFPDLI 
TF((RMN-FINFI.LE.(J.I GOTC 17 
IFIO.2'SPI.I1.-ALPHAI.GT.O.1 GOTO ~_ 
PETTA=O. 
TTRY=O. 
GOTO 36 
35 BETTA=!O';>'SPhl1.-ALPHAII •• ALPHAoIPMN-FINF) •• 11.-ALPHAI 
TTRY=I./ll.-ALPHAI.C"ETTA/[RMN-FINFII*.n./ALPHAI 
36 IFIABSITTRY.6G •• £lCI21/BIlll-TFPDLI.LT.lUO.*ACCUI GOTO 19 
IFITTRh60 •• S1121/BI1l1.GT.TFPDLI GOTO 17 
T2=TFPDL 
57 
58 17 
59 
£>u 15 
61 
£>2 
£>3 Ie 
64 
£>5 13 
£>6 150 
67 
£>8 20 
£>9 
70 200 
71 
72 
73 
74 2 
75 
76 
77 
78 
79 
80 
81 
82 
83 
N 84 
..., 85 
86 
87 
88 
89 
GOTO 14 
T1 =TFP Dl 
GOTO 14 
:::FITFPDl.GE.TO*6Ll.-BI121/311111 GOTC 13 
TFPDL= TFPOL+O OT 
C' 0 TO 16 
TP=TFPCL*BI111/BI121/F o. 
COTO 20 
WRITEI6.15UI 9 
"GRMATII' THERE :S NO RUf\OFF ON SIDESlOPE'1 10 
TP=l./ACCU*ACCU 11 
TO=AlPHA_TP 12 
.... RITEIE..;>OOI FINF.BETTA.ALPHA.TO.TPtSPI 13 
FORMATII' SOIL INFILTRAT:ION PARAMETrRS ARr FINF = '.r3.2,' IIN.Iff' 14 
S) BETTA = '.F8.2,' ALPHA -= ',F8.2.' TO = '. E10.4,' IMIN.) TP = '. E 15 
S10.41" IMIN.) SPI = ',F3.?' IINCHES)'I 16 
RtTURN 17 
TST=TMLS*flI11J/BI121/EO. 18 
CALL RAINIZ.TMLSI 19 
IFITST.lE.TP) B(27)-=PI321 20 
IFITST.GT.TP) B(27)=FINF+PETTA-ITST-TOJ .. I-ALPHAI 21 
RtTURN 22 
CALL RAINI3.TMLS) 23 
R~NS=RMN 24 
TPL=TP-60. *BI 121 /B Ill) 25 
CALL RAINI3.TPL) 26 
P~NP=RMN 27 
TST=TMlS-BIl1) IBI121/6 O. 28 
IFITST.lE.TP) VSF-=RMNS*TST 160. 29 
IFI TST .GT. TP I VSF= RMNP-TP/60.+1 FINF- ITST-TP )+BETT All1.-AlPHA) .11 TS 30 
ST-TOI.-I1.-ALPHAI-ITP-TO).*11.-ALPHA)))/E.0. 31 
PETURN 32 
END 33 
34 
35 
36 
37 
38 
39 
40 
41 
42 
43 
44 
45 
46 
47 
48 
49 
50 
51 
52 
53 
54 
55 
56 
SUBROUTINE IN?T 
COMPUTE V AND H AT INTERIC R G~IC POINTS 
COM MaN I B 1 / B I 40 I , C I '10 I , 7 I 1 U I , T I'1 ~ • c r H , NN ,N, N C H • r. S L , CU R v r 
Cr.M~ON /13::'/ HI::'7,:'7.:') 'VI~7.27.2),HLIZ7.10.2)'HR'27.10,2), 
'£ VP IZ 7. W .? I • V II Z 7, 10,? ) • I/J IZ 7.10.;> ), XJ I 27 .10.;> ) .J ,127.27, Z) ,I< N. NJ J 
rOMMON 183/ NK(27).NJI271.DX,8T.DIQ,HMIN,VMIN,ITvpr,Ic,cr.127olU). 
SS,DS 
COMMON IB'II III27.ZI.XII27.2).HII27,21.VII27.21.GIIZ7.ZI,WIIZ7.2). 
SCTI27.ZI.CHIZ7.21oCVI?7,Z) 
COMMON 1651 NGI27.271oSGI27.27I.FCI:?7.271,NF.SF.FFF 
CO MM ON 1661 AA1. BB 1. C C 1. SN K, ID G. SP1. lI'P f?l • SP 2. XP ('2 
COMMON IPBI ACCU.ACCUX,ACCUV.HDRV.CC 
COMMON 18101 OXCH. DXDS .DOY CH.:CXRS 
COMMON IB141 IWETI271 
DIMENSION VVIZI.FFI21 
LOCATE THE ~OVING DISCONTINUITIES. IF ANY 
I F II TV PE • [ Q • 11 GOT 0 1 
IFIITYPE.EQ.2.ANC.N.LT.NCC') GO TO 30 
! F I IT Y PE • r Q • 5 • AN C • N.l T • N D-I I G 0 TO 30 
GOTO 1 
30 !FIIWETI"JI.EG.11 GO TO 1 
XN=FlOAT IN-1 I *DXCH 
XW=TIME-CI301 
PW=CIZ11-XW 
IFIXW.LT.XN.AND.ITypE.EQ o? I GO TO 32 
IFIITYPE.EQ.5.AND.Pw.GT.YNI GO TO 32 
HO=TIM E. C I 26 I *C I 19 '* E1 III I- C I 5) 18116 I 
HN=HO*IXW-XNI/XW 
IF I I TY PE. E Q. !: I H N= HO • I XN -P W) IX W 
IFIHN.LT.Bl3l1-HMINI GO T0 32 
DO 31 K-=l.KN 
HIN.K.2)=HN 
XK=FLOAT I K -1 I *DXRS 
CALL STORMIXK.O.) 
NCT=O 
1-=1 
VVIl)-=O.l 
CALL GEOMI2.A.HN.R.T.D.1.1.XKI 
35 VN=VVIII 
36 CALL FRICIVN.HN.F.R.RE.RfC.IR.1.XKI 
FF 1 I )= CI 81 -C 14 I. F 191 1? 1* If' S I VN I * V N/R 
!FIABSIFFIIII.LT.ACCUIGO TO 3B 
IFII.EG.11 GO TO 37 
NCT-=NCT+ 1 
I FIN CT. G T • 50 I GOT 0 3'1 
VN=I FF 11 I*VVI 2 I-FF 12 hVV 11 I) /I FFI 1 I-FF (21) 
VVIlJ=VVI21 
VV 121-= VN 
FFIlI=FFIZI 
GO TO 36 
37 I=2 
VVI21=O.000l 
GO TO 35 
38 V(N.K.?I=VN 
31 CONTINUE 
!WETIN)-=l 
57 
58 
59 
60 
61 
62 
63 
64 
65 
66 
67 
68 
6'3 
70 
71 
72 
73 
74 
75 
76 
77 
78 
79 
80 
81 
82 
83 
84 
N 85 
:JC 80 
87 
88 
89 
90 
91 
9Z 
93 
94 
95 
96 
97 
98 
99 
100 
101 
llJ2 
103 
104 
105 
1U6 
107 
108 
1119 
110 
111 
112 
113 
IFIN.EG.NN.ANO.ITYPE.EG.::'I ITYPE=l 
IFIITYPE.EG.5.AN[.~.EQ.11 ITYPE=l 
RETURN 
32 DO 33 K=loKN 
HIN.K.21=HORY 
VIN.K.21=O. 
:3 3 CONTINIJF 
TWETINI=Q 
XIIN.21=XIIN.11 
HIIN.21=I-IIIN.1I 
VIIN.21='1IIN.11 
RfTURN 
1 NJP=NJJ 
IFINJP.EG.UI GO TO 4 
2 DO 3 J=l.NJP 
CAll JUHPI JI 
CONTINUE 
COHPUTE V AND H AT GPIO PO INT 
4 KUP=2 
KNN=KN-1 
00 23 K=2.KNN 
IFIHIN.K.?I.GT.HDRY/2.1 GO TO 23 
Xe=FlOAT IK-1 I .0X 
TIH=TIHE-OT 
CAll STORHIXB.TIMI 
IFICI261.GT.ACCUI GO TO 5 
IFIITYPE.NE.1.ANO.JIIN.2.11.GT.OI CO TO 5 
TFIK.EQ.KUP.ANO.HIN.K.11.lT.HORY.2.1 GO TO: 
5 CAll OPHEAD 
CAll GEOHI2.A8.HIN.K.1IrFP .TB.OB.1.1.XBI 
T5 TK =FRT S T I V I N.K .1 I • O~ .0 PH .C 11 I • C I 51 .C 19 I .C 120 I .11 
I FIN. E G. 1 • 0 R • N. G E • N CHI G OT a 51 
IFIITYPE.EQ.21 GO TO 51 
IFIABSIHIN.K.ll-HIN-I.K.11 I.GT.ACCUI GO TO 51 
IFIABSIVIN.K.1l-VIN-1.K.111.GT.ACCUI GO TO 51 
IFIHIN-I.K.21.lT.HORYI GO TO 51 
IFITSTK.GT.O.I GO TO 25 
51 XA=XB-OX 
)(C=XB+oX 
HC=HIN.K+1.11 
VC=V I N .K+1.1 I 
IFIK.LT.KNNI GOTO 34 
IFIN.GE.NCHI XC=DIST 
IFIN.GE.NCHI GOTO 34 
IFINN.EQ.l I GO TO 34 
XC=XII N. 1 I 
HC=HII N.ll 
VC=VIIN.11 
34 CALL GEOMI2.AA.HIN.K-l.ll.RA.TA.OA.1.1.xAI 
CAll GEOHIZ.AC.HC.RC.TC.DC.l.1.XCI 
IF INJJ.EG.OI GO TO 17 
DC 6 J=1 .NJJ 
IFIXJIN.J.1l.GT.xe.ANO.XJIN.J.21.GT.O.I GO TO 7 
6 CCNTINUE 
GO TO 20 
7 D 0 8 J 2= 1 • NJ J 
IFIXJIN.J2.21.GT.XBI GO TO '3 
114 
115 
116 
117 
118 
11'3 
120 
121 
122 
123 
124 
125 
126 
127 
128 
129 
130 
131 
132 
133 
134 
135 
136 
137 
138 
139 
14U 
141 
142 
143 
144 
145 
146 
147 
148 
149 
150 
151 
152 
153 
154 
155 
156 
157 
158 
159 
160 
161 
162 
163 
164 
8 CONTINUE 
J2=f'jJJ+1 
GOTO 15 
'3 I F I J 2- J I 1 U. 11 .1 0 
10 CALL JLlXB.J2.Vlt"K.::'I.HIt-.J.K.ZI.$?3,ZI 
GO TO 24 
11 IFIXJIN,J.11-DX.LT.XPI Gl TO 10 
IFIJ.EQ.11 GO TO 17 
J1=J-1 
12 DO 13 JJ=1.J1 
J3=J1-JJ+1 
IFIXJIN.J3.21.GT.O.1 GO TO 14 
13 CONTINUE 
GO TO 17 
14 IF I I J2 -,J I • ST. 0 I GO TO 26 
IFIIXJIN.J3.11+DXI.LT.XBI GOTO 17 
26 J1=J:3 
GO TO 16 
15 Jl=J2-1 
GO TO 12 
16 CALL JRIXB.Jl.VIN.K.21.HlfIl.K.2lr$23.21 
GO TO 24 
1 7 C 1\ lL C S I 1 •• X A • XB .x O. :'(£' .0 A. DB .00. V I", K-1.1 " V IN. K.l I • Vf\ I 
IF ITSTK.L T .0. I GC TO 18 
C~lL CSI-1 •• XA,xr,XE.XB.C'A.oB.DE.Vlt:.K-1.1I.VIN.K.ll,VEI 
GO TO 19 
13 C.aLL CSI-1 •• XB.XC.XE.xB.or:.DC.OE.VIN,K.1I.VC.VEI 
19 CALL CEGSIVD.DO.Vf.OE.VO:.K.21.HIN.K.2"XO'X[.OT,~T.X[l1 
2~ NGIN.K)=NF 
srIN.KI=SF 
FCIN.K)=FFF 
GO TO 23 
25 Nl =N-l 
HIN.K.2)=HINI.K.21 
VIN.K.21=VINI.K.21 
NGIN.KI=NCINI.KI 
FGIN.KI=FGINI.KI 
SGIN.K)=SGINI.KI 
GOT a 23 
20 DO 21 J2=1.NJJ 
IFlXJIN.J2.21.GT.XBI GO TO 10 
21 CONTINUE 
IFIXJIN.NJJ.1I+0Y.lT.X3.('P.XJIN.NJJ.21.LT.ACCUI GC TO 17 
Jl=NJJ 
GOT 0 16 
22 HIN.K.21=HORY 
VIN.K.21=O. 
KUP=KUP+l 
23 CONTINUE 
Rf.TURN 
END 
~J. 
12 
1 J 
1q 
15 
15 
17 
13 
IJ 
::U 
21 
22 
23 
2q 
25 
26 
27 
28 
N 
-c 2') 
3Ll 
31 
32 
33 
::;q 
35 
36 
37 
38 
39 
'10 
q 1 
42 
q 3 
4'1 
45 
'IG 
47 
qa 
'Ig 
50 
51 
5~ 
53 
5'1 
5S 
~6 
SUBROUTI:~r IN TAL 
~[T UP INITIAL CONDITIONS 
CCM~ON I r 11 ~ (4UIoC ('10) .?(10). TI"IE.CPI-'.f'.;II..N.Nr:H.RSL.cuRvr 
CCMMON IR".I H (Z7.::'7.:'I.VI:"7.27.2) .HL(;'7.10.Z) .Hf"!( 27.1U.7). 
$ V2 ( 27. HJ .:> ) • VL ( 2 -:.1 u .? ) • V J ( Z -:. lU. 2) • X J ( 2 7 .11;.? ) • J I (27.27.2) • K". NJ 
C'JMMOf'< F,~I NK(27).NJ(271.['X.CT.DIST.qMW.VM!~"rTYPE.IO.O':(Z7tllJI. 
't,;.DS 
c C:M~ON I rc4/ I II 27. Z) .XI (;n.2) .HI! 27, 21 .VI (27.21.Q II 27.2 I. W! (27.21. 
$(Tl27.ZI.c.H(27.ZltCVf77.71 
CCMMON/86/AA1,B31.CC1.5~K.IDC.5P1,XPG1.SP::.XPG2 
COMMON /[>,S/ ACCU.ACCUX.:'CCUY,HDRY,CC 
COMMON /B31 TLI10.21.TR(10.21 
COMMON IS101 DXCH,DXRS.DDXCH.OOXRS 
COMMON IB111 HRR.VRR 
COMMON 18141 IWETlZ71 
C OMMON/B1E IAA A. 8!lB. CCC. TO. RTO. RMN .RAV 
CIMENSION VV(ZI.F(21.VVV(271.TMT(:?1 
DXCH=ODXCH/S( 111 
OXRS=DDXR~/BI111 
o X=OXRS 
OXPG1=XPG1/BI111 
DXPG2=XPG2/SI111 
a T=O. 
NKK=(CI221+DXPG1+0XPG21/DX+1.99999 
DO 4 N=1.NN 
NJ(NI=O 
NKIN)=NKK 
IWETINI=O 
00 4 NT=lo 2 
XII N. NT 1 =C122 1+ DXPG1+ DXPG2 
III N.NTI =0 
H I IN. NT 1 =0 • 
VIIN.NTI=O. 
Q I IN. N TI =0 • 
WI! N.NTI =0. 
CTIN.NT)=ACCU*0.99 
DO 1 K=1.27 
HIN.K.NTI=O. 
VIN.K.NTI=O. 
JIIN.K.NTI=O 
1 CONTINUE 
DC 'I ..1=1.10 
XJIN.J.NT)=O. 
VJIN.J.NT)=O. 
V LI N. J • N TI =0. 
VPIN.J.NT)=O. 
HPIN.J.NTI=O. 
I-ILIN.J.NTI=O. 
4 CCNTINUE 
NKINCHI=NN 
NJI NCHI=O 
DC 3 tH=1.2 
XIINCH.NTI=CI211 
DC 2 K=1.Nr-; 
HINCH .K.NT 1=0. 
VINCI-I.K.NTI=O. 
S 7 
55 
53 
l,LJ 
(,1 
';3 
54 
05 
£u 
,,7 
6 'I 
oJ 
70 
71 
72 
73 
74 
75 
7" 
77 
7'1 
7J 
8U 
81 
82 
83 
8q 
95 
S6 
87 
83 
89 
9U 
91 
92 
93 
94 
95 
96 
'j7 
93 
99 
IlJU 
101 
IU :: 
lU 3 
lUq 
105 
lU6 
lU 7 
II.; 3 
lu 9 
110 
111 
112 
113 
JI(NCH.K.NTI=U 
" CC'NTINUr 
Qe; 3 J=I.1G 
Y J I NC I~ • J .1\ T ) = G. 
VJI NCH.J.NT I=C. 
V L ( /, C H • J • NT I = 0 • 
V~fNCH.J.NTI=O. 
I-IRIr-;CH.J.NTI=U. 
'-Ill NCH.J .NT I =0. 
3 CONTINUf 
H.ITIAL :::ONJ"TIO""; FOP FLC'W eN '>TD[SLOPE 
N~=NCH+1 
NJINSI=O 
NKINSI=C(331/DXR~+1.99999 
NKS=NKINSI 
DO 33 ~,T=1.2 
XIINS.NTI=CI331 
(lC 32 K=l.NKS 
HINS.K.NTI=O. 
VINS.K.NTI=O. 
JII NS, K.NT I =0. 
32 CONTINUE 
DO 33 J=1.10 
YJINS.J.NTI=n. 
VJINS.J.NTI=O. 
VLI NS.J.NTI=O. 
VRINS.J.NTI=O. 
HRINS.J.NTI=O. 
HLI NS. J, NTI=O. 
33 CONTINUE 
CALL RAINI3.0.11 
N=l 
IFIBI231.LT.ACCUI GO TO 
HMIN=B(23)*CI511P,1161 
~T=BI231 
C ALL PREP 
IFIITYPE.EQ.3) GO TO 60 
IFIITYPE.EQ.61 GO TO 80 
CALL STORHlaXRs.O.11 
GO=ODXRS*RAVI43200. 
S Tl = I CC 18. * JO *8 124 III :; Z • :'* C I 81 I 1* • 11 ./3. I 
S T1=S T 11 5. 
IFIST.GT.STll ST=5Tl 
GO TO 7 
ST IS DIMENSIONAL STARTING DEPTH 
~.H IS [)Ir~'::NSIONL[SS qARTING DEPTH 
SV IS DIM[N5IONU5~ ~TARTING VELOCITY 
6 J-lMIN=HCRY 
ST=U.loB(111*CI1"I*RH'II/Bfl91 
7 TIME=STIIRIlll*CI191*RMN/PI1911 
N CT=O 
::: =1 
TMTIIl=TIME 
42 CALL fiAINI3,TMTII1I 
F II I = TMT I T I-S T I (P ( 111 • C 113 I * R MIVE 11 0 II 
IFIABSIFIIII.LT.ACCUI GOTO q4 
I~(I.Ea.l1 GOTO 4~ 
w 
o 
11'+ 
115 
116 
:11 
118 
11J 
1:' 0 
1: 1 
1 - ~ 
U3 
12 I~ 
!2 b 
127 
123 
12 ) 
13u 
131 
132 
!33 
13 .. 
135 
130 
137 
138 
13') 
1" 0 
141 
142 
143 
144 
l'I5 
14., 
141 
148 
149 
150 
151 
152 
153 
15" 
155 
15 G 
151 
158 
15 '3 
160 
161 
162 
lEd 
164 
165 
16 E; 
167 
16 a 
lE;) 
170 
N CT=NCT+1 
IFINCT.GT.201 GOTO 99 
IFIABSIFI11-FI211.lT.ACCUI GOTO "" 
T MM= I F C 11. THT I 21-F I 21*TH TIll II I FI 1 1- F I 21 I 
T "T I 11 =Hn C 21 
Tf>'Tl21=T"lM 
Fl11=FIZI 
S OTO 42 
43 1=2 
T MT 12 1 =1. l' TI HE 
GOT 0 42 
44 TIME=THTIII 
~H=ST.CI51/SI 16) 
SV=O. 
IFISH.lT.HMINI HMIN=SH 
VHIN=SV 
C HH=2. *SH 
IFI1DG.EQ.21 CHH=SH 
1FINN.EG.1) GO TO 10 
CX=ICHH-SHI/SP2*81161/CISI 
CTT=CX*SQRTl1.-SP2··ZI/BI101 
IFI1DG.EG.21 CTT=O. 
9DIST=X1IN,11-CTT*PCI01/S1111 
N,.=NN 
IFI1TYPE.EG.21 NM=2 
IFI1TYPE.EG.51 GOTO 5 
FOR UNIFORM RAINFALL IITVPE=lI 
no 8 N=l,NH 
HII N,11=SH 
XII N,11=01ST 
CTC N,11=CTT 
IWE T! N 1=1 
8 CONTINUE 
GO TO 10 
C TC NN , 1 1 = C T T 
COMPUTE H AND V fOR ALL NAND K AT NT=l 
10 1FI1DG.EG.ll NKK=NKK-1 
DO 15 K=l,NKK 
XK=FLOATIK-11*DXRS 
CALL STORMIXK.T1MEI 
NCT=O 
1=1 
VVllI=O.l 
S SH=SH 
CALL GEOMI2.A,SSH,R,T,D,1,1.XKl 
11 SV=VVIII 
12 CAll FR1CISV,SSH,Ff.R,RE,REC,1R,l,XKI 
fl1l=CI81-CI"I.fF/BI131*~BSISVI*SV/R 
IFCABSlfl1ll.lT.ACCUI GO TO 14 
I FI I. E Q.1 I GO TO 13 
NCT=NCT+1 
IfINCT.GT.SOI GO TO 99 
SV=lfl 11 *VV 121-Fl21.VVllll / Ifl11-FIZll 
VVl11=VV121 
VVI21=SV 
Fill =F 12 I 
GO TO 12 
111 
17: 
!. 73 
:74 
17 :. 
17 c 
177 
17 S 
17 '3 
18U 
181 
Ie 2 
183 
18'+ 
185 
186 
187 
183 
18 'J 
l~O 
lSI 
192 
193 
19" 
195 
El6 
197 
198 
199 
2UO 
201 
2U2 
203 
2U,+ 
205 
2U6 
2Ul 
2[)8 
2[)9 
210 
n1 
:12 
213 
214 
215 
216 
217 
21 d 
713 
22 U 
221 
:?22 
22 ~ 
224 
225 
22G 
221 
13 1=2 
V 'II 2 I=O.OOU1 
GO TO 11 
14 VVVIKI=SV 
1!: rCNTINUr 
~,=N CH 
CAL l <; T c q Mil. oT H1 I'" 1 
N CT=(. 
1=1 
VVC11=L.l 
rall GEOMI2,A.~HP,R.T,D.1,1.1.1 
IFI ITYPE.~G.21 CAll C~0~C2,A,CHH,R,T.n.l'I,U.1 
16 C:;V=VVIII 
17 CALL FRICISV,CHH.fF,~,RE,PEC,1R,1,1.1 
FIII=C(61-CI41*F~/bI131.ABS(SVI*SV/R 
IfIABSIFIIII.lT.ACCUI G010 19 
IFII.EQ.11 GOTO Ie 
NCT=NCT+1 
IFINCT.CT.501 G010 99 
S v= If 1 11 * VV 12 1 -F 12'* VV I 111/1 F I 11 -F C 21 I 
VVI1I=VVI21 
VVI21=SV 
FIlI=FI21 
GOTO 17 
18 I =2 
VVI21'::0.0001 
GOT 0 16 
19 C;VV=SV 
IFI1TYPE.EG.51 GOTO 70 
20 DO 22 N=l,NH 
DO 21 K=l,NKK 
HIN,Ktll=SH 
VIN,K,ll=VVvIKI 
21 CONTINUE 
IFINN.EG.11 GO TO 24 
OXK=X1IN,11-flOATINKK-11*OXRS 
VIIN,11=VIN.NKK.11+(VIN,NKK.11-VIN,NKK-1,1110DXK/DXRS 
CAll GE 0 M I 2, A , H II N .1 1 , R , T. 0 , 1, 1, X II N ,1 1 1 
GIIN,11=VIIN,11*A 
22 CONTINUE 
DO 23 K=l.NM 
1-1 1 N CH , K , 1 I = CH H 
VINCH,K.11=SVV 
23 CONTINUE 
IFIITYPE.EQ.21 GOTO ~o 
N=NS 
CAll STORMIO. ,TIMEI 
NCT=O 
1-' 
VVIll=O.l 
<;~H=SH 
CAll G(O~12.A,SSH.R,T,O.1,1,OI 
~V=VVI:I 
27 CALL FRICISV,SSH.FF,R.RE,REC,1R,I.01 
rIII=CI61-CI41.FF/311?1.~rSISVI.SV/R 
IFIABSIFIIII.lT.ACCUI GOTO 29 
IFII.EG.l1 GOTO 23 
22 a 
229 
23u 
231 
232 
..,~ -, 
234 
235 
;::35 
231 
:::;3 
~3 ) 
7'1u 
2&1 1 
242 
2'13 
2'14 
~'I ::; 
2'16 
2'17 
2'13 
249 
250 
251 
252 
253 
254 
255 
256 
257 
:'58 
75 'J 
260 
201 
262 
263 
264 
265 
266 
267 
268 
26 ) 
:>7U 
271 
~7 Z 
'273 
27 " 
275 
276 
;'77 
27 a 
:'79 
:'81.J 
281 
282 
28.3 
234 
NCT=NCT+1 
IFINCT.GT.501 GOTO 9~ 
SV=IFll).VVI21-FIZI·VVC111/CFCII-FC211 
VVI1l=VVC21 
VVI21=SV 
FI11=F(2) 
(OTO 27 
28 1=2 
VVIZI=O.OOUI 
rOTO 2£ 
29 SVS=SV 
::0 25 K=loNKS 
HCNS.K,ll=SH 
VCNS.K.ll=SVS 
2S CONTINUE 
24 COTO 90 
FOR MOV1NG RAINSTORM THE DIRECTION OF MOVING RAINSTORM COINCIDES 
WITH THAT OF CHANNEL FLOW IITYPE=21 
50 HRR=BI311.HHIN 
VRR=O. 
XINTAL=l.S 
CNK=SGRTll.-SPZ •• 21 
NKKK=NKK 
DC SOl IF3.NCH 
IFI N.EQ.NCHI NKKK=NN 
DO 500 K=l.NKKK 
HIN.K.11=HORY 
VCN.K.lI=O. 
SOD CONTINUE 
IFIN.EG.NCHI GOTO 501 
HII N,ll=HORY 
VIIN.11=O. 
CTIN.11=HRR.CNK/SPZ.8(151/BC101/CISI 
XIIN.11=CI2ZI+OXPG1+CXPGZ-CTIN.11.BCI01/BII11 
SUI CONTINUE 
~LI NCH.l.l I=C HI-! 
VLlNCH.l.ll=SVV 
H R I NC H .1 .1 I =H RR 
VP INCH.l. II=VRR 
VJCNCH.l.ll=SVV 
XJI NCH,1.1 I=XINTAL .OXCH 
JIINCH.3.11=1 
NJI NCH 1=1 
IWETINCHI=l 
TLll.11=CTT 
T R 11 .11 =H RR*C NKI SP Z* P (16 II B 110 I/C I SI 
CI261=1. 
TIME=SGRTISH.XINTAL*QYCH*aCIGI/IO.S*CIS).CI2GI.CI191*C1301*Bl111 J 
(' OTO ~lJ 
""OR TYPE 3 110vINC RA!NSTORM. THE OIP-ECTIO'" CF MOVING STORM IS THE 
~AME AS THAT OF ROAD SURFACE FLOW 
&L TIHE=oXR5/CI3UI 
Hl=TIHE*RMN/PI191.CI1~I*rI111*CI51/81161 
XINTAl=I.5 
VO=Hl*oXRS/Z. 
'-! H=VOI C XI NTAL *oXRS I 
DO 61 K=I.3 
28:; 
286 
2117 
238 
28 ) 
2~u 
;<91 
2:l2 
2S :; 
2'3 " 
::'~ ..J 
:s s 
2) 7 
<'9 'l 
29') 
30U 
301 
3lr 2 
303 
30'1 
3U5 
3U6 
3U 7 
308 
3U9 
310 
311 
312 
313 
314 
:!l5 
316 
317 
31 B 
31 ,) 
32u 
321 
:'Z2 
323 
324 
325 
326 
327 
328 
329 
33U 
331 
33 t2 
33 ::: 
33 " 
335 
336 
337 
338 
33 '3 
3'1U 
3'11 
XK=FlOATIK-ll*oXRS 
IFIK.EQ.31 XK=XINTAloDXRS 
CALL STORHIXK.TIMEI 
CALL GEOMI2.A.HH.R.T.r,l,1,XKI 
VIN.KolI::CI81 oS.'32.:;:.R*P*S In "'*:?/ICCoSI 2'1I*Pll2 I I 
HIN.K,ll::~" 
61 CONTINUE 
HRR=81311"HMIN 
IfPR=u. 
'; L 11' .. 1 01 I de! 
VLCNol,ll VINd.ll 
r~LL GEO~ E,ARR,HPP.~HR.TPR,CRR,l.l,XJJI 
VJIN.l,11 IA*VlIN.l.ll-APP*vRRI/IA-ARRI 
XJIN,l,ll=xINTAL·OXRS 
NJI NI=l 
JIINt3.lI=l 
VRINol.1I=VRR 
HRI Nol 011 ::HRR 
G3 DO S4 K=c.NKK 
HIN.I\,lI=HDRY 
VIN.K. 11 =0. 
64 CONTINUE 
G C TO 90 
FOR TYPE 5 MOVINC STORH 
70 N=NN 
DO 71 K=ltNKK 
HIN.K.11=SH 
VIN,K.lI=VVVIKI 
71 CONTINUE" 
HI N CH, NN. 1 I =C HH 
VINCH,NN.ll=SVV 
CTCNN.ll=CTT 
I F I ID G. E,} .21 C T T =U • 
XIINN.11=CI221+DXPC1+0XPC2-CTT*SI1UI/BC111 
HIINN.II=SH 
oXK=XIINN.II-FLOATINKI\-II"OXRS 
V I INN. 1 1 =v I NN .NKK, 11 + I V INN. NK K. 1 I -V INN, NK K-l ,11 I. OX K/OX RS 
CALL GEOMI2.A.HIIN.II.R.T.O.1.1,XIIN.111 
GIINN.11=VICNN.1IoA 
NM=NN-1 
DO 73 N=l.NM 
DO 72 K=l.NKK 
'-!IN,K.1I=HDRY 
VIN,K.ll=O. 
72 CONTINUE 
HINCH.N.1I=HoRY 
v INCH, N. 1 I =0. 
CT(~,ll=ACCU*U.'3S 
IF(IOG.EG.21 CTPull::0. 
73 CONTINUE 
!WE TC M. I =1 
I WE TC N CHI = 1 
GO TO 90 
FOR TYPE 6 MOVINC STOPM 
30 CONTINUE 
o Xl=C 122 1+ DXP Gl +OX PC:?- UNl I Ie ( 22 I +DXPG 1 +0 XP 02 I lOX PS I .OX RS 
IFIOXl.L[.ACCU.OR.IOC.EQ.21 nXl=DXPS 
342 
343 
3'14 
345 
:'it:. 
? 47 
34 d 
34 J 
::'5u 
~51 
3:; 2 
~5 3 
354 
355 
35 .::. 
357 
358 
:-S 9 
35U 
361 
362 
363 
364 
365 
366 
367 
36 9 
3f, 3 
W 370 N 
371 
372 
373 
374 
375 
376 
377 
37 9 
379 
380 
381 
382 
383 
384 
385 
38G 
387 
388 
38 '3 
3'3U 
191 
392 
393 
334 
395 
39G 
397 
398 
TIME=OXl/CI30 I 
N=NCH 
CAll STORMIOXCH,TIMEI 
CC=CI361*CI81 uCI 271 
IFICC.lT.Z4.) CC=Z4. 
~1=TIM[*PMN/B(19)*Cllql·~(111.CI51/P.(151 
~=Hl*Bll£I/CI 5)*[JXl*EI11)/Z./81181 
CNK=SGRTIl.-SPZ**Z) 
HH=SGRTI~.*A.Bllel*SPZ/CNKI*CI51/B(16) 
T=HH.CNK/SP2/CIS)*81161/81101 
XRS=CIZ21+DXPGl+D~PGZ-T*81101/31111 
NKK=XR~/DXRS+1.39~93 
P=HH/CI51*S(16)*11.+1./SP21 
P=A.~11aI/P/BI171 
~FIIOG.EG.21 CALL GEOMI1,~,HH,R,T,O,l,l,OXCH) 
401 V CH = C I 81 * B. * 3 Z. 2. R. R. B 11 71 • • 21 ICC * P I 24 1 * B 112 I 1 
DO 81 K=ltNN 
HI N CH, K, 11 =HH 
V INCH, K ,II =VC H 
IFIIOG.EG.21 GOTO 402 
XIIK,11=XRS 
HIIK,lI=HDRV 
VIIK,11=0. 
CTIK,II=T 
CHIK,11=HORY 
CVIK,I)=O. 
GOTO 81 
4U2 XIIK,ll=C(22)+OXPGl+PXPG2 
HIIK,ll=HIK,NKK,I) 
V!IK,I)=VIK,NKK,11 
CTI K,I 1=0. 
81 CONTINUE 
DO 83 N=I,NN 
DO 82 K=lt NKK 
HIN,K,ll=HDRY 
V IN, K,lI =0. 
82 CONTINUE 
83 CONTINUE 
ITYPE=l 
90 CALL ERRIl) 
CALL OPHE AD 
WRITEI6,200) HMIN,VHIN,OPH,CC 
200 "ORHATI' HHIN =',F9.5,' VMIN =',F9.5,' OPH =',EI0.4,' C =',El1.6 
TDIM=TIM[*6II11/BIIZ) 
WRITEIG,2011 TIME.TOIM 
2U1 FORMATIIHI' THE INITIAL CONDITIONS ARE :'/' TIME =',F9.3,5X, 
$'IDIMENSIONAL TIME =',r9.3,' SEC.I'I 
10=1 
IFINN.EQ.ll GO TO 96 
IFIITVPE.EG.21 N=NCH 
IFIITVPE.EG.ZI KJ=3 
TLl1,21=TLll,11 
TPll,ZI=TRll,lI 
XJI N,l,Z I=XJI N,l,l I 
VJIN,l,21=VJI N.l,l) 
VlIN,I,ZI=VLIN,l,11 
VRIN,l,21=VRIN,I,11 
399 
4U U 
401 
4UZ 
4L 3 
4U 4 
4U 5 
41.J 6 
4L7 
4L' e 
4 U ') 
41Ll 
'Ill 
412 
413 
414 
415 
416 
417 
q18 
419 
4Z Ll 
421 
422 
423 
424 
425 
426 
427 
q2 a 
42 J 
43U 
431 
432 
433 
434 
435 
436 
437 
438 
433 
440 
441 
442 
443 
444 
445 
446 
447 
443 
44 'l 
45[j 
1151 
4t: '") 
453 
q54 
455 
H PIN, 1 ,2 ) =H R ( N, 1 ,1 I 
HLlN,l,21::HLI N,lol1 
J r IN, K J, :2 1 =J I IN, f':.J • L ) 
IFIITYPE.tG.~1 GC TO ~o 
~O 95 IN=l.NN 
XI( ::r--.,:')=YI (Tr...; • .:) 
f.lIIIN.21=Y1I:!:N,ll 
VIIIN,21=VIIIN.11 
GIIIN,21=GIIIN,ll 
WIIIN,:2I=WIIIt<oll 
III IN.2)=II IIN,I) 
C T I IN. 2 I =CT I IN, 11 
CLJIIN,21=CrlIIN,ll 
CVIIN,?I=CVIIN,ll 
35 CONTINUE 
'l6 CO 93 1=1,:3 
tF/I.EG.1) N=l 
IFIITYPE.EQ.5.ANQ.I.'~.11 N=NN 
IFII.EG.21 N=NCH 
IFII.EG.31 N=NS 
C ALL PREP 
IFIN.ITYPE.EG.l) W~ITt16,20Z1 
20Z FORMATIlDX,'AlSO FOR ~Ll SECTIONS OF ROAD SURFACE FLOW'I 
DC 91 K=ltKN 
HIN,K,21=HtN.K,11 
VIN,K,21=VIN,K,11 
91 CONTINUE 
7131=1. 
IFIN.EG.NCHI ?I3)=0. 
IFIN.EG.NSI ZI31=O. 
IFI1TVPE.EG.31 ZI31=O. 
CALL OUPT 
00 92 K=ltKN 
HIN,K,21=0. 
VIN,K,21=O. 
92 CONTINUE 
IrINN.EG.II RETURN 
XJIN.l,2)::0. 
VJIN.l,21=0. 
VLI N,l,2 I=U. 
VRIN.1,ZI=O. 
HPINol,21=O. 
HLIN,l,21=U. 
JII N,KJ, Zt=U 
IFIITYPE.EG.31 RETURN 
93 CONTINUE 
TLl1,21=TlIl,lI 
TRll,21=TRll,lI 
CO 94 IN=l,NN 
XII IN,21 =XI II Noll 
HIIIN,21=U. 
VIIIN,21=U. 
GIIIN,Z)=O. 
.' II IN. 2 1 =0. 
! I I IN, 2 I =0. 
C T I IN, 2 I = C T I I N,l ) 
CHIIN,2)=O. 
.. 5 ;; 
457 
q~ 3 
45 '3 
l40U 
401 
2 
3 
.. 
5 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
1 .. 
15 
16 
..... 
17 
w 18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
2 .. 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
3D 
31 
32 
33 
3 .. 
35 
36 
37 
38 
39 
.. 0 
.. 1 
.. 2 
.. 3 
.... 
.. 5 
.. 6 
C V I IN, 21 =0. 
'34 CONTINUE 
R [TURN 
'39 SSS=-l. 
SS=SGRTIS<;SI 
£" ND 
SUBROUTINE JLIXP,J,VLL,HlL,$,IDI 
COMPUTE V AND H ON REGION 'l' OF THE DISCONTINUITY 
C 10=1 COMPUTE VL. Hl AT DISCONTINUITY WHEN Al IS LESS THAN AR 
C 10=2 COMPUTE V. H AT GRID POINT IN LEFT-HAND SIDE OF DISCONTINUI Y 
COMMON IB11 B 140 I, CI IfO I. ZI 10 I. TIHE .OPH .NN .N.NCH.RSL. CURV~ 
COHMON IB21 HI27.27.21.VI27.27.2I,HLI27.10,2I,HRI27,10.2), 
'5 VR 127.10.21. VL I 27.10 .2 I. VJ 127.10.2" XJ 127,10,2 I .J IIZ 7.27.2 I. K N. NJ) 
COHMON 1831 NKI271.NJI27ltDX.OT.DIST.HM1N.VM1N.ITYPE.10.OCI27.101. 
$S.D5 
COHHON 1881 ACCU.ACCUX .ACCUY.HORV.CC 
C 55=1. FOR C+ 
C SS=-l. FOR C-
DTO=OT 
DTE=DT 
55=-1. 
XJ1=XJ IN ,..I .11 
K= XJ1/0X +1. 9 9999 
X2=XJl 
X1=FLOAT IK-ll.0X 
XJ2=0. 
JJ=J 
16 IFIJJ.LE.OI GO TO 15 
IFf XJI N • ..1..1 -1.21. GT.O •• AN 0. XJI N • ..1..1-1.21. LT.O ISTI X J2=XJI N. JJ-lo 11 
IFIXJ2.GT.0.1 GO TO 15 
JJ=J.J-1 
GO TO 16 
15 V2=VlIN.J.lI 
CALL GEOHI2.A2.HUN.J.lI tR2.T2.02.101.XJ11 
IFIX2-Xl.LT.ACCUXI GOTO 4 
1 IFIXJ2.GT.X11 GO TO 5 
Vl=VIN.K-1.1 I 
CALL GEO"l12.Al.HIN.K-l.11.R1.T1.D1.1.1.X1) 
2 CALL CSISS.X1.X2.XC.)(!>.DltD2.DC.Vl.V2.VCI 
14 IFIID.EG.2) GO TO 10 
13 IFIXC.LT.XJ2.AND.XJIN.JJ-i .2).GT.0.) GOTO 12 
TFIXC.GT.lCZI GOTO 6 
TFIXC. LT. Xli GOTO 4 
3 TFISS.Ll.O.) GO TO 8 
9 CALL CEGSIVC.DC.VE.DE.VLL.HLL,XC.XE.DTD.DTE.XP) 
TFIID.[Q.1.0R.ITYPE.EG.11 RETURN 
DX1=XJIN.J.2)-Xl 
VLL1=V IN.K -1.21 +1 V IN .K-1.Z )-VIIII.K-2. 2) hD X1/DX 
HLL1=HIN .K-1.ll+! HIN .K-1 r2 I-HIN.K-2. 21 hDX1/DX 
IF I VLl.L T. VLLlI VL l= VLl1 
IFIHLl.GT .HLL1) HLl=HLL1 
RETURN 
47 
48 
49 
50 
51 
52 
53 
54 
55 
56 
57 
58 
59 
60 
61 
6l 
63 
64 
65 
66 
67 
68 
69 
70 
71 
72 
73 
74 
75 
76 
77 
78 
4 K=K-1 
X1=X1-0X 
GO TO 1 
X1=XJ2 
IFIABSIX1-X21.Ll.ACClJXl If"TURN 5 
V1=VRIN.JJ-1,11 
CALL GEOMIZ,Al,HRIN.JJ-1,11,R1.T1.01.1.1,X11 
GO TO 
6 XC=X2 
DC=D2 
VC=V2 
GO TO 3 
8 SS=l. 
XE=XC 
VE=VC 
DE=DC 
DTE=DTD 
GO TO 2 
10 IFIXC.GT.XJl) GOTO 11 
GOTO 13 
11 xPC=XP-XC 
C 1 LL CROSS I X P • ..1.2. VC .D C. lP C. DT D. S S ) 
XC=XP-XPC 
IFISS.LT.O.I GOTO 8 
GOTO 9 
12 XPC=XP-XC 
JH=JJ-1 
CALL CROSS IXP.JM .1.VC. DC .XPC.OTO.SS) 
XC=XP-XPC 
IFISS.LT.O.) GOTO 8 
GO TO 9 
E NO 
SUBROUTINE JLlI XP.J. VLL. HLL. VRR. HRR. SI 57 
z USE C+ CHARACTERISTIC [QUATION AND ONE OF THE EOUATIONS OF 58 
oISCONTI~UITY TO SOLVE VL AND HL 59 
COMMON fIJlI 8140ltCI401.ZII01.TIME.CPH.NN.N.NCH.RSL.CURVr ;;0 
COMMON fB21 HI27.27.21.VI27.27.21.HLI27tlO.ZItHRI27.10.21. 01 
$V? 127.10 .21. VL I 27.10.7 I. VJ I 27.10.2 I. XJI27.10.2 I.J 112 7.27.2 I .KN.NJ 62 
COHMON 1831 NKI27ItNJI271.OX.rn.OIST.HMIN.VHTN.ITYPE.IO.OCI27.101. 63 
$~.DS 64 
rOMMON f871 NLI27.10IoNRI27.10ItSLI27.101.SRI27.101.rLl27.101. 65 
10 SFRI27.101.NFJ.SFJ.FFJ 66 
11 COMMON 1'331 ACCU.ACCUX .ACCUy.I-I!)RY.CC 67 
12 CIMENSION F121.HHI21 68 
13 DTD=DT 69 
1'+ CALL GEOMI 6. ARR.HRR. HHR. TRR.ORR.l. 2. XP I 7U 
15 XJ1=XJIN.J.11 71 
16 NLIN.JI=n 72 
17 K=XJI/OX+1.99999 73 
18 X2=XJ1 74 
19 X1=FLOATIK-l).DX 75 
20 XJ2=O. 76 
21 JJ=J 77 
22 16 IFIJJ.LE.11 GOTO 15 78 
23 IFlXJIN.JJ-1.2).GT.0 •• AN[l.XJIN.JJ-lt21.LT.DISTI XJ2=XJIN.JJ-lt11 79 
2'+ IFIXJ2.GT.0 •• AND.XJ2.L T.DISTI GOTO 15 80 
25 JJ=JJ-l 81 
26 GOTO 16 82 
27 15 V2=VLlN.J.1I 83 
28 CALL GEOHI2.A2.HLIN.J.lItR2.T2.D2.lt1.XJIN.J.11J 84 
~ 29 30 
IFIX2-Xl.LT.ACCUXI GOTO 8 85 
1 IFIXJ2.GT.Xll GO TO ~ 86 
31 V1=VIN.K-1.1J 87 
32 CALL GEOHI2.A1.HIN.K-1.11.Rl.TloD1.1.1.XlI 88 
33 CALL CSll •• Xl.X2.XD.XP.Ol.D2.0D.V1.V2.VDI 8') 
3'+ IFIDO.LT.HORYI OO=HORY 90 
35 IFIXO.GT.X21 GO TO 10 91 
36 IFIXO.LT.X11 GOTO 12 92 
37 CALL GEOMI5.AO.HO,RO,TO.DD,1,1.XO) 93 
38 T=TIME-DTO 94 
39 CALL STORMIXO.T) 95 
'+0 CALL FRICIVO,HO.FD.RD.REO,REC.KO,l,XOI 96 
41 CALL OPHEAD 97 
'+2 SFDO=C(4).FD-VO.ASSIVOlfI8113).ROI 98 
'+3 SO. S2 ARE ENERGY COEFICIENTS AT POINTS 0 AND 2 99 
41f SO=l. 100 
115 S2=1. 101 
'+6 OX02=X2-XO 102 
47 IF( ABS lOX021.L T.ACCU XI SFD2=CI81 103 
118 IFIABSIDX021.LT.ACCUXI Goro 20 104 
'+9 SF02 =C I 81+ I B 116 I *1 HO -HL 1 N. J. 11 I IC I 51 +B 112 1* * 2. I SO .VO *V 0-S2* V 2. V2 105 
50 $/64.41/10XD2-SI1111-CI91 106 
51 20 IFIABSISFOOI.LT.ABSISFD211 GOTO 4 1U7 
52 31 SFO=SF02 
53 NLIN.JI=l 
5'+ GO TO 14 
55 4 SFD=ISFOO+SF021/2. 
56 14 O<;O=SORT I C111* (CI1I-1. Ie vr)evo+c 111 -C 1201* (00eCI9) ICC 5)+OPH II 
C7=CI7h!)TD/OT 
C 1 = C 111 I • 0 T 0 * (C I 11 * C 12 0 I .. I C I 8 I -SF 0 I + C C 26 I 100 - C I 19 I • I C7 .. C 1 2 5 I - C I 6 I 
SIC I 9 1- C I 11 • V 0 +0 S G I * C I 9 I * C I 5 I + C I 2 7 I 10 0- C 11 '3 I - I C 11 I .. V 0 - 0 SOl. C ( 9 I • 
$C I 51 +B (16) 18110 I. C 12 91 I I Te. DO I. (C I 31 .C (2 I .. C 124 I-C 111 *v [,+OSO I I 
1=1 
NCT=O 
HHI11=HlI~,J.ll"1.1 
5 HLL=HHIII 
CALL GEOMI6.ALL.HLL.HHL.TLL.OLL.1.1.XPI 
ALR=ALL-ARR 
AHLR=AlL*HHL-ARR-HHR 
HSO=SQRTICl11 .. C(20)/IALl-ARRI.IAHLR/ALR.ICI91/CI51)'.2+OPHI) 
F I I I = C 19 1 I I C I 5 hOD Ie I I 1 • -<: I 1 ) I - V 0 + D S Q 1 - I H LL - HOI + V RR + A L R _ H SO - Vo -C 
IFIABSIFIII).LT.ACCUI GO TO 7 
IFl1.EO.11 GO TO 6 
IFIABSIFI1I-FI211.LT.ACCOeACCUI GO TO 7 
NCT=NCT+l 
HINCT.GT.201 SS=50R1(-1.1 
HLL=IFIl hHHI21-FI21*HHlll 1/(FIlI-Fl21 I 
HHIl I=HHI2 I 
HHI21=Hll 
F111=F121 
GO TO 5 
1=2 
HHIZI=HLIN.J.11-1.05 
GO TO 5 
VLL=VRR+ALR-HSO 
CALL GEOHI2.ALL.HLL.Il.L.TLL.OLL.1.2.XPI 
CALL FRICIVLL.HLL.FLL.RLL.REL.REC.IRl.2,XPI 
FLI N.J I=FlL 
SL I N.J 1= CI 41 * FLL -V U .A 95 IV L L11 (B ( 131 *RL LI 
RETURN 
8 K=K-1 
X1=X1-0X 
GO TO 1 
9 X1=XJ2 
IFIABSIX1-XZI.LT.ACCUXI RETURN 7 
V1=VRC N. JJ-1.1 J 
CALL GEOH(2.A1.HRIN.JJ-ltl I.R1.Tl.D1.1.1.XlI 
GO TO 2 
10 XD=X2 
DD=02 
VD=V2 
(;0 TO 3 
12 IFIXJ2.LT.X11 GOTO 8 
XPD= XP-XO 
JM=JJ-1 
CALL CROSSIXP.JM.1.VO,Do .XPO.oTD.1 I 
XO=XP-XPD 
GOTO 3 
END 
w 
VI 
2 
3 
If 
5 
1U 
11 
12 
13 
11f 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
21f 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
30 
31 
32 
33 
3 .. 
35 
36 
37 
38 
39 
If 0 
1f1 
1f2 
1f3 
If If 
.. 5 
.. 6 
.. 7 
'1.'3 
'19 
50 
51 
52 
53 
5'1 
55 
56 
SUBROUTINE JR(XP,J,VRR,HRR,$.IDJ 57 
C COMPUTE V AND H ON RECION 'R' OF THE DISCONTINUITY 58 
C 10=1 COMPUTE VR AND HR A T DISCONTINUITY WHEN AL IS GREATfR THAN R 59 
C 10=2 COMPUTE V AND H AT CR 10 POINT IN RIGIJT-HANO SIDE OF OISCONTI. 60 
COMMON /81/ B 1 .. 0 J ,CC If() 1,7110 I. TIME .OPH. NN.N .NCH.RSL.CUPVr 61 
COHMON /82/ HC27.27.21.VC27.27.ZI.HLl27.10.21.HRIZ7,10.2h 62 
~ VR 127.10.2 J. VLl2 7. 10 .2 I. VJ 12 7.10.2" XJ 127.10.2 I .J IIZ 7.27.2 I. K N. NJJ 63 
COHMON 183/ NKIZ7) .NJCZ71t0X.OT.DIST.HMIN.VHIN.ITYPE.IO.OCI27.101. 61f 
SS.OS 65 
COMMON IB8/ ACCU.ACCUX .ACCUy.HORY.CC 66 
IQQ=O 67 
C SS=l. FOR C+ 68 
C SS=-1. FOR C- 69 
OTO=OT 70 
OTE=DT 71 
SS=1. 72 
XJ1=XJIN.J.1J 73 
K=XJ1/0X+1.99999 
X1=XJl 
XZ=FLOAT IK )*OX 
XJZ=DIST 
""=,, 16 IFIJ".GE.N"J) GO TO 15 
IFIX"CN."J+1.ZI.GT.O •• AND.XJIN.JJ+1.21.LT.OIST) XJ2=XJCN.JJ+1.11 
IFIXJZ.LT .DIST-ACCUX I GO TO 15 
JJ=JJ+1 
GO TO 16 
15 V1=VR(N.J.1J 
CALL GEOHI2.A1.HRIN.J.1J.R1.T1.D1.1.1.XJ1J 
IFfXZ-Xl.LT.ACCUXJ GOTO " 
1 IFIXJZ.LT.X2) GO TO 5 
VZ=VIN.K.11 
CALL GEOMIZ.AZ.HIN.K.1J.Jl2.TZ.DZ.1.1.X21 
2 CALL CSISS.Xl.XZ.XC.)Cp.0100Z.DC.V1.V2.VC) 
14 IFIID.EG.ZI GO TO 10 
13 IFIXC.GT.XJ2.AND.X"IN.JJ+1.ZI.GT.0.I GOTO 1Z 
IFIXC.LT.X1J GOTO 6 
IFIXC.GT.XZI GOTO ~ 
3 IF(SS.GT.O.I GO TO 8 
9 CAll CEQSIVD.DD.VC.DC.VRR.HRR.XD.XC.OTD.DTE.XPI 
RETURN 
If XZ=XZ+OX 
K=K+1 
GO TO 1 
XZ=XJZ 
IFIABSIX1-X21.LT.ACCUXI RFTURN 5 
VZ=VLlN.JJ+l.ll 
CALL GEOMI2.AZ.HLIN.JJ+1.11.RZ.TZ.DZ.1.1.X21 
GO TO 2 
6 XC=Xl 
VC=V1 
DC=D1 
GO TO 3 
SS=-l. 
XO=XC 
VO=VC 
OO=DC 
DTO=DTE 
GO TO 2 
10 IFIXC.lT.XJlI GOTO 11 
GOTO 13 
11 XPC=XP-XC 
CALL CROSSIXP.J.ltVc.rC.l'PC.DTE.SSI 
XC=XP-XPC 
IFISS.GT.O.I GOTO 8 
GOTO 9 
12 XPC=XP-XC 
JP=JJ+1 
CAll CROSSIXP.JP.2 .ve.DC .lC'PC.OTE.SSI 
XC=XP-XPC 
IFISS.GT.D.I GOTO 8 
GO TO 9 
END 
1 
2 
3 
III 
11 
12 
13 
Iii 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
211 
25 
26 
21 
28 
w 29 a-
30 
31 
32 
33 
311 
35 
3G 
31 
38 
39 
110 
iiI 
liZ 
43 
44 
115 
46 
111 
48 
49 
5U 
51 
52 
53 
54 
55 
56 
SUB R 0 UTI N E ..I R 11 X P , J, \l L , HL L , VR R , HR R, $ I 
C USE C- CHARACTERISTIC EGUATION AND ONE OF THE EGUATIONS OF 
C DISCONTINUITY TO SOLVE VR AND HR 
COMHON IBll B 1110 I, CI 4IJ I, ZI 10). TIME .CPH, NN.N .NCH .RSL. CURVE 
CCHMON IB21 H[21,27.ZI.VI27.27,21.YLI27.10,2).HRI27.10.2). 
$ VR 127.10.2 I. VL I 27.10 .2 I, VJ 12 7,10.2 I. XJ I 27 .10.2) .J II2 7.27.2 I • K N. NJ 
COHHON IB31 NKI 271 .NJI 27 hOX .DT.OIST .HHIN .VMIN.IT YPE. IO.OCI 27.101. 
$S.OS 
COHHON IB71 NLI27.10hNRI27.10),SLl27,10),SRI27.101,FU27,101, 
SFP.127.101,NFJ.SFJ.FFJ 
COHHON IB31 ACCU,ACCUX ,ACCUY ,HORY. CC 
DIHENSION F121,HH121 
OTE=OT 
CALL GEOH 16, AL l. HL l, HHL. TLl. OlL, 10 2. XP I 
XJ1=XJ IN.J .11 
NRIN.JI=O 
K= XJ1/0X +1. 99999 
X1=X.J1 
X2=f"LOATIKI*OX 
X.J2=OIST 
JJ=J 
16 IFIJJ.GE.NJJI GOTO 15 
If" I X.JI N. JJ +1. 2 I. GT .0 •• AN D. XJI N • .JJ+ 1,21 • l T.O 1ST I X J2=XJ IN, .JJ+1o 11 
IFIXJ2.GT.0 •• ANO.XJ2.l T.OISTI GOTO 15 
.JJ=JJ+1 
G OTO 16 
15 Vl=VRI N • .J, 11 
CALL GEOHI2, Al,HRC N. J, 11 I'?lt n.01.1.1. XJ1I 
IFIX2-Xl.LT.ACCUXI GOTO 8 
1 IFIXJ1.LT.Xll GO TO 9 
Vl=VIN,K.11 
CALL GEOHI2.A2,HIN.K,11,Rl,T2.01.1.1.Xll 
2 CALL CSI-l •• Xl,X2,XE.XP.01.D2.0E.VloVl.VEI 
If"IOE.LT.HORYI OE=HORY 
IFIXE.LT.Xll GO TO 10 
IFIXE.GT.X21 GOTO 11 
CALL GEOHI5.AE.HE,RE .TE.DE .1.1.XEI 
T=TIHE-DTE 
CALL STORHIXE.TI 
CALL FRICIVE.HE.FE .RE,REE. REC.KE.1.XEI 
CALL OPHEAO 
SFEE=CI41*FE.VE*ABSIVEI/ISI131*REI 
SE.S1 ARE THE ENERGY COEFICIENTS OF POINTS E AND 1 
SE=l. 
SI=I. 
OXIE=XE-X1 
IFIABSCOX1El.LT.ACCUXI S!'lE=CI81 
IFIABSIOXlEl.LT.ACCUXI GOTO 20 
SF1E=C 18 1+ (B (1 G I * I H IN, K. 1) -HE IIC ( 5 1+ B ( 12 I .. 2 * 151* VI. V1-S E. VE' V EI 
S/6 4.4 I /I 0 X IE. B III I 1* C 19 I 
20 IFIABSISFEEI.LT.ABSISF1EII GOTO 4 
31 SFE=SF1E 
NRIN.JI=l 
GO TO 111 
II Sf"E=ISFEE+SFIEJ/1. 
111 0 S Q= S Q R TIC 11 I * I C 11 1- 1. J * \IE • V E + C III * C I 2 0 1 * CD E. C I 91 I CIS 1 + OP H I 1 
57 
58 
59 
6U 
61 
62 
63 
G4 
(,5 
66 
1>7 
68 
69 
70 
71 
71 
73 
74 
75 
76 
77 
18 
79 
80 
81 
82 
83 
84 
85 
86 
87 
88 
8'3 
90 
91 
92 
93 
94 
95 
96 
97 
98 
99 
100 
101 
102 
103 
104 
105 
106 
107 
C7=C 17 I' OTEIOT 
Cl=Cl111*OTE.IClll*CIZOI .ICI81-SfEI+CI261/0E*CI191*IC7.CI251'CI6 
sIC 191- CI 11 *VE-O SG I • C [" 1* CIS I +C 1171 10 E* C [19 I. I C 111 'VE +DSQ I .C I 9 I. 
$ C 151 +B 116) IB 11 0 I' C I 2 ~II ( l[ * DEI' I C I 31 .C 12 I *C 124 I-C III 'V E-OSO I I 
I=1 
NCT=O 
HHIlI=HRIN.J.11 
5 HP.R=HHIII 
CALL GEOMI6.ARR,HRR.HHR, TRR,ORR.lt1.XP) 
ALR=ALL-ARR 
AHLR=ALL.HHL-ARR*HHR 
HSQ= SQRT Ie 111.C I 20 1/ I ~ L L *A RR h I AHLR I ALR. I C 19) I C 15) ,*'2 +OP H I I 
FIII=CI91/ICI51.CEI*111.-C111)*V[-DSQI.IHRR-H[I+VLL+ALR.HSQ-VE-Cl 
IFIABSIFIIII.LT.ACCUI GO TO 7 
1FII.EQ.11 GO TO S 
1FCABSlflll-FI211.LT.ACCU*ACCUI GO TO 7 
NCT=NCT+ :. 
IFINCT.GT.201 SS=SQRTI-l.1 
HRR=IFIlI*HHI21-fI2)*HHI11 IIIFI1I-FI21 I 
HHIl)=HHI21 
HHI21=HRR 
FI1I=FI2) 
GO TO '5 
1=2 
HHI11=HH 111'1.01 
GO TO 5 
7 VRR=VLL+ALR*HSQ 
CALL GEOHI 2,ARR,HRR, RRR.1RR.DRR,1.2. XPJ 
CALL fRICIVRR.HRR.FRR,RRR.RER.REC.1RR.2.XPI 
FRIN.JI=FRR 
SRIN • .J)=CI4J*FRR'VRR.ABSNRRI/IBI13)*RRRI 
RETURN 
X2=X2+DX 
K=K+l 
GO TO 1 
9 X2=XJl 
IFIABSIX1-X21.lT.ACCUXI RETURN 7 
V2=VU N. J.J+l.11 
CALL GEOHI2,A2,HLIN,.JJ+1.11.R2.T2.D2,1.1.X21 
GO TO '2 
10 XE=X1 
OE=Dl 
VE=V1 
GO TO 3 
12 IfIXJ2.GT.X21 GOTO 8 
XPE=XP-XE 
JP=JJ+1 
CALL CROSSIXP.JP.2.VE.OE;)(PE.DTE.-11 
XE=XP-XP[ 
GOTO 3 
END 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
13 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
w 28 
-.I 29 
30 
31 
32 
33 
34 
35 
36 
37 
38 
39 
40 
41 
42 
43 
44 
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46 
47 
48 
49 
50 
51 
52 
53 
54 
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56 
SUBROUTINE JUMPIJI 
COMPUTE XJ AND VJ OF T HE DISCONTINUITY 
COHHON IB11 9140I.CI4IJI.ZI101.TIME,CPH.NN.N.NCH.RSL.CURVr 
COHHON 1821 HI27.27.21.VI27.27.2),HLI27.10.2ltHRI27,10.21, 
$ VR 127.10.2 I. VLI 27, 10 ,2 I. VJ 127.10.2 It XJ I 27 .1U ,21 • ..1 I12 7, Z7, ZI ,K N .NJ 
ceMMON 1831 NKI271.NJI271.0X.OT.DIST.HMIN.VMIN,ITYPE,IO.OCI27.10J. 
$S.OS 
COHHON 1881 ACCU .ACCUX ,A CCUY .HORY ,CC 
COHHON/B91 TL'10.21.TRI10.21 
DATA NAME/·JUHp·1 
IFIJ.EG.lI ..12=0 
IFIJZ.GT.OI GO TO 50 
IFIABSIHLlN.J.lI-HRIN.J.lI I.LT.ACCUI RETURN 
J1=J 
J3=J 
K1=XJIN.J1.11/DX+1.99999 
XEZ=XJIN,J1.11+VJIN,Jl,11*OT 
IFIXE2.LT.O.I GO TO 7 
IFIJ1.EG.NJJI GO TO 1 
XE3=XJ IN .J1+1,ll+VJ I N, J1 +1,1 I*OT 
IFIXE2.LT.XE31 GO TO 1 
TWO DISCONTINUITIES CROSS EACH OTHER TO PRODUCE A NEW OISCONTINUI , 
..12=..11+1 
..13=..12 
DTT=OT 
o T= I XJ IN.J 2,lI-XJ IN, J1 ,I J II I V JI N. Jlo II -VJ IN • ..12.11 I 
TIHE=TIHE-OTT+OT 
XE2=XJ'N.J2.11+VJIN.J2.11*OT 
KKZ=XEZ/OX+l.99999 
KK1=KK2-1 
H1=HIN.KK1.11 
V1=VIN,KK1,11 
XJ1=XJIN.J1.11 
VJ1=VJ I N • ..11.11 
VL1=VL IN .Jlo 1 I 
VR1=VRIN.J1.11 
HR1=HRIN.J1.1I 
HL1=HL'N.J1.11 
HLZ=HL'N.J2.1I 
HR2=HR'N.J2.11 
VR2=VRIN.J2.11 
Vl2=VLlN.J2.1I 
VJ2=VJIN.J2.11 
XJ2=XJIN.J2.11 
V2=VIN.KK2.11 
H2=HIN.KKZ.11 
CALL GEOH 12. AL 1. HI.. 10 RL 10 lL 1. OL1.1.1. XJlI 
CALL GEOHI 2.AR2.HR2. RR2. 1R2.0R2.1.1. XJ21 
IFIAl1.GT.AR21 GO TO 19 
CALL JUXE2.J1,VLL.HLL.SZS.11 
CALL JR1IXE2 • ..12. VL L. HI.. l. W R .HRR. $2 61 
GO TO 20 
19 CALL JRIXE2,J2.VRR,HRR.S26.11 
CALL JL1IXE2.J1,VLloHLL.VRR.HRR,S251 
20 XKK2=FLOATIKK2-11-0X 
XKK1=XKK2-DX 
57 
58 
59 
E.U 
61 
62 
63 
64 
65 
66 
67 
68 
69 
70 
71 
72 
73 
74 
75 
76 
77 
78 
79 
80 
81 
82 
83 
84 
85 
86 
87 
88 
89 
90 
91 
92 C 
93 
94 
95 
96 
97 
98 
99 
IOU 
101 
102 
103 
104 
105 
106 
107 
1U 8 
1U9 
11U 
111 
112 
113 
CALL JlIXKK1.J1,VIN.KK1,ZI,HIN.KK1.21.S49.21 
CAll JRI XKK2,J2,V'N,KK2. ZI.HIN.KK2.2 10$49,21 
CAL L G [0 M I 2. ALL. HL L. RL L. lL l • 0 Ll • 1 • 2, XE 2 I 
CALL GEOMI2.ARR,HRR.RRR.TRR.ORR.1,2.XE21 
XJT=IAlL*VLl-ARR*VRRI/IAlL-ARRI 
OT=OTT-oT 
11ME=TIH[+OT 
HLIN,J2.1I=HLl 
Hit I N.J2.1I =HRR 
VR I N,J2.11 =VRR 
VlIN,J2.11=VLl 
VJ IN • ..12.11 =XJT 
XJIN.J2.1I=X[2 
XJIN.Jloll::(]. 
XE2=XE2+ XJhOT 
IflxE2.GT.OISTI GO TO 11 
CALL CONJIXEZ.J2.VLL,HlL.VRR.HRR.S71 
OT=OTT 
VIN.KK1,1I=V1 
HIN.KKloll=H1 
HIN.KK2,1I=HZ 
VIN.KK2.1I=V2 
XJ IN .Jlo 1) =XJ1 
VJIN.Jlt11=VJ1 
VLIN.Jltll=VLl 
VRIN.Jlt11=VRl 
HRIN.Jloll=HRl 
HL I N ,Jlo 11 =HL1 
HLI N,J2. U=HL2 
HR I N • ..12.11 =HR2 
VR I N • ..12.11 =VR2 
VL I N.J2.1I =VL2 
VJIN.J2.11=VJZ 
XJIN.J2.1I =XJ2 
GO TO q 
THERE IS SINGLE OISCCJ4TINUITY 
1 ..12=0 
..13=..1 
IFIXE2.GT.OISTI GO TO 11 
CALL CONJI X£2.J. VLL.I-t...L. ~R.HRR.S71 
4 IFIVLL.LT.VRRI GO TO 7 
CAL L G E 0 M I 2. ALL. HL L. RL L , lL l , 0 LL • 1 • 2. XE 2 I 
CALL GEOMI 2.ARR.HRR.RRR, lRR.DRR.l,2. X[21 
XJT=IALL-VLL-ARR*VRRI/IALL-ARRI 
CALL STORHIXE2,TIHEI 
CALL OPHEAD 
IF'ALL.GT.ARRI GOTO 6 
FR R=FRTS TI I VRR-XJT " DR R. (P H. C 11 I ,C I 5 ), C 191 • C 12 0 I ,1 J 
F R L = F R TS TI I V L L - X J T " OL L • CP H • C I 11 • CIS" C I ~ I • C I 20 I , 1 I 
IFIFRL.GT.O •• ANO.FRR.L T.U.I GOTO 8 
GOTO 7 
6 F R R.:: F R TS T ( I X ..I T -v RR I , [,R R. Cf> H. C I 11 • C I 5 I. C 191 • C I 201 , 1 I 
FRL=FRTSH IXJT-VLL" DLL. CPH. CI 11 .CIS 10 C 191. CI 20).1 J 
IFIFRL.LT.O •• AND.FRR.GT.O.IGO TO 8 
7 DO 9 ..I ..I.:: J1 .J 3 
XJIN.JJ.21::(]. 
'3 CONTINUE 
..... 
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RETURN 
DO 10 JJ=J1. J3 
XJIN • .1J.2J=XE2 
VJIN.J.1.21=XJT 
VLIN • .1J.21=VLL 
VRIN • .1J,21=VRR 
HRIN,,JJ,21=HRR 
HLIN,JJ,2)=HLL 
IFIN.EQ.NCHI TLIJ,J.21=TLL 
IFIN.EG.NCHI TRIJJ.21=TRR 
OCIN,.1JI=NAHE 
10 CONTINUE 
RETURN 
25 CIILL CONJIXE2 • .12,VLL,HLL,VRR,HRR.S71 
GO TO 20 . 
26 CALL CONJI XE2.Jl.VLL .HLL ,VRR ,HRR,S7) 
GO TO 20 
11 DO 15 J.1=.11.J3 
X.1IN.JJ.21=DIST+1. 
15 CONTINUE 
RETURN 
49 SS=SGRTI -1.1 
50 ..12=0 
RETURN 
END 
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33 
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SUBROUTINE NEW.) 
TO SE4RCH NEil DISCONTINuITY. IF ANY 
COHHON IB11 BI40IoCIQOI.?110ItTIME.OPH.NN.N,NCH,RSL.CURVE 
COHHON IB21 HI27,27,21,VI~7,27'21.HL(27,10.21,HP(27,1Q.21. 
S VR 127,10 .2 I ,VLI 27, 10 ,2 I • V.1 127.10,2 I. X.) 127.10.:, I ,J 1127,27.2 I ,K tlt N J 
COHHON 18.31 NKI271.N,J127 I,DX.f1T.DIST .HHH •• VMIt:,IT tPE.IO.C':127.1UI. 
$<;,DS 
COMMON 18Ql 1II27,21.XII'Z7,21,HII27.21.VII27,21.QII27,21.WII27.21. 
SCT!27.21.CHI27,2ltCVI27.21 
COHHON/B6/AA1.BB1,CCl.SNK.IDG,SP1.XPG1,5P2.XPG2 
COHMON IE31 ACCU,ACCUX.ACCUY,HDRY,CC 
COHHON 1F!91 TLl10.21.TRI]f'],21 
COHMON IPlOI DXCH.DXF<S ,ODX CH.DDXRS 
DIHENSION FI21.XIZI 
DATA NAME/'NEWJ'I 
KNN=KN-1 
DO 30 K=3, KNN 
IFIJIIN,K,21.GT.0I GO TO "0 
IFIVIN,K,21.GT.VIN,K-1.2I-ACCUI GO TO 30 
OXA=DX 
DXC=DX 
KA=K-1 
KAA=K-2 
KC=K+1 
HA=HI N.KA. 21 
VA=VIN,KA.21 
HB=HIN,K.21 
VI3=VIN.K,21 
HAA=HIN.K4A.21 
VAA=VIN,KAA.21 
HC=HIN,KC.21 
VC=VIN,KC.21 
1 IFI.1IIN.KC,21.GT.01 GO TO 15 
2 IFI.1IIN.KA,21.GT.01 GO TO 18 
21 1=1 
NCT=O 
XI 11 =0. 
XX=X(I1 
HRR=HB+I HB-HC I -XX/OX C 
VRR=VB+IVB-VCI-XX/OXC 
HLL=HA+I HA-HA A hi DX- XX 1/ OX A 
VLL=VA+I VA-VA A hI DX- XX JlOX A 
X.12=FLOATIKAI.DX-XX 
CALL STORMIXJ2,TIMEI 
CALL OPHEAD 
CALL GEOHI 6,ARR,HRR, I*iR,1RR.DRR,1,2. X.121 
CALL GEOMI6,ALL.HLL,HHL.TLL.DLL.1.2,X.121 
IFIABSIAPR-ALLI.LT.ACCUI GO TO 30 
IFIALL-ARR.LT.O.I GOTO 30 
FIII=EQDISIALL.VLL.HHL,ARR.VRR.HHR.OPH.CI11,CI51.CI91.CI2011 
IFIABSIFIIlI.LT.ACCUI GO TO 5 
IFII.EG.11 GO TO 4 
IFINCT.EG.0.AND.fI1Iofl21.GT.0.1 GO TO 30 
NCT=NCT+1 
IFINCT.GT.201 GO TO 30 
XX=IFI1IoXI21-FI2IoXI111/IFI11-FI211 
57 
58 
59 
[;0 
61 
62 
63 
6'1 
65 
66 
67 
68 
6~ 
7ll 
71 
7Z 
73 
7'1 
75 
76 
77 
78 
79 
80 
81 
82 
83 
84 
w 85 
>Q 
86 
87 
88 
89 
9ll 
91 
92 
9l 
9'1 
95 
96 
97 
98 
99 
100 
lUI 
102 
103 
104 
105 
1U6 
107 
108 
109 
110 
111 
112 
III 
1FIXX.LT.O •• OR.XX.GT.DXI GO TO 30 
X(II=)(121 
XI 21 =XX 
FIll =F 121 
GO TO 3 
4 1=2 
)l121=OX 
GO TO 3 
5 1tlHLL.LT.HM1N.OR.HRR.LT.HHINI '30 TO 30 
XJT=IALL*VLL-ARR*VRRI/IALL-ARRI 
1FIALL.GT.ARRI GOTO E 
FRL=FRTSTI (VLL-X.JT" DLL. (]> H, C( 11 .C (<; It C 191 .C I 201.11 
FRR=rRTS TI I VRR-XJT I. DR R. OPH. C ( 11 ,C I 5 I, C 191. C 120 1.11 
IF(FRL.LT.O •• OR.FRR.(:T.O.1 GOTO 30 
GOTO 7 
6 FRL=FRTSTlUJT-VLl"OLL,(]>H.C(1I.C(5JrC(91.CI201.1J 
FRR=FRTSTl UJT-VRR" CRR, (PH, C( 11 .C 15 to C (91, CI 20 J.1 J 
IF(rRL.GT .0 •• OR.FI?R.LT.O.I GOTO 30 
7 JI(N,I(.2J=1 
IFINJJ.GT.OJ GO TO 8 
J=l 
GO TO 12 
DO 9 J=l.NJJ 
IFUJIN,J,21.GT.XJ21 GO TO 10 
9 CONTINUE 
J=NJJ+1 
GO TO 12 
10 DO 11 JJJ=J.NJJ 
JJ=NJJ-.JJJ+J 
XJIN,JJ+1.21=XJ(N.JJ,2J 
VJIN,JJ+l.2J=VJIN.JJ.2J 
VLIN.JJ+1.2J=VL(N.JJ.2J 
VRIN.JJ+1.21=VR(N.JJ.2J 
HRIN.JJ+l.2J=HRIN.JJ.21 
HLIN.JJ+1.2J=HLIN.JJ.2J 
OC(N.JJ+11=OC(N.JJI 
11 CONTINUE 
12 NJJ=NJJ+1 
NJ(NI=NJJ 
XJIN.J.2 J=XJ2 
VJIN,J.2J=XJT 
VLI N.J.2 I=VLL 
VRIN.J.21=VRR 
HRIN.J.21=HRR 
HLI N.J.2 I=HLL 
OCIN.JJ=NAME 
GO TO 30 
15 XK=FLOATlK-1hDX 
00 16 J=l. NJJ 
I tI X J IN. J. 2 J • G T • XK I GO Tel 7 
16 CONTINUE 
17 HC=HLI N. J. 21 
VC=VlIN.J.21 
OXC=XJIN.J.2)-XK 
GO TO 2 
18 XKA=FlOATIKA-ll*DX 
00 19 JJ=l.NJJ 
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2 
3 
5 
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7 
J·=NJ.J-JJ+1 
1FIXJIN.J.21.LT.XKAI 1'0 TO 20 
19 CONTINUE 
2U HAA=HRIN.J.2) 
VAA=VR IN.J .21 
o X A= X K A- X J IN. J • 2 I 
GO TO 21 
30 CONTINUE 
TO CALCULATE THE TOP wIDTH OF DISCONT:NUIT1ES OF GUTTRT FLOW 
1FINN.E~.11 RETURN 
IFIIOG.NE.ll RETURN 
IFIN.NE.NCH.OR.NJJ.EG.OI RETURN 
DO 40 J=l.NJJ 
K=XJI NCH,J .21 10XCH+0 .999 39 
XK=FLOATIK-ll.0XCH 
OXKJ=XJINCH,J,21-XK 
IFIJ.EG.lI GO TO 31 
IF(XJINCH • .J-1.2J.lT.XI<-0l<t:HI 30 TO 31 
OX J1 K= XK -x J (N CH, J- 1. 21 
TL I J.2 1= CT I K, 2 1+( C TI K, 21 -T R I J-1, 21 h OXK J/OX J1 K 
GO TO 32 
31 TL I J.2 1= CT (K .2 I + I C TI K. 21 -C T (K-l. 21 ). DXK JI OX CH 
32 DXJI(1=XK+OXCH-XJ(NCH.J.21 
IF(J.EG.NJJI GO TO 33 
IFIXJ(NCH.J+l.21.GT.XK+2.*DXCHI GO TO 33 
OXKIJI =X J( NCH. J+ 1.11 -XK- DX C H 
TR (J.2 I=CT 11(+1.21+ I CHK+ 10 21-TL IJ +1.11 hOXJKlIOlCK IJI 
GO TO 40 
33 TR (J,21=CT (K+1.2 J+(CHK +10 21-CTlK+2. 21 I*OXJKlIDXCH 
ItlK.GE.NN-11 TR(J,21=TRIJ.1) 
'10 CONTINUE 
RETURN 
END 
SUBROUTINE OPHEAO 
COMPUTE THE OVERPRESSURE HEAD DUE TO RAINDROP IMPACT 
COMMON IB11 B(351.C(35I,Z(10),TIHE.OPH.NN.N.NCH.RSL,CUPVF 
B68=BI 61 +818) 
OPH=C( 71 -SI 20 I" 2.CI 26 h CI 19 hC (25 I_ COS (B68/1C 111 
PETURN 
END 
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SUBROUTINE OUPT 57 
OUTPUT THE RESULTS OF COMPUTATION 58 
COHHON IB11 BI40I,Clq(JI,ZI10ltTIME,OPH.NN.N,NCH.RSL.CURV, 59 
COHHON IB21 HI21.21.Z).VI27,21,21.HLI21,llJ,21.HRI21.10,2I, £'l.l 
SVRI21.10.21.VLl21,lO,2I,VJI21,10.21oXJ(21,lO,2I,JII21,21,2I,KN,N J Eo1 
COHHON 1831 NK I 211 ,NJ (21" OX ,OT,O 1ST ,HHIN,V HI N, IT YPE. 10,0 C121, 10 I, 62 
SS,DS 63 
COMMON IB/JI 1II27.21 ,XIIZl.21oHII21.21.VII21.2IoQIC21.21.WII21.2Jo blj 
SCTI21.2I,CHI21.21.CVI21.21 £,5 
COHMON IB51 NG(21.211.SGI21.27loFGI21.21IoNF,SF.Fr £'6 
COHHON/B6/AA1.BB1.CC1.SNK.IOG.SP1.XPG1.SP2.XPG2 61 
COHHON 1681 ACCU.ACCUX.ACCUY,HDRV.CC 68 
IFIKN.LT.21 RETURN 63 
NS=NCH+l 7U 
CALL RAINI2.TIMEI 71 
BI211=0. 72 
IFIN.EQ.NCH.ANO.BI51.GT.0.31 CALL INFlTI2,TIHEI 13 
IFIN.GT.NCH.AND.BI351.GT.0.31 CALL INFlTI2.TIHEI 14 
WRITE16.1001 B(32).6(211 75 
100 FORHATII' RAINFAll. INTENSITY = ',FG.2,' IIN./HRI INFILTRAION RAT 76 
S= ',[8.3,' IIN./HRI· I 11 
CALL CRISEC 18 
IFINJJ.GT.OI CALL WRITJ 79 
WRITEI6,?00) 80 
200 FORHATI/4X.'X'.6X.'V'.1X,'H'.1X.'Q'.5X.'FROUOE'.2X.'REYNOlOS'.2X. 81 
S'CRI RE'.2X.'F'.3X,·FRIC'.'lX.'SLOPE F'.2X.'E',3X.'VIFPSI'.3X. 82 
S'HIFTI',4X,'QICFSI'J 83 
KNH=KN 8'l 
IFIN.LT.NCH.AND.IDG.EQ.1 J KNH=KN-1 85 
00 10 K=l.KNM 86 
IFIITYPE.EG.5.AND.N.EQ.NCH.AND.K.EG.11 GO TO 10 87 
HH=HIN.K.21 88 
IFIHH.LT.HDRh1.011 GO TO 10 89 
1 VV=VIN.K.21 90 
XK=FLOATIK-1hDX 91 
CALL GEOMI2.A.HH,R,T.D.1.2.XKI 
CALL STORHIXK.TIMEJ 
CALL OPHEAO 
Q=VV*A 
CALL FRICIVV.HH.F.R.RE.REC.KF.2,XKI 
VEL=VV*B 1121 
HEI=HH*SI16J/C(5) 
FR=FRTSTIVV.D,OPH.CI11.C IS I ,C(91.CI201 .21 
FLOW=VEL.A.S(18) 
IFIK.EQ.11 GO TO 1'l 
WR ITE 16. 20U XK.V V, HH ,Q , FR. RE .R EC. KF. FG I N. K I, SG I N, K I. NG I N. K I. VEL 
S .HEI.FLOW 
201 FORMATlrG.3.2F8.4,E9.3.F2.4.2E9.3.I3,2E9.3.I~.3E9.31 
GO TO 10 
1'l WRITEIG.201IXK.VV,HH,G.FR.RE,REC.KF,VEL.HEI,FLOW 
201 FORHATIF6.3.2F8.4,E9.3.FB.4.2E9.3,I3.'lX,'--',7X,·--'.SX.'-'.3E9.31 
10 CONTINUE 
16 IFINN.EQ.11 RETURN 
IFIZ(3).lT.0.51 GO TO 15 
WRITE16.2021 
202 FORHATIIS'lI' .'11' THE CONDITIONS ON ;INTER BOUNDARv ARE~'I' N'. 
$QX,'X'.6X,'H',GX,'V',7X,'G'.1X,'FR L',5X,'FR R',3X,'CNJ H',2X, 
,'CNJ V',3)(,'XJDOT' ,5X. 'T') 
NNN=N 
DO 12 N=l,NN 
IFI CTf N, 21.L T .ACCU IGO TO 12 
CALL STO"lMIXI IN,21 ,TIMEI 
CALL OPHEAD 
CALL GEOMI2.A,HIIN,21,R,T,D.I.2,XIIN,211 
CALL GEOMI2,A,CHIN,2I,RRR.TRR,DRR,I,2.XIIN.211 
FR=FRTST I VI IN. 2 I ,0,0 PH, C 11 I. CIS I • C 19 I, C 120 1.21 
IFIIIIN,21.EG.OI GO TO 11 
IFICHIN,21-HIIN.21 )9,11. ~ 
9 FRL= FR TS TI I WI IN. 21 -V II N. 2l I, D. 0 PH, C 111 , CIS I. C (9) , C 120 I ,21 
FR R=FR TS Tf I WI 1 N. 21 -C VI N. 21 ) ,DR R,O PH, C (1) , CI 5 I, C I 9 I ,C (20 I .21 
GOTO 'I 
3 FRl=FRTSTlIVIIN.71-WHN. 2) ).D.OPH.CI1I.CIS),CI9), C(20),21 
FRR=FRTSTII CV IN. 21 -wIl N. a I .DRR,OPH. CI 1), CI 5 I. C 191.C 1201.21 
WRI TE I G. 203) N, XII N ,2 10 H I IN .2 I, VII N ,210 Q II N, 2), F RL ,FRR. 
SC H IN ,2 Ie CV IN. 2 I. WI( N ,2 ). CT IN, 2 ) 
203 FORHATII4.3F1.4,2E9.3.E9.3,2F7.4.2F8.41 
GO TO 12 
11 WR I TEl 6. 20 5 IN. X II N .2 " H I IN , 2 ) , V II N .2 ). IH IN. 2 I • FR. C TI N • 2 I 
205 FORHAT I 14. 3F1.4. 2E9. 3, 5X " -'. 5X.' -', 5X.'-' .6)(. '-' .FIO. 4) 
12 CONTINUE 
N=NNN 
RETURN 
15 IFIN.NE.NCH) RETURN 
IFIYINCH,NN.21.LT.ACCU) RETURN 
GINlET=Q -C 12 8) 
QDIN=FlOW-BI281 
WRITEI 6. 2041 GINlET, GOIN 
204 FORHATI/' FLOW THROUGH INLET IS Q ='.E9.3.' IDIMENSIONAL DISCH P 
SGf Q ='.E9.3.' CFSI'I 
RETURN 
END 
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SUBROUTINE PACKJ 
ELIHINATE ANV OISCONTINUrrV WHICH OISAPPEAI<S 
COHHON I'B11' BI"OI,C(40),ZII0l,TIHE.OPH,NN,N,NCH,RSL,CURVJ" 
COHMON ,82' HI21,27,21 ,VI27,27.2JoHLf27.10,2ltHR(27,10,21o 
S V R I 2 7. 10 .2 I • V LI 27. 10 .2 I • V,J I 2 7. 10.2 10 X J I 27 • 10 • 2 I • J II 2 7. 27 • 2 I , K N , N J J 
COHMON '83' NKI271.NJ127 I.DX.DT.DIST.HMIN.VMIN.ITVPE.IO.OCIZ7.10l. 
$S.OS 
COHHON '87' NLl27.10JoNRIZ7.10).SLl27.10l.SRI21.10l.FLl27.101. 
SFRIZ1.10l.NF,J.SFJ.FFJ 
COHHON I'B81' ACCU,ACCUX.ACCUV.HORV.CC 
IFIN,J,J.LT.IJ RETURN 
20 IFINJJ.EQ.l1 GO TO 2 .. 
NJP=NJJ-l 
DO 23 .1=1. N,JP 
IFIXJIN.J.2).GT.DISTJ GOTO 19 
IFIX,JIN.J.ZI.GT.0 •• AND.ABSIXJIN.,J+1.21-XJIN.,J.ZII.GT.ACCUIGO TO 2 
19 DO 21 JJ=J.NJP 
XJIN.JJ.21=XJIN.J.)+1.21 
VJIN.,JJ.ZI=VJIN.JJ+1.21 
VLIN,JJ.ZI=VLIN.J.)+1.2J 
VRIN.JJ.21=VRIN.JJ+1.2) 
HRIN.JJ.2)=HR(N,JJ+l.21 
HLIN.JJ.21=HLIN.JJ+1.2J 
OCIN,JJI=OC(N.JJ+ll 
NLlN.JJI=NLIN.JJ+1) 
NRlN,JJJ~NRlN.JJ+1J 
FRlN.JJJ=FRIN,JJ+l) 
FL(N,JJJ=FL(N.JJ+ll 
SLlN.JJI=SLIN.JJ+ll 
SRlN,JJJ=SRlN,JJ+ll 
21 CONTINUE 
22 NJJ=NJP 
IFlJ.LT.NJPJ GO TO 20 
23 CONTINUE 
2" NJINJ=NJJ 
IF I XJI N. NJJ. 21. GT .01 ST.O R. XJl N .NJJ.2 I.l T. AceUXI N JIN I=NJ( NI-l 
NJJ=NJ(NI 
IF(NJINI.EG.OI RETURN 
DO 2S J=ltNJJ 
K=XJlN.J,211'DX+l.99999 
JIIN.K,21=1 
25 CONTINUE 
RETURN 
END 
SUBROUTINE PARA 
COMPUTE VARIABLE C'S VALUES 
COMMON I'Bll B (110 I.C I 110 I .2110 I .TIME .OPH, NN.N .NCH.R SL .CUPv" 
COHHON/B6/AAl,BBl,CCl.SNK.IOG.SPl.XPGl,SP2.XPG2 
COHHONI'B131'STR 
r. OM HO NI'B16/AA A. BB 3, ecc. Tr.. RTO. RHN .RA V 
DIMENSION A1180l.A21801 
DATA All' BETA',' ',' EPSIL' ,'ON',' BETA' .·L',' THETA'.' O·,Z.· '. 
I' PHI Z'.' '.' DELTA'.' '.' THETA',' Z',2.' ',' TO'.' ',' L 0', 
Z' ,,, " ("',, 't' F u t ,. ',' RE Q',' ',' H G'.' 't' DO',' ',' R O' 
3,' ',' A 0',' ',' R A IN ' , '0' " FRO"," ',' l C 4' " , " L R S ' " " 
12 
13 
1'1 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
2U 
21 
22 
Z 3 
ZII 
25 
26 
27 
28 
23 
30 
31 
3Z 
33 
311 
35 
36 
37 
38 
33 
40 
III 
112 
43 
1111 
115 
116 
117 
118 
119 
50 
51 
52 
S3 
511 
55 
56 
57 
58 
59 
6U 
61 
62 
G3 
E.4 
65 
66 
67 
68 
59 
7U 
71 
4' Kit' '.' NU',' ',' nAMDA',' If' RAIN',' ,,. I',' ',. Q IN',' '. 
5' (J L'.' '.' W',' ',' H R IHM ' , ' IN' .' R I FO ' • '1\ "'S I '.' FT'.' '.' P F 
6RCE'.·NT·.' FT'.' ·.e.' '.' IS IN'.' 'I 
DATA AZ/' BETA'.' '.' TAN P·,'SI·.· 8ETA'.·L·.· SIN B',·4'. 
l' COS 8',''''.' S IN a'.' 6 + ~ 8 •• ' C R'.· '.' SIN B'.' '3' " CO S 3',' 8 ' • 
22.' '.' LO/DO','/CS',l"-' '.' RO/1l3'.·20D/VO·.· l/FRO •• • •• Z •• 
3" L CH','.',· L ~5',' .. ••• K .tt' tt- U .t,' ',' DAMDA',' *', 
4'~AIN',··tt' I .',' ',' GIN',·.',· G L .·t· ·ft W .',5*' '," LS It 
5',' 't' THETA',' <;: .',,' KS .',' '.10.-' '/ 
GGIA.B,XI=SQRTI".*A.A*X*X+4.*A.B*X+B*B+1. I 
IFIABSIAAll.LT.0.1E-201 GOTO 12 
PSL = 12 •• A A1*B (Z2 1+8 SlIl I II •• AA1 I. G G I A AI, BB 1. e 1221 I +1. II II •• SO RT I A AI. 
$ A Al I I. AL 0 G 18 •• A A 1. AA1. E 122 I +11 •• AA l*BBl +4. *S GRT I AA H A Al 1.8 GI AAl, B8 1 
$,81221 II-BB11'( .... AAlhGGIAAl.BB1.0.1-1./lII •• SQRTI AA1.AAlIl*ALOGIIi. 
S.AAl*S81+'I.*SQRT(AAl.AAll*GG(AAl.BBl.0.11 
GOT 0 13 
12 qSL=SQRTISB1 •• 2+1.I*SIZ21 
I:! C11I=B111 
C (2 I =SI N I A T AN (SIN (B I II I I I SP 21 I 
CI31=.B131 
CI7)=1.5 o B(261/(60.*60 •• S17»oO.01oSIllI/BI121 
CII0l=B(91/B(111 
Cl111=BI111/B(161/CISI 
CI12)=BI51/BI171 
CI191=8119)/143200.*S(1211 
C(201=1./B(201.oZ 
CI211=S(211/Blll1 
C(2ZI=S(Z21/B (111 
C IZ3 I=S( Z3 lIB 117 I 
C ( Z 5 I = 8 ( :? 5 I IS 112 I 
CI261=BI:61/BI191 
CI271=81271181191 
CI281=B(Z8111 BI121*S1181 I 
C 129 I =BI 29 J oC (5 II (Ei I 12 I. B I 16 I I 
Cl301=BI~OI/BI121 
C I 33 1=8133 1/8 III I 
C I 311 I=ATANI BI 311 I I 
C I 35 I=B135 lIB 117 I 
CI361=B1361 
C1371=61371 
CIIIOI=BtIlOI.C 151/Bl1£1 
C T4E rOLLOWlr.G TWO STATEMfNTS ARE SfT TO CHANGE TO BY STR 10IMENS:C-
C CNLESS TIML FOR RAIN TO STOPI 
STR=5. 
IFITD.60.-SI121/B(11'.GT.STRI TD=STR*Bt111/Bt121/60. 
WRITE 16. ZOOI 
20ll FORHATI/' TABLE OF INPUT "ATA AND DI"'fNSIONLFSS PARAMETERS:' 
$115 X • • I •• 11 X • • 8 t I I '. ZO X. 'C I I I ' II 
DO lU 1=1040 
IIII=2.r 
III=IIII-l 
\O:~n TE t 6. ZO III • B I I I ,A 11 I II I • A III II I I. C I I I. A2 IT II I • AZ II II! I 
201 FORHATIIE.2X.ZIFll.II.1X,ZA611 
IF(I/5.5.[Q.II WRITEI6,2021 
20Z FORMATI1XI 
10 CONTINUE 
WRITElf .• "?031 RSL 
ZO~ ""ORMATI/' RSL = ',F6.2.' FT'I 
o ET UR N 
[ NO 
3 
4 
1 
8 
lU 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
11 
18 
13 
ZO 
Zl 
22 
23 
24 
Z5 
26 
21 
t 28 29 
30 
31 
32 
33 
34 
35 
36 
31 
38 
39 
40 
41 
42 
'+3 
44 
'+5 
'+6 
47 
48 
49 
5U 
C;UBROUTINE PREP 
SET UP THE VALUES OF THOSE PARAHETERS WHICH CHANGE WITH SECTION ~. 
COHHON IB11 B 140 I, C I q() I, ZI10 I, TI~E ,OPH,NN ,N,NCH,RSL, CURVE 
COMMON 1821 HI27.27,21.VI27,27,21,HLI27,10,21,HRI27,lC.21. 
S VR I Z 7,10 ,2 I, VL 12 7, 10 ,2 I, VJ 127,10,2" XJ 127,10,2) ,J 1127,27,2 I • K N, NJ J 
COMMON IB31 NKC211 ,NJIZ7 hDX.DT.DIST.HMIN.VHIN,ITYPE.IO,0C'IZ7.10), 
SS,OS 
rOHHON IB41 IIf27.21.Xlf27,ZI.HIf27,2) ,VIIZ7,ZIoGICZ7,2),WII27,2I, 
SCTI27,2) ,CHI27,2hCVI27, 2) 
COMHON/B6/AA1,BB1,CC1,SNK,IDG.SP1,XPG1,SPZ,XPGZ 
COMMON IBI01 DXCH. OXRS , ODX CH,DDXRS 
DIMENSION STARllel 
DATA STAR/lS.' - • _'1 
DATA Z IZ 110.1 
DATA 10101 
CI71 =1.5eIHZ6 1 .1160 •• 60 •• Bf 71 .. OTeS 1111 IBI lZI 
IFCZIZ).GT.O.I QIN=BIZ8) 
7.121=0. 
NJJ=NJIN) 
IFIN-NCHI2,3,Z 
FeR CHANNEL FLOW 
3 OX=DXCH 
BIZ81=QIN 
C(28)=BI281/IBI121-81181 I 
OIST=C IZ 1) 
KN=NN 
IFIIO.EG.lI WRITEI6.2D01 STAR 
200 FORMATI/18A6.1· FOR CHANNEL FLOW') 
RETURN 
FOR OVERLAND FLOW 
IFIN.GT.NCHI XIIN.ZI=CC331 
CIST=XI! N.ZI 
DXPG1=XPG1.181111 
DXPGZ=XPGZ/BI11) 
If( ITYPE.EG.3) DIS T=C I ZZ )+DXPG1+DXPG Z 
IFINN.EQ.11 DIST=CIZZ)+OXPG1+DXPG2 
DX=OXRS 
KN=DIST/DX+1.99999 
BIZ81=0. 
CIZ81=0. 
IFCIO.EQ.lI WRlTEI6,,[J1I STAR.N 
ZOl FORMATl1SA6/' FOR OVERLIND FLOW.SECTIOH',I31 
IFIIO. EQ.O.OR.7. 11I.L T.O. mOll RETURN 
OZl=ZI11-BI111/BI121 
WRITEI6,20ZJZl11,OZl 
ZOZ FORMATClSX.76C'.'I.lSX, '. AT TIME ='.F9.3,5X,'IOIHENSIONAL TIHE-' 
SF9.3.' SEC.I RAINFALL STI1'S .'/SX.761'.'1I 
ZI11=-1. 
RETURN 
END 
c 
C 
C 
9 
1U 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
30 
31 
32 
33 
34 
35 
36 
37 
3S 
39 
40 
41 
'12 
43 
44 
45 
46 
'17 
'18 
'19 
50 
51 
52 
53 
5'1 
55 
56 
SUBROUTINE RAINIIR,T~DLI 
COMPUTE RAINFALL INTFNSITY 
C OHM 0 N I ~ 1/ B I "0 I ,C I 40 I ,Z I 10 I , T 1M E , (' PH. NN • ill , N r H ,R S l , CUP V r 
COMMON/B16/AAA,BrC,CCC,TD.RTO,RMN,PAV 
!NDEX IR::l, COMPuTE AVERACE RAINFALL !NTE!\SITY, rAY, IN.I"F, 
2. COMPUTE INSTANT pAINF~.LL INT'r-;SITY. RC'NT, I!\./HP 
3. COMPUTE TEMPORAL MEAN RAINFALL Ir-:TENSITv, RM~l, n •• /!-jr 
USE THE P.ATE-DURATION-FR[~uENCV FOP~ULA. 
RAV::AAA/ITO+BBBI··CCC 
RTO=SKEWNrss OF STORM PA TT ERN 
TO=TIM[ DURATION, MINUTES 
AAA, BBB. CCC=PARAMETERS 
CCC MUST BE LESS THAN uNITY IN CAsr THAT BEll? IS LESS THA'J lER C 
GO T01102,31.IR 
1 READIS,1001 AAA,EBB.CCC.TD,RTO 
100 FCRHATISFIO.OI 
WRITE16.2001 AAA.BBB.CCC.TD,RTO 
200 FORMAT!!' RAINFALL PAPAMfTERS ARE A:: '.Fe.2.' B = ',F'8.::',' C = • 
$,F8.2,' TIME DURATION ITDI = ·,F9.2.· IMINUTESI RATIO IRI :: ',F8.3 
$1 
IFIBBB.LE.u.1 GOTO 11 
RAV=AAA/ITD+88BI**CCC 
81261=RAV 
RETURN 
11 BBB=-BBB 
IFICCC.GE.1.1 SSS::SQRTI-l.1 
RAV=AAA/ITD-BBBI •• CCC 
IF ITO. LE.2 •• BBB/C! .-CCCI I RAV=AAA/BBB_ -CC C- I 11.-CCCI1I1.+CCCI I-.CC 
SC 
BI261=RAV 
RETURN 
TTT=TMDL.BI11)/BI121/60. 
IFITTT.LE.TDI GOTO 20 
RINT=O. 
BI321=RINT 
RETURN 
20 II"I BBB.LE .0.1 GOTO 21 
TFIRTO.LE.O.I RINT=AAA-111.-CCCI.TTT+BBBI/ITTT +BBBI •• 11.+CCCI 
IF I RTO. GE .1.) R INT =A A A* I 11 • - CC C I • I TO - TT TI +B BB I I II TD- TT T I + 88 B) ._ 11. 
S+CCC I 
I FIR TO. G T • U •• AND. R TO. LT. 1 •• AND. T T T • L E • R TO • T D I R IN T = A A A • I I 1. - C C C I • 
$ I TD- TT T I R TO I + BB B III I T[) -T TT IR T 0 1+99 B I •• I 1. +C CC I 
IF I R TO. GT .0 .. AND. R TO .L T .1 •• AN D. TT T. G T.R TO -T D. AN O. TTT. Lf • TD) R IN T:: 
SA AA. I I 1. -CC C I *1 T TT -R TO. T 01 I I 1. -RT 0 I +B BB)/ (I TTT- RT O.T D I /11. -P.T 0 1+ 
SBBBI-.ll.+CCCI 
BI321=RINT 
RETURN 
21 EBB=-BBB 
:rFICCC.Gf.l.1 SSS::SGRTI-1.1 
IFIRTO.LE.O.I GOTO 22 
IFIRTO.GE.l.l GOTO 23 
GOT 0 2 'I 
22 IFITTT.LE.2 •• BBB/11.-CCCII RINT=AAA/8B9 •• CCC.111.-CCCI/11.+CCCII •• 
$CCC 
I F IT T T • G T • 2 •• B B 9 I I 1 • -C C C I • AND. T T T • L r • T D I RI NT = A AA • 1 I 1. - C C C I • T TT-
S9B81/ITTT-BBBI •• 11.+CCCI 
~ 
<H 
51 
58 
59 
60 
61 
62 
63 
6'1 
£.5 
£.£. 
£.1 
68 
69 
10 
11 
12 
13 
74 
75 
76 
17 
78 
79 
SO 
81 
82 
83 8_ 
85 
86 
87 
88 
89 
90 
91 
92 
93 
9'1 
95 
9£. 
91 
98 
99 
100 
101 
1U2 
103 
104 
lU5 
106 
107 
108 
109 
110 
111 
112 
113 
11'1 
B C 32 I=RINT 
I?ETURN 2 
23 IFCTTT.LE.CTO-2.eBBB/C1.-eCCIII RINT=AAAeCCl.-CCCleCTO-TTTI-BBBI/1 3 
SCTO-TTTI-BBBleeCl.+CCCI 
IFCTTT.GT.ITO-2.eSBB/Cl. -eCCI I.ANO.TTT.LE .TOI RINT=AAA/BBe.eCCCe 
SCCl.-CCCI/C1.+CCClleeCCC 
BC321=RINT 
RETURN 8 
2'1 IFITTT .LE. IRTO-TD-2 •• BBB*R TO/Cl.-CCC II I R INT=AAh (( I.-CCC Ie nO-TfT 9 
S/RTOI-BBBI/CITO-TTT/RTOI-BBBI_.ll.+CCCI 10 
IF( TTT. GT. I RTO-TD- 2 •• SBB.R TOI H.-CCC II. AN D. TTT. LE • I RTO.TD+2 •• flBSe I 11 
SI.-RTOI/ll.-CCCI II RINT=AAA/BBBe-CCCeCl1.-CCCl/l1.+CCCII.eCCC 12 
IFITTT.GT.IRTO-TO+2.-BBB-Il.-RTO)/I1.-CCCI).ANO.TTT.LE.TOI RI~T= 13 
SAAh CC 1. -CCC I el TTT-RTO eTDI II 1.-RTO)-BBB" "TTT-RT OeTO" H.-RT 01- 1'1 
SBBBI--ll.+CCCI 15 
BC321=RINT 16 
RETURN 17 
3 TTT=THOL-BClU/BI121/60. 18 
IFITTT.LT.TOI GOTO 30 19 
I?HN=AAhTO/ITO+BBBI"CCC/TTT 20 
RETURN 21 
30 IFITTT.LE.0.IE-61 GOTO 3S 22 
IFIBBB.LE.O.I GOTO 31 23 
IFCRTO.LE.O.I RHN=AAA/ITTT+BBBle-CCC 24 
IFC RTO.GE .1. I RHN=CAAhTOIC TO+BBB I "CCC-AA h CTD-TT TI/ITO-TTT +B BBI .. 25 
SCeCIITTT 26 
IFCRTO.GT.O •• AND.RTO.L T.1 •• ANO.TTT.LE.RTO .TDI RHN=IAAAeRTO.TDIITO+ 27 
SBBB) "CCC-AAA-RTO.C TO-TTT/RTO" ITD-TTT /RT 0+ BBB) .- CCC IITTT 28 
IFCRTO.GT .0 •• AND.RTO.L T. 1 •• AND. TTT.O T .RTO eT D.AN D. TTT. LE. TO) R HN=I 29 
SAAAeRTO.TD/ITD+BBBI.eCCC+AAAelTTT-RTO*TOI/C ITTT-RTO*TD)/Il.-RTO)+ 30 
SBBBleeCCCI/TTT 31 
I?fTURN 32 
31 BBB=-BBB 33 
IFICCC.GE.1.1 SSS=SQRTC-1.1 3It 
IFIRTO.LE.O.I GOTO 32 35 
IFIRTO.GE.1.) GOTO 33 36 
GOTO 34 37 
32 IFUTT .LE .2.-BBBI Cl. -eec II RH N=AAA/BBB .. C CC el U .-CCC)/l 1.+CCC I '" C 38 
SCC 39 
IFI TTT .GT .2.eBBB/Cl.-CCC). AND. TTT .LE .TO) RH N=AAAI CTTT-BBB Ie eCCC 'IU 
RETURN 'II 
33 IFUTT.LE.(fD-2.eBBBIC1.-CCC)) I RMN=CAAhTOICTO-BBBI .. CCC-AAAeCTD- '12 
STTTlII TO-TTT-BBB ,,,CCC)f TT T '13 
IFITTT .GT.I TD-2 •• BBBIC 1. -C CC II. AND. TTT. LE • TOI R HN = I AAAeTOIC TO-BBB I 41f 
S"CCC-AAA/BBBeeCCC_ I 11.- CC C) IC 1.+CCC II e.C CC * CTO-T TTl IITTT 45 
RETURN 46 
34 IFC TTT .LE.CRTO.TD-2.eBBBeRTO/H.-CCC II I R ~=C AAA- RTOeTO/ITD-BBB Ie. 47 
SCCC-AAA.RTO.ITO-TTT/RTOI/(TD-TTT/RTO-BBBI •• CCCI/TTT 48 
IF I TTT. GT • (RT Oe TO- 2 .-BBB.RTOII 1.- ecc I I. AN D. TTT. LE • C RTOeTO +2 •• BBBe C If 9 
SI. -RTO II H.-CeC I II RHN =1 AA AeRTO-TOIC TO-BB BI .. CCC+ AAA/SBBe -CCC.C 11. 50 
S-CCCI/CI.+Cee,le.eCC-CTTT-RTO_TDII/TTT 51 
IF C TTT. GT. CRT OeTO+2.*BBB. I 1.-RTOIII 1.-C CC ) I • AND. T TT .LE. TO I RH N= 52 
SIAAA.RTO-TD/ITO-BBBI.eCCC+AAA.ITTT-RTO.TOI/ICTTT-RTO.TOI/ll.-RTOI- 53 
SBBBleeCCCl/TTT 54 
RETURN 55 
35 RMN=O. 56 
RfTURN 
END 
<:;UBROUTINE ~EF 
COMPUTE THE REFEPENCr PAPAMETrRS 
CC'MMON 1,,11 eflIOIoC(QIJI,ZII0I,TIME,OPH,NN.N.NCH.RSL,CURVr 
COMHON/B6fAA1.BB1,CC1.SNK.IDC,SP1,XPG1,SP2,XPr,Z 
CCMMON fPr! I ACCU ,ACCUX ,A IT. UV ,HDRV, CC 
DIMENSION F(2I,YI71.PRIZI 
REFERENCE FLC'W I~ ASSUMED AS U~H~OPM FLOW PER UNIT WII)TH AT THE 
EQUILIBRIUM STATf AT THE :NLET 
Fs(11)=B(211 
N= 1 
ACCU=0.1E-5 
Hr.'RY=0.lE-4 
ACCUX=ACCU/BI111 
BIQI=ASINIBI411 
BC81=B141 
BI 32 I=BI "6 I 
C(41=5INIBllfll 
C( 5) =CCS (Bllfl I 
C(6)=SINCB(61+BCfl) I 
CCBI=SINIBIBI) 
C 191 =C OS I BIB I I 
$C=ABSICI'III 
IF I C I 'I I • G T .0. I GOT 0 22 
CC=O. 
GOTO 23 
22 CC=B(36).Cllfl •• BC371 
23 IFICC.LT.21f.1 CC=24. 
AREA=BIZlJ.IBI221+XPG1+XFCZ+91331+BI~1 hCCSI 
QO=B 12 61 .AREA" 12 •• 6 0 •• 6 (,. I +B I 281 
nI191=12.·60.e60./AREA.QC 
IFIBI231.LT.ACCU) GO TO " 
C WHEN ROUGHNESS SEE K IS LARGER THAN ~_CCU. ASSUME TURBULrNT FLOW 
C ON ROUGH SURFACE 
1=1 
NCT=O 
YI 11 =0.1 
HO=Y II 1 
CALL GEOHI 2. AO .HO. RO .T O. 00 .2.1.11 
F 1 = 2 • e AL 0 G 10 C 2 •• PO /B I 2 3 I ) + 1 • 74 
F« I 1=257.6 .AO.AO .RO_ SO.F 1- F1-QOeQ 0 
IFIABSIFCIII.LT.ACCUI GO TO 3 
IF(I.EQ.11 GO TO ~ 
NCT=NCT+1 
IFINCT.GT.ZOI SS=SQRTI-l.1 
IFCABSIFIlI-FC211.LT.ACCU.ACCUI GO TO 
H 0 = I FC 11 • Y I 2 1- F I 21 • Y 11 1 I II F I 11 -F C 2 II 
Ylll=Vl21 
YIZI=HO 
FIll=FI2! 
GO TO 1 
2 1=2 
YI 21 =0.5 
GO TO 1 
3 BC 121=QO/AO 
Blllfl=BII"'.RO/BI~41 
CA LC UL ATE THE CR IT IC AL R EN OL OS NU MEfR BET WEEN TUR ~ULfNT F LOW ON 
57 
58 
59 
cU 
51 
c2 
53 
54 
G5 
G5 
G7 
G8 
G9 
7U C 
71 C 
72 
73 
74 
75 
7G 
77 
78 
79 
gO 
81 
82 
83 
84 
~ 85 
"'" 8G 
87 
88 
89 
9U 
91 
92 
93 
94 
95 
9G 
97 
98 
99 
1UU 
1U1 
1U2 
103 
1U4 
lU5 
lUG 
lu7 
lU8 
lU9 
110 
111 
112 
113 
<;MOOTH SURFACE AN~ LAt-1INK' FLCW 
'I PfC=500. 
NCT=O 
F 1 =RE C -C C* I A L 0 G1 0 IRE r I +A LO G1 G I CC I + L:. 'In 'I I- *2 
F2::1 .- 2. *S GRT I CC II I A LC GIll; • I • S QR T I PE CI I 
QECC=REC-FlIF2 
:FIABSIRECC-RECI.L T.A(:CU I CO TO 6 
NCT=NCT+l 
IFINCT.GT.201 SS=5GRTI-l.! 
RrC=RECC 
GO TO 5 
E RELS=RECC 
IFIBI231.LT.ACCUI GO TO? 
CALCULATE THE CRITICAL REN OLDS NUMBER BETW[EN TURBULENT FLOW ON 
ROUGH SURFACE AND LAMINA R FLOW 
F1 =2 •• AL 0 G10 I Z •• RO IB I Z 3 I 1+ 1.74 
RElR=CC.F1*F1 
IFIRElS.GT.RELRI GO TO 7 
RESR=THE CRITICAL REYNOL['<; NO. BETWEEN TURBULENT FLOW ON SMOOTH 
SURFACE AND THAT ON POUGH SURFACE 
RESR=9.31Z*RO.F1 IS 1231 
IFIRESR-BI1411 8,8,9 
7 IFIRElR.GT.BI141 I GO TO 1r-
8 P(13)=1./F1.'2 
GO TO ZO 
ASSUME TURBULENT ""LOW ON SMOOTH SURFACE 
1=1 
NCT=O 
RR 11 )= I C Co QO 0 QOIIZ 57 .6 *S 0* REL S ) 1*0 11 ./3.) 
10 PO=RRII) 
CALL GEOMI3,AO,HC.RO,TO,CO,2,1,1) 
F1=SGRTl257.6.RO-SO) *AO/OO 
F I I I =z •• AlOGI0 I Q O. RO /I AO ..e 12'1 I ,. Fl 1+ U. 4CJ4 -l./F 1 
IrIABSIFIIII.lT.ACCUI GO TO 12 
IrII.EQ.11 GO TO 11 
NCT=NCT+ 1 
IFINCT.GT.201 SS=5QRTI-l.1 
RO=I FI II -RRI 21-FI:? loRR 1111 IIFI 11-F 12 II 
RRI1I=RRIZI 
RRI21=RO 
FIll=FI21 
GO TO 10 
11 1=2 
RRIZI=RO-1.2 
GO TO 10 
12 B!lZI=QO/AO 
P.I 1'1 I=BI 12 hRO/BIZ 'II 
IFIOI1'1I.LT.RElSI GO TO 1~· 
B!l31=F1-F1 
GO TO 20 
COMPUTE F AND R FOR LAMINAR FLOW, F=C/RE ANG Q=8*G-S-R-R'A/IC*NU 1 
1 5 R R I 1 I = ICC 1 8 •• Q 0 * B I Z4 I 1 I 3 <'. Z. SOl I • - 11 .1 3 • I 
1=1 
NCT=O 
16 RO=RRIII 
CAll G E 0 M I 3. A 0 , H O. RO , TO, ro ,2 ,1 ,1 I 
FI I I =3 2. ZoRO-'Z' ~O*AO/I CC/8. '£\12'1 I I-QO 
11'1 
115 
116 
117 
118 
119 
120 
121 
122 
123 
12'1 
125 
12 b 
127 
128 
123 
13U 
131 
132 
133 
134 
135 
136 
137 
138 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
.1.9 
20 
21 
22 
23 
2'1 
25 
26 
27 
C 
C 
IrIABSIFITll.LT./,CCUI GO TG l' 
1FII.EG.11 GO TO 17 
r-:CT=NCT+ 1 
TrINCT.GT.2GI SS::SQR'!'1-1.1 
r'r:: I F I 1 I • P R ( 2 I -F I - I * F 0 I 1 I I /I r ( 1 1 _!:" t:' I I 
r''?111=PP(?1 
RP(<'I=ro 
FIll::FIZI 
G r TO 16 
17 1=2 
flPI:?I::PO-l.2 
GOT 0 16 
18 PI121=QO/AO 
flI1'l1=B(12IoRO/B(:'41 
RI13 I=CC/RIl'l I 
rrIRELs.LT.Bll'111 SS=~QRTI-l.1 
:' 0 (' 115 I::HO 
B(101=TO 
('(1£I=DO 
PI 17 I=RO 
P1181=AO 
B 1201= BI 12 II S QR T C Z. 7* 8 ( 2£ 1* C 151/ 'lll II 
ACCUY=ACCU-CISI/P(161 
RETURN 
P.W 
SUBROUTINE SLOPE 
COMPUTE RUNOFF DISCHARGE FRO~ SIDESLOPE 
COMHON IP11 BI401,CI4fI),71101,TIME,OPH,NN.N,NCH,RSL,CUR\I' 
COHMON 1821 HIZ7,27,ZltVI27,27,2ltHLl27tlO,21,HR(27.10,21, 
SVR 127.10 ,2hVLI27, 10 .21, VJI 27, 10,2 I, XJI27,10,21,J I12 7, 27.2 I,KN,NJJ 
COMHON IB31 NKI271,NJI271,DX,OT,DIST,HMIN,VHIN,ITYPE,IC,0CI27,10), 
SS,DS 
rOHMON 1841 III27,21,X!(27,21,HII27.ZI,VII27,21,QII27,21,WII27,21, 
SCTl27,21.CHI27.21,CVI27.7I 
IFC=INDEX FOR COMPUTATION OF NEWLY OCCURR 1NG SHOC K WAVES 
1, ASSUME NO NEW SHOCK WAVES 
2, OTHERWISE 
IFC=l 
CAll PRE.P 
IFIKN.lT.21 RETURN 
CAll INPT 
CALL UBDY 
CALL OBDY 
IFINJJ.GT.Ol CALL f'ACKJ 
IFIIFC.EG.21 CALL NEWJ 
CALL GE.OMI2,AS.HIN,KN,21 ,RS,TS,DS.1,2,DISTI 
ClS=VIN,KN,21'AS 
DO 1 K=l.NN 
GIIK,ll=QIIK,ll+GS 
CONTINUE 
RETURN 
END 
1U 
~ 1 
12 
13 
1~ 
15 
15 
17 
18 
1'3 
20 
;::1 
22 
23 
2~ 
25 
26 
27 
23 
~ 23 
3U 
31 
32 
33 
3~ 
.3 5 
35 
37 
3 J 
3'3 
~U 
'II 
'12 
'13 
'1'1 
'15 
IjG 
'17 
'IS 
'I') 
~U 
51 
:'2 
53 
5'1 
55 
55 
~UBROUTINE STORHIX,TTTTI 
SET UP THE VAlUE~ OF THOSE PARAMETEPS WHICH CHANGE WITH THE 
lONGITUDINAL COORDINATE 
C OMt'!ON 1"'11 B I'IU I,C I 4U I, Z( 10 I, TIME ,OPH, NN ,N ,NCH ,R Sl ,CURVE 
r: eM MaN IE? 1 '-i (27 , 2 7 , ::' I , V ( 2 7 , 27 , 2 I ,H l ( 2 7 , 1 U , 2 I ,H R 1 27, 10 , 2 I , 
$ V R I 27, 10 ,c ) , V LI 27. 10 ,Z I , V J I 27, 10 , 2 I , X J I 27 .10, 2 I • J II 27,27 , 2) • K N, r.J J 
COMMON 1631 NKI271,NJI27IoDX,oT,oIST,HHIN.VMIN,ITYPE.IO.OCIZ7.101. 
$$.os 
COHMCN 1f'41 1II27.21,XIIZ7.ZI.HII27.21.VII27,21.GIIZ7,21.WII27.21. 
$(,TI27.21.CHI27,21,CV(27.ZI 
COMMON/r6/AAI .BB1.e Cl.SNK.IDG. SPI. XPG1,SP 2, XP 8Z 
COHMON IB81 ACCU.ACCUX.ACCUy.HoRY.CC 
COHMON IB101 DXCH.DXRS,DrXCH.DDXRS 
COHMON/B15/AA A. B6S, CCC .TD. RTO. RHN .RAV 
COHHON/B17/FINF,8ETTA.AlPHA.TO.TP,VSF.SPI 
DATA IITYPE/O/ 
DATA Zill/U./ 
GGIA,B.YI=SQRTI'I.*A*A*Y.Y+4.*A*B.Y+B*f'+1. I 
FCTA=AREA MODIFICATION FACTOR DuE TO CURVED POADWAY 
RADlS=DIMENSIONlESS RADIUS OF CuRVATURE IRADIUS/BI1111 
IFICURVE.GT.O.1E-S) RADlS=l./CURVE/BIlll 
~XPGl=XPGI/61 111 
DXPG2=XPC2/01111 
IFI CURVE. GT.O .IE-5) FCTA=l. +1 CI 221+DXPGl+ DXPG2-XI IRADlS 
IFIIITYPE.EG.OI IITYPE=ITYPE 
IFITTTT.GT.TO*50.*BII21/B(111.AND.ABSIZIlll.lT.O.OOOI1 ZIl)=To.5 ~ 
$.91121/Bl111 
K=X/DX+l.99999 
XRAIN=CI301*TTTT 
I F I N- N CHI 2,10.13 
C(24)=0. 
f'(29)=O. 
IFIX.GT.C(22) I OCTO 'I 
Xl=X.Bl1l1 
IFIABSIAAII.lT.O.IE-201 GOTO 1 
~~TO=SBIII'l •• AAII.SQRTI9BI.BBI+I.I+1./14.*SQPTIAAI.AAlII.AlCGI4 •• A 
$AI.BBl+q.·SQRTIAAI.AAII.S~RTIBBI·BBI+l.11 
RSX=I2.*AAl*Xl+BBI1/14.*AAll*OG(AAl.BBl.Xll+I./(4 •• SGRTIAAl*AA111* 
$AlOGIS.*AAl*AAl*Xl+4.*AAl*BBl+4.*SGRT(AAl*AAll*GG(AAI.BBl.Xlll-SAT 
$0 
G OTO 
1 RSX=SGRTISS1 •• Z+1.I.XL 
9 S=RSX/Bll11 
3 TAN=-(Z.*AAl*XL+B~11 
BI81=ATANITANI 
o S=DX/COS ([3 (S I I 
G OTO 5 
4 IFIINTIXPGII.EQ.OI GOTO 7 
IFIX.LE.ICI2ZI+oXP0111 GOTO 6 
7 ~(8)=ASINISP21 
<:=RSl/BI 111+1 X-CI2Z) )/COSIB (81) 
CS=DX/ceSI8(81) 
G eTO S 
E alel=ASINISPll 
C::=RSl/BI 11)+1 X-CI:'ZI IICOSIBI811 
DS=DX/COSIaiell 
57 
5<3 
:;') 
[,LJ 
,,1 
63 
54 
55 
GG 
C7 
53 
.,9 
70 
71 
72 
73 
74 
75 
75 
77 
73 
73 
all 
81 
82 
83 
84 
35 
8G 
87 
88 
8') 
ClU 
91 
92 
93 
94 
9S 
96 
97 
30l 
33 
1ULJ 
lUI 
102 
1U 3 
lU'I 
1U 5 
1U6 
1LJ 7 
1U 3 
109 
11(.; 
111 
112 
11.3 
IFIIITypr.NE.5) COTO e. 
rRAIN=CI Z2 )+0 XPGl+DXPGZ- XRAIN 
KPR=PRAIN/DX+1.99999 
rrIKPR.CC.21 HIN,KPR-1.1)=HMJN 
!r(PRAI~.GT.DX) HIN,I.2)=HDRY 
!~IX-PRAiNI l:;,l~.I[' 
IriITYPE.~E.31 GC TO 1[, 
IFIX~AIN-XI 15.1~,IG 
1l.J 9 (8):: [J 1'1 I 
JXl=FlOATIK-ll*OX-X 
Jr(ITYPE.[3.~1 GO TO 14 
IflITYPE.NE.2) GO TO 12 
IFIXRAIN.GT.XI GO TO 11 
CI2'1I=U. 
81291=0. 
G OTO 15 
11 KRAIN=XRAIN/oX+1.99993 
IFIKRAIN.N~.KI GO TO 12 
JFIK.GE.2) GOTO 'II 
PI291=0. 
CI241=0. 
GOT a 1 (, 
41 DX2=XRAIN-X 
DX3=XRAIN-FlOATIK-21*DX 
B(29)=GIIK-1.11*OX2/DX3*PI131*SI12) 
CI241=VIIK-1.11*OX2/OX3 
GOT 0 1 [. 
12 IFIK.GE.Z) GOTO 31 
S I 2 9 1= GIl K ,11 *B I 18 ) * B I 12 ) 
C(24)=VIIK,lI 
G OTO 32 
31 elZ91=IaIIK.l)-IGrlK,I)-GIIK-l.lll*DX1/DXI*BI181*BfI2) 
CI241=VIIK.11-IVIIK.II-VIIK-I.111*DXI/DX 
32 Irl IITYPE .EG. 3. AND.XRAIN .GT. I CI221+DXPGl+ DXPG2 I I GOTO IE 
IFIIITypr.EG.3.AND.XRAIN.lT.ICI221+oXPG1+DXPC211 GOTO 15 
IriITYPE.EG.ll GO TO 16 
WT=CTIK.lI 
IFIK.GE.ZI WT=CTIK.1 )-oXI/DX* ICTI K,II-CTI K-1.1) I 
IFlXRAIN-'.oITI 15.1~.1E 
1'1 PRAIN=CI211-XRAIN 
KPR=PRAIN/DX+1.99')99 
!rlKPR.GE.21 HIN,KPR-1.11=HMIN 
I~IPRAIN.GT.['X) HIN,I.ZI=HDRY 
IFIPRAIN.lT.XI GO TO 21 
C(241=0. 
PI291-=0. 
rOT 0 15 
21 !FIKPR.NE.KI GOlC 22 
! F I K. GE .?I GO TO 51 
CIZ91=0. 
CI241=U. 
rOTa 23 
')1 CX2=X-PRAIN 
DX3=FLOATIK-ll*DX-PRAIN 
DI291=GIIK.11*OX2/DX3*B(12)*BII21 
CIZ'II=VIIK.11*DXZ/DX2 
G OTO 22 
:; 
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114 
115 
115 
117 
11~ 
1: ~. 
l~u 
121 
1'" .., 
12 J 
12 " 
12 :> 
1 L b 
127 
12 a 
129 
130 
131 
132 
.:. 3 : 
134 
135 
13{; 
137 
133 
139 
14 U 
141 
142 
143 
144 
145 
145 
147 
143 
149 
150 
151 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
5 
10 
11 
lZ 
13 
14 
C 
C 
22 IFIK.CE.21 GOTO 61 
EI291=GIIK.11.S1181.S1121 
'::(241=VIIK,1l 
!? OT 0 23 
[; 1. :. I 2 9 I = I G I I K • 1 1 - I G I I K ,1 I - G I ( K -1 .1 1 1 • D XII D X I * D 1 1 8 I.e ( 1 ;:: I 
f' 1 24 I = VI I I<' ,11-1 VI I K. II -'J": I K -1,11 I. C X 110 X 
23 IFIX-PRAINI IS.IS.15 
1~ P(261=D. 
C C' TO 17 
13 CIZ41=O. 
S(29)=U. 
1£ elZ£! 81321 
IFIIT PE.EG.ll CALL RAINI2,TTTTI 
17 CI261 BI261/BI191 
CI231 BI231/BI171 
:FIN.EG.NCHI C1231=C1121 
IFIN.GT.NCHI CIZ31=C1351 
E'1271=0. 
IFIN.EG.NCH.AND.BI51.GE.O.31 CALL INFLTI2.TTTTI 
IFIN.GT.NCH.AND.BI351.GE.fJ.31 CALL INFLTlZ.TTTTI 
CI271=81271/8(191 
IFIN.NE.NCHI 8IZ91=0. 
CI291=BIZ91119(181.BI1211 
IFIN.GT.NCHI BI81=C(341 
CI61=SIN(RI61+8(SII 
CI81=SIN(BI811 
CI91=COS(8(811 
C I 21 =SIN I AT AN (S IN I B ( II 1 IIC 181 II 
C1361=81361 
CI371=8(371 
IFIN.EG.NCH.AND.BI51.GE.0.31 C(361=SI381 
IFIN.EG.NCH.AND.BI51.GE.O.31 C(311=SI391 
IFIN.CT.NCH.AND.BI351.GE.0.31 C1361=B1381 
IFI~.GT.NCH.ANO.BI351.GE.O.31 C(371=8(39) 
IFICURVE.GT.0.IE-5.AND.N.NE.NCHI C(Z61=FCTA.C(Z61 
IFI CURVE. GT.O .lE-5 .AND.N .NE .NCHI CIZ71 =FCTA.C (271 
RETURN 
END 
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29 
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31 
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33 
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41 
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SUBROUTINE TVPE4 58 
SET UP THE GUTTER FLOW C~DITIONS FOR TYPE 3 HOVING RAINSTORM 59 
THE ADVANCING WAVEFRONT REACHES THE ROAD CURB 50 
COHHON IBll B 140 )OCI 40 I. ZI 10loT1HE .OPH.NN.N .NCH.RSL.CURvr 61 
COHHON IS21 HIZ7.Z7.ZI.VI27.21.ZI.HLlZ7.10.ZI.HRIZ1.10.21. 62 
S VR 127.10 ,21. VL I 27. 10 .21. VJ 121.10. Zit XJ IZ7 .10.Z I. J If 27.27.21. K N.N JJ 63 
COHHON IB31 NKIZ11.NJIZ7J.DX.DT.DIST.HHIN.VMIN,ITVPE,IO.OCI27.10lo 64 
SS.DS 65 
COHMON IB41 IIIZ7.ZI.XI(27.ZIoHII27.21.VIIZ7.2ItGII21.21,WII21.ZI. 66 
SCTIZ7.ZI.CHIZ1.ZI.CVI27.Z1 67 
COMMON IB81 ACCU.ACCUX.ACCUV.HDRV.CC 68 
COHHON IB101 DXCH.DXRS.DDXCH.DDXRS 69 
DIHENSION VV(ZltFFI2J 70 
ITVPE=l 71 
CALL INBDVI1,XX.HH.TT,ZI 
N=NCH 
CALL STORMIO •• TIMEI 
NCT=O 
HP=HINCH,l.ZI 
1"1 
VVIII=O.l 
CALL GEOMIZ,A,HP.R.T.O.1,2,O.1 
32 CALL FRICIVVIII,HP.F,P,Rf,REC.Iih2,G.I 
F F I I 1 = C I 81 -C I 4 1 • F / B I 13 I. If3 S I VV I II 1 • V V I I I / R 
IFIABSIFF(III.LT.ACCUI GO TO 84 
IFII.EOolI GO TO 83 
NCT=NCT+ 1 
IF INCT.GT. 20 1 SS=SQRTl-1.1 
V V v= IFF I 11 • V V ( Z 1 -F F ( 21 • V VIllI /I F Fill -F F I Z 1 1 
VVIll=VVI21 
VVIZI=VVV 
FF(1I=FF(21 
GO TO 8Z 
83 I=Z 
VVCZI=O.OOOI 
GO TO 8Z 
84 VINCH.l.ZI=VV(II 
KN=XI 11. 21 IDXFlS+1. 00 rn 1 
XII1.11=XIl1.Z1 
DO 10 N=Z.NN 
DO 9 K=l.KN 
HIN.K.21=HI1.K.ZI 
V(N.K.ZI=VI1.K.21 
JIIN.K.ZI=JIII.K.21 
9 CONTINUE 
NK(NI=KN 
HIIN.ZI=HIll.ZI 
VIIN,ZI=VII1.ZI 
II(N.ZI=III1.Z1 
Cll N.Z )=CT 11.2 I 
CH(N.2 I=CHll.2 I 
CV(N,ZI=CVll.21 
WIlN.21=WIll.21 
XI C N .2 1 = X Ill. 2 1 
GI (N.2 I=OIll.2 1 
XI(N.ll=XIll.l1 
HINCH.N,21=HINCH.1,ZI 
VINCH,N.ZI=VINCH.1.21 
IFINJJ.EG.OI GO TO 1L 
NJ(NI=NJJ 
DO 8 J=l,NJJ 
XJIN,J.ZI=XJI1.J.21 
VJIN.J,21=VJI1,J.21 
VRIN.J.21=VRI1.J.21 
VL(N.J,ZI=VLI1.J.21 
HL(N,J,ZI=HL(l.J.ZI 
HRIN.J,ZI=HRC1.J.21 
8 CONTINUE 
10 CONTINUE 
RfTURN 
END 
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21 
28 
29 
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31 
32 
33 
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36 
31 
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SUBROUTINE UBOY 
SET UP UPSTREAM BOUtH'ARY CONDITIONS 
COM M 0 N / n 1 / B I 40 I , CIllO I , Z I 10 I , T 1M E , C f' H , NN , N , N C H , R S L , CU R V f 
COMMON /87/ HI27,21,~I,VI21,21,21,HLI21,10,21,HRI27,10,21, 
$VR 121, 10,2 I, VLl21, 10,:' I, VJI 21, 10,2 I, XJI 21,10,2 I,J II27,21,2 I,K ~,NJ 
COMMON /63/ NK(27),NJI271,DX,OT,OIST,HMIN,VMIN,ITYPE,IO,OCI27.1UI, 
$S,OS 
COMMON /88/ ACCU, . .IICCUX,Aa::UY,HORY,CC 
COMMON /B14/ IWETI21J 
IFIITYPE.EQ.2.ANO.IWETINI.EQ.OI HIN,I,ZI=HORY 
IFIITYPE.EG.5.ANO.IWETINI.EQ.OI HIN,1,21=HORY 
CALL STORMIO.,TIHEI 
IFIBI261.LT.ACCU.ANO.HIN,1,11.LT.1.1*HORYI HIN,1,21=HORY 
IFIHIN,1,21.GT.ACCUYI RETURN 
XJZ=X.J IN ,1,ZI 
IFIXJZ.GT.O •• ANO.XJZol T.OXI JHN,2,21=1 
IFI.JIIN,2,lI.EQ.11 GOTO 20 
IFIJIIN,2,21.EG.1I GOTO 10 
IFIITYPE.EQ.21 GO TO 5 
IFIN.EG.1.0R.N.EQ.NCHI GO TO 
N1=N-1 
IFIABSIHIN,l.1J-HIN1,l.11J.GT.ACCUI GO TO 5 
IFIABSIVIN.1.1J-VINl.1.1IJ.GT.ACCUI GO TO 5 
IFIABSIVIN.2.1'-VIN1.2.1».GT.ACCU) GO TO 5 
IFIABSIHIN,Z.11-HIN1.2,1».GT.ACCU) GO TO 5 
IFIABSIHIN.2.Z)-HIN1.Z,2».GT.ACCUI GO TO 5 
IFIABSIVIN.2.2)-VIN1.2,2)I.GT.ACCUI GO TO 5 
HIN.l.2)=HIN1.1.21 
VIN.1,Z)=VIN1.1,21 
RETURN 
5 CALL UPTIHIN,1.1ltVIN.1.lI,HIN.2,llrVIN,2,lltHIN,Z.2ltVIN,2,21, 
SOX) 
RETURN 
10 IFIX.J2.LT.ACCUXI GO TO 12 
H2=HIN ,1.11+1 HIN,2,1 )-H I No 1.1) hXJ2/0X 
V2=VIN.1,11+IVIN,Z,l)-VIN.1.111.XJ2/0X 
11 CALL UPTIHIN.1.1),VIN.ltll,HZ.VZ.HLIN.1,21,VLIN,I,21,X.J21 
RETURN 
12 HIN.1.21=HLIN.1,2) 
VIN,1,ZI=VLIN.1.21 
RrTURN 
20 I F I .II IN. 2,2) • EQ • 01 GOT 0 22 
IFIXJIN,lo11.LT.ACCUXI GO TO 21 
H 2 = H I N .1 ,1 I + I HL IN, 10 11 -H IN , 1 ,1 ) I * X.J 2 /X J IN. 1. 11 
V2=V I N .1 ,11+ I VL I N. 10 11 -v IN .1.111 *XJZ /XJ IN.1, 11 
GO TO 11 
21 CALL UPTIHLIN,1,1I.VLlN. 11 1ltO •• 0. ,HLIN.1,2ltVLIN .1,ZIrXJ21 
RETURN 
22 IFIVJIN.1,1'.LT.O.' GO TO 23 
H2=H I N,l .1 1+ I HL IN, 1, ll-H IN ,1,11 I.OX/ XJI N,l ,11 
V2=VIN,1,11+(VLIN,1,11-VIN.1,111*OX/XJIN.1.11 
CALL UPTIHIN.1.11,VIN.ltll,H2.V2.HIN.2.21,VIN,2.21.0XI 
RETURN 
23 .... 1=HIN,2.1J+IHRIN,1,11-HIN.2.111·0X/IOX-XJIN.1,111 
V1=VIN.2.1)+ I VR IN. 1. 11 -V 1N.2 .111-0X/ IDX-X .II N,l ,11 I 
CALL UPTIH1.V1.HIN.2.11.WN.2.11.HIN.2,21.VIN.2.21.0XI 
RETURN 
END 
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~U8ROUTIN[ UPTIIH, VI ,H2, v;} ,H3, V3,X 1 
COMPUTE V AND H AT THF UPSTREAM GRID POINT 
COM MaN I E' 1 I 8 I 4 0 1 , C I 411 1 , '7 I 10 1 • T 1M F ,0 PH, NN , '., N C H , r; S L , CU R V r 
COMMON 18?I H(27,:?7,ZI ,VI27,:7,ZI,HLI27,10,ZJ,"lRI;:7,II.J,ZI, 
.. VP 1'27, 1n ,? 1 , V l ( 2 I' 1(1 • '2 1 , VJ IZ 7, 10, ., I, YJ I Z 7 ,1 U ,Z 1 ,J ::-1 2 7, Z 7 , 21 , K ~l , N JJ 
COMMON 183/ NKI271,NJI27lrOX,OT,O!~T,HMIN,V~IN,ITYPE,IO,orI27,lUI, 
$<;,DS 
CCP-!MON IRlj/ III27.21,XII27,21,HII27,ZI,VII27.21,GI(27,ZI,WI!27,ZI. 
$CTI27,ZI,CHI27,21.CVI27.21 
CO MMON 18 61 A AI, 6 B 1, CC 1, SNK, 10 G, SPl, XP Gl , SP 2, XP GZ 
CCMMON IB81 ACCU,ACCUX,ACCUY,HORY,CC 
[lATA C22/00/ 
I F I lOG. F (l • 1 • AND. N • E Q • N CHI C T M IN = H .., H! * E I 16 I I C I <; I / T AN I AS I N ( SF' 2 I J / B 11 
$(11 
IFIIOG.fG.l.AND.N.EG.NCHoAND.CTll,ZI.LT.CTMINI CTI1,2J=Crr-HN 
I r IN. E G. N CHI CAL L G E OM I 2 ,A MIN, H '11 N, P , T ,0, 1,2,0. I 
CALL GEOM! 2,AORY ,HeRY, 1'1, T,O, 1, 2,0.1 
TIM=TIME-OT 
CALL STOPMIO.,TIMI 
CALL GEOMI2,A1,Hl,Rl.T1,Cl,I,I,O.1 
Cl=C1281 
IFIN.EG.NCHI C1=C22 
C9=C191 
C26= CI 26 I 
c:n=cI?7 1 
C::-9=CI 2'3 I 
CALL STORMIO.,TIMEI 
C2=C1281 
C~=CI91+C9 
C::-6=CI261+C26 
C27=CI 27 I+C27 
C 2 9= C I 29 I + C 2 9 
CALL STORMIX,TIMEI 
CALL GEOMI2,A3 ,1-13, R3,T 3, ['3,1,2,X I 
C'3=CI91+C'1 
C76=CI 26 I+C26 
C27=CI271+C27 
C29=CI291+C29 
CALL STORMIX,TIMI 
CALL GEO"'12,A2,H2,R2,T2,f:2,I,I,XI 
C"'=ICI91+C31/4. 
r.26=ICI2EI+C251/4. 
C27=ICI271+C271/4. 
C29=ICI291+C291/4. 
T=IT1+T2+T31/3. 
A= Al +A 2- A:>: + 2. - D T -I I C 9* I C 76 -C 27 1 * C I 19 I' h B III 1 - B 11 [; 1 I [\ I 18 1 1 + 31 111 
$ -C29 /1 B! 101 -C 151 II -I v: * A :+ V3 *A 3- C1 -C 21 * I D T I XI 
IF IN.EG.NCH.ANO .IDG. E~ .l.~ ND.A.l T. A~ln'l A =AI'IN 
:FIA.LT.AORYI A=ADRY 
CALL GEOMll,A.HI t\;, 1. 21,R,T,D,1 ,2,0.1 
IF 1 N • E Q. N C H. A NO • ID G • > ('l .1 • AN 0 • H IN, 1 ,2 I. LT. HM IN I H ( N, 1 ,2 1 = \.! ~: /Ii 
IFIHIN,I,71.LT.HDQYI HIN,1,2J=HDRY 
IF IN. E G. NCH. AND • ~ 11 I. G T.? 1 CAL L !r,P DY I 3,0. , HI N • 1,21 ,T ,2 1 
CALL GE0'112,A,HI N, 1, 21,R,T,D,1 ,2,0.1 
VIN,1.ZI=C2/A 
TFIN.;:C'.NrHI C2Z=C2 
RFTURN 
END 
... 
x 
1 SUBROUTINE WRITJ 
2 C OUTPUT INFORMATION FOR DISCONTINUITIES 
3 COMMON IB11 B(401,CI401.Z(101,TIME.OPH,NN,N.NCH,RSL,CURVE 
COMMON IB21 HI27,27, 2I,V(27,27,21 ,HLl27,10.2ItHRI27,10,21t 
1L1 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
30 
31 
32 
33 
34 
35 
36 
37 
38 
39 
40 
41 
42 
43 
44 
45 
46 
47 
48 
4'3 
$ VR 127,10 ,2 It VL I 27, 10 .: I , VJ 127,10,2 I, XJ 127, 1U, 21 ,J I12 7,21,21, KN, N J 
COMHON 1831 NKI271,NJI271.0X,DT.DIST,HHIN,VMIN,ITYPE,IO.OCI27.101, 
SS,DS 
COMMON IB71 NU27, 10 I, NR 121,10 loS Ll2 7, 10) ,SRI 27 .10 I, F"Ll27,10 I, 
SrR(27,101.NF"J.SF"J.F"F"J 
WRITE16,2001 
200 F"ORHAT' I' DISCONTIN UITIES : '/4 X. 'TYPE' ,5X, 'XJ' ,4X, 'VJ' ,13X,' V' ,6X. 
l'H',6X,'Q',6X,'FR',5X,'REL FR',IfX,'RENOS',4X,'CRI RE',3X,'F"RIC'. 
26X,'SF',5X,'F'.2X,'E',4X,'OCC.'1 
DO 30 .1=10 NJJ 
XJJ=XJ IN,d ,21 
VJJ=VJIN,J,2) 
VLL=VLIN,J,21 
VRR=VRIN,J,ZI 
HRR=HR IN,J ,21 
HLL=HLI N,J.2) 
CALL STORHIXJJ,TIHEI 
CALL OPHEAD 
CALL GEOHI2,ALL,HLL,R1.L,TLL,DLL.1,2,XJJI 
CALL GEOMI2,ARR,HRR,RRR. TRR.DRR.l.2. XJJI 
aL=VLL*ALL 
QR=VRR*ARR 
CALL FRICI VLL,HLL,FLL,RLL,REL,RCL,KL.2,XJJI 
CALL FRICIVRR,HRR.FRR.RRR,RER,RCR,KR,2.XJJI 
FR1=FRTSTII VLL-VJJ I, OLL. (PH, CIl) ,C C S I, C 191. C 120),21 
F"RZ=FRTSTIIVRR-VJJ,.DRR,OPH,CI1,.CIS,.CI91,CI201,21 
Fl=FRTSTIVLL.DLL,OPH,CI11,CIS),CI91.CI201.21 
F"2=FRTSTCVRR,ORR,OPH,CIl hCISI ,C19hC1201 ,21 
IFIARR.LT.ALLI GO TO 20 
WRITEI6, 20U XJJ,VJJ, Ift...L. H..L,QL.FltFRltREL .RCL.FLI N,J I.SLI N,J ItKL 
S ,NLI N. JI ,OC IN, JI ,V RR .HRR ,aR, F2 ,FR2 .RER ,RC R,FR IN.J 1 ,SR IN.J I, KR. 
SNRIN.JI 
201 F"ORHATI/4X.'JUHP ',2F7.4,' LEFT ',3F7.4,2E9.4.4E9.3,2I3.4X.A61 
S2SX. 'RIGHT " 3F7.4, 2E9.4, 1£9.3,2131 
130 TO 30 
20 rRl=FRTSTC IVJJ-VLL I.DLL,OPH,CI11.CIS hCI91 ,C1201t21 
F R 2=FRTSTI I VJJ-VRR I, DR R. CPH. C 111 , C 15 "C 191 • C I 20 1,2) 
WRITE 16.2021 XJJ, VJJ, Ift...L. HLL. QL .Fl, FR 10 REL,R CL.F LI N,J I. S LI N, J I. KL 
s, NLI N, J) ,DC IN. J I, V RR. HRR ,Q R. F2, F"R2,R ER. RC R, FR IN, J ). SR IN, J I, KR, 
SNRIN,JI 
202 F"ORHATI/4X,'SURGE',2F"7.4,' LEFT ',3F"1.4.2E9.4.4E9.3,213,4X,A61 
S2SX,'RIGHT',3F7.4,2E9.4,4E9.3,2I3J 
30 CONTINUE 
RETURN 
END 
7. Test Data 
7. 1 . Test inEut 
Input data for run 1 on the roadway with curb-type gutter are: 
Card 
No. ITYPE NOUT NN TEi'ID DDXCH DDXRS CURVE 
5 5 10.0 100.0 4.0 0.0 
B(l) B(2) B (3) B(4) B(5) B(6) B(7) B(8) 
2 1.0 1.0 1 .0 0.05 0.0034 0.0 o. 1575 -* 
B(9) B(10) B (11) B (12) B (13) B(14) B(15) B(16) 
3 400.0 
B (17) B (18) B (19) 13(20) B (21) B(22) B(23) B(24) 
4 400.0 24.0 0.0034 0.0000121 
B(25) B (26) B(27) B(28) B(29) B (30) B (31) B(32) 
5 28.5 
B(33) B(34) B(35) B(36) B(37) B(38) B(39) B(40) 
6 0.333 235.0 0.296 510000.0 0.662 0.0 
NL IDG Y(l ) Y(2) Y(3) SUPEL TRFCT SPEED 
7 2 1 0.0 -0.250 -0.625 
SPl XPG1 SP2 XPG2 
8 0.0 0.0 0.10 3.0 
AM BBB CCC TD RTO 
9 20.0 ** 0.0 
FINF BETTA ALPHA TO SPI 
10 
11 Punch any digit but 0 on colunm 3 
*blank 
**any digit but 0 
7.2. Test outEut 
A sample of output data is shown on the following page. 
J49 
VI 
o 
•• ., •• *.** •• ***.**.*****.**.* •••• *** •• * ••••• *** ••• *** • 
•• • •••• ****.*** ... * ........ * •• *.** •• **********.********* 
• • • TIME = 1.44 q (DIMEN~ION~L T!~[ = 41 • 'J 43 Sf c. ) ********************** 
*********.******* ... *******.*** ******** *******.*.****** 
.** .******.** * *****.*.*****.**.*.* *.*** ..... **** •••• 
FOR OVERLAND FLOW.SECTION 3 
R."l.TNFALL INTEN':)ITY = 20.00 CIN./HR) INFIL TF~AION PATr = 
CPITICAL ':)ECTION LOCATES AT x= .~29° 
x 
.000 
.01[] 
.(12 U 
.03U 
.04U 
.050 
v 
.00 (10 
• (1197 
.0308 
.0397 
.05(16 
.0580 
H 
.0107 
.0196 
• li2 36 
.0257 
• (12 65 
.0274 
Q 
.000 
.336-U3 
.726-03 
.102-02 
.134-02 
.159-U2 
FFOUDE 
.0000 
.5693 
.:' 10 7 
1.0 U2 3 
1.2574 
1.417P 
R '-YNOL OS 
• E.El 5-EI 
• 1£ U +03 
.3U2+03 
.424+lJ3 
.:r:: 9 +03 
.f61+03 
CP::: nr 
.OOU 
.646 +0 3 
.755+U3 
.325+03 
.871 +U 3 
.115+03 
.oou 
~ 
U 
4 
'-\ 
4 
4 
4 
( IN • IHR ) 
Fr'Ie 
.454+00 
.253+0(J 
.188+00 
.148+ OU 
.130+LJU 
SL or'- F 
.184-01 
.208-l.Jl 
.23(-01 
.293-01 
.325-(11 
E 
u 
o 
1 
U 
1 
V( F PS) 
• uno 
.272 +00 
.475 +O(] 
• ~48 +00 
.f99+00 
.800 +0 (1 
I-j( FT) 
.396-[12 
.708-02 
.853-02 
• ~2 9-02 
.960-0Z 
.991-02 
G (C FS) 
.000 
.193-[l? 
.362-Cl? 
.509-1]::' 
.670-Q2 
.793-0::' 
*.*.* •• ***.*****.****** ••••• * **** ••••• ***** * •••• * ••••• 
TH[ CONDITIONS ON INTER BOUNDARY ARE-
N X H V Q FR L 
1 .0623 .0268 .0755 .202-02 .187+01 
2 .0602 .0282 .U655 .135-02 .1~,8+Ul 
3 .0 5 8 7 • 0281 .0 64 4 • 181 - 0 2 .155+ 0 1 
4 .U582 .0281 .0640 .180-02 .155+01 
5 .058(j .0281 .u639 .179-02 .154+01 
FR R CNJ H CN J V XJDOT T 
2..n 876 
2..9324 
3.5123 
3.7099 
3.7801 
* * * * * * * * * • * * * * * * * * • * • * * • • * * • * • * * • • • • * * * * * * * • * * * * * * • • • • 
rOR CHANNEL FLOW 
RAINFALL INTENSITY = 20.00 (IN./HP) INFILTRAION R~TE = 
CRITICAL SECTION LOCATES AT x= .0824 
x 
.OUO 
.25U 
.5UU 
.750 
1.00U 
v 
.0000 
.3(119 
.3124 
.318U 
.3215 
H 
.2412 
.3527 
.4127 
.4297 
.4357 
Q 
.000 
.190+00 
.259+00 
.286+00 
.2 gg+o 0 
F ROUDE 
.U 00 0 
2.5354 
2. b 045 
2. b 12 7 
2.5275 
R!:YNOLDS 
.9(; 8-19 
.25B+05 
• Z1 2+05 
.287+05 
.293+05 
CPT RE 
.000 
.244+04 
.24(; +U 4 
.24g+U4 
.250 +U 4 
• Oll U 
F 
o 
5 
5 
5 
5 
( IN. IHR J 
FRIC 
.397-Ul 
.392-01 
.386-01 
.385-01 
SL orr F 
.362-U1 
• 367-lll 
.361-01 
.362-Ul 
FLOW THROUGH INLET IS Q = .298+UO (OIMfNSIONAL DISCHARGE Q = .149+01 CFS) 
E 
o 
u 
o 
o 
V( F PS ) 
• L,O (1 
.417 +01 
• 4::' 1 +(j 1 
.439+01 
.444 +01 
HfFT) 
.373-01 
.131+00 
.149+00 
.156+0Q 
.158+UO 
Q (C FS) 
.GOO 
.95(1 +QC 
.129+01 
.143 +01 
.149+01 
* • * • * * * * * * * • * • • • * * • * * * * • * * * * • * * * * • • * * * * • • • * * * * * * * • • * * * 
rOR ovERLAND FLOW,SECTION 7 
ACC COMP ERR -= -2.09%, CURR CO~P ERP = -.46%, WIT H V C = .113 VT = 1.302 VIN = 1.331 VOUT = .11 :? 
